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THE LOST LANGUAGE OF 
SYMBOLISM 

CHAPTER XIV 

THE HEAVENLY TWINS 

'4 The One remains,, the many change and pass/1 

Shelley. 

11 One is all alone 

And ever doth remain soJ' 

Old English FoiJt-Sang. 

It was customary among the ancients to regard the Great 
Spirit under the dual aspect of Gemini the Twins, or* as 

they were called in Sanscrit, the Aha ns or Asvins. In 
Egypt, as elsewhere, the palpable dualism of Nature— 
Male and Female, Day and Night, Morning and Evening, 
Summer and Winter, Sun and Moon, Light and Darkness, 
Heaven and Earth—was typified as a double Being. “In 
most of the [Egyptian] hymns,” says Dt* Rouge, “ we come 
across this idea of the double Being who engendered Him¬ 
self, the Soul in two Twins—to signify two Persons never 
to be separated.”J 

The innumerable forms under which the duality of the 
One was typified may be judged from the following Vedic 
invocation :— 

VOL. II. 
] Hubert Lt(/ureft 1379, p. 90, 

J 
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“ Like the two stones you sound for the same object. 

You are like two hawks rushing toward a tree with a nest, 

like two priests reciting their prayers at a sacrifice ; like the 

two messengers of a dan called for in many plates. 

«< Coming early, like two heroes on their chariots, like 

twin-goats, vou come to him who has chosen you ; like two 

women, beautiful in body ; like husband and wife, wise 

among their people. 
« Like two horns, come first towards us ; like two hoots, 

rushing on quickly ; like two birds, ye bright ones, every 

day, come hither, like two charioteers, O ye strong ones 

« Like two ships, carry us across ; like two yokes, like 

two naves of a wheel, like two spokes, like two felloes ; like 

two dogs that do not hurt our limbs ; like two armours, 

protect us from destruction. 
“Like two winds, like two streams, your motion is 

eternal ; like two eyes, come with your sight towards us 1 
Like two hands, most useful to the body % like two fe^t, 

lead us towards wealth. 
“Like two lips, speaking sweetly to the mouth ; hke 

two breasts, feed us that we may live. Like two nostrils, 

as guardians of the body ; like two ears, be inclined to 

listen to us. 
“Like two hands, holding our strength together; like 

heaven and earth, drive together the clouds. O Asvins, 

sharpen these songs that long for you, as a sword is 

sharpened with a whetstone. 
The two eyes of the Spectacles (illustrated ante, p. 22) 

were probably understood to denote respectively Love and 

Knowledge, but prior to the invention of spectacles twin 

wheels or circles were regarded as a symbol of the Deity. 

The examples of this emblem, reproduced herewith, are 

classed by Mons. Briquet as “ cars, chariots, or ploughs.” 

1 Quoted in Sd**tt a/ Language, Ma* M LiUer, p- 54°- 
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From some of them descend the customary three rays, and 

they all doubtless represent the Solar Chariot, the “Great 

Vehicle” of esoteric Buddhism. 

Dr Inman, referring to an uncomprehended two-circle 
ornament found frequently on the sculptured stones of 

Scotland, writes : “ It is spoken of as s the spectacle 

795 ?<£ 791 

ornament,' and is commonly associated with another figure 

closely resembling the letter Z. It is very natural for the 

inquirer to associate the twin circles with the Sun and Earth 

or the Sun and Moon. On one Scottish monument the 

circles represent wheels, and they probably indicate the solar 

chariot. As yet I have only been able to meet with the Z 

and the ( spectacle ornament ’ once out of Scotland ; it i$ 

figured on apparently a Gnostic gem. In that we see in a 
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serpent cartouche two Z figures, each having the down-stroke 
crossed by a horizontal line, both ends terminating in a circle; 
beside them is a six-rayed star, each ray terminating in a 
circle. I can offer no satisfactory explanation of the emblem. ’1 

In the paper-marks herewith the letter Z is associated, 
as. on the Scottish monuments, with two circles. In fig. 800 
these appear beneath the figure of Zeus, the All-Father, who 
is represented sitting upon a five-rayed zigzag, crest, or 
cockscomb. The hair of this sitting figure is portrayed 
likey&jwfold Fire ; the Danish for four is fire, and the word 
four' is seemingly identical with fire. The Roman numeral 

4—symbol of the divine Fire—is the Indian letter chf the 
initial of thatury the Sanscrit word for four, Chatur resolves 
itself into cha t urf the “ Ever-existent resplendent Fire,'1 
The Persian for four is c/;e/i*ir ; the Breton is puart “ Father 
Fire,” or pedtr, " Father of Resplendent Fire/' The 
Lithuanian for four is peturi, which may be equated with 
pater, and the Greek is terras* or tettares. The sacred four 
or tetrakds stood among the Pythagoreans for the Supreme 
Deity, and this symbolism is presumably responsible for the 
names of the Number. The Mexican for four was eatt> and 
caan meant heaven. Kan, i.e. ak ant the 41 great One,” was 
the Mexican title for the Being to whom the Creator had 

3 Pwfm flW Modtm Christian Syntiwlism, p. 

2 In /aching it becomes far, J 7a/ H&rus dt Failitr H enure ? 
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entrusted from the beginning the keeping of the pillar 
that supported the Sky — hence kan meant also yellow, 
the colour of fire, and kin meant “ the vivifying, the 
life sustaincr, the God,"1 JCfew was Egyptian for good; 
kin was Celtic for good—whence, no doubt, our adjective 
kind and the word tine, a generic term for cattle. In Irish 
Khan means vast. 

The poets feigned that Zeus, in. the form of a swan, 
loved a maiden named Leda, who gave birth to an egg— 
whence sprang the twins Castor and Pollux. These 
beneficent, star-browed brethren, known to the Greeks as 
the Dioscuri, are generally represented as riding upon white 
horses, and their reputation is expressed by Macaulay's 
well-known lines : 

11 Back comes the chief in triumph 

Who, in the hour of right, 

Hath seen the great Twin Brethren 
In harness on his right. 

Safe comes the ship to haven 

Through billows and through gale,'. 

If once tiie great Twin Brethren 
Sit shining on tiie sails,” 

The name Leda may be equated with Lada, the heroine 
of a Slav version of Cinderella entitled 11 The Princess 
with the Gold Star on her brow,"* According to one 
version of Cinderella, she becomes the mother of a twin 
boy and girl, the girl having, like the Dioscuri, a star on 
her brow* From the “fair unspotted side of Psyche two 
blissful twins” were born.* Of the Bride of King Solomon 
the poet says : “Thy two breasts arc like two young rocs 
that are twins, which feed among the lilies," 4 and the teeth of 
the Bride are twice likened to *’ a flock of sheep which go up 

1 U Plongtcn, Queen Moo, 93. 
* Cinderella, p. 418- 1 Ibid., p. sSi. 

* Buliinch, Age of Fable, p. 96. 1 iv, 5. 
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from the washing, whereof ever}* one hcareth twins, and there 
is not one barren among them,” 1 White (washed ?) lambs 

Sox 

So; 

were the particular offering of the Dioscuri, who were sym¬ 
bolised not only by twin circles, but also by the twin cherubs4 
that arc so familiar a feature of Renaissance ornament, 

1 vi.6; it. 3. 
* The word cktrui=CHOkEb, an alternative name of Mount Sinai. 
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In fig. 801 these two children arc flourishing on either 
side of their Parent, the Bird of Light, and in fig. Bol, 
associated with their white horses, they are supporting 
Leda's Swan. The fable of the Swan's enchanting death - 
song probably had some such similar symbolic basis as that 
of the Panther’s alluring breath. 

The Old Irish for swan was gets, which is cognate with 
geese, and as a symbol the swan and the goose were no doubt 

equivalent. 

603 

In fig. 803 the Twins are represented piping upon fifes 
on either side of the Vase of Abundance, and in fig. 804 
they appear like twin goats " with Pan, the Great Trunk, 
or Torso. The word Torso reappears in the place-name 
Thurso. To the north of Thurso is the Orkney Island 
named Pomona, 41 sole Father,” and the principal town on 
Pomona is named On. North of Pomona, a word meaning 
apple1 in Latin, is a small island named Papa West ray—an 
extended form of Pappus, one of the names of Jupiter. 

1 The root vpptt in such English place-names as AffLebv* Apple -Cross* 

Am^o^ etc^ limy often be equated with Apollo, In the 

parish nf CODsiiiLL, Isle of Wight, ts an Applkdurwell, alternatively known 

as AiTOLDuRtoMis, Compare surname Afpgld, 
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In the Shetlands is Papa Stour, i.e. Father Steer, the 

“ Steer of Day.” 
Thurso, a name cognate with the Greek word thyrsus,, 

meaning a stem, stalk, or ashera^ is allied! philologically to 
Thirsk in Yorkshire, which is overlooked by a hill named 
Great Haw, and by another named Simon Seat, an eminence 
evidently comparable to Simons Yat on the River Wye. 

Thirsk is situated on the River Codbeck, an affluent of the 
Swale ■ and the Gaelic for w/tafe is ork. In days of yore the 
River Ouse flowing through York was known as the Eure 
or Yore, and York was originally Yurewick or Ygrick. 
There are several rivers named the Yar in England ; Yora 
is a river in Georgia ; and the town of Axmikster is on the 
River 1 arty. The great Asiatic River Oxus was alter¬ 
natively called Araxes j In Hebrew iar is a generic term for 
river, and the syllables fundamentally meant the “Ever- 
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existent Fire or Light." Most rivers, great or small, were 
once held sacred as symbols of the life-giving Son, and 
it was by frequent usage that <V, ock, usk, frit, ysei, etc., 
became generic terms for river. 

The holy estimation in which rivers were once held may 
be judged from extant Hymns to the Nile, in which the 
Egyptians express their adoration in practically the same 
terms as they used in worshipping the Sun. Among other 
invocations the Nile is hailed as “a healing balm for all 
mankind.” (< He shines when he issues forth from the 
darkness to cause his flocks to prosper. It is his force that 
gives existence to all things ; nothing remains hidden from 
htm, , . , He causes all his servants to exist. . . . Hail to 
thee, O Nile, who manifesteth thyself over this land and 
comest to give life to Egypt." 

According to Edmunds the River Teign derives its 

name from Tan, ** the sacred fire of the Druids,”1 and 
religious nomenclature is elsewhere very generally traceable 
in river names. 

In Egypt the Twins were spoken of as two Lions whose 
solar phases constituted Day and Night. Osiris was 
entitled 11 Lord of the Double Lions," and the solitary solar 
disc was surnamed the “ Lion of the Double Lions.” Aten, 

the Sun, may be equated with Wotan or Odin of Wednesday 

and the Great World Ash.1 

Within the city of Edinburgh or Odin’s Burgh (?) 
is a famous Ljan Rock known alternatively as u Arthur’s 
Seat ” ; and five miles south of Brecon in North Wales 
rise two mountain-peaks designated “Arthur’s Chair.” 
The semi-fabulous Arthur or Arturius, whose mystic 
land was Lyon esse and whose seat was Caerleon, was 

1 Truces of History in the Mimes pf PAtces, p, 254, 
* The Christian festival ol Ash-Wednesday cannot but be a survival of 

some ceremony in connection with WodaN's Ash. 
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identified with Arctus,1 the Great Bear, and the legends 
of Arthur of Britain preserve many relics of prehistoric 

theology. 
The mother of King Arthur is said to have been 

Igraise, and as gratae is Celtic for /eve, the name Iggraine(?) 

presumably meant “the Mighty Love." The bather of 
King Arthur, according to most versions, was Other 

Pen dragon. The word Uthir, like Aither, the Father 
of Pan, may be equated with Ether, the superfine, all¬ 

permeating atmosphere. 

Figs. 805 and 8o6, consisting of a Dragon sur- 
mounting a “ pen,” may be understood as a rebus 
reading “ Pendragon." This title was given to an 
elective sovereign paramount over the many kings of 
Britain, and was equivalent to “ King of Kings." A 
dragon was the standard of the West Saxons, of the 
Welsh, of the Phoenicians, and of the Chinese Manchu 

dynasty. 
The Three Queens associated with King Arthur may 

be equated with the three maidens seated at the root of the 
World's Ash, and with the Triple Light-ray. Tennyson 
refers thus to them as a triple flame ; 

1 Chrjtudt of Gitdeu. 
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si Down from the casement over Arthur, smote 

Flame-colour, vert and azure, iff thw rayi9 
One falling upon each of three fair queens, 

Who stood in silence near his throne, the Friends 

Of Arthur, gazing on him, tall, with bright 

Sweet faces, who will help him at his need.1' 

These three Queens, Good Thought, Good Word, and 
Good Deed, the builders of mystic Camelot, are said to 
have come “ from out a sacred mountain, cleft toward the 
Sunrise.1' Twin mountain-peaks figure in nearly all ancient 

mythologies. In India are Mru and Kailasa, the Sunrise 
mountains ; in Chaldea a sacred mountain in the East was 
contrasted with a second in the West, and, according to the 
Egyptians, the Western mouth of Hades consisted of a 
double mount between whose peaks the Sun rose and set* 
The emblems herewith imply that the twin mountains were 
simply another symbol of the Asvins* 

The twin-peaked M was a letter called san in the Dorian 
alphabet, and its value was equivalent to /. The word Stmt— 
primarily meaning the Light of the One, and secondarily 
ffaij?—Is the radical of san3 santa> $aimet saint, sanms, samtY 
sanitasf sane^ sanguine^ etc. 

The twin peaks of fig. Si i are marked with the A A of 
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the Ahaks or Asvrss invoked ante, “ like two breasts, feed us 
that we may live.” The Hebrides contain two mountains 

named “the Paps of Jura.” 

In Egyptian the word aa meant great, and in the emblems 

S12 

S13 

814 

herewith the divine Asvins are portrayed lolling blissfully 
upon two A’s. In nearly every case one of these A’s is 
represented as dark and the other as white, presumably an 
allusion to the idea expressed in the Vedas : "One of them 
shines brightly, the other is black ; twin sisters are they, 
the one black, the other white."1 

1 Mythology 0/tht Aryan Kathtu, Cox, p, 207. 
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The Chaldean “ God of Life" was sometimes entitled 
Aa and sometimes Aos.' The name Aos is probably con¬ 
nected with (tyuii the Sanscrit for life, and also with Eos, the 

Pinches, Rtl. of Bat. and Aa. t pp. J2, 50. 
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Greek mine for the Dawn. Chaos, the Infinite Space (not 

confusion)—whence Gods, men, and all things else arose, and 
which existed, according to ancient cosmogonies, previous 
to the creation of the universe—may be resolved into Ak 
Aos, the Light, Spirit, or Essence of the Great A. 

The Chaldean Aos was known alternatively as Hoa, and 
it would seem that in his dual aspect the Holy One came 
to be known somewhat ^discriminatingly as Qa,1 Aq,s 
or Aa.* 

One of the Gnostic’s terms for the Supreme Spirit was 
Iao, f.e. the ever-existent Ao and Tao, a Chinese name for 
the Supreme Spirit—may be resolved into T-aq, the “ re¬ 
splendent Ao." 

The legends of Tao declare that he existed in the Great 
Absolute prior to the birth of the elements, that he is the 

pure essence of the ttett" the K original ancestor of the 
prime breath of life,” and the giver of form to the heavens 
and the earth.* Chinese mythology represents Tao as a 
divine emanation incarnate in a human form. He is termed 
“the most high and venerable prince of the portals of gold 
of the palace of the genii,” and is said to have condescended 
to a contact with humanity by becoming incorporated with 
the “ miraculous and excellent Virgin of jasper.” 

Among the Greeks the Twins were denominated anakes, 
i.r. the One Great Light, and sometimes, instead of as Two, 
thedfluki was invoked as Four, under the names Axtsxos 
(The Great Fire Eros ?), Axiokersa (The Great Fire, The 
Great Ursa or Bear ?), Axiokersos, and Kadmiel. The 
Celestial children of the Creator were regarded as the 
conquerors of darkness, the lords of light, ever youthful, 

* The Polynesian word aloha means fove, frhmtihip, ^ralUudt, and 

- Heigh® is an English surname ; Av is Polynesian for the Sunrise. 
1 Pharaoh's alternative tiite fc-as Peeaa- 
* Sir T. Thornton, Hisiv?y <?/China, i. 134. 
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swift as thought, and possessed of a profound wisdom. In 
India they were termed the Vritrahana because they 
ushered in the Sunlight and destroyed Vritra, the dark¬ 
ness, The Vritrahana were symbolised by two V’s as in 
the designs herewith. 

In fig. 821 they are supported upon the Diamond of 
their Father, Dyads, Le. the resplendent Ayus or Life^ and 

this emblem may be equated with the Twin Circles attached 
to the Z. 

The designer of figs. Baj and 824 evidently identified 
the two strokes of the X with the Twin Circles, and the P 
surmounting the two V's on fig, 825 is simply another 
form of the Labarum, i.e. P surmounting X. Ekse is the 
Latin numeral for Ttn or Aten, and the figure X is 
composed by the combination, point to point, of two Jivet 
or V’s, 

The Druids used to invoke the Omnipotent and All- 
preserving Power under the symbol 1,0.W., and among 
the Cabalistic names for the Deity occurs the word Ihoh, 
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said to mean “The Eternal, absolute principle of crea¬ 
tion and destruction, the male and female principle, the 
author and regulator of time and motion. 1 I he circles of 
Supreme Love and Knowledge represented in fig. S26 
exhibit a singular resemblance to the regulating balls of 

a steam-engine. 
Among the Egyptians lo was identified with Isis, and 

among the Mayas of Central America Io was a sacrosanct 
term implying “all that which lives and moves," the 

“Spirit of the Universe, the Boundless, the Infinite 
One."5 Of the Maoris of New Zealand, who to this 
day worship a First Cause under the name Io, Mr Cowan 
writes, (l Beneath all the personifications of natural things, 
of the Sun and Moon and Stars, the Winds and the 
Ocean 1 there arc faint traces of some still more ancient 
faith, the belief in a Great First Cause. This supreme 
Being or Power is Io, a name occasionally to be heard in 
ancient chants and genealogies. The resemblance of the 
name to Devus, Deo, Zeus, louis, and other forms of the 
Old World names for the Supreme God, has frequently 
been remarked upon, but probably the likeness is merely 

1 Ltrkoti of Frttmatonry^ t p. 229, 
s Qkttn Af*ep pp, I£ 1,2x6, 22X. 
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verbal; lo is no doubt a form of iho, the core or animating 
force of all things, the primal energising principle,”1 

The letters lo are exhibited in the emblems below, and 
in fig. 829 they appear upon the Vase of Light in conjunc¬ 
tion with the Twin Circles. 

To the Maori mind Light was the primal Father and 
Po was the passive K Mother Darkness,” The North 
American Indian for wafer is po; po is the Chinese for 
lakey and the European river-name Po is probably as¬ 
signable to the same root5 Eaut the French for water, 

is phonetically O, t.e. the feminine moiety of lo. In Old 
English yea, as in Yeovil near Ax minster, meant water., but 

HO 
Si? ftz& K29 

in yeoman and the surname Yeo it is probable that the word 

had an older signification. 

Oh 10 is an Endian place-rtame5 and in Indian language 
ohio meins btautifuL Iowa is also an American place-name, 
and in Hebrew the word Ihoah means u Who is and 
who will be (?)." The Druidic invocation LO*W. seemingly 
implied the Male and Female Spirit of Creation and their 
Offspring, the Twin Spirits of Love and Knowledge. 

In fig- Sjo the Celestial Twins are supported by the 

1 The .Maoris New Zra/andf jr Cowan, p, iojr 

* The River Po was alternatively known as the Papus, the ** Fa rent ot 
Resplendent Light” ; the British ar vrry, meaning wafers may be compared 

with the Norse a, meaning wrr, and all three terms may be equaled with 

the primal A- Hie Babylonian Goddess Ea or (he Great Deity may per¬ 

haps be responsible for tar another British farm of ny ox Taw, i Celtic 
term for rlv&\ is apparently resplendent Aw. 

VOL. XL 2 
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Flower of Light; in figs. B31 and 832 they are springing 
from between its lobes. Sometimes the Fleur-de-lys is 
represented with twin stars upon it,1 and sometimes, as in 

the arms of the city of Florence, bursting with golden 

seeds. On fig, B33 is standing the Cock, ** Chanticler ”—a 

name apparently compounded of chant and klair—“ the 

singer of the lightning." Note the minute symbolism of 

this cock; his tail feathers are the five of light; his wing 
is inscribed S ; and his comb is a combination of three 

and two. 
That the Iris symbolised the Primal Fire is abundantly 

evident from the examples herewith. Figs. 831 and 834 
are encircled by a blaze of Flame ; fig. 835 is decorated with 

1 This emblem has been adopted as the crest u( the Boy Scouts. 
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the flickering lines of Fire ; and figs.. 836 and 837 are 
designed in a form that suggests Fire. 

Associated with figs. 838 to 840 are the Circles of 
Perfection,1 and the S or SS of the Supreme Spirit is 
artfully introduced into the forms of figs. 840, 841, 843, 
and elsewhere. Our letter S is the Creek sigma, and the 
earliest form of sigma was practically the same as our 
modern 2. This letter subsequently assumed what Dr 
Isaac Taylor calls “the ordinary lunar form C,’>! 

Fig. 843 is surmounted by a new moon or C. The 

name see is phonetically identical with sea, the ocean, Dutch 
zee \ and sinus, the Latin for a curvi mgreu, is evidently cognate 
with Sin, the God of Light, whose emblem was the crescent 
moon or letter C. According to Plutarch, the Egyptian 

' A ftotrJH/rs associated with two circles is the arms of the lawn of 

l.i&KKAKD in Cornwall- The main street in Liskeard is Luxe Street; 

one of the boundaries of the borough is “a certain cross which is called 

LfixvcROSS." In the same district arc Lvxstowk, and Luxulyan. In 

Liskeard— /.<. the Caer or Seat of Eli.ift, the Lord of Light—St Luke’s Day 

used to be a prime festivaL-See Allen Q\ Hi ft, of Bor. o/Utkeard 
Elis was essentially the Holy Land ol ancient Greece- Watered by the 

Kwer ALPhkus, it was the centre of peace atid religion, and the site of the 

Olympic games. Armies were compelled to lay down their arms before 

being permitted to pass through the favoured and sacred land—See Buckley 
(i. A.), Great Ct/tes of Ant. World, pp. 337-30. Compare also Lisbon Dr 

UsbOa, the capital of ancient Lusitania. Lisbon or Olisipo is still known 

in iu most ancient part by the Moorish name A mama. i>, Ali?. the Sun A? 
1 The Alphabet, iu 103, 
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priests considered the sea " to proceed from fire,’*1 and it 
is seemingly this idea which is preserved in the words sinus, 

sea, and zee. 
The spear or rod-like core of figs. 844 and 845 represents 

ifta, the primal, energising, and animating force of Light or 
Rod of Jesse, In fig, 844 it transfixes the wavy M of mare, 

the Sea ; in other words, it is a combination of I, the Holy 
One, and O or east—a variant of the symbolism known to 
underlie the Maypole and its Ring. Under fig. 846, 
designed with the suggestion of a fiery Backbone, is the 

M of the Great Mother, and the divine Twins are denoted 
by the outsp ringing diamonds of Dyaus. 

The word sigma resolves into is ig fit a, the “ light of the 
Mighty Mother." In the Arabian alphabet the equivalent 
of sigma is named za, which must be cognate with the 
European zee or sea. 

The idea that Z, the original sign of sigma, once repre¬ 
sented the zigzag lightning-hash or might)’ Light, is to some 
extent supported by the Greek and Hebrew names for Z, 
In Greek Z is ze/a, which resolves into zee la, the Fire of 
the resplendent A, 

The earliest forms or signs of zayin, the Hebrew for Z, 

1 Idt and Osiris, 
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arc admittedly either a flame of fire or a duck.1 The duck 
was, as has been illustrated, identified with the Primal 
Spirit floating on the primeval Ocean. The duck was 
associated with Isis, who is said to have brought forth the 
Sun ; and ae.ssa, the Greek for duck, may be equated with 
Nissa, the name of the Nymph who, according to Greek 
legend, was the Mother of the Sun. According to Russian 
fairy-tales, it was a duck and not a goose that laid the golden 
eggs -f and in fig, 844 the attached circle may, no doubt, be 
regarded either as the Sun or as the Golden Egg laid by the 
primeval Goose, Easts, the Lithuanian word for gw sc, 
must be allied to Zas, the Chinese Sun-god whose trumpeter 
was the Golden Cock, and Zas must be allied to Zeus and to 
zn, the Arabian sigma. 

We meet with the zig of zigzag and sigma, in the names 
of the Northern Solar hero Siegfried and of his parents 
Sieglinde and Siecmund. The prevalence of twin heroes in 
mythology is a fact that has often aroused comment, and 
not infrequently the hero—as in the case of Siegfried—is 
the fruit of what the critics deprecate as “an incestuous 
union of brother and sister. 

At Do dona, perhaps the oldest of all Greek Sanctuaries, 
Zevs was worshipped as immanent in the sacred oak, and the 
rustling of its leaves in the wind was his voice. The worship 
of the oak prevailed almost universally In Europe, and the 
peculiar sanctity of this tree in all probability arose from the 
form of its parts. The Acorn in its cup—which in fig. 848 
surmounts the Bull of the Creator, and in fig, 847 is identified 
with the P or Pa—was no doubt regarded as a lingam or com¬ 
bination of I, the Holy One, and O, the generative cup or 
crater. It would also appear that the leaves of the oak were 
regarded as flaming and r/fAz-lobed, a suggestion borne out 

1 '■ For Zayin (Z> we have ia choose between the Flame and the Duck/1 
-'The Alphabet, Tiiylw, i. tit. 
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by the Celtic word tatt, which means not only oak, but also 

fre. In fig. 849 a Trinity of Acorns are associated with two 

leaves ; in fig. 850 the eight-Iobed parent Flame is balanced 

by Twin Acorns - and fig. 8; it the Holy Family of I.O.W., 

consists of Four Acorns. 

Among the Celts, Germans, and Slavs, it was strictly 

prescribed'that the sacred fire should be annually ignited by 

the friction of two pieces of Oakwood, and in some countries 

the new fire for the village was made on Midsummer Day 

by causing a twheel to revolve rapidly round an axle of oak 

till the axle took fire.1 This curious custom may have had 

its origin from the idea that the Oak-tree symbolised the 

Core, Pole, or Axis of Immaculate Fire. In fig. 852 the 

three Acorns and two Leaves surmount a Solar Wheel, and 

in fig- 853 this Wheel, identified with Jesus Christ, is sup¬ 

ported by the Twin Leaves of the Creative Unit. It was 

the custom of the Druids to seek studiously for an oak- 

tree having two principal boughs in the form of a cross - if 

1 FnucTi G&i&n p. 293, Sometimes instead of a wheel the 
machinery was 44 of a squan form, in the centre of which was an axle-tree. 
In some places three times three person!) in others lbrae times nine, were 
required for turning round by turns the nade-tree or wimble. If any of 
them had been guilty of murder, adultery* theft* or other atrocious crime, 
it was imagined cither that the fire would not kindle or that it would be 
devoid of its usual virtue”—Gride* ii 255, 
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the two horizontal arms were not sufficiently adapted to the 

figure, they fastened a cross beam to them, and the tree was 

then consecrated by cutting upon its right branch the letters 

Hesl'S, upon the middle stem TaraniSj upon the left branch 

Belekus, and over them the word Thau1—it, seemingly 

/ utf, the resplendent Aw or A,s 

In fig. 854 an Oak-tree is represented with three leaves, 
arms, or boughs, and the Flower of Light thence springing 
may be regarded as a diagram of the prophecy, “And there 
shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a 

Branch shall grow out of his roots.'1* The designer of fig. 
854 would thus appear to have identified Christ, the Healer 
of the World, with the “ Golden Bough," the Branch or 
offshoot of the Oak. Mistletoe used to be called All 

HeaLj as it was supposed to be a universal healer, and a 
remedy against every kind of poison. According to Pliny, 
“ the Druids esteem nothing more sacred than the mistletoe 

1 Vrii of Isiif W. Wlnwoode Reade, pp. 6a, 15 c. 
1 Compare Slav F<u*y-Tah: 

wO Oak Tree so green &nd frith acorns of gold* 

In my helplessness 1 in thee cry ; 

In Heaven's jjreat name now to l make bold, 
My pressing netds. pray satisfy*" 

Sfav Tolfji pu .339. 

3 Isaiah xi. u 
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and the tree on which it grows, provided that the tree is 
an Oak, They believe that whatever grows on these trees 
ss sent from Heaven, and is a sign that the tree has been 
chosen by the God himself. The mistletoe is very rarely 
to be met with ; but when it is found they gather it 
with solemn ceremony. . . . They hail it as the universal 
healer." * 

It was until lately the custom at York Minster to carry 
Mistletoe to the High Altar at Christmas Eve, and to 
proclaim at the gates of the City towards the four quarters 
of Heaven, a public and universal pardon.* 

The twin leaves and translucent, pear 1-1 ike berries (usually 
twins) of the Mistletoe, or Missch/n#1 * 3 * * * * * * * 11 as it is alternatively 
called, probably symbolised the celestial semen, dew, or sap 
of the Supreme Spirit* The mistletoe plant was regarded 
as the vital seat of the Oak-tree’s life, and it was believed 
by country people that a potion prepared from mistletoe: 
would make barren animals fertile* 

In the oldest Vedic hymns the Celestial Twins are wor¬ 
shipped with a peculiar reverence as able not merely to 
heal sickness, hut also to restore the aged to youthfulness. 

All Heal, the European mistletoe, corresponds to 
Soma,* the God of the Eastern Soma plant, who is said to 

clothe the naked and heal the sick. His attributes are 
summed up in the lines ; 

1 Ct GehUn Bough, U. jS6, 
3 W1nwoode Readc, Vtii of ItiiY p. 23S. 
3 Among the seintihating many-meanings of |he word: Ikpka, (he 

14 Enduring Aph are "dew* and The medi;c*al English wtjrd for 

dew was DYaU* and it would thus appear that our iSdew?h i5 cognate* if 

not identical, with the Sanscrit Dvtr (brilliant) and Dvaus (the Sky), so named 

a being the glistering offspring of (he brilliant sky. The Cornish for Ged 
was and the French DlEU has evidently the same ancestry as the 
English tftw. 

* Soma, the personification of the plan^ is extolled as the Cnat&r and 
Faiktr of (he Gods ffindov Mytfolagy\ W. J. Wilkins, p. 59, 
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11 This Soma is a god f he cures 

The sharpest ills that man endures. 

He heals the sick, the sad he cheery 

He nerves the weak, dispels their Fears 9 

The faint with martial ardour fires, 
With lofty thoughts the bard inspires * 

The soul from earth to heaven he Sifts i 

So great and wondrous are his gifts, 

Men feel the god within their veins, 
And cry in loud exulting strains ; 

4 We’ve quaffed the Soma bright, 

And arc immortal grown ; 
We’ve entered into light. 

And alt the gods have known. 
What mortal now can harm, 

Or foemnn vex us more ? 

Through thee, beyond alarm, 
Immortal god, we soar,1 ” 1 

Although Soma is here hailed as masculine, the name 

Soma was and still is given to the Moon, u How and why 

this change took place,” says Wilkins, “is unknown, but in 

the later of the Vedie hymns there is some evidence of the 

transition*15" 

It was said that “Soma is the Moon, the food of the 
Gods/' and that “ the Sun has the nature of Aoffft, the 
Moon of Soma/53 The Israeiitish Manna, described by the 
Rabbis as like pearls* and in the Old Testament as a honey- 
sweet, small, round seed resembling hoar-frost, fc\l during l/tf 

night and had to be gathered before the rays of the Sun 
became so hot as to melt it* 

At the solemn ceremonials of the Druids the Chief 
Priest wore a golden crescent on his breast, and the Mistletoe, 

J //itutQp Afy/A$iogyt Wilkinp. la 

4 JM£p p. &L * JML 
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at full moon, was reverently cut from the Oak by means of 
a golden sickle—evidently the emblem of the crescent 

Moon, or So itta, the " Fire Mother*' 
Part of the Imperial insignia of Japan is three crescent- 

shaped agates, one red, one white, and one blue. The 
meaning of red is Love, of white. Purity, and of blue. 
Truth. In fig. 845 the three C’s of " Soma " or “ Sigma " 

are linked into a rose-surmounted Trinity. 
During the Festival of the Mistletoe-cutting, mo -white 

bulls were brought to the foot of the oak-tree, and these 

twin Bulls are curiously referred to in a Druidic folk-song 
current in France and England. The English version runs : 

“ I will sing you my one O ! 

{Charm) IVhot is yaur mm 0 ? 

One is all alone. 
And ever doth remain so. 

(CAarui) What if pur hue 0 ? PT 

To this query the answer returned is “ two white boys 
clothed in green/* but in the French version it is deux 

ba'ufs aiielh a suit cofStet i/s WMi expirtr voyez la mer- 

vei/U ?1 The custom of kissing under the mistletoe was 
once associated with the two circles looped into each other, as 
shown in fig- 682} p* ^B^vol. i A writer in N&tes and Queries 

describing old English Christmas customs says, with regard 

1 See Rwdc* Vtii of Mjf p. 234, 
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to the mistletoe “ Ktssing-bunch,” that it was “ always an 
elaborate affair. . . . The size depends upon the couple of 
hoops—mt thrust through the other—which form its skeleton. 
Each of the ribs is garlanded with holly, ivy, and sprigs 
of other greens, with bits of coloured ribbons 1 and paper 
roses, rosy-chceked apples, and oranges. Three small dolls arc 
also prepared, and these represent our Saviour, the Mother 
of Jesus, and Joseph. These dolls generally hang within 
the kissing-bunch by strings from the top, and are sur¬ 
rounded by apples and oranges tied to strings, and various 
brightly-coloured ornaments. Occasionally the dolls arc 
arranged to represent a manger scene. Generally a hit of 
mistletoe is obtainable, and this is carefully tied to the 
bottom of the kissing-bunch, which is then hung up in the 
middle of the house place.”s 

It is still a custom to pluck a mistletoe berry for every 
kiss taken, and it is fairly evident that the Christmas 
mistletoe kiss was originally a quasi-sacramental pledge of 
atonement, reconciliation, and goodwill. The Christmas 
Tree, garlanded with bright balls, decked with candles and 
gifts, and surmounted by a Father Christmas or a Fairy 
Queen, is obviously a symbol of the Great Giver. 

In Nursery-talc the Celestial Twins figure as the Babes 
in the Wood, and in many versions these two innocents 
are banished by their ignorant parents, because—like the 
Goose of the golden egg—every morning a piece of gold 

falls from the children's mouths. According to some 
accounts, the boy Babe when grown up plays the r6le of 
a Siegfried or a Perseus. 

But a still larger cycle of mythology deals with brothers, 
one of whom quarrels with and slays the other. The 

1 These may be compared with ibe many-coloured streamer* oi the 
Maypole and ihe Tambourine. 

1 i877a jtb scfieij. viiL p. 48^ 
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Hebrew sign for Cain and Abel1 is “ the Twins," : and the 
murder of Abel, the ‘'keeper of sheep,” by Caijj, the 

tiller of the ground,” apparently typifies the death of Love 
at the hands of his brother Learning.* Similarly Baldur 

was done to death by the machinations of LoRi—a form 

of Locos or Reason. 
In Egyptian mythology Set, the Darkness, is figured 

fighting against Bonus, the Light, and at a later period the 

myth was transferred to Typhdn and Osiris. Ahmmak 
and Oflmuz were said to be twin brothers, and probably 

Lucifer, the fallen angel, was originally the twin brother 

of his opponent Michael. In all these and many other 

instances the idea underlying is that the brothers were 

primarily Twin Rulers ; that subsequently one revolted 

against the other, and that ultimately this rebel came to 

be regarded as the Devil—Prince Lucifer, the fallen stard 

The As via 3 were said to be one white and the other black, 

and it will be remembered that the riddle of the “ Princess 

with the Golden Hair ” was correctly guessed in the words, 

“ You must be Time, including nighs and day"1 Tennyson 

catches this idea in the lines : 

1 Ahll and Cane or Kane are English surnames. 

mJ Bi&lr F#ik-L&nx p. to. 

5 The Polynesians in their traditions of the genesis of humanity record 

that there was "darbKs from the first division unto the tenthK iq the 

hundredth, to the thousandth—that is for a vast space of time ; and thtit 

divuimi fim* wtn twttid&td ami wtn talk namtdT (Poly¬ 

nesian Mylh&fagy^ Sir George Grey* p. I*) In all probability the Semitic 

Patriarchs wilt prove io be personifications of various past eras and epochs, 

1 The names of the most noted Brethren yield very curious results, t.g.t 

in ancient Mexico King CAN is said to have had three sons* two of whom 

quarrelled, and Prince Aac{/.£. A the great?) slew Prince Con (i>, the great 

G?]l A he]-or Oniq^the Ball Q, was murdered by Cain, the great one A, 

Jacob* the great Ore, supplanted Esau, the light A. Baldur, the enduring 

hALU was done to death by LOKl, Lord Great L LUCIFER or 1>1 AEOLUS* the 
resplendent Obulus* straggles with Michael—Gm-ik-a-el 

* Symbolised in fig. & 56. 
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. - The Bright one in the highest 
L brother of the Dart one in the lowest. 
And Bright and Dark have sworn rhat I, the thild 
Of thee, the great Earth-Mother, thee, the Bower 
Thar lifts her buried life from gloom to bloom, 
Should be for ever and for evermore 

The Bride of Darkness.”1 

Among nearly all primitive peoples it is believed that 

the Earth and Sky were once wedded, but that long ages ago 

something—in some instances a snake—-cut them asunder. 

The Hindoos speak of the marriage between Dyaus, the 

glistening sky or ether, and Nishtigri, the Earth ; and a 

legend of the Polynesian “savages" records that: “Up to 

856 

this time the vast Heaven has still ever remained separated 
from his spouse the Earth. Yet their mutual love still 
continues—the soft warm sighs of her loving bosom still 
ever rise up to him, ascending from the woody mountains 
and valleys, and men call these mists; and the vast Heaven, 
as he mourns through the tong nights his separation from 
his beloved, drops frequent tears upon her bosom, and men 
seeing these, term them dewdrops."1 

The poetic marriage of Earth and Heaven is identical in 
idea with the theologic marriage of Christ and His mystic 
Bride, the Church on Earth. It is alternatively expressed 
in the passage, “Mercy and Truth are met together; 
Righteousness and Peace have kissed each other. Truth 
shall spring out of the earth ; and Righteousness shall look 
down from Heaven.”3 This marriage, reconciliation, or 

1 Di meter and Ptrzfpkont. 

3 Sir George Grey, b&fyn*j/dtt p_ to. 3 Psalms. 
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atonement- i,e. a making one—not an ** expiation,” was 
denoted by the two linked circles of the All-heaJing 
Mistletoe-Bunch, and it is again denoted in fig. S37 by the 
kiss of the I win Cherubs ;1 the scattering fiowers, like the 
many-coloured ribbons of the Maypole and the Mistletoe- 
Bunch doubtless symbolise the resulting joys and pleasures, 
In figs. 8 J9 to 861 the Twin Children of Light are repre¬ 
sented by C s, which in figs, 862 to 864 are clasped in an 
embrace. The centres of fig, 862 are twin-balls or circles, 
and from the extremities spring seeds, berries, or dewdrops. 

£57 s3a 

The double cross on which the C's or crescents of fig. 864 
are intcrclasped is the ancient form of the Greek Z, t.r. 

Zeta, the parent Flame. That this word meant zi fau\ the 
light of the Tau or resplendent Av, is confirmed by the 
form T introduced into fig. 86}. 

The Celestial Twins of Love and Knowledge or Religion 
and Science were not only expressed by two circles, two 
children, and two eyes, but also by the twin pillars 5 and 
these twin pillars thus, H, are the Zodiacal sign of Gemini. 

In Egypt the two pillars known as the North Pole of 
Day or Light and the South Pole of Night or Darkness,* 

' The Two Cdden Cherubim guarding the Ark were no doubt the same 
symbol 

* S&w S/mM* of Primordial Man, Churchward, p. Son 
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symbolised the Portals of Eternity, the Gateway of Life, the 
Door of Heaven, 

In fig. 865 the two pillars are bridged by a rosary of per¬ 
fections, and in figs. 866 and 867 the pillars are intertwined. 

S59 

In fig, 868 the Holy Four are expressed by a Flower 
of Light, the sides of which are C*s or Sigmas. 

The symbol of the Twin Pillars bears a general re- 

861 864 

semblance to the sign H, the letter of stability (a-t-dl)t A, the 
resplendent Self-Existent; and from the fact that the twin 
circles are at times found associated with a capital H, it 
is reasonable to infer that H, the eighth character of our 
alphabet, was looked upon as peculiarly the letter of Re- 
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generation or Atonement. The regenerating 8 appears in the 

centre of the aitsh (fig. 869) herewith. Under the symbolic 

picture of Ushas,1 the dawn, on page 67, fig. 167, vol. i., 

there occurs a combination of two H's. These two aitthes 

stand for the Hqrebs, i.e. the Choress or Cherubs, or alterna¬ 
tively for the Hap.another name of the Asvins. The 
word hatits has survived in Cha rites, the Greek Graces, 

and in our word charity. 

The inscription under fig. 866 is illegible, but that 
under fig, 867 is “Adami.” The mystics regarded Adam 

and Eve not as two individuals but as a generic symbol of 

Humanity. They conceived Everyman as being dual in 
his character, and as having within himself the masculine 

] The Hindoo Ushas Is said io have sprung from the head of Dyaus in 
ihe same way as the Greek Minerva sprang froio the head of Z t,US. 
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attributes of Intellect, Science, or Understanding, and the 
feminine characteristics of Love, Religion, or Will.1 There 
has always been a school of Philosophy which has maintained 
that the story of Adam and Eve is an extended allegory, 
and that the “ Fall ” occurs in every individual who, allowing 
his “better half” to be seduced by the serpent of sensu¬ 
ality, self-indulgence, or materialism, loses his primitive 
innocence. It has been said that the Ave of Mary reverses 
the curse of Eva, and that Christ, born of the Spirit, is 
the Saviour and Redeemer of the new Adam. There is no 
mention in Genesis of Adam having awakened from the 
deep sleep into which he is recorded to have been thrown. 
The Cabalists termed the awakened Adam, i.e. the regenerate 
man “ Adamkaidmon," and to this term the inscription 
Adami under fig. 866 appears to bear some relation. 

The symbolism of the Celestial Twins, the twin dew- 
drops of the Holy Spirit, the divine duality lurking in the 
soul of Everyman, the double you and the double me, may 
possibly elucidate that enigmatic passage in the Apocrypha, 
“ For the Lord himself, having been asked by someone 
when his Kingdom should come, said, When the two 
shall be one, and the outside as the inside, and the male 
with the female.”* 

1 The names under which these two halves of the soul were designated 
vary to a certain catena but the fundamental idea of a Hard and a soft $ldep 
a worser and a better self, has persisted from time immemorial Many 
mystics use the terms Understanding for Knowledge or Truth, and Will for 
bove, “ There are,*1 says Robert Boyle, 11 two things which most enable man 
and make him resemble the Gods—to know the Truth and to do good ; for 
that divine r part of man—the soul—which alone i 3 capable of weari ng (he glorious 
image of its Author, being endowed with ima ckUf faculties—the undrrjfrjjt*£ 
ing and ike —the former is blest and perfectiunated by knowledge, and the 
litters loveliest and most improving property is goodness.n“;VdiA#™/ FAi/v- 

Robert Boyle, London, 1664. IH It L*/ says an eighteenth-century 
mystic, u In this double purification of the Understanding and of the Will that 
the interior life Cdnsifa Frntlorri vol L, Antwerp, 
l7*3- 3 2 Clement xii. 2. 
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CHAPTER XV 

THE WHITE HORSE 

<■ Nothing » dearer than the marvellous persistence of traditional and 
immemorial modes of thought, even in the face of conquest and subjuga¬ 
tion."—E. AsrWVL (Celtic Religion). 

The Welsh chronicles relate of Britain that “the first of 

the three chieftains who established the colony was Hu the 
Mighty, who came with the original settlers. They came 
over the hazy sea from the summer country, which is 
called Deffrobani—that is where Constinoblys now stands." 1 

Hu the Mighty, a Sun-god whom Squire equates with 
the Irish Luc or Lugh and with the Welsh Lleu or Luw,* 
is said to have obtained his dominion in Britain not by 
war and bloodshed, but by justice and peace. By the 
slaying of a Dragon-Kite monster he caused the cessation 
of disastrous floods ; then federating his people into tribes 
as a first step towards civil government, he taught them 
the art of agriculture, and was the first to draw on British 
soil a furrow with the plough. He laid the foundations of 
literature and history by the institution of bardism, and is 
therefore called the first of the “ Three National Pillars of 

the Isle of Britain.”1 
The Welsh word //cot, meaning light and also !taxy is 

probably a corroded form of el Huy “ Lord Hi',1' and may 

l Triad, 4. * Mythology of Ancient Britain, p. 52, * Ibid 

J4 
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certainly be equated with the Irish Sun-god Luch. At about 

the period 2000 B.c. Ilu was an Assyrian name for the 

w One Great God.” 1 Luo, an alternative title of Luch, is 

a contracted form of Luc us, the Gaulish Sun-god, and the 

Gaulish Luces is what the Greeks called Logos, the divine 

Word or Reason. 

The Celtic for mind was hew ■ hu in Chinese means Sir 
or Lord, and Hugh, the British Christian name, is defined by 

the authorities as meaning " mind, soul, spirit."* In Egypt 

the word khu, i.e. uk Hu (r), “ Great Hu," meant the t( shin¬ 

ing, translucent, transparent, intangible essence of a man, and 

the word is on the whole, perhaps, best rendered by 
spirit.” * 

Hu, the name of the All-pervading, is a root whose 

ramifications are discernible in many directions. It is 

apparent in Dyhu or Dvu, the bright and heavenly divinity 

of India and Greece; in Taqu, the Chinese Supreme Reason ; 

and it is again recognisable in Hum, the Egyptian All- 

Father. The primitive and elemental-)* Hu may be traced 

not only in the simplicities of such names as the French 

Huon and the English Hewin, Hubert, Good hew, etc., 

but in the intricacies of God-names such as the Mexican 

Huitzon and Huitzilorochtu. 

The ancient name of Mexico was Anahuac, and the 

word huaca there meant not only sacred but also a tumulus 

or artificial hill. 

The English counties of Gloucestershire, Worcester¬ 

shire, and part of Warwickshire, were once called Huiccas, 

and constituted the territory of a people known as the 

Huiccii.4 These Huiccli were presumably worshippers 

1 Pinches (T. Gr\ Rtl. af Bak* and Ass,, p, i jS. 
a Nriv Ulus. Diet, &f English Language p, 446, 
1 A Guide fa ike Egyptian Cailectians in the British Museum^ p, 1 |6, 
1 Wilson, Imperial (lareffetr, i_ |oj2r 
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of Hu ik, the “ Great Hu," and may be compared with the 

Quiches, he. the “ Ak Huish es " of Central America. Huish 
is to this day an English surname ; within the once sacred 
precincts of Avebury there is a Huish Hill, and elsewhere 
in Britain are several towns named Huish or Hewish. 

Hugh Town in the Seillies is overlooked by a hill 
known as the Hu, and he ugh is an old generic term for crag 

or cliff. 

Hu the Mighty was seemingly the God of Gentleness ; 
his name is the root of humane, winsome, wistful, and -whisper, 

and he is still invoked by children as Gentle Jeshu, meek 
and mild." The syllables Huish have coalesced into hush, 

and the modern mother whispering Hushabye Baby un¬ 
consciously murmurs the benediction, (t May the light of 
Hu be with ye, baby,’'1 

In Greek the word eu means good, soft, pleasing, or well— 
whence such terms as euphony, a pleasing sound ; euphemism, 

a soft expression ; and tup krai in, delight. 
The Wiltshire Huish is in the Pewsey district, and the 

name Hugh is again recognisable in Pugh, a corrosion of 
Af-hu. The Mighty Hu is also probably responsible for 
the place-names such as Wick, Wicklow, Wigton, and 
Wexford. 

Close to Hugh Town in the Scilues is a place named 

Gvgh, and the surname and place-name Kew may probably 

be resolved into ak Hu. 

The patronymic Guv is defined by name dictionaries as 
meaning sense, and in France gue or gut means mistletoe. It 

1 Compare the Old Testament injunction, uGn this wise ye shall blew ihe 
children of brad, saying unto them, the Lord bless thee and keep thee : the 
L&rd make His fate jhint upon thee, and be grad dus unto thee : the Lord 
lift up his countenance upon thee and give thee peace : and ihey shall put my 
name upon lAt children of Israel \ and I w2H bless them "—Numbers vL 23- 
17+ H Hush h is supposed to be a “purely imitative word/' Its Danish i'orm 
Is HysSe and its Swedish Hyssja* Compare name H USUAL 
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is still a custom in certain parts of France for children on 
New Year's Day to run along the streets and rap at all the 
doors, crying “ Au gui Pan ni! " or “ Au gui Pan neuft ** In 
the Island of Seim in Brittany there is an annual mistletoe 
feast, on which occasion an altar covered with green boughs 
is erected in she centre of a circular piece of ground. Thence 
a procession starts, and thither, having marched round 
the island, it returns. Musicians form the vanguard, and 
these are followed by children carrying bill-hooks and oak 
branches, and leading aa ox and a horse covered with flowers. 
After them a huge crowd, which stops at intervals, crying 
“ Gui-na-Hly votlh It gut / ”1 

The flower-laden Horse that figures in this ceremony 
was the symbol of the Divine Mind or Reason, and equus% 
the Latin for Aorse} resolves into the light of Ek Hu, i.e, 
the great mind, soul, or spirit. 

According to Plato, the Horse signified in a good 
sense “ reason and opinion coursing about through natural 
things,” and in a bad sense, “a confused fantasy.”* The 
Hebrew word for horse means also to explain. “The sig¬ 
nification of a horse as denoting the intellectual principle was 
derived,” says Swedenborg, “from the ancient church to 
the wise round about, even into Greece ; hence it was, that 
in describing the sun, by which is signified love, they placed 
therein the god of their wisdom and intelligence, and 
attributed to him a chariot and four fiery horses ; and in 
describing the god of the sea, inasmuch as by sea was 
signified sciences in general, they also allotted horses to 
him; hence, too, when they described the birth of the 
sciences from the intellectual principle, they feigned a flying 
horse, which with his hoof burst open a fountain, where 
were virgins who were the sciences ; nor was anything else 

1 Rearfe, Veil of his, p, sjg, 
5 Maddcy, Tke Science of Correspondence, p, 194, 
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signified by the Trojan horse but an artful contrivance of 
the understanding to destroy Walls ; at this day, indeed, 
when the intellectual Principle is described, agreeably to 
the custom received from the ancients, it is usually described 
by a flying horse or Pegasus, and erudition by a fountain ; 
but it is known scarcely to anyone that horse, in a mystical 
sense, signifies the understanding, and that a fountain 
signifies truth ; still less is it known that these significations 
were derived from the ancient Church to the Gentiles." 

Tacitus records that in some parts of Northern Europe 
snow-white horses were reared at the public expense in a 
sacred grove and never used for service. When the King 
as High Priest yoked them to the sacred chariot, their 
neighing and snorting were carefully observed and the will 
of the Gods therefrom inferred, since it was firmly believed 
that these white horses knew the plans of the heavenly powers} 

The Druids and also the Persian Magi’ practised divina¬ 
tion by means of white horses, and in the Japanese Shinto 
Temples there is still maintained a sacred horse ^generally 
an albino known as the Jimme. In the temple of Nikko 
there arc kept three snow-white horses, and in the innermost 
shrine of this sacred wonder-spot is nothing but a burnished 
disc or patera symbol of Nikico or Father Nicholas, the 
Unique Q. 

1 he colour W hite has always hcen accepted as the 
sy mbol of innocence of soul, purity of thought, holiness of 
life ; and the words white and wheat are radically Huyt and 
Hueet. Hu, as the God of Mind, must be responsible for 
the words wot and wist, meaning to know—of wit, meaning 
either, and also of humour or hutneur, ff^it is mental acute¬ 
ness or acumen, and to whet means to make akhutc. 

The com of Cukobelisus mentioned ante as bearing 

1 Nertktrn Mythology. Kauffman, p. 30. 
* Borlait, Ant. of Cornwall, p. |44. 
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the device of a wheat-spike1 has on its verso a dual-tailed 
horse. In fig. 870 the Horse is transfixed by 1 spike, pole, 
or axis ; in figs. 871 and 873 it is coursing over the Holy 
Hills, and a three- and seven-fold flaming tree or pillar of 

light is introduced into the background.* In fig. 872 the 
column or trunk is rooted upon the primal A and the 
celestial steed is supported by the two C's or crescent moons 
of the Charites. In Sanscrit the word htirit, meaning the 
light of morning, bright, and resplendent, means also horse. 

S?1 *72 »73 

Among Oriental nations the White Horse was a symbol 
of the Sun, and in the Vedas there is an entire hymn 
addressed to the Sun as a Horse. The English horse, akin 
to gorse, is almost identical with the French ours, a bear. 

1 The Cornish fur % beard of wbfcftt was kulku —the Great God HU+ The 
Cornkh Fqr corn was is nr 

1 The emhEem of a ETorse and Palm-Iree fa found upon the coinage of 

Carthage- 
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Hesgist and Hqrsa mean the Stallion and the Mart. 
Horsat a maret may be equated with stria, a hear, and may be 
resolved into Horus, the Ever-established Golden Light. 
In Icelandic horse is hross, in Dutch rsj, in German rots, and 
in Old High German hros—all equally resolvable into Horus 

or Eros. 

Rot is the Latin for dew, which is symbolically equal to 
the Sanscrit Dyhu, the French Dieu, and the Cornish Dtw,1 
meaning God. In Cornish rot means mountain * and wheel. 
Rat is also the Celtic for heath, for which the Latin is erica. 

From this word erica it would appear that the poetic ancients 
regarded the purply-pink globules of the heath hlossom as 
the ambrosia or honey-dew of Great Fire A. 

There are still to be seen in Britain certain monumental 
white horses carved on Hill-sides. Most of these figures are 
in Wiltshire;* notably at Pewsev and Cherhill.1 In 
Warwickshire 1 there is a red horse, and at Bratton (Bur- 
aton) Hill, near Westbury,® a white one. 

Fig. 875 herewith is a facsimile of the celebrated white 
horse near Shrivenham7 in Berkshire. 

1 Compare surnames DEWt Dow, add Daw. 
= In Cdmisb mvnadA abo means mountain 

* Willet or Huilletsh.ee ? . E«r-«is,eni F.rc Hill? 
Huarwick? * Huestblry? » Ashvrivejsha* ? 
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The mouth consists of the Two Rays of the Eternal 

Twins, and the Head and Eye form a point within a circle, 

the symbol of the Everlasting/ This same symbolic horse 
appearing on a British gold coin of about 150 B.c* Is assumed 
to be “ a barbarous copy of a perfect Greek original, but 

there are no traces of “barbarism ” or copying*and it would 

rather appear that correctness of drawing has been sacrificed 

to symbolic purport. Tradition tells us that the W hite 

Horse of Berkshire: marks the locality of a victory over the 

Danes, of which the exact site is claimed to be Ashdown, 
anciently known as Moss Fraxini, the Hill of the Ash- 

Tree/ 
The Berk- of Berkshire is from barruc or herroe, mean¬ 

ing the polled oak3 under which the shire motes were once 

held. This sacred tree was, it may be assumed, named 

heme because it was the symbol of Fere Ok, the “Great 

Father/* 
The Mohammedans tell of a milk-white steed named 

Al Borak, each of whose strides was equal to the furthest 

range of human vision* In Romance one meets with the 

famous horse Bayard, the property of the four sons of 

“Amyon,"* evidently Amon or Ammon* 

A magic horse with a mane of gold is a feature of many 

fairy-tales and it figures with peculiar prominence in the Slav 

legend entitled Nteeguinek. The name Njezouinek means 

imperishable^ but primarily it Is composed of the syllables on 

#s ag Hu in ekt the “One or Sun light, the mighty Hu, the 

unique/1 Niezcuinek, EusHA-like, is a plougher with 

twelve yoke of oxen, and he becomes the possessor of a magic 

horse, “ in truth a most magnificent horse, big and strong, 

1 Compare with Serpent's Lead in %. 459 (sec anfet p. ioch vol i.kaud 

with the altar in a clrde of the Breton Mistletoe file- 

3 The Securing qJ the White Hughes, pr 243- 

1 Edmunds, Traces of History in the Nome* ef Mates, p. 17 3- 
* Hulmc (Ft E)i AW. /fist. Lore, p. i8l 
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with eyes that flashed like lightning. He leapt up into the 
air as high as the clouds, and the next moment descended 
in the middle of a field.”1 This irresistible creature places 
itself at the service of Njezgujnek, who exclaims : 

H Marvel of strength and of beauty so while. 
Horse of my heart, white 1 sing. 

Rise in the air, like a bird take thy flight, 

Haste to the court of my king.”1 

With each of Nimzcuinek’s tasks this formula is slightly 
varied, and the descriptions of the horse’s behaviour are 

8?6 

highly suggestive. “Just as if the horse had seen some¬ 
thing in the clouds, he rose swift as an arrow and flew 
through the air above the fogs.”—" The horse arose in 
the air as if he heard someone calling to him from the 
clouds*”—“ The horse rose immediately as if he had been 
beckoned to by some one in the clouds/'—Then the horse 
looked up as if there were something he wanted in the 
clouds. t hen the horse, as if he saw some strange thing 
in the clouds, lifted himself up in the air and began to fly.”3 

The Horse also figures largely in the Slav fairy-tale of 
I rince Slccobyl. Sccoobyl sees a white swan pursued by 

1 S/av Taif*' P- J P *s«, 3 pp. 233l .6* 
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an eagle about to pounce upon it. Seizing a crossbow, he 

sends an arrow through the eagle, whereupon the grate¬ 

ful swan addresses him: “Valiant Prince Slugobyl, it is 

not a mere swan who thanks you for your most timely 

help, but the daughter of the Invisible Knight, who, to 

escape the pursuit of the giant Kostey [the same Kostey 

who annoyed the Princess Scdolisu], has changed herself 

into a swan. My father will gladly be of service to you in 

return for this kindness to me. W hen in need of his help 

you have only to say three times, ‘ Invisible Knight, come 

to me.'" Having thus spoken, the swan flew away and 

Prince Slugobyl, after watching her for as long as possible, 

proceeded on his travels. After a while he arrives at the 

court of a king who is besieged by a large army, and this 

king promises the hand of his daughter to the man who 

shall deliver him from his enemies, Slugobyl invokes the 

aid of the Invisible Knight, whereupon he immediately hears 

a voice at his car say, “ Behold me, Prince, at your service. 

Upon learning Slugogyl's requirement, the Invisible Knight- 

whistles up the magic horse Magu, whose name is practi¬ 

cally the same as Magus, U. a sage, philosopher, wizard, 

wiseacre, or wiseman, 

“ Magu, Horse with CiolJen Mane, 
I want your help yet once again. 
Walk not the earth but fly through space 

As lightnings flash or thunders race. 

Swift as the arrow from the bow 
Come quick, yet so that none can know. 

“ At that instant a magnificent grey Horse appeared out 

of a whirlwind of smoke and from his head there hung a 

golden mane. Swift as the wind was he, flames of fire 

blazed forth from his nostrils, lightning flashed from his 

eyes, and volumes of smoke came from his ears. 

1 Slav Tales, p. 1S2. 
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This popular description of a fairy Horse may be com¬ 
pared with the inquiry in The Song of Solomon ; tc Who is this 
that cometh out of the wilderness like pillars of smoke ?”1 
but more particularly with a Samuel xxit* ; t( In my distress 
I called upon the Lord, and cried to my God : and he did 
hear my voice out of his temple, and my cry did enter 
into his ears. Then the earth shook and trembled ; 
the foundations of heaven moved and shook, because he 
was wroth P There went up a moke out of hh nostrils^ 

and fire out of his mouth devoured; coals were kindled by 
it. He bowed the heavens also, and came down ; and 
darkness was under his feet. And he rode upon a cherub, 
and did fly : and he was seen upon the wings of the wind. 
And he made darkness pavilions round about him, dark 
waters, and thick clouds of the skies. Through the bright¬ 
ness before him were coals of fire kindled. The Lord 
thundered from heaven, and the most High uttered his 
voice/1 

“ 1 have compared thee, O my Love,” says The Song of 

Solomon, " to a company of horses,” or, as the literal trans¬ 
lation reads, “to my mare.” The French word for mure, 

‘s obviousl7 ju-ment, the Ever-Existing Mens or 
Mind- the English mare is the French mire, meaning mother-. 

in French mer, and in Latin mare, means the sea. Radically 
the word mare may be resolved into Ma Re, the mother of 

a or Re, a derivation which may be accounted for mysti- 

j 7 ’ OT P0ctlca%> °n the grounds that Ra, the Sun, must 
daily have been seen to emerge at dawn from the Sea and to 
smk again at nightfall into her bosom. One of the Greek 
terms for dawn was akra ***, i.c. okra, the Great Ur-a, 

the °f *** Fire- The Greek for day is 
whiLh may be anglicised into new erat The Illyrian for 
dawn w &zora = iz ora, the Sanscrit is agnya = Acni-a, and 

1 JHl 6‘ 1 Compare the pjrteiom stone onyx. 
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the Sanscrit for day is ahatt or ahar, the “ one A or “ A lire. 
The English east = hst is ‘Might resplendent,” the Mayan 
for west was ix, and in the word Occident wc may recog¬ 
nise ok se den, the M resplendent den of Okse, the mighty 

Fire. „ 1 
In Babylon the horse was described as “ the god Zu, 

and in Gypsy language the word zt means mind? The 
Greek for horse was ikkost the u great light,' and the Saxon 

was ehu, probably pronounced Ayhu, 
In Saxon times mare was written mere, which now means 

not only pure, /rg£, and simple, but also a lake* Lakes, lacs, 

or lochs, were once held sacred, and Lake-names, from the 
radical Loch Ewe, in many directions perpetuate the memory 
of their original sanctity.1 A ewer is a vessel for carrying 

water, and aqua is the Latin for water? 
In Egyptian mer meant to lave; the Dutch for mare is 

merrte, which in English means gay, and the Old German 

for a war-horse was marsh* 
The Horse, or hack (Spanish hacks), or nag is said to 

whinny* and wintte is Celtic for white. Pony must be related 
to Efona the Gaulish Horse-Goddess, and hippa, the Greek 
for horse—-from the Phoenician Hip, signifying the Parent of 

be compared with the English synonyms A*%and 
h$Hn* A Goddess named Hippa, represented with the head 
of a horse, was said to have been the nurse of Bacchus, and 
a round or circle for horse exercises is named hippodrome, 

1 Pie die*, /itlisten of 1&afyfenrat p. 

* Borrow (G-), fi&mnno Law-Lit, p. 6^ 
* At the time of writing an English syndicate is dredging a South 

American lake for sacrificial offerings, It has already recovered a consider- 
able amount of treasure. 

* The wdiacal sign of Aquarius* the water-carrier, i» the hiero¬ 

glyph sss* 
* To wAim or puiIt meant perhaps to ery for one's mother, 
e Pipt-Kjilght, Ij.Mjf* of Ancient Art+ P- 79- 
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t.e. the hippa drum} The French for stable is iatrie, Great 

Fire Eye, and the English word mews means not only a 

home for horses, but also a cage for hawks. To muse means 

to think or meditate, and amusing is akin to merrte, gay, and 

humorous. Mus is Latin for mouse, an animal which, as 

already noted, was sacred to Apollo,3 and souris, the French 

for mouse, is akin to sourire, a smile. Smile is connected with 

sm in them, the Greek for mouse, and Smintheus was one 

of the titles of Apollo. The name resolves into iheos, 

God, and smin originally simon—the sole fire, or j™.*, 
the seed. 

" That Light whose imih kindles the universe, 

fhir Beauty in which all things work and move.”* 

In Egypt the Shrew mouse was held sacred, and the 

word shrew by the addition of a d becomes shrewd, U. 

acute wstty, clever. Cinderella’s coach was drawn bv mice* 

w ich turned magically into white horses, i.e. the golden¬ 
footed steeds or harits of the Morning. 

WhVhlt^ hltE °f nursery rhyme who rides upon a 

T“ r"^^ make ntuaie wherever ^ 

I Vr"d™-' P°H:t tradition has 
• > egends about white ladies who usually dwell in forts 

TheyJclLtT" “,'<1 waiting for deliverance. 
They delight to appear m warm sunshine to poor shepherds 

dneed into Shat^tpil'iVi^ComeJv I,f i** The DnOMICB hunt* 
■ntnewter' ™a„, S r ™lk" ™ ■aspect that Jr.., 

N"fl™ “ "»'»"■ t far,, and Mousskol. 
1 ShtICcy, Aiianmj. 

• Mn, ajw,ain™,,i.UH, , lio„ 

KiJt; a cock-horse tq Banbury Cross 

Tq Me , White Lady ride on a White Horse ■ 

7T V ***** *lls ™ her lD« 1 
And « she ^es music wherever she gq« » 

Mother Gwrft Book of Nursery Rhymes 
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or herdsboys* They arc either combing their long hair, 

or washing themselves* drying wheats beating flax, or spin¬ 

ning ; they also point otic treasures and beg for deliverance* 

offering as reward flowers, com* or chaff, which gifts turn 

Immediately into gold or silver. They wear snow-white or 

half-white, half-black garments and yellow or green shoes. 

In Germany the White Lady is generally called Bertha, 

which was a name of the Great Goddess of Nature,1 
A mare is one of the possessions of Cinderella, and she 

addresses it : 
“ Bow to me, Blank,- my steed* 

T he last maid that rode thee 

Was I indeed*"4 

“Hail beauteous mares I ** cries Cinderella to the six 

wonderful white animals chat draw her crystal chariot, “ fair 

are ye all, ye that were bred in my father's stall." * Accord¬ 

ing to another version, Cinderella is set free from her 

seven years' imprisonment by a horse* Pegasus-like, kicking 

a hole through the roof of her cave. She exclaims * 

^Hcre in ihe mound full seven years tang 

Did no one a&k me for a song, 

And then a horse I found above.” 

Sometimes Cinderella is described as acquiring her 

steed from a marvellous oak-tree. Whenever hungry, she 

cries 2 
w Little Bull come Co me, 

Open ! Oak-tree* 

On a hinge of gold.”5 

Whereupon a young bull rushes to the oak-tree and buts 

it until the tree opens, and Cinderella finds within every- 

1 Ckamterfj Emyctvfxdix, x, fifj» 1 Blank 
1 CindfTtlla^ JC *31, * Ibid^ p. 190. * /Hd, p< 278, 
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thing she wants. Her magic horse is described in very 
curious terms as “ partly gold and partly silver," sometimes 
as "tricoloured—the first gold, the second silver, the third 
inestimable,” and occasionally as "a horse with hair partly 
o! gold, silver, and something better.” 1 

The music made by the White Lady of the White 
Horse was symbolised by a Harp or a Lyre. The Irish 
Harp that sounded once in Tara’s halls has still the figure 
of Wisdom as its pillar, and is the same instrument as the 
Harp of David, the Son of Jesse. 

877 

In fig. 877 the twin gees or sees of the Charites appear 
under a seven-jewelled Harp. The Druidic harps were 
made in the form of a /nangle, their strings were three in 

number and their turning-keys had each three arms. It was 
believed that the soul of a dead man lingered by the body 
until such time as the music of the sacred harp released and 
sped it on its way to heaven. If a man’s career had been 
honourable and he had obeyed the "three grand articles 

of religion, the Bards sang a Requiem or Death Song, and 
the strains of this Requiem served as a passport to the Soul's 
ascent. 

In the emblem herewith the Goddess of Light is urging 
her gee-gees upward. The Art of Artemis is Welsh for 

1 pp. 363, 383. 
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beer, and the cult of Artemis was associated with the worship 

of a Sthc-bear. Arttmti is Greek for perfect. 

In the Vcdic Hymn quoted on p. 2 the Twins were 

invoked “like two horns come to us,” and in the figures 

herewith Cinderella's steeds are combined with the two 

horns of the Crescent Moon* In fig* 88r the steeds and 
the horns are supporting the King or Queen of Universal 
Justice. 

It was an ancient custom to hold the Courts of Justice 
upon natural hill-tops or upon artificial mounds, and these 

vou iL 4 
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sites were known in Scotland as Moat Hills or Hills of 
Justice. The word jmoat is evidently the Egyptian Maat, 

Maht, Mut, or Maut, Goddess of Truth and Justice, and 
the Scotch moat cannot differ from the English moot. Within 
historic times there was a folkmoot held in the churchyard 
of St Paul’s Cathedral,1 and there can be little doubt that 
Ludgate Hill was once dedicated to the God of Justice. 
At the base of the Hill is the Church of St Martin, and 
at the top the parish of St Martin le Grand : within a 
stone s-throw stood at one time the Church of St Ewine.2 
Ewink, a Saint of whom I can trace nothing, is Hewin* 
or Hewone, and Martin was seemingly once Maatin or 

Maat, the One. The Bird herewith represents either a 
Martlet or a Martin, both of which appear to owe their 
nomenclature to the Great Maat. It is recorded that Isis 
assumed the form of a swallow when searching for Osiris, 

and Isis is also said to have assumed the form of a mare 
under the name Ceres. 

Ceres was the reputed Giver to the Greeks of most 
salutary laws. The Latin for law is lex, “ Lord Great Fire," 
and it is from the source of equus, the Latin for horse, that arc 
derived the terms equal, equity, and equitable. Ulex, the Latin 
for gone, may be compared with ilex, the Evergreen Oak. 

The Sanscrit for Right is rigu and the Zend erezu ; the 

i Whealtey (H. p. IO, 
* 5towh Everyman** Library 7 p, 307. 

* Compare surnames Godwin or Goodwin, A vim-bush is a g&rsc or 
nughty fire 
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Latin for /uw is judex \ the Zend and Sanscrit is dis. Dis,1 
one of the names of the Celtic Pluto, is probably the root 

of dzhyma, a dayt whence presumably the word dtstertt. 

English judges wear a /torse-hair wig that is almost iden¬ 

tical in form with the Klaft or head-dress worn by Isis, 
as shown in fig. 834, and this head-gear was supposed to 
endow its wearer with divine wisdom and discernment.* 
Hu, the mighty Mind, is not only responsible for the words 
tt’/jr, wiseacre t and wisdom, but apparently also for the word 

or Hujc.* Other terms for wig are peruke or permute. 

S&7 

m sss 

and periwig resolves into either peri, all pervading, or pere, 

bather Huig. In Cornish the word htteg meant sweet, dear, 

delicious; and dedwh, the Cornish for law, may probably be 
equated with "Dad Hu."s Peruez, the Cornish for learned, 

1 Compare place-name Diss. 

“ The Cornish for was ithe Gneat Lif hi. Mind was Am. 
^ flourished in £gypi, and the kings of Persia wore wigs* 

—Uyard, MmwtA, p. 9?J 

1 Compare Great Wigborough. 

fr The French for urfttfom is sagmt, £jt the light of the A, the ever- 

e*intent at£y and the English sage and mgutfout are similarly derived. 

Quick in the uflfafie™ means swift of apprehension, A sun// is a large 

ock sTva//mvf and quick as well as swift means also* as in H quick and the 
dead*" a/iW or bring* 

20598 
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resolves into Pere hu ezt the “light or essence of Father 

Ho*” Prudence is a form of wisdom. 

The word law in Old Saxon was lag, and in Icelandic 
it is log; the Celtic Sun-god Luo was entitled Lam fa da, 

meaning “of the Long Hand/’ and Llew, his Welsh 
equivalent, bore the epithet Llaw Gyffes, i.e. “of the Firm 
Hand.” 1 We have here an ancient form of the word gyves 

(fetters) and of the phrase, “The Long Hand of the Law.” 
Among the marvellous tumuli of the Mississippi valley 

some have been found in the form of a buffalo, some in that 

of a bear, and some in that of a man. “ The human figure," 

says Squier, “ is not uncommon among the effigies, and is 

always characterised by the extraordinary and unnatural length 

of hi arm''1 
It is possible that the expression “hue and cry” is due 

to Hu, the Law or Witness, and that to be “accused " was 

to be brought into the Great Light or Court of Akhu- 
The central criminal court of this country is situated in 

Ludqate Hi cl, and is known as the Old Bailey. The 

bailey of a castle was the main tower, the donjon or keep ; 

1 Squire, Mythology of Anti tut Britain, p. 35. 

* Quoted from Buckley [T. A.% Great Cities af Ancient WQrld^ p, ifrft. 
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bail means security, and the word bali, “ Father Everlasting, 
is the same as Beulah, as the Irish “land of fay, the 
beautiful land of Balow,1' and as “ the honey isle of Beli, 

a bardic term for Britain* That Ba is the same as Bo is 
evident from the alternative use of the terms Bay window 
or Bow window. There is a place named Bow near 
Okehami’TON, and another near London on the River Lea. 

Near Askrigg in Yorkshire is a Bowbridge, and in London 
there is a Church of St Mary le Bow. 

The symbolic Bows illustrated in figs. 889 an^ 8 9° arC 
designed like the horns of an Ox, Bull, or Buffalo. The 

Latin apis, meaning a bow, is identical with Apis, the sacred 
Egyptian Bull, and the word is again traceable in apse, i.e. 

the law of the chancel. Bo, the root of bans and bos, is the 
Irish and Gaelic for ex; bu was Cornish for ex, and beu 

was Cornish for alive ; bee is Irish, and byw is Welsh, for 
living or being. The Latin for bee, the insect that gives 
honey, is apis, and a large bee is called a bumble. An 
under-bailiff is known as a bum-bailiff; bumble means beadle, 

and the German for beadle is betel, which cannot differ from 
beetle. St Bees Head in Yorkshire is said to be named 
after a certain St Bee associated with Whitby Abbey. St 

Bee was alternatively known as St Sega, which may be 

anglicised into "Big A.** 
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The Church of St Mary le Bow was known alternatively 
as St Mary Aftcu&us, and the jirfuebuie, Crossbow, or arot- 

balista was, as illustrated in the emblems herewith, evidently 
the symbol of Aecubalista, the Sovereign Archer. 

The Babylonians represented the Supreme Deity as an 
Archer shooting a /Ar«-headed arrow,1 and one of the Signs 
of the Zodiac is Sagittarius the Archer* The Saxon for a 
bay was wick \ the Latin for a bom is arruj ; the Greek is 
toxon—and the Greek for fifty beings and also a bowstring is 
bios. English Bows were almost invariably cut from Yew 
trees, and that the evergreen Yew (Greek, tarns) was a sacred 
tree is evident from its appearance, generally as twins, in 
Churchyards. 

A Bow is represented as the weapon of Diana and of 

Apollo, and the Arrows of Apollo symbolised the lightning 

of the Supreme Power* 

“The sunbeams are my shafts, with which I kill 

Deceit, that loves the night and fears the day * 

AH men who do or even imagine ill 

Fly me, and from the glory of my ray 

Good minds and open actions take new might. 

Until diminished by the reign of night*11 2 

The English arrow was originally arrivef the light of 
Ewe ; in Sanscrit and Zend arrow is ishu3 again the light of 
Hu ; the Greek terms for arrow were jftj = the light of the 
One, be/os = the light of Bel, and toxeuma = the resplendent 
great light of the Solar A. Compare « Yea, he sent out 
his arrows, and scattered them \ and he shot out lightnings 

and discomfited them,"1* 

In the emblems herewith the arrows form the cross of 
Lux, and most of them are tipped with the heart of Eros 

’ U>4rd- P- 311, 3 Shdky, Hymn oj Afrit*, 
4 Pacini xviii. 14 
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or Erezu, the Right. “For Love is strong as deaths 
passion unappeasable as the grave, its shafts are arrows of 

Jire, the lightnings of a God.” 1 
The weapon of Eros or Cupid is always represented as 

a Bow, and the personal application of the Bow and Arrow 

known lines : 

“ Bring me my Bow of burning gold ! 

Bring tne my Arrows of desire ! 

Bring me my Spear ! O clouds, unfold f 

Bring me my Chariot of fire ! 

I will not cease from mental Fight, 

Nor shall my Sword sleep in my hand. 

Till wc have built Jerusalem 

In England's green and pleasant land." 

The primitive word bow implies that the weapon derived 

its name from similarity in form to the rainbow, a radiant 

seven-hued symbol of the Great Bow or bather. The 

seven elementary Hues of the spectrum when blended into 

One form white, which is a combination of all colours. 

Within the Church of St Mary Anubus or le Bow there 

i S&rttf v] 
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used to be held a Judicial Court, and opposite to Bow 
Church is Old Jewry. The English jury consists of twelve 
picked men ; in Old French ajuirie meant aid or succour, and 

jury-mast is presumably used in this sense. 
In Old Jewry there is a church of St Ovary Upwell and 

the Up of this Upwell occurs persistently in the proper 
names and place-names of this district. Close by is 
Abchurch Lane, called, according to Stow, after “ St 

Marie Abchurch, Apechurch, or Upchurch as 1 have 
read it."1 In connection with Bow Church which stands 
in Cheapside, Stow mentions a tradesman named Good- 

chepe ; what is now Leaden hall Street was known at one 
time as Blaisck Chepeston,* and there is little doubt that 
East cheap, West cheap, and the central district or Ward 
of Che ape, are verbally identical with Cheap or Cheop, the 
Ever-existent Eye. There is thus a curiously unexpected 
propriety in Mr Wheatley's remark : " Other cities have 
shifted their centres, but London remains as it always was. 
The Bank, the Royal Exchange, and the Mansion House, 
occupy ground which has been the Eye of London since 
Roman times.”® 

Cheapside almost borders on the Old Bailey and may 
he said to have been on one side of the bailey, tower or keep. 
That keep and cheap are variants of the same idea is evident 
from the fact that in Anglo-Saxon teap meant price and in 
Dutch koopen means to buy. In Anglo-Saxon copa meant a 
tub, coop, or vat, and in Cheapside there stood a famous 
prison-house known as the Tun, where malefactors having 
been copped or ruptured were cooped up and kept in safe 
keeping. 

k would appear—among other reasons from the name 

1 Survey, p. 196. 

* See the ancient map in the porch of the Church vt St. Martin’s in the 

FleIds’ ® ImOudou, p. viiL 
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Ludwig 1 == Luo, the Mighty Mind—that at one period of 
British History Cheop, Cheape, or Chepe was known 
under the name of Lud. London was known to the Welsh 
as Caerlud, the Scat of Lud, and on Ludgate Hill where 
now stands the Cathedral of Paul or Powle as it used to 
be called, seemingly once stood a shrine of Luo. Near 
Chepstow is Luo's town of Lydney ; the Eastern Lydia 

was also known as Luo, and in Cornwall is Ludgan, pro¬ 
nounced Ludgeok. King Lud of Ludgate Hill was 
known alternatively as King Brown,5 i.e, K King Bruin," 
and also as Immanusnce*—the later name being obviously 

£l>S 899 900 

akin to Immanuel, “God with us," one of the prophetic 

titles applied by Christianity to Jeshu. 

It is customary for English judges to be addressed in 
court as “ M’Lud," and it may be that Lud was originally a 
generic term of judge. The French for judge is juge> the 
same as the English geegee; and a synonym for the word 

judgment is doom. In Teutonic dm means /uu1, and neither 
dam or doom differ from dome. At the recent Durbar in 
India King George and Queen Mary were seated under 
a golden dome, the symbol of d*ome, the Resplendent Sun, 
of Dominion, and of Domims> the Lord. The chief 

1 Luowic=Lun0vicus= Louis or Lewis m Lew. 
■ Bran was Cornish far breast and pap. Bryn wh Cornish far a kill, 
* Wilson, Imp trial Gazetteer, ii 136. Coinpart adjectives immense and 

iagt. 
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magistrate in the Isle of Mas' is called the <( Deemster," 
and in fig, 898 the Ox or Steer of Day is represented darned. 
The mouths are Formed respectively like the M of Maat 
or the waves of aqua and the SS of Sant tvs Spiritus. Dam 
was Irish for ox, and the Gaulish Goddess of Cattle was 
known as Damona. Damn means condemn 1 dam also means 
mother, and this syllable is no doubt the root of dame and 
madam. The Dome of St Paul's may be described as the 
very apple of the Eye of London, and surmounting the 
Dome of the new Old Bailey is a .far-rayed figure of 
Maat or, as she is now named, Justice.1 * 3 

To be tried by a Magistrate {i.e. Magus trait) or a Mayor 
= mare, is described as being brought before the Beak. 

The old Bow Street * Runners used to carry with them as 
a symbol of authority a small tipstaff, and a precisely similar 
custom prevails among the Yezidis of Persia. Layard 

states that they carried for this purpose the bird-tipped 
staff that symbolised the Holy One, The modern 
truncheon borne by the English constable is not so 
much a weapon of offence as a symbol of Authority or 
Tvruncheon* 

The word police originally meant “ civil government" ; 
in Brittany poelluz or poellek means judicious, and the root 

of all these words is Great Paul or Apollo. 

In the Greek alphabet our letter Q is represented by 
kappa or kappa, Q is ak Hu, and the London police are 
called coppers, i.e. those who “ cop," a word evidently allied 
to copper, the Old English for the stocks. The Greek 
kappa is the English i.e. ak a, and in fig. 901 this k sur¬ 
mounts the /J of Paul, In fig. 902 it is ingeniously con- 

1 Beneath this figure is the inisefipuon, “ Defend the Children OF the 
Poor and Punish the wrongdoer." 

* Bow Street was so called because when built it was bow-shaped. 
3 Z» is Persian for arrow. 
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structed to form I C, the initials of I esous Christos. In 
Sanscrit the word ki means punish, and in England punish¬ 
ment is popularly known as a whopping, wigging, walloping, or 

whacking. 
It was sometimes customary to build Christian churches 

in the circular form of Apak or Akop, the Great Eye, and 
of this a good example exists in the Temple or Tempol 

Church near Ludgate. The Badge of the Inner Temple 
is Pegasus, the flying horse. 

Coptis is the name of a genus of the Buttercup or golden¬ 
eye family. The Eastern people called the Copts or Kubts, 

descendants of the old Egyptians, were presumably followers 

901 902 903 

of ak op te. Their present religion, a form of Christianity, 
is described as u Jacobite,” and they assign their conversion 
from paganism to St Mark. The word mark is Irish, 
Gaelic, Welsh, and Cornish, for horse. 

An apt remark is one well aimed and which hits the 

mark or bulFs-eye. Aet>Y or Abde is an English surname, 

and in Egyptian the word abti meant east. 
The Gaulish word for horse was epos, the “Eye of 

Light"; the Greek is hippos, and the German is pferd, 
i.e, 0pferde, the Eye of Fire Resplendent. The parish 
church of Horsham in Sussex is dedicated to St Mark ; 

the parish of Hors ley down' in East London is divided 
into Horsley down St Mark and Horsleydown St John. 

In Kent, the county of “ Invjcta,” the invincible and 
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incorruptible White Horse, is a place named Horse- 

mon Den. 

Near Canterbury, whose oldest church is said to be 

that of St Martin, is a place named Lydd, and within the 

precincts of Canterbury is still standing a great tumulus 
known as uthe Dane John.” Philologically this may be 

equated with donjon or dungeon, ut, the central tower or 

Main Keep of a castle, and its meaning may be understood 

as dm or dm, a kill, fort, or stronghold of Jon or Gf.qn, the 

Existent Sun or One. 

A White Horse was the emblem of Hanover 1 or Han- 

vqver, and the Egyptian Aunefer was an alternative name 

for Honus. Near Liskeard in Cornwall is the small port of 

Loqe or, as it was sometimes called, Bian. The main quay 

and market-place of Lqoe is called Ha at n afore, and at the 

mouth of the river is an islet named Looe or St George’s 
Island. 

In Hanover of the White Horse are the Harz Moun¬ 

tains, largely famous on account of their topmost peak, the 

Brocken* The Fire Festivals once held there were 

regarded by Christianity as diabolical, and the tValpurgis 

Night- the Night of the Strong Father, the Ever-Existent 

Light—has become a synonym for Hell, But the cry 

of oorwrake l with which the fiends are said to have hailed 

Lucifer is seemingly cognate with the Greek eureka f and 

like hurrah or hurray may be resolved into the Fire of the 

Great A. Surmounting the emblem herewith is a jf-ue- 

pronged rakt~*a variant of the more customary three- 

pronged spear or trident. The Latin for anything sharply- 

rayed or toothed is broctus, i,e, bur ok us, the « Light of the 

Great bather, and this word is evidently cognate to 

Brocken, and to its alternative name Bructerus. The 

* Haisover is on the RU-er Leine. 

* Knewii also as Blocksberg and Mqns Bructerus- 
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Bull of fig. 904. suggests that Bructercs might be rendered 

Baruc Talros, and that the synonymous Blocksserg might 

be understood as Bullock’s Berg. 

Near Cologne is the Mountain known as the Horsel- 

aerg or Berg of Ursula. The Horselberc, like the 

Brocken, fell into evil repute, and is now regarded as the 

locale of Tank Hauser’s adventure with Venus. The 

mw 

Goddess Horsel,1 the Swabian Venus, is identical with 
Ursula, the Everlasting Bear, or Horus j and the story of 
St Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins is obviously the 
debris of some fairy-tale anent the Great Bear and the myriad 
stars of her train. 

Hturense is the French for happyy and Rl-sse or Russia is 
symbolised by ours or Horus, the Great Bear. 

In Brittany, where the cult of a stone mare still 

1 Traces of Nam or Horsel worship art probably to be found in the 
place-names HojuSelydqww and Hoesemdes Hill, near Ha*sow. 
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flourishes to this day,1 the word for light is goulottt the 
Mighty Hu Everlasting j and the same Hu is perhaps the 
radical of iumkrc and lumen, i.e. cl Hu mont the Sole Lord 
Hu, the Illuminator. 

The Arabs connect the word Wisdom with a horse's 
Bridle," and in the emblems herewith the Bridles are 
unmistakably identified as Wisdom by the pearl and the 
Fleur-de-Iys. In Hindoo philosophy Manas the Mind is 
compared to a bridle^ and, ns has been seen, the constituents 
of I O were regarded as I = the Author, and 0= “the 
regulator " or bridle of Time and Motion. 

In sotar heads the emanating rays are almost invariably 
represented as flaming hair, and Wisdom, the Fairy Queen, 
like Apollo, the golden-tressed, is conventionally described 
as having locks like a waterfall of golden light. The hair 
of the Princess (anlet p, 185, vol. i.) is said to have lighted up 
the sky every morning and evening. The Gnostics are said 
to have seen in the shaggy hairs of the goat-footed Pan 
mystic allusions to the solar rays,3 and that the English hair is 
simply art the light, may be confirmed by a comparison with 
words like locks or tresses and with their ‘equivalents in other 
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languages. The locks of fig. 33 (amt ,p. 27, vol. i.) were 
marked with the sign of lux. The French ikevtux1 resolves 
itself into Ever-existingjeux, JSres. Feax, i.e. the “fire of 
the Great Fire,” was the Anglo-Saxon for hair; auburn means 
hair like the burning At’ or A ; and shaggy means great fight-y* 
The Waldcnsian pastors, proverbially “shining lights,” 
were known as bathes^ and barbe is French for beard. 

Thor was usually represented as rr^-bcarded ; I have 
already suggested that the flowing blue beard of Six, the 
Assyrian God of Wisdom, typified the light of descending 
Truth, and a similar idea evidently underlay the golden 
mane of the Horse of Wonder. According to the Slav 
peasants and herdsmen, “ His mane was like a cloud of 
gold " ; and the word mane (Anglo-Saxon matutt Old High 
German mana) is obviously allied to the Sanscrit manas— 
mind. 

Irish Mythology relates that the radiance of Lug’s face 
was such that it seemed like the Sun, and none was able to 
gaze steadily at it. Lug, the acknowledged Master of all 
Arts, was the possessor of a magic spear j his sling was seen 
in Heaven as the Rainbow, and the Milky Way was called 
“Luc's Chain.”4 The Greeks conceived this glittering 
starway as the track to the palaces of the Gods,* and the 
Red Indians of North America still term it the “Ashen 
Path* or the “Path of Souls.”* Luc’s Chain may be 
identified with the chain tied to the foot of the Olympian 
Throne by which Zeus drew men up to Heaven, and it was 
probably symbolised by the chain hung occasionally from 
the roof of pagan shrines. At the Great Temple of Ursa la, 

which is described by contemporaries as being “ all of gold,” 

1 The French for horses is chevaux, 

* C. Squire, Mythology of Ancient Britain, pi 26. 
* Bui finch, Age of Fabit, p, rd 
1 A- Lang, Custom and Myth, p. 132. 
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there was “a golden chain hanging on the pinnacles of the 

building, and seen glittering afar by those who approach t e 

Lug’s Chain may no doubt be equated with the Masonic 
«Cable tow,’1 and with the threefold cord worn by the 

priests in East and West. The tassels at the extremities 

of the cable tow, judging from the symbol herewith, typified 

t-ass-eh the resplendent Light God. The Italian for taut is 

frangiti, and the German quasU, i.e. « Great Hu, the shining 

Light.” Luc’s Chain may also be met with under difiereri 

imagery in the fairy-tale of Jack and the Beanstalk. The 

90S 

stalks of this magic plant were, it is said, “of an immense 

thickness, and had so entwined that they formed a ladder 

nearly like a chain in appears nee.” * Looking upwards, 

Jack was unable to discern the top, as “it appeared to be 

lost in the clouds.” Nevertheless, he started the ascent, 

and after an arduous climb reached a strange country, where 

there met him “ a handsome young woman,” who was not 

only “ beautiful and lively,” but was “ dressed in the most 

elegant manner, and had a small white wand in her hand, on 

the top of which was a peacock of pure gold." She informs 

Jack that it was she who had secretly prompted him to 

exchange his cow for the magic beans. “ By my power the 

1 W. Cratgie* RtHgioit of Antitnt Scandinavia* p. 39- 
5 English Folkdort and Lrgrnds, anonymous* iSBc* p, ijfr 
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beanstalk grew to so great a height and formed a ladder. 
[ need not add I inspired you with a strong desire to ascend 
the ladder." Aided by her instructions, Jack recovers from 
the malevolent ogre three treasures—a golden harp, a hen 
that lays golden eggs, and bags of gold and silver. Upon 
the giant pursuing Jack down the beanstalk, the magic plant 
twines him into an entangled knot, and the villagers kill him 
at their leisure. 

The word bean—in mediaeval English bent—is cognate 
to the Dutch boon and Old High German bona.* It thus 
radically means good, and the beneficent stalk of Goodness 
may be equated with the stalk or stem of Jesse, the ladder 
of Jacob, and the chain of Luc. We speak unwittingly 
nowadays of an "extraordinary chain of Good Luck,” but 
the word luck implies that our ancestors regarded " luck " as 
something other than a blind and unseeing chance. Chance 
is the root of Chancery, and the Lord Chancellor 
represents Supreme Law. 

The Chain of Luck or Lux figures frequently in 
Mythology', notably as the thread bestowed by Ariadne on 
Theseus, by which he succeeded in escaping from the 
Labyrinth. The Fairy Godmother gives Cinderella a ball 
of thread by means of which "she can find her way home 
when mother deserts her.” On another occasion Two 
Pigeons appear, bestow upon Cinderella a ball of thread 
that unwinds of itself, and conduct her to an oak-tree. 
Sometimes Cinderella's enchanted thread consists of 
three balls of different colours.1 Into the Chains of Good 
Luck here illustrated have been interwoven a manifold 
variety of emblems, including the letter L of Luck, Lug, 
or Lux, 

The symbol of St Luke or Lucas was an Ox. In 
Horsleydown, near the hospice of St Thomas, which is 

1 Slte.it. * CindtreUaf pp. 575, *77,352 
VOL, tL 5 
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In the parish of St George* was once a lazar-house, known 

as the L<»kt> and lock-up is a synonym for prison. 
In Western Georgia—where St George was regarded as 

the god of “ good fortune "—there is a so-called “ Monastery 
of the Chain," wherein are preserved an iron Bow, an iron 
Chain, and an iron Arrow. This church is dedicated to 

l< St George of Many Forces.” * 
In Egypt the symbol of Mind, Reason, or Understanding 

90&J 
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was the Crocodile, <f It is said,” says Plutarch, “to have 
been made an emblem of the Deity, as being the sole animal 
destitute of a tongue. For the Divine Reason stands not in 
need of voice, but walking along a silent path and rule, 
guides mortal affairs according to justice, and the crocodile 
alone, of things living in liquid, veils its eyes with a thin 
transparent membrane which it draws down from the upper 
ltd, so as to see without being seen* which is the attribute 
of the Supreme Deity."5 

1 Sec Sww. 
J Sec article “ Si George the Moon God" ia Tht (Jutit, vol iiL No. J. 
3 Jus and Osiris. 
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In Egypt this great symbol of Chi-op, the “Ever- 

exihtent Eye, was particularly worshipped at Onuphis, /.*. 

on up is the One Eye of Light. At Nubti (“ One Resplendent 

5 -' 0r ^MDos (“Sun Bull ’’) the crocodile was identified 

Wlt ..,Er or ^UT* ^od Sbbek was figured as a 
crocodde-headed man, and sebek, which was the generic 

term for crocodile, resolves into either is eb ek or se bek the 
hire of the Great Father. 

Among Bent’s discoveries in Mashonaland was a 

wooden platter decorated in the centre with a crocodile or 

lizard around which appear certain zodiacal signs.1 Speak¬ 

ing of the Ba-quaina, or children of the quaina or crocodile, 

ent says : “ Their siboko [compare Sebek], or tribal object 

ot veneration, is the crocodile, which animal they will not 

or touch under any provocation whatsoever. The 

tfa-quauu arc one of the most powerful of the Bechuana- 

^ L feud, tri5,es’ and ir oftci* occurred to me, Can the name 
Been uanaland, for which nobody can give a satisfactory 

en vat ton, and of which the natives themselves are entirely 

ignorant, be a corruption of this name ? ”1 

The Annua of Bechuana may, no doubt, be equated 

with ym, the West Indian word for lizard. There is a 

^outh American giant lizard called iguana* and the African 

ech uanaland may perhaps be understood as the Land of 

uck Lizard," or Obek, the Great Eye, or Bauit Father 
'jreat Hu, the one A* 

The Giant Lizard or Alligator was the object of profound 

deration *n Mexico ; HuanaCapac was a famous Peruvian 
monarch, and the word alligator is said to be an Anglicised 

corruption of the Spanish-American El lagarto, i.t. the Great 

' frontispiece, Ruined Cities of MaskonalantL 
, it!f Ruined Cities of Mashonutand, pL fe. 
i ItlUlNou U a Breton Saini. 

Th* Sanscrit for mother is ants \ ibr son, ogklu ; tut Lord, agka. 
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Uzard. The kalian for lizard is luccrta, the “ shi ning light," 

and our lizard1 is closely akin to wizard. 
The Lizard figures upon the breast of certain figures of the 

wise Minerva, and in Europe it was worshipped among the 

Slav nations as late as the sixteenth century.1 There was a 

popular superstition that the Lizard conceived through the 

ear and brought forth through the mouth, whence it was 

regarded as “a type of the generation of the Word, that 

is, the Logos or Divine Wisdom/'* Pope Felix believed 

that the Virgin Mary conceived of the Holy Ghost through 

her ear, and a lizard is figured over the door of Seville 

Cathedral. 
There is a Lizard Point in the Scilly Isles, where 

possibly was a primitive Beacon-fire/ At the more famous 

Lizard near Helston and Caerleon,* in Cornwall, is now a 

revolving Light of one million candle-power. 

In England we call the little water-lizard a or, 

as it ought to be, an ewt. The word was originally spelt 

1 Compare surnames I2ard and Ttzzard, 

* MorfiH (W. R.J, AW, Sjt* 0/M* W&r/d* p, 271* 

s King (C. \\\\ The Gnostfttt p. 107. 
4 l 5uspcctn however, that min / of these Corniali headlands were named 

after Ihe Sun, The Celtic temperament is espressed by the Breton poet, 

flntttnlr k Bmr: M Notice ihe great solemn promontories where the Sian, the 

Breton HF.OU own brother to HELIOS, the Greek, walks every summer morn 

ingn wrapped in the first pure shimmering? of his delicate light, and at 

evening leaves his long rays of sumptuous purple trailing behind him. Is 

it surprising that generations of Celts have looked upon this place *^bis 

sanctuary, an open temple dedicated to him whom still they call 1 ihe King 

of Stars* the god whose radiant presence is all the sweeter to them, from 

being so rarely vouchsafed in their sombre climate ?M— The Land 0/ Pardon** 

p- 1 
t Sierra Lbome in West Africa is Lagos, which neighbours on to 

Ashanti, capital town Accra. The place- and river-names hereabout are 

curious, Elm is a, Benin, Peak, Bonny, Gpobq, Abrakampa, Timbuc- 

too, Tosino, Tao, TunhO, etc. Sir Evelyn Wood mentions two chiefs 

named Qua ulna EsSEyie and Quacqe Andoo. The Haussas are now 
excellent British soldiers, Kshanti is Sanscrit for patient. Antipater was 

a Gnostic term for God. 
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ewtef and may be resolved into “resplendent Hew,” i.e. 
"resplendent Mind" The tails of the etots here illustrated 

are formed into the Hebrew character jad. This was a 

symbol under which the jews expressed the Ever Being 

Jah or j EH OVA H. 

The Cornish for tmt or lizard wasptdrevan ; and aspadar 
in Cornish meant father^ and pedar meant four, the word 

pedrevan may be resolved into either Four or Fire Father 

Evans /,<?* Bacchus. 

The old naturalists mention 11 the Stellion, which is a 

beast like a Lyzard,111 and the word suilhn cannot differ from 

ualltQH^ a horse* The imaginary Salamander* a lizard horn 

of and dwelling in fire, must obviously have had a symbolic 

origin. 

At the foot of the Fire Tree illustrated on p+ 271 there 

appears not only a lizard, but also a snail The French for 

mail* is Umacif, and the 1 tali an lumaca. The sea-snail is termed 

a wmkk* and perUmnkk resolves, like periwigs into the M All- 

pervading Hu, the one Great God.'P 

Isaiah likens the Daughter of Zion to “a cottage in a 

vineyard " and “a ledge in a garden of cucumbers,”* The 

1 Htilmc (F. EX Natural His fury Lar*t p. 154- 
s Sitriail% or Sim-god I 
3 Camp are place-name WmitfcLBUJnr. 
* L S. 
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Masonic Lodge, and Logic, a synonym For Reason, contain the 

same idea as the word Wisdom, i.c. the donuts or domicile of 

Hun. 

The snail is a slug with a little house on its back ; it 

leaves a glittering track or trail* which 1 suggest was identi¬ 

fied with Lug's Chain or the silvery smear of the Milky 

Way, the Ashen Path, the Track of Souls. Silver was the 

emblem of Knowledge ; and the Snail-men of the dark ages 

were they who left bright tracks behind them in the form of 

books. The snail, when he emerges from his shell, is seen 

to be exquisitely horned, but more often he remains invisible 

within his little house, a symbol of the idea, “ V erily Thou 

art a God that hidest Thyself.” The name Ammon was 

iV> 
915 

interpreted by the Greeks to mean *' concealment" or 

** something which is hidden," and in Egyptian Amen meant 

“the hidden God.*’1 

It is not impossible that the House-Mrrrdw was so named 

because she is the builder of a little round house with a 

door, and it was perhaps for the same reason that the Jenny- 

Wren—4* God Almighty's little hen ”—was once esteemed to 

be so sacred. The Druids used to draw auguries not from 

her flight, but from her chirpings,* i.e. her speech or wisdom (?), 

The "jocund lyttel fowle” shown in figs. 914 and 915 is 

presumably a wren—the builder of a round nest with a 

circular side door, the symbol of the Point within a Circle. 

Luo is reputed to have put an end to the rule of the 

giants by blinding their terrible leader with a carefully 

' (W,), I^egtnds of the Gods, p. :i 1. 

1 Squire, Mythology of Babylonia, i, p, 41:7. 
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prepared slingstone. This battle, suggestive of the fight 

between David and Goliath, is said to have taken place at 

Sligo. The <cjfue smooth stones from the brook” with 

which David defeated his opponent were probably symbolic 

of the five powers of perfections of Lux, They are compar¬ 

able to the jive beans from which the magic beanstalk grew> 

and the five stones tossed up and caught on the back of the 

hand for purposes of augury by British and Irish priestesses. 

Slug, “the light of Luo,” is akin to the place Sligo, to 

the name Slugoryl, and to the word Siughom or Slogan, 
According to Skcat, this expression means “cry of the 

916 

host,” and it may thus seemingly be equated with Banzi ! 
Hosanna ! Hurrah I etc, Primarily the shout resolves into 
is elog ani the “light of our Lord the Great One." 

The doctrine of an incarnate Logos, lFordi Mindj or Reason 
was prominent in Chaldean, Egyptian, Persian, and Greek 

philosophy, but it was not incorporated into Christian 

teaching until the middle of the second century. In 

fig. 916 Christ the Locos surmounted by the cross of 

St George is represented as the Lion of Judah. “He 

shall roar like a lion,” says Hose a, “After two days will 

he revive us : in the third day will he raise us up and we 

shall live in his sight." 1 It is a Christian tenet that Jesu 

descended into hell “ and the third day he rose again from 

* xi. 10; vL 3. 
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the dead.”1 * 3 The old naturalists used to believe that the 

lion was always born dead or in a state of stupor, but that 

in the space of three days u it became endowed with life 

by the breach or the roaring voice of its stre." 4 

The forms under which the Sire of Life has from time 

to time been fabled to overshadow the virgin soul are multi¬ 

farious. In addition to his transformations into a Swan, 

a Flame of Fire, a Pigeon, and a Bull, Zeus is related to 

have reached the imprisoned Danae* in the guise of 

a golden shower. At the present day the Bridal veil of 

Roumanian girls is composed of a shower of loose 

golden threads, and according to an Indian version of 

Cinderella, showers of golden dew fell periodically upon 

her bridegroom. 

The Chinese variant of the Immaculate Conception 

relates that the Virgin having “trod in a footprint of Gad's, 
her divine child Hou Cm was born like a lamb. “He 

was exposed in a narrow lane, but sheep and oxen protected 

and suckled him ; he was exposed in a wide forest, but 

1 Zoroaster, Osiris, Hohus, Adonis, Dionvbos, Hercules, Hermes, 
Balpuk, and QuetzaixioatIj. (ih? Mexican crucified Saviour) are all 
recorded to have descended into Hetl and to have risen again on the third 
day.—See Daane (A- WJ, BiMt Myths, p, 2\y 

1 Heath (S.), of Symbolism, p. 153, 

3 In the Assumftfa Maria of Francis Thompson, the Virgin xMar>’ is 
identified with Danac ; 

u l am Daniel's mystic Mountain, 

Whence the mighty stone was roiled ; 
I atn the four Rivers' fountain, 

Watering Paradise of old mw 

Cloud down-raining the Just One amp 

Danas qJ the Shower of Golds 
\ the Hostel of the Sun am ; 

He the Lambp and I the Fold 

He the Anteros and Eros, 

t Ihe body, He the Cross \ 

He is fast to me, Isckyros, 

Agios Aikatta/oi l * 
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wood-cutters found him ; he was exposed on cold ice, but 

birds covered him with their wings."’ The similarities 

here to Jeshu, born amid the sheep and oxen of a Bethlehem 

stable, extend even to the name, and Hov Chi—He, the 

Ever-Existent—is essentially identical with Jeshu. 

In the emblems herewith the Lion of Lord Hu is 

holding up the Sword of justice—the same weapon as in 

combination with the cross of Sr George constitutes the 

arms of the City of London.’ 

“ We wrestle not,” said Paul, u against flesh and blood, 

917 91S 

but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers 

of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness 

■n high places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour 

of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, 

and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having 

your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breast¬ 

plate of righteousness; And your feet shod with the 

preparation of the gospel of peace ; Above all, taking the 

shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all 

the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salva¬ 

tion, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the ward of God: 
Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the 

* Gilt* (H. A,), Rtligum cj Amitni Cftim, pr 22* 

? These arms w*re originally supported by twin Ifoits* Ste Slow. 
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Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and 

supplication for all saints." * 1 

The symbolism of the sword as the tcord of God is 

enshrined in the word Swordy i.e. se-word* or is-word% the 

Fire or Light of the tFord. The Anglo-Saxon for a sword 

was SiMXy “the Fire of the great Fire/' Similarly the 

Italian spada resolves into stpaday the Fire of the Shining 

Father, and the German label into Fire of Beu A certain 

kind of sword was known in England as a wkiny&td3 and 

a heavy sword was termed a brand. 
The Great Sword of Justice has at times been reverenced 

as the symbol of God Himself, and Henley thus treats it 

in his well-known Stitig of ike Sword : 

919 

« 1 am the Will of God, 

1 am the Sword, 

The Sword 

Singing— 

The voice of the sword From the heart ot the 

sword 

Clanging majestical. 

As from the starry-suired 

Conns of the primal Supremacy, 

His high, irresistible song. 

Heroes, my children, 

Follow, O, follow me 1 

hollow, exulting 

In the great light that breaks 

h rom the sacred Companionship ! 

Thrust through the fatuous. 

Thrust through the fungus brood, 

Spawned in my shadow 

And gross with my gift ! 

1 Ephesians vi, ix-iS4 

1 Compare surname Sewaejx 
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Thrust throngh, and hearken 

O, hark, to the Trumpet, 

The Virgin of Battles, 

Calling, still calling you 
Into the Presence, 

Sons of the Judgment* 

Pure wafts of the Will f 

Edged to annihilate, 

Hiked with government, 

Follow, O, follow me 

Till the waste places 

All the grey globe over 

Ooze, as the honeycomb 

Drips, with the sweetness 

Distilled of my strength*” 

Every Mythology of any consequence includes a 

dazzling and resistless sword of Light* The Japanese 

know it as athe cloud assembling sword of Heaven,11 and 

in Aryan Mythology its widder is named Chrysaor, the 

golden Light. There is an Eastern kind of sword termed 

a krtes, and this weapon is waved like a tongue of flame. 

King Arthur's magic sword was named Mirandoisa, 

a word resolving into miranda^ wonderful, is A, K light of the 

A." According to some versions, Arthur's sword was 

called Excaubvr 1 or Essiealibur : in both cases the -libur 

resolves into u Everlasting Father,' and exiktf- or essik&- 

yields "great fire or spirit of the Great A.11 
King Arthur, like Bel, Horu% and George, was the 

slayer of an infesting dragon. It was the avowed mission 

of King Arthur's Knights of the Round Tahfe, i.e. Perfection 

or the Circle of the Sun, to fare forth into all countries for 

the protection of women, the chastisement of oppressors, 

1 Mexican Mythology mentions a dauntless and ambitious Xelkua 
J his name is seemingly an earlier form of ExtELSlOfc 
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the liberation of the enchanted, the enchainment of giants, 

and the skying of malicious dwarfs,1 

Arthurs first weapon was extracted from an anvil: 

“There was seen," says Malory, “in the Churchyard at 

the east end by the High Altar, a great stone foursquare, 

like unto a marble stone, and in midst thereof was like an 

anvil of steel a foot on high, and therein stuck a fair sword." 

The anvil * represented herewith with a cross or sword 

sticking from it, was the emblem of the primal Furnace, the 

spark-whirling Forge or Force of the Universe. 

“Excaubur,” King Arthur's second sword, was be¬ 

stowed upon him by the lone Lady of the Lake: 

“ Nine years she wrought it, silting in the deeps 

Upon the hidden bases of the hill!." 

Tennyson describes her as : 

“Clothed in white samite, mystic, wonderful, 

She gave the King his huge cross-hi lied sword, 

Whereby to drive the heathen out; a mist 

Of incense curl’d about her, and her face 

Wellnigh was hidden in the minster gloom ; 

But there was heard among the holy hymns 

A voice as of the waters, for she dwells 

Down in a deep j calm, whatsoever storms 

May shake the world, and when the surface rolls, 

Hath power to walk the waters like our Lord,” 

1 Apropos (he recent silly exhibit ion of sham Chivalry, i.t. Chcvattritt at 
Earl’s Court, Punch says: 

° Ah, Sirs, if I may change at will 

From ehafT to earnest in a breath, 

Wrongs unredressed are with us still— 

Hunger and want, disease and death ; 

Postis of the dark overrun these Christian realms 
For lack of knightly service, Come, let’s see, then. 

How, wearing England’s favour on your helms, 

Ye, too, can ride abroad to ‘ break the heathen.'" 
* Creekom^aU, an-a,Jai-^ the one A, the Strong Fire. 
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In heraldry the Sword is frequently hiked with the 

three perfect circles of Good Thought, Good Deed, and 

Good Word, 
In the emblems herewith the divine Hand holds a 

thunderbolt, mace, sceptre, or truncheon. The Mace is still 

the customary symbol of the Mayor's office. 

The Egyptians conceived Kneph, the Father of Ptah, 

as a man of blue colour with a girdle round his loins, a 

sceptre in his hand, and crowned with a plume of feathers. 

PoitPHyfcius, speaking of Zeus the Creator, says; "The 

philosophers—that is the initiated—represented Him as a 

man seated, alluding to His immutable essence ; the upper pan 

of his body naked, because it is in its upper portions (in the 

skies) that the universe is seen most uncovered ; clothed 

from the waist below, because the terrestrial things are those 

most hidden from view. He holds a sceptre in His left hand\ 

because the heart is on that side, and the heart is the seat of 

understanding that regulates all the actions of man. 1 In the 

emblem herewith (fig. 924) the figure is holding a sceptre or 

thunderbolt in the left hand, and his loins are girt about with 

Truth. In fig. 925 a two-peaked mountain-top is sur¬ 

mounted by the holy Four or hire of the Divine Equity, 

and attached to this small emblem is a feathered or rayed 

1 Lc Plofl£eonr ■ PF ?h 73^ 
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figure seated upon a five-pointed cockscomb, saw,1 or bnecus. 

The figure is wearing what is seemingly' a gauntlet or glove, 

and in figs. 926 to 928 this object serves as a separate and 

distinct emblem. It is a poetic commonplace that the Dawn 

is rosy-Jiftger/d, and the live fingers of the glove, rayed out 

dawnwise, seemingly caused this article to be regarded as a 

symbol of ag lave, the great Lover. Of a statue of the 

9*7 

Mayan Thaah, found by her husband in Mexico, Mrs Le 

Plongeon states: “The backs of the hands appeared as if 

covered with mittens."1 

Odin or Wotan (Hu-otak) is said to have worn a blue 

coat; the Druidic High Priests and the Jewish High 

t Compart saw, meaning 1 wtu laying. Saw =» U-aw, the light of the Aw. 
' London Maganinf, April 191^, p, 129, 
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Priests alike wore blue robes, and, according to Plato's 

relation, the priests of lost Atlantis wore “ most beautiful 

azure robes.” At the time of the Roman invasion Caesar 

found the Britons arrayed against him tattooed like the 

Maoris of to-day, in blue paint. Each tribe was distinctively 

marked with the device of its symbolic animal, totem, or 

mascot, and the blue paint used for this purpose was called 

IVsad. PVoad, a Gallic herb yielding a blue dye, was 

probably named after Woden, It is also the word under 

which Wtte-green glass was known, and the British habit of 

daubing oneself with blue war-paint may be contrasted with 

the similar sacrificial ceremony among the Matas. It 

points to the probability that when the ancient Briton went 

into battle he did so with the full intention of sacrificing 

hi mself pro deo or pro putrid. 
The expression “ blue-blooded '* probably originated 

from the symbolic idea that the Divine blood was blue, and 

that the nearer one’s kinship to the Divine, the bluer the 

blood ; hence the more perfect the aristotratj, i.e. the Order 

of Eros or Horus or Iris. 

The Greek for blue—bel He, beautiful Hu, or Bel hue, 

the hue of Bel—is glaukos. The Breton for blue is perse, 

the French is vwi, and the Italian veto or excellente. Blue is 

indeed so widely the symbol of let verity the Truth or the 

True, U tur Hu, the Enduring Hu, that true blue is a 

proverbial saw. 
Into the chalk side of Waden Hill near Aveburv there 

has been cut the figure of a white horse* Waden is the All- 

Father Woden or Wotan, and in Anglo-Saxon witan meant 

to know. Wotan cannot but be related to the Votan of 

South America, and among the most ancient of the Mayan 

tribes, as also in Hebrew, votan means to give — an idea 

which we English have retained in the words vote and votive. 

As tan meant fire the name Votan resolves into Vo-tan, 
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** The Giver of Fire.” In Gypsy language potan means 

tinderf and tinder does not differ from the adjective tender. 

Fire was originally obtained by the friction of tinder-wood 

or timber. Timber may be equated, with tambour, a drum, 

and the words -wood and wooden, as also Wednesday, may be 

traced to Woden or Hu, the giver of Fire. The Greek for 

wood is xylon (ri zi lone), the French is bets, and the Latin 

for a board or plank is axis. 

The word vote is derived by Skeat from the Latin 

votum, a wish, i.e. Hush. “The word Wish," says Sir 

George Dasent, “originally meant the perfect idea!, the 

actual fruition of all joy and desire, and not, as now, the 

empty longing for the object of our desires. From this 

original abstract meaning it was but a step to pass to the 

concrete, to personify the idea, to make it an immortal 

essence and attribute of the Divinity, another name for the 

greatest of all Gods Himself. And so we find a host of 

passages in early writers, in every one of which * God' or 

* Odin1 might be substituted for * Wish ‘ with perfect 

propriety. Here we read how * The Wish ’ has hands, 

feet, power, sight, toil, and arc ; how he works and 

labours, shapes and masters, inclines his ear, thinks, swears, 

curses and rejoices, adopts children, and takes men into his 

house ; behaves, in short, as a Being of boundless power 

and infinite free-will. Still more, he rejoices in his own 

works as tn a child, and thus appears in a thoroughly 

patriarchal point of view as the Lord of Creation, glorying 

in his handiwork, as the father of a family in early times 

was glad at heart when he reckoned his children as arrows 

in his quiver, and beheld his house full of a long line of 
retainers and dependents."1 

The memory of Great Wish is possibly preserved in the 

1 Compare Scandinavian 1111^1/1^^= iindtr-stkks = maidici. 
1 Pqfiufar Tain from fkt Aferf?, p. 47. 
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place-name Great Wish ford 1 on Salisbury Plain, and in 

the common words wish and will, fVish or huisk is 

equivalent to desire, i.c. de sire, the shining Sire ; the 

French for desire is vekntl, U. val on te, the “strong 

resplendent one. The word will is radically the same as 

well, weal,1 and wheel. Qwel was Cornish for hill and 

survives in Brown Willy, Willy Park, etc. * Howel 

was the last King of Cornwall, and Howell is a modern 

surname.* The plural of teU% the French for eye, is yeux, 

and the Lord Hu is probably also responsible for the word 

wool. Baskets of carded wool were carried in procession at 

the Eleusinian Festivals,4 Hail is Cornish for to do or to 

make, and huilan Cornish for a beetle. The name Will is a 

contracted form of William, of which the French Form is 

Guillaume, i.e. ag huilattme, the Mighty Hu, our Lord the 

Sun ; and Bill, an alternative form of Will, is presumably 
Bel. 

1 he letters \\ and V are often interchangeable, and it 

will be remembered that Mr Samuel Weller, senior, pre¬ 

ferred to spell Weller with a V. In other countries the 

same interchangeability is apparent, and the Indian V 15HNU 

IS alternatively referred to as Wish nu. * The chakra, disc, 

orpatara, which Wjshnu is usually represented as holding, 

may be equated with the Wheel of the Sun or Circle of 

Perfection, and the word chakra resolves into “ ever-existent 

great Ra or ur A, “ Fire A.” The caste mark worn by 

ESSEX^ = strong. Compart Romford, originally RoMrOHT, in 

... * The rcuige of hills constituting tht backbone of Kent is called the 
WEALD OF Kent. 

, * <“QniPAre also Wallace and Wallis. Near Birkenhead are 
WALLASEY, WlLLASTON, HOOLE, IfOOSE, HOOTON, POOLTON, I.ISCARD, 

borough, B ur ton, Upton, Hofton, and BOOTLE. 

The Irish bagpipes were known as uilleans or woollens, also as unt'ont, 
' In the ancient Sanscrit alphabet there was. no W, and V occupied its 

Place. 
VOL. if. 6 
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the followers of Vishnu is a white, or it may be red, circular 

spot on their foreheads. The name Vishnu is from the 

root friskj fIto pervade”; it means “The all-pervading, 

penetrating, and encompassing One,+ and stands for Divine 

Intelligence or Wisdom* Vishnu,, under the guise of a 

Fish, is said to have led the ark of mankind to safety in 

the same way as Apollo guided the vessel of the Cretan 

mariners to Krisa. According to the Hindoos, it was in the 

form of Vishnu that the Supreme Spirit “without beginning 

or end> omniscient and omnipresent, eternal, unchangeable, 

and supremely happy,” exhibited his sympathy with human 

trials and his love for the human race* In the Bhaga^tad 

Gita (The Song of the Most High) Vishnu is represented 

as saying : 4i Every time that religion is in danger and that 

iniquity triumphs I issue forth for the defence of the good 

and the suppression of the wicked ; for the establishment of 

justice I manifest myself from age to age*” 

Nine principal occasions are said to have already 

occurred on which Vishnu, whose initial surmounts fig. 

has thus interposed for the benefit of humanity* The first 

was in the form of a Fish, and the word fish (Dutch vi&kt) 

may be equated with the first syllable of Vishnu, a name 

which is sometimes translated to mean “ born of a fish. 

The identification of a Saviour with a fish was common 

in ancient theosophies \ in the Talmud ihe Messiah is called 

Dag, which also means fish and preserverr and it is supposed 

to have been for this reason that the primitive Christians 

adopted the Fish as a sign of Christ* 

The Fish was sacred among the Babylonians, Phoenicians, 

and Assyrians, and seems to have been regarded as an 

emblem of fecundity. But, according to Swedenborg, fish 

were the symbols of “ scientific*tM or knowledge, pre¬ 

sumably because they were able to explore the uttermost 

1 Set CtiiKcrdaxtt. 
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depths of the sea.1 Manu, the ancestor of all human ity, is 

represented in Indian legend as being instructed in all kinds 

of knowledge by a fish, and the ” Salmon of Kn&mUdgt M is a 

familiar feature in fairy-tale. 

According to the Irish Legend of Fvin Mac Cumhal, 

" there was a Salmon which, if caught and eaten, would 

communicate such wkdm^ prowess, and good fortune to the 

9*9 

eater, that from that day both fame and prosperity would 

attend him in all his wars." This wonderful fish is secured 

ky Fvm Mac Cvmkal, and on the instant that it came 

between his teeth “ he felt as wist and prudent as if he were 

a hundred years old." The tale concludes : “Thus it was 

that bins Mac Cumhal happened on the Salmon of Krtow- 

aild time and your patience would Ml me to recount 

his succeeding renowned deeds.*1" 

J I Ini? idea is strengthened by the facts narrated bv Dr Eialer in “ John- 

Jonah-Qannes ” ? See TAf Qunf, voL iiL No. j. 
3 md Ireland, p, 5, 
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The word salmon is related to Solomon, the proverbial 

wise king, and that Fish were regarded as the symbolic 

equivalents to the Horse may be further inferred from the 

existence of a Thracian coin, whereon the Deity is repre¬ 

sented as a human figure armed with a bow, riding a winged 

horse which terminates in a fish,1 The idea here seems to 

be that the rider upon the combination Horse-Fish is Lord 

of all Knowledge on Land and Sea, 

It is a curious fact that Jesus Christ was represented in 

the Catacombs by two fishes, which are the zodiacal sign 

Pisces, In fig. 930 these two fishes are identified with 

Jesus Christ, the Tower of Salvation ; in fig. 931 are 

surmounted with the twin V’s or double Hu, and in fig. 932 

wit h an aqtula. 

Tertullian termed Christians 4( fishes bred in the water 

and saved by one great Fish” ; Paulinus alludes to Jesu 

as*4the Fish of the living water"; and Prosper refers to 

Him as “the Fish dressed at His death—the great Hsh 

Who satisfied for Himself the disciples on the shore and 

offered Himself as a fish to the whole world.” 

The tail feathers of fig. 933 form the Root or Stem 

of Jesse, to which are attached the twin circles in con- 

1 Payne-Knight, p. 78. 
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junction with what apparently is a bow, a crescent moon* 

or a cresset- 

933 934 

In Old Irish the word itcha, which is the Eastern form 

of Jesus, means a fiiht and the Greek ichthem may be resolved 

into ik thi’QSj the Great God. 

937 

Pig- 934 's a nondescript kind of fish formed like a 

column or tower, passing, Maypole-like, through the ring or 

O of I O. Fig. 535 is presumably a H John Dory." This 

name as it stands resolves into the Existent One, the Golden 
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or Enduring Unit, In French jaunt means yellow, a hue 

the colour of the Sun, and one in which Vishnu is always 

represented as being dad- 
In fig, 93 6 two genii are represented as adoring a So!i\ 

and in fig. 937 this fish appears in the centre of the Solar 

eye. It may be understood to symbolise the “ Sou/ of the 

World," or Solmona, the “ Sole lone A." 

Within the Eye of fig, 93S is a Jack, PHtc, or Lute. In 

Egypt special reverence was paid to a fish which Plutarch 

refers to as the oxyrkyncus, and which Dr Budge considers 

938 M9 

was " probably the pike." 1 Another peculiarly sacred fish 

was the Egyptian an, which is described as “a kind of 

bream.*** The sturdy fish represented in figs. 939 and 94° 

is perhaps this sacred bream, i,e* a Rrah m (Cornish s/tf), or 

perhaps a carp. Carp is the root of tatpo, a seed-vessel, 

and of Carpentaria, a carpenter : Christ was said to be the 

son of a carpenter, and the Zend word for carpenter is 

Tathan, which means “ the Creator,” 

The Dolphins herewith, crowned with the varied insignia 

of divinity, are like those illustrated ante, p. 28—evidently 

emblems of the Saviour and Creator. Delpkh, the Greek 

1 LtRenth £>/ tkt Gvds, p. 

3 Iti'd. 1 p- s&7- 
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for dolphin^ may be compared with delpkui^ the Greek for 

womb. 

According to Greek legend, the great Temple at Delphi 

was founded by Apollo, who, in the guise of a Dolphin, led 

thither a crew of Cretan mariners. Upon reaching [he sands 

of Krjsa, Apollo leapt from the vessel like a star, whilst 

sparks of light streamed from him till their radiance reached 

the heavens. Hastening to his Sanctuary, he lighted a fire 

and returned to the astonished mariners in his proper form 

of a beautiful youth, who informed them that if they would 

avoid falsehood in words and violence in deed, their name 

944 945 

would be known throughout the world as the guardians of 

Apollo s shrine and the interpreters of his will. So they 

followed him to Pytho, while the heavenly Being led the 

way, filling the air with melody. 
The English well, meaning gnd, is phonetically AuetJ 

and this same term denotes also a spring or fountain. I he 

original sanctity of wells is well known ; the worship of 

* Compare place-name Ewell. 
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wells1 was nowhere more prominent than in Wales and 

at the town of Wells there is still standing a majestic 

shrine. 

Sacred Wells were believed to cure sore eyes, and were 

generally said to possess a guardian spirit. At Bally- 

morereigh in Ireland- is a holy well called Tober 

Monachal where the Spirit is believed to be a Salmon, 

At the bottom of one of the Sltgo wells are said to be a 

brace of miraculous trout not always visible to ordinary' 

eyes.1 In the Island of Skye* is a well possessing two fish 

known as u holy fish*" black in colour and never augmenting 

in size or number* It is a frequent metaphor that Jesu is 

a Well, ike Hu el or Water of Salvation, the opener of 

blind eyes. 

One of the incarnations of Vishnu is fabled to have 

been in the form of a Boar which destroyed a demon and 

raised the submerged Earth from the Sea, The wild boar 

was sacred in Babylonia and among other Semitic nations ;" 

it was also a favourite Gaulish emblem, and there is extant 

a Celtic figure of Diana riding on a boar's back.1 In 

Britain the boar occurs frequently on the coins of the 

Iceni and other tribes,8 and in the legends of all Celtic 

races the boar occupies an honoured place. In Northern 

Mythology the Sun-God Frey is represented as riding on 

a boar called Gullinbursti (Golden-Bristle), Frey bad 

great personal beauty in addition to his divine powers : 

He rules over rain and sunshine, and it is good to call on 

1 The Hebrew for a well is and the Arabian Mr The Anglo-Sa*M 

for ,ka place where waier flows Fgftb3’ 1™ kelll U. “Great God^ 

- The patron saint of Wales h Sr David nr DEWi=d'Htmt (?X 
3 fsiAty^ the light of the Great Eye (?), 

1 Gamntc (G. L.\ Ethnology in Fa/Jt-Lore, p, 93. 
* f&id.i p. 103. 

c Religion of Babylonia and Asrjria, M jastrow, p. 92, 
1 Celtic Religion* E. Anwyl, pr 30, 
* ibid. 
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him for peace and plenty ; he also has power over the 

prosperity of men/11 The souls of departed heroes are 

represented as feasting in Valhalla on boar's meat, the 

supply of which was inexhaustible. At Yuletide it was 

946 

customary to lead a boar into the Hall of the King, where¬ 

upon men laid their hands upon its bristles and thus made 

their vows upon important matters ; the sacred boar was 

then sacrificed by way of atonement* 

Vishnu in his form of a boar is described as “vast as a 

mountain ; his tusks were white, sharp, and fearful ; fire 

flashed from his eyes like lightning ; and he was radiant as 

the Sun/*1 
The tail of fig. 947 is formed like a cross, and sur¬ 

mounting figs, 948 and 949 is the K, Kay, or Kappa, 

which* may here stand for 14 Kesava,'* the name under which 

Vishnu is hailed in his boar form. A Vedic hymn invokes 

him as “ Kesava, Sovereign of the earth, Cause of produc¬ 

tion, destruction, and existence.1' w TAou rfr/, O God ! there 

is none other supreme condition than Thou. Thou, Lord, 

1 Religion of AntUnt Statuiinavio, W. A, Ctatgii, p* A 
» Hindoo Mythology, W. J, Wilkins, p. 125. 
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art the person of the sacri fice ; Thy feet are the \ edas ; Thy 
tusks are the stake to which the victim is bound 1 Thj 
teeth are the offerings ; Thy mouth is the altar ; Thy tongue 
is the fire; and the hairs of Thy body are the sacrificial 
grass. Thy eyw, O Omnipotent! are day and night; thy 

head is the seat of all. . . . Do Thou, who art eternal, who 

art in size a mountain, be propitious." 1 
The word hoar does not differ from bear; the Zend for 

hoar is hu; and the Cornish for sow was baneut i>. the good 
Hu, Hog means the Mighty One, and pig the Mighty Hoop. 
That hog and pig had once pleasant associations may he 

assumed from the surname Pegs, and from A* City Church 
near London Stone known as St Ben set's Sherekog. Ehog 
was the Cornish word for salmon, and pig is Welsh for pike, 
the fish. 7«frtA, the ancient British for hog, probably does not 
differ from tor(hy meaning a blazing light, and resolving into 

/-or-fAe, K resplendent fire, ever-cxistent.” 
&aagliert the French for boar, resolves into san ag It rf, 

the Holy, Mighty, Everlasting Fire, and the boar must, I 
think, have been adopted as a symbol of Fire on account 

of its bristly and prickly hide. It was popularly supposed 
that the f‘ireful boar” was so hot that its tusks scorched 

hounds and hunters. The Welsh for boar is moth, the 
Gaulish was moccus^ i.e. om ok wj, the Sun, the Great Light, 
and Moccus was a Gaulish term for Mercury,* 

In close proximity to Cheapstde and St Paul's there 
used to stand a famous Blue Boar Inn. As hoars are not 
naturally bltt£y one may surmise that this impressionist sign 
of the Blue Boar was reproduced from some old symbolic 
pinting. 

The two animals here illustrated having no tusks, must 
be assumed to be female pigs. In Egypt the Sow was held 

1 Hindoo Mythology t W. J. Wilkins, p. 1J4- 
s AnwyJ (Ed.}s Celtic p. 30. 
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sacred to Isis, and small figures of sows were there worn as 
amulets attached to necklaces,1 Judging from the word sus, 
a sow,* the female pig symbolised the Sustained, and that 
this characteristic should have been seized upon by the 

symbolists is not surprising when one contemplates upwards 

of twenty little sucking pigs being simultaneously nourished. 

Under fig. 9 jo is the I C of Jesus, the Everlasting Sustainer, 

and under %. 951, the clover leaf and C R of Christos 
Redemptor. The English Jstv may be equated with the Greek 

951 953 954 

zoo, as in zoology, meaning Lift- The Welsh for sow is hwth, 

the Dutch is zog, and the Icelandic is syr. In French sxur 

means sister, a word that varies into sutler and sos ter, The 

root sos in Cornish, meaning Friend and Comforter, reappears 

in the name Jesus, the Ever-Existent Sos or Sus. 
At the Feast of Martin-, Martle-, or Martilmas, it was 

customary to lay in sustenance for the long winter months 

* A Guide to the Egyptian OsU'ttions in the British Museum, p 0, 

a si>u of smtiimr, to jusfajn- 
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by smoking or salting a sufficient supply of provisions. In 

Germany part of the Martelmas festivities used to consist 

of the Feast of Sausages. The French word saueissc and 

the English sausage are both radically j<jj, as in sostenuts and 

sustainer. 

In Peru the potato and the maize were both “adored 

as symbols of sustenance/ 1 The former was known as 

acsumama, which may be Anglicised into 41 Great Sow 

Mamma " or “Great Life Mother," and the golden maize 

was known as Saramama, the “Fire Ra Mamma." Our 

English baton is probably the same word as host can, a kind 

of preserved meat used by the native Caribs, and said to be 

the origin of the term buccaneer? The words baton} 

sausagei bamy brawnt and pork all contain the implication 

that these foods or progs were once viewed as gifts or 

symbols of P£re eg, the Mighty Father. 

St Martin's Day was commemorated in certain parts 

of Europe by feasting upon a goose t and it was also the 

Feast of fPixe. The ancient Calendar of rhe Church of 

Rome remarks upon Martinmas : “ Wines are tasted and 

drawn from the lees. The Vinalia, a feast of the ancients 

removed to this day, Bacchus in the figure of Martin.”s 

On 5t Martin’s Eve boys used to expose vessels of 

water in the belief that it would be converted into wine, 

and, Santa Claus-like, the parents humoured and deceived 

them by substituting wine,* The first miracle recorded of 

Jesus Christ was the conversion of water into wine, and 

the Christian Eucharist, which in primitive days was cele¬ 

brated by the eating of a Fish,4 is now celebrated by the 

1 Spence (L*)> \fvthi>loi^Y af Mtxhc and Peru* p, 54, 
3 Anderson (K. A,), Extinct Ow* tk* Wtstf pr 174. 

3 Brand, p. 218. i /did. 

* Julius Africans (an early Christian writer) says : “Christ is the great 

Kish taken by the fish-hook of Godp and whose nourishes the whole 

world-11 
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eating of bread and the drinking of wine. The word ©iw 

may be traced to Ewine, and the term euchnrist must be 

9*3 

related to Chriu. In fig- 965 the Truc VlnC is represented 
as an acorn, in fig. 966 the tail is formed like in iw, and the 

mane is designed like a bunch of raisins. The word raw* 
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must be cognate to reason, and the word grape to agapemone, 

the Greek for Love Feast, 

The Welsh and Cornish word for horse is march, and in 

the month of March or on the first of April, the month 

of the Lord A pur, there is celebrated in the East the so- 

called Festival of Huli, The Feast of Huli corresponds 

to European All Fools’ Day, and in France it is customary 

to term the victim not an April Fool but an April Fish, 

966 

There is an old English couplet—- 

“ The fish fried 

Was Christ that died,’* 

and it appears probable that the Indian word huli is Hu 

Everlasting. The first of April or Feast of the Vernal 

Equinox, was anciently observed in Britain and India as a 
High and General Festival, At that period the Sun entered 

into the sign Aries and with it there returned a spirit of 
Awakening, of rejuvenescence, and of unbounded hilarity. 

It may perhaps be assumed that Hu, the Lord of vest, 

humour, and amusement, was in his alternative title of Luo, 

the root of ludi, i.t, games and sports, and likewise of 

ludicrous. From the word wag one must conclude either that 

Hu the Mighty was regarded as the Supreme Humorist, 

or else that wag originally meant one with hu ag, a mighty 

mind.1 At the festivities of Whitsuntide—and the H'hitsun 

1 Compare surnames Wagg, WaOSTAPRe, and Weug. Also place-name 
Wig an. 
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of this word is probably related to Huitzqn, the Mexican 

Divinity—the ancient Britons abandoned themselves to a 

Festival called Wakes. That this word meant Hu akse, 

Hut the Great Fire and Light, is probable from the fact 

that multitudes of both old and young “used to meet about 

break of day7 shouting Holy IVakcs ! Holy IVakts ! 1 
The Lancashire Wakes last seven or ten days, and this 

holy day y beanoy or wayzgoose is in some towns termed the Fair3 
u, the ftre or Furry Festival, the Feast in honour of Bean 

or Bene. 
In his Anatomy of Abuses Stuhbes alludes to “ Feastes and 

Wakesses/1 wherefrom it would appear that the modern 

term wake is a corruption of wakes* The festivities of 

Hu ake, the great Awakcner, are now chiefly maintained at 

Irish funerals, and the existence of this word in this connec¬ 

tion implies that our ancestors regarded death not as sleep, 

still less as extinction, but as the Great Awakening, 

The Bridegroom of Tie Song of Solomon Is described as 

leaping and dancing upon the hills* In Northern England 

wakes were known as hoppings^ a word said to be derived 

from hoppan7 the Anglo-Saxon for kap or dance t and hop is 

often now used to mean a dance* Dancing is still a religious 

function among primitive peoples, and that modern dances 

once similarly had a sacred significance is to be inferred 

from names such as mazurka, polonaiset polacca, polka 3 and 

valse* 
The vahe or waltz would appear to have been a whorl or 

whirl in honour of hu ol n, Hu, the God resplendent, or 

valsty the Mighty Fire+ The French can-can was originally, 

no doubt, a frenzied Sun-dance, and the British Hey was 

once probably a jig in honour of die A* 

In olden time when a church was about to be built, 

“ they watched and prayed on the vigil of the dedication 

1 Brand, p. 291. 
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and took that point of the horizon where the Sun arose for 

the East. 1 The word Easter* or Eostre, meaning the 

Enduring Eos, the Dawn or the Enduring Light, does not 

differ from IstaRj the Goddess who descended to and arose 

from the under-world. The name [star is the source of 

our starf and Christ the £| Dayspring,” who is said to have 

ascended on Easter Day, is described as the Bright and 

M$rmng Star. The French for morning is matin ^ Lt\ Martin 

or M a at I n, the unique Truth, the unique Justice, 

In the north of England YuLE-tide was sometimes called 

Zafe^ a fact seemingly equating Hu with Zu, the Solar 

Horse, and zee, the Greek for Bfit. At the sanctuary of 

9*7 && 

ZELrs at Dodoma (i.e. Dud $net the One Father ?), the Song of 

the Priestesses was “ Zeus was, Zeus is, Zeus will be : a 

Great Zeus.*M 

It is supposed that there is one more final manifestation 

of \ishnu yet to come, in which he will appear on a u/tite 

Aont with a drawn sword to restore the order of righteous¬ 

ness. This event is probably the subject of the equestrian 
figures herewith. 

It was believed that Thor was not really skin at the 

twilight of the Gods, but merely blighted and rendered 

insensible for a while by the poisonous breath of his 

1 Sec Firing p, 2^4. 

- Easier is preceded by 5HERE or MaUnuv Thursday 

, * Brand, P. 317. 
Muller, lattice of Lnnguogt* ii. pr 458. 
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adversary, the World Snake. Haliwr was expected to 

come again, and King Arthur, the Celtic Messiah, was 

bJieved to be nowise dead, but merely to have retired 

temporarily in order at some future day to emerge from his 

mysterious retreat. Until quite recently Welsh shepherds 

regaled one another with stories, describing how one of their 

number found his way into the presence of King Arthur 

ana his men, asleep in a cave resplendent with untold wealth 

or gold. It was supposed that the King and his Knights 

were only awaiting the destined signal in order to return 

and take once more an active part in the affhirs of the 

worm. The inscription upon his tomb was reported as, 

Here Arthur lies, King once and King to be," and the 

poets have persistently and consistently glorified King 

Arthur into a Messiah.* The gradual and for a time imper 

ccptioie character of this return is pointed by Merliv in 

h.s prophecy, - like du d#a>n will he arise from his mysterious 

retreat, and this return, “ like the Dawn ” from a m. may 

. COn,Pared with the story of Ondereulas imprisonment 
m a cave and her liberation by the kick of a horses hoof 
through the roof. J 

St George is always represented as riding on a white 
horse ; the heavenly Twins with stars upon their brows were 

said to ride upon white horses ; and the second coming of 

Jesus Christ will, it is believed, like the return of Vishnu* 

he upon * white horse: “And I saw heaven opened, and 
cholj a horse . and he fhat m upon hjm ^ caJJed 

loq'Jl’ iS” JA Introduction to U Merit £ Arthur. This eavc was 

once ^!iPlriW ^nificahce "ifli which Snwlon uaL, 
« rHJ,- pK.rf__dv' L *nd!5“c(t .b* ,ts “«"< “d poetic name Y-wyddea, i.t. 

. Jhere lia kill in Berkshire called SlHOODW. 
'^F,p * deliverer shall Europe save. 

Which haughty nienanehs labour to enslave ; 
Then shall Religion rear her starry hcadp 
And light divine through all the nations spread.* 

VOL. tr (Blackmore, R. B., 1695- Prince Arthur, Book 1,) 

7 
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Faithful and True, and in righteousness he doth judge and 

make war, His eyes were as a flame of fire* and on his 

head were many crowns ; and he had a name written* that 

no man knew, but he himself. And he was clothed with a 

vesture dipped in blood i and his name is called The Word 

970 

973 

974 975 

of God* And the armies which were in heaven followed 
him upon white horses." 1 

A white horse — the symboJ of Innocent and Pure 

Intellect or Reason—when equipped with a horn becomes 

the Unicorn of Fable and My thology. Some writers describe 

the L^nicorn s horn as being movable at will* “ a kind of 

smalJ sword* in short, with which no hunter who was not 

exceeding cunning in fence could have a chance.” 

1 Revelation list. 11-14. 
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The Unicorns here illustrated are clearly emblematic of 

the Great Sprit of Pure Reason, and the butting attitude 
ot figs. 973 to 97S is Sllggestive 0f Joseph’s benediction, 

his horns are hke the horns of unicorns: with them he 

shall push the people together to the ends of the earth ”1 

According to the authors of The Perfect Way, “The act 

of butting with the horns typifies the employment of the 

intellect, whether for attack or defence," and this curious 

statement is somewhat verified by modern metaphors 

such as «rebutting," an argument, or “ ramming" it well 
home. 

That the Unicorn s horn typified the Sword or Word of 

God is supported by the fact that the weapon of fig. 976 
is lilr* __i:  f j.t a - T 

Holy and Incomprehensible Oni. 

The Chinese have a tradition that the Unicorn, or, as 
vr tuI* *.L _ T * i 
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shape of an incomparable man, a revealer of mysteries super¬ 

natural and divine, and a great lover of all mankind* 

The Unicorn is the ancient crest of the Kings of Israel, 

and is still retained by the Mikado of Japan. The Japanese 

for unicorn is “ Sin You, or divine sheep,” i.e. erne (?)> and m 

Japanese tradition Sin You exercises the rdle of Judge, spar¬ 

ing the innocent and sentencing the guilty. In Chiva the 

Lin is sometimes called the Lu, which may, perhaps, be 

resolved into d Hu, 
Ln the Old Testament the Unicorn is termed reem, i.e. 

ur (-on, the Sun Light* In KoaoorAN it is known as the 

aruse—evidently the final syllables of arucharis, its Ethiopian 

name. The heart of love on figs, 973 and 975 justify the 

inflection of arose into Eros, and of aruckaris into charts or 

Christ, In Tibet the nrutharis is known as Serov, i,f> 

"Sire Hu " (?), also as here, the Great Fire (?), and as tsopot 

"resplendent Fire Father/' ln some parts of China the 

Unicorn is known as P&h and in others as i-c, P& 

or “ Father First and Last,” 

‘ M‘Uod, N., Epitome of the Ancient History of Japan, p. 116. 

* could, C; Mythical Monsters, pp, 34s, 346,347. 355.359- 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE SIGN OF THE CROSS 

■ Th? rosea of Greece have shed (heir petals a- Imperial Rome has ieen 

corruption- But the holy spirit of Mfru has risen* reappearing in each age 

of faith* arising as each Eastertide the Soul of the world appears in resur¬ 

rection. Youth and age in eternal iecurrence keep the spiritual lamps aflame 

upon the altars that we raise to life. The same Death guards his portals* the 
same Lore sets the bell of morning ringing Lhe carillon, as the horses of 

Aurora leap into the light of day. Tkhcnua, the weary one, reminds us for 

ever of our mortality while every grove is full af fauas and dryads. And 

Pan but sleeps. Those of us who look for the union of Christianity with the 

beauty of Hellas, feel that the hour draws nearer wherein men and women 

will live a fuller life, wherein all that, is pale and mean in modem times will 

5ink into nothing, and the full sunlight of a new day will flood the Soul of 

Man* waking daily to the far call of an ever clearer Destiny*" 

Reginald R, Buckley. 

There is a Slav fairy-tale entitled Ohnivak, the Bird of Fire, 

which tells how a certain young and inexperienced Prince 

acquired a feather from the wing of Ohnivak ; *(so lovely 

and bright was it that it illumined all the galleries of the 

palace and they needed no other light.”1 One of the Sufi 

poets in a mystical poem called The Language of the Birds, 

tells how the mysterious Simurgh (which in his allegory 

typifies God) passed over the land of China and let fall 

thereon one of its feathers. This single feather filled China 

with wonder and delight, and everyone who saw it sought 

to preserve for himself, in a sketch or painting, some 

semblance of its beaut)'. “ Therefore," says a tradition 

1 Sim/ Tm£u9 p. 269, 
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attributed to Mahomet, a<seek knowledge even unto 

China/ for there, as in every land, be it never so remote 

or uncouth, shall traces of that for which you seek be 

found/'1 
The story of Ohnivak. recounts that the King could 

think upon naught else than how this beautiful and 

miraculous Bird of Fire might be acquired* One day, 

summoning his three sons, he said :i( My dear children, you 

see the sad state I am in. If I could but hear the bird 

Ohnivak sing just once, i should be cured of this disease of 

the heart; otherwise, it will be my death*” Whereupon 

the three sons dutifully set forth in quest of the Bird of 

Wonder, and their first adventure is to meet a famished 

Fox who begs for food. The two elder brothers maliciously 

ill-treat this creature* but the youngest compassionately 

gives it his food* The Fox says « v You have fed ntt well ; 

in return I will serve you well ; mount your horse and 

follow me. If you do everything I tell you, the Bird of F ire 

shall be yours.” Then he set off at a run before the horse^ 

man, clearing the road for him with his bushy tatL By 

this marvellous means mountains wrere cut down, ravines 

filled up, and rivers bridged over-1 

The Fox of Europe corresponds to the Jackal or Fox 

of Egypt, which was reverenced as the maker of tracks in 

the desert. “The Jackal paths,” says Professor Petrie, 

“are the best guides to practicable courses, avoiding the 

valleys and precipices \ and so the animal was known as 

U p-uat, * the opener of ways/ who showed the way for the 

dead across the Western desert/1 * It is clear that one may 

equate the road-levelling Fox of European fairy-tale with 

1 Rtligiem Systems of tht Wnidy p. 325. Com pure Eccksiastku* i£ltl 
every people and nation 1 (Wisdom) got a possession ; with aU these 1 sought 
rest1* 

* SliTL" pr 274. 1 Religion of Ant (mi Egypt> 34- 
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Up-gat, the Egyptian “opener of the ways" ; and from the 

emblems herewith it would appear that their designers, 

supposing themselves to be Up-uaTS, self-applied the 

injunction of Isaiah, “ Prepare ye the way of the people; 

cast up, cast up the highway ; gather out the stones ; lift 

up a standard for the people.”1 

Fig. 978 is intently nosing along the ground, and in 

fig- 979 parched and thirsty wilderness is ingeniously 

implied by the lolling tongue, “The wilderness and the 

solitary place shall be glad for them ; and the desert shall 

rejoice, and blossom as the rose ... for in the wilderness 

979 

shall waters break out, and streams in the desert. And 

the parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty' 

land springs of water: in the habitation of dragons, where 

each lay, shall be grass with reeds and rushes. And an 

highway shall be there, and a way, and it shall be called the 

way of holiness.”4 

The Egyptians hailed Osiris as the “ opener of ways to 

the Gods"; also as He who “ bringeth three to the 

mountains" -* and they represented Attuais, whose office in 

the Pantheon was that of the pathfinder, with the head of 

a jackal. 

The word Akubis is an alternative name for Anpu, the 

J liriL la 1 Isaiah xx*vr 

1 TA* Ifurdea &f J. T, Dermic pp. 4h 431 
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“ one Father,” and in Egypt anpu was the generic term for 

jackal. In fig. 981 the jackal-headed An u bis, the one orb 

of Light,” is apparently blessing a candidate, over whom 

hovers the Dove of the Spirit. 

The Pox was the symbol of xvtftneu, quick-wittedness, 

and wisdom, and in the Gnostic monument already referred 

to, the eager recipient of the mystic blood is represented as 
a fox. 

The Gnostics were exceptionally great artists in dis¬ 

simulation, and to contemplate them at work one must 

observe the admonition of Solon : <f Fools, ye are treading 

in the footsteps of the fox ; can ye not read the hidden 

meaning of these winning words ? ” 

In fig. 985 a Fox—the symbol of the pathfinder, of 
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wisdom, of subtlety, and of pious fraud1—is finding Honey 

in a Tree which doubtless represents the Tree of Life ; 

and in fig. 986 a Marigold or Sunflower Tree is being 

supported by Foxes cloaked. 

It was a persistent complaint against the Gnostics that 

they cloaked their real tenets by conforming outwardly with 

the established worship of any state or city they inhabited, 

thus maintaining their secret ideas without notice or 

molestation. Their policy was, “Learn to know all, but 

keep thyself unknown," and as the Son of God lived 

unknown in the world, so they conducted themselves as 

beings invisible and unknown,4 

1 “The prudence of ihe ancients," said Richard dt Bury, “discovered a 
remedy by which the wanton part of mankind might in a manner be taken in 
fy a pious fraud, and the delicate Minerva lie hid under the dissembling 
mask of pleasure.1'—Pkifobihkn* 

* Reduced from Print erf Marks, W, Roberts. 
1 IRRNjKUS complained: " Neither can they be detected as Christian 

heretics, because they assimilate themselves (a all sects." Their method 
was to form esoteric schools, which in many cases endangered the ergatiisa- 
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By the Gnostics Hermes and also Osiris were identified 

with Christ, the Guider of Souls, and a jackal-headed figure 

was sometimes portrayed upon a cross.1 

Not only was there a certain amount of confusion 

lie tween the Fox and the Jackal, but in Egypt certain 

species of dogs were also held sacred and mummified on 

merely the general ground of similarity with the Jackal. 

By the Persians the Dog was regarded as the special 

animal of Ormuz, and it is still held in peculiar reverence 

by the Parsecs. Sirius, the brightest star in the Sky, forms 

part of a constellation termed *' The Great Dog,” and the 

name Sirius cannot but be related to Osiris. The so-cdled 
Dog days were reckoned by the old astronomers from the 

rising of this sacred star. 

In India the Dog 5a ram A figures as a symbol of the 

Dawn and as the forerunner of Ixdra, the “one enduring 

A," '* He as whose Messenger I came hither from afar. 
“This myth,1' says Max Muller, “is clear enough. It 

a reproduction of the old story of the break of day. The 

bright cows, the rays of the sun, or the rain-clouds—for 

both go by the same name—have been stolen by the powers 

of darkness, by the Night and her manifold progeny. 

Gods and men are anxious for their return. But where 

are they to be found ? They are hidden in a dark and 

strong stable or scattered along the ends of the sky, and 

the robbers will not restore them. At last in the farthest 

distance the first signs of the Dawn appear ; she peeps 

lion of the Christian Communities. TFJtTul4.JAff complained, doubtless with 
good reason, *' They undermine ours in order to build up their awn." 

’ This innocent and pious emblem often misconstrued by the clergy 
into a blasphemous jibe at the Christian religion. 

J Caleb, the Israelite who with Joshua spied out the promised land, was 
evidently a personification of the Heavenly Dog. The word Caleb means 
dog, and according to the author of Tkt Perfect Way, «* implies the necessity 
of intelligence to the successful quest of Salvation,1’ 
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about, and runs with lightning quickness, it may be, like a 

hound after a scent, across the darkness of the sky. She is 

looking for something, and, following the right path, she 

has found it. She has heard the lowing of the cows, and 

she returns to her starting-place with more intense splendour. 

After her return there rises Indrai the god of light, ready to 

do battle in good earnest against the gloomy powers, to 

break open the strong stable in which the bright cows were 

kept, and to bring light and strength and life back to his 

pious worshippers. This is the simple myth of Sarama ; 

composed originally of a few fragments of ancient speech, 

such as * the Panis stole the cows,' i.e. the light of day is 

gone; iSarama looks for the cows,’ i.e. the Dawn is 

spreading ; (Indra has burst the dark stable,’ i.e. the sun 

has risen.”1 

Sarama, the Dawn Dog, is said to have been a greyhound, 

and is obviously the same as the mysterious vtltro or grey* 

hound-Messiah mentioned several times by Dante. In 

Hell the poet alludes to a ruthless monster that blocked his 

way and continued her accursed depredations ; 

“ Until that greyhound come who shall destroy 

Her with sharp pain. He will not life support 

By earth or its base metals, but by love, 

Wisdom and Virtue. . . . 
He with incessant chase, through every town. 

Shall worry, until he to Hell at length 

Restore her, thence by Envy first let loose.” 

In Icelandic grey means dog. The word greyhound is a 

form of the Anglo-Saxongrighund^ the hound of ague<*y, the 

“ mighty fire A,” or ag ur igt the “ mighty, mighty Fire.” 

Sarama may be resolved into if, the 1 ire, and ramat the 

Sanscrit for Sun. 

■ Science of Language* ii. PP- 458-4*9- 
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Celtic Mythology assigns a fiery omnipotent Hound to 
Ltfc : 

41 That hound of mightiest deed** 

Which was irresistible in hardness of combat, 
Was better than wealth ever fcnow^ 

A ball of fire every night. 

*9° 991 

Other virtues had that beautiful hound 

(Better this property than any other property) 
Mead or wine would grow of it,, 

Should It bathe in spring water.*'1 

Quoted in Mythafogy of Br. hUi, Squire, i. p. 63 
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In addition to its symbolism of intelligence-—the mtUer-out% 

the courser—the dog served also as the emblem of the 

Guardian, the Watcher, and the Barker. He is conceived 

in India as watching unseen at the doors of heaven during 

the night and giving his first bark in the morning.1 

“Guardian of the house, destroyer of evil who assumest 

ail forms, be to us a helpful friend. . . . Bark at the thief, 

O restless one.” The term bark—Anglo-Saxon beorcan, 

Icelandic berkja—presumably arose from the conception 

that the watchdog’s bark was the voice of the protecting 

berkja or “ great Father, ever-extstent." The Spanish for 

dog is perro, which may be equated with the Old German 

pero or hero, a bear. In Gypsy language chok means watch, 

watching ; and ckukkal—which may be equated with jackal\ 

the K ever-existent, great God ”—means a dog. 

An English name for dogs—a name so common as 

almost to be generic—-is Gvn, the Ever-Existent Eye. 

The Greek for dog is knots, the “one great Hu, and the 

Latin is cams„ the “ one great Light." In Creek mythology 

I ftAatus—identified with the Great Bear—has a dog named 

Maira ; the hound of King Arthur was named Cabal ; 

and in Japanese Temples there is generally to be seen the 

image of Ama-Ino, the “Heavenly Dog," who is credited 

with a power of driving away demons.* 

The word dog Is used as a verb to track or hang per- 

1 Muller, Science of Language, it p. 492. 
3 Chamberlain (U. ?■ 3®' 
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si st fin fly on to, and the dignified mien of fig, 993t is curiously 

suggestive of Thompson's « Hound of Heaven ” : 

Still un hurrying chase 

And imperiurbed pace 

Deliberate speedy majestic instancy 

Came un the following feet. 

The word dog is allied to the Greek words dogma and 

doxy, meaning strong thought or opinion. Education is now 

understood to mean knowledge ; but radically it means a 

leading or bringing out, Duke or dux means a leader, and 

the Duke of Venice was termed the Doge.1 The root dig 

994 

IS also, no doubt, the base of Dagqn, the Solar-fish-god of 

the Philistines. Dagon was known sometimes as Odakost, 

sometimes as On, and sometimes as Oannes or Iannis, the 

last being evidently the same as Johannes, the Ever- 

Existent One-Light, Daghan ' in Hebrew means com ; dagh 

13 Hebrew for jf>A ; and tag is German for day. 

n Greece the Twins were known as Polydeuces, a word 

which as it stands means many dukes or many leaders. The 

word deuce, used to-day as an ejaculation, may be equated 

with the first syllable of diskcall-in exclamation which is 

made m the Highlands on any sudden peril or emergency, 

mong the Greeks the God of good luck and of dice or 

* Cornish for * general. 

Compare place-name Dagenham, rear Bahxing, 
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the cubes was Hermes, Hermes, the Greek Locos, the 

golden-shod Emissary and HeraJd of Heaven—like Amtbis— 

was regarded as the Conductor of Souls ; and in Leigh ton’s 

familiar picture, “ The Return of Persephone,” it is Hermes 

who is depicted leading Persephone from the realms of 

Darkness into Daylight. 

Hermes, entitled Trismegistus, ** thrice greatest,” was 

invoked as “ the Eye of Mind"1 * 3 as Mind itself,4 and as the 

altogether Good or God,4 

The magic instrument with which Hermes, the Good 

Shepherd, cither lulled the tired to slumber or roused the 

sleeping into wakefulness, was the white-ribboned staff or 

wand Ciiduceus—a word suggesting duct, the leading light, 

and or, the Great A, 

Among the Latins Hermes the Guide—i.e, Guy drt the 

shining Sense or Mistletoe—was known as Mercury, Lt. 

the “ Fire of merak" the Great Mare. In the emblem here¬ 

with the mducests is spanned by an encompassing winged 

horse or mare. 

The symbols of Mercury, the great Mind or Marc, 

were a lizard and a cock, and among the animals sacrificed 

to him was a pregnant sow. 

The writer of St John’s Gospel attributes to Jesus Christ 

the words, “ 1 am the way, the truth, and the fife," * In the 

emblem herewith the initials of Jesu the Locos are posed 

on either side of a Signpost—a cross-like symbol of the 

Living Hu ay. The Anglo-Saxon for a way was ti'^, 

whence place-names such as Wakefield, Wakerinc, etc. 

1 *"TU He who is the Eye of Mind ; may He accept the praise of these 

my Powers*," 
i 4 J, Mind, Myself. am present wiih holy men and good, the pun-and 

merciful, men who live piously" 
3 M Thee I invoke L Come unto mt, 0 Good, Thou altogether good* comt 

to the Good "—See Hymns ef Htrmts, Mead, pp= rj, ifp 17. 
* XIY. 6. 
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The pagan god of ways was Mercury, to whom 

numerous statues were erected at the roadsides and at 

the cross-roads. These so-called herms or herma were 

particularly placed at///rw-road-j unctions, and so numerous 

were these holy three-ways or trivia that the word trivial 

came to denote something commonplace and negligible. 

Under the name Terminus, Hermes was the God of 

boundaries, and the name Terminus cannot but be related 

to the British Ermine Street. 

There is a second very famous prehistoric Way, of which 

the remains crop up in various parts of England under the 
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name of “ The Ichnield Way," This is supposed to have 

derived its name from Boadicea’s tribe, the Icemi, but the 

origin is probably older. In Greek ichnos means a track, 

and ichneia a tracking. A, certain kind of lizard is termed 

ichtteumon, because, says Skeat, “ it tracks out and devours 

crocodiles eggs,” The name ichneumon may be resolved 

into it cn Hu mon, the « Great One, the Solitary Hu" 

A third great ancient British main road is known as 

London Stone, and elsewhere as Wat lino Street. The Wat 

of this name may be compared with the uat of Up-uat, the 
Egyptian opener of the ways. 

Jn Tudor England wat was a colloquial name for the 

hare or coney,1 and in the design herewith hares are asso¬ 

ciated with twin bowmen and with horned or intelligent 

hounds which are nosing along the ground towards the 

central figure of Eros or Cupid, the five-raved unaginp 
Child. 

The name svat suggests that the hare or rabbit may 

have been thus named because it is one of this animal’s 

characteristics to make well-defined runs or tracks across 

the meadows ; and this idea is somewhat strengthened by 

the fact that the method of a hare’s running was used by 

the Druids for divination. The course of a hare set free 

from the bosom of Boadicea, persuaded that unfortunate 

Queen of the Iceni to her disastrous action. 

It was customary in Britain to place crosses at the cross¬ 

roads, and thousands of these M Celtic ” monuments are 

still in existence. It was also customary to sanctify market¬ 

places by a cross, and the words market, merchandise, 

merchant* commerce* are all traceable to the merciful* 

VOL. H. 

1 See Shakespeare's Vtnus and Adonis. 
* Compare Channel E stands. MarCHant unci HErm, 

* Compare Mercia qt Meorcland, 
* Compare Ri ver M ERiEV 

3 
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Mercury who was the God of Merchants, Mart, a 

synonym for market^ may be equated with the North of 

England word martt meaning an 5* or c<rtu. 
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In Greece Mercury, the God of commerce and good 
luck, was alternatively known under the names Camillus, 

Arc as, and Aconeus. He was represented with a cock 
upon his wrist, and was offered sacrifices of honey because 
he was the God of sweetness, eloquence, and persuasive¬ 
ness,1 In Egypt he was represented with the head of a dog, 
and identified with Thoth, Thot, or Thaut. 

Thaut was alternatively known in Egypt as Tehuti 

and Techu. The former resolves into u-Hu-ti% shining, re¬ 
splendent Hu; the latter into t-tk-Hu, the resplendent, great 

998 

Mmd, and it may be that the name Thaut is the origin of 
the Anglo-Saxon thohti modern English thought. 

In Egyptian the word techu meant not only the bird we 
call an this, the symbol of Thaut, but also the instrument 
which corresponds to the needle of the Balance of Scales.5 
The name Techu must be allied to tuch<t the Greek for 
Fortune or good luck, and perhaps also to the English tike, 
a dog} 

The import of the workman hammering herewith upon 
his anvil is doubtless expressed in the following passage 
fro m The Romance of the Rose „■ 

1 Compare whttdb. 
1 Recoup Hibbtrt LechtrtSy p. 116. 

* Danish f?*1 a ; Swedish tik, a bildi dog. Tigkell is a gunum? ; 
rr U menus ,H to toudi lightly,*1 also lo amuir. 
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44 Be not dismayed, 

But set yem boldly to your trade. 

Your arms unto the shoulders bare, 

And all your energies prepare 

To hammer, forge, and blow the fire. 

* m m m * 

Well may those hang their heads for shame 
Whose thriftless sloth my words proclaim, 

Who wilfully the trouble spare 

Themselves upon the tablets fair 
To write their names, or to achieve 

Such work as may hereafter leave 
Their stamp upon the world." 

But in addition to the personal application of this 
emblem the ancients conceived God Himself to be the 
Master Workman, the mighty Artisan, the Forger of the 
Universe, and the Out-showerer of living Sparks. The 
Egyptian Ptah—•'* 1 am all that has been, is, or shall be ”— 
was known as the Artificer in Metals, the Caster, the 
Sculptor, and the Great Architect of the Universe. The 
word (hah in Maya means the workery hence the maker and 
creator? and the name Thah, like Thau, the Supreme Deity 
of Druidism, probably meant “ The A ” or Awe. 

The Latin for a smith is fabery i.e. Kfeu or Fire Father,” 
and the English word labour, pronounced liber in London 
dialect, may be equated with Liber, the giver of all goods and 
huehh (wealth). The word 'work is related to Hu, who, under 
the name Hermes, was hymned as He “ who made the Fire 
to shine " j “ who fixed the Earth and hung up Heaven, and 
gave command that Ocean should afford sweet water * to the 
Earth.” 

In Egypt there were two theories as to the creation of 

1 Le Ptongcdn, Soared Afytfi&sm, p. 73, 

3 The Greek ftxr w/er is ud^rk and the Sun of MERCURY i$ fabled to 

have been EudGrus, Compare also studer=sv/taft and humidity. 
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the world—(1) that it was the work of Ptah, the Great 

Artificer ; (2) that it had been brought into being by the 
word of Thaot, who, when he uttered any name, caused the 
object thereby to exist,1 The Egyptian word for ‘will or 
intention was ab, and for intelligence it was khu* U. ak hu ? 

The khu or intelligent portion of the soul was figured as a 
crested bird, perhaps the crested bird known nowadays as 
a hoopoo or pupu ; Khu was the God of Light, and in 
ordinary use the word khu meant glorious and shining, 

In South America the natives pictured the Souls in 
Paradise as birds, and it is not improbable that the exquisite 
parrakeetdike quezaP was named after at Hu ez n/. Great 
Hu, the Light God. 

The Egyptians personified the primeval, illimitable, and 
incomprehensible Ocean under the name Nu, and one of 
their accounts of the Creation relates that the Creator raised 
Himself out of Nu, i.e. on Hu, the "One Mind *' (?). 

w The Ancients seem to have pictured to themselves the 
Primal Cause as boundless, impassive, and quiescent Mind, 
and this Mind or Bratn when active, energetic, or creative, 
they conceived as Thought. 

The physical basis upon which materialism has been 
wont to rest has of late years been split into electric 
fragments by the discovery that the material atom is no 
onger strong in its solid singleness, but consists of a 
whirling system of electrons. “ Endless evolutionary pro¬ 
cesses in the physical world, beginning,” says Professor 
Barrett, “no one knows how, and blindly going on, no one 
knows whither, cannot explain the visible universe. For 
ehind -and the source of all tangible matter—lies the 

unseen, intangible, incomprehensible Ether* and behind— 

■ Petrieh RfHgi&tt of Ancient Egypty p. 67. 
1 /bid, pp 7, g, 

3 The figures un the postage Mamps of Guatemala. 
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and the source of all physical energy—lies an unseen, all- 
pervasive, and incomprehensible Force. The progress of 
science is in fact steadily pushing back the boundaries of 
the seen, and compelling us to believe, as wc were told 
long ago, ‘that what is seen hath not been made out of 
things which do appear/ but is the offspring of an un¬ 
seen universe, and an unseen, indwelling, and transcendent 
Power. . . , Whatever be the unseen, unknown, and 
immanent Power behind, it presents all the characteristics 
of purposive guidance, having a definite aim, and therefore 
I prefer to call this inscrutable factor ‘ Thought.' ” 1 The 
works of the savant, the musician, the engineer, the 
architect, the poet, and the painter, are all equally the 
fabrications of the Great Workman Thought, “our 
thoughts arc greater than ourselves, our dreams oftthues 
more solid than our acts."1 The familiar legend of 
Pygmalion, the sculptor, and of the vivifying of his ideal 
Galatea, is closely related to the Persian idea that after 
death there comes to every pure man the figure of a maiden, 
“beautiful, shining, and with shining arms.” “What 
maiden art thou ?” asks the soul. “ 1 am,11 she replies, 
“thy good thoughts, words, and works, thy good law”* 
Conversely the soul of an unclean thinker is frighted in the 
next world by the appearance of a very loathly lady. 

The Egyptians represented Thaut as the weigher of 
men's souls. That the soul is condemned or rewarded by 
its own thought—an idea once very current—is reflected in 
the words of Wo tan, “ I sentence thee not, thou thyself 

thy sentence hast shaped.” 1 
]n the Egyptian Book of the Dead Thaut is hailed as 

*“Creative Thought/1 The Quest, voL j. p. 6cn. 
» F. W. Faber. 
s The Teachings of /tcroaifer, S, A. Kapadiq, p. (a, 
• Wagner, Tkt Valkyr*. 
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the “ Everlasting King," the “ Lord of Justice who giveth 
victory to him who is injured, and who taketh the defence 
of the oppressed.” The 95th chapter ends with the words, 
“ I am the protection of the Great One against assault, and 
I give vigour to the sword which is in the hand of Thoth 

in the storm.” It was the sword of Thaut that effected 
the triumph of Osiris over his enemies, and it was also 
Thaut who assisted Isrs in her distress. Thaut, as we 
have seen, was regarded as the Moon-god and the Marsha) 
of the Starry Hosts. In the emblems herewith the T of 
Thaut is associated not only with the crescent moon, but 
also with the Great Bear of Arthur, the “Director of 

& 
IOOI io&l 

Toll."1 The Lapps of the present day worship the Bear, 
i? along with Thor, Christ, the Sun, and the Serpent.”2 

In Latin mythology the great artist of the Smithy and 
the builder not only of the Solar palaces but also of the 
furniture and of the Solar chariots was Vulcan. The first 
syllable of this name (whence Volcano) would appear to 
have been derived from the same source as v&ht meaning 
the will* In Northern mythology Vulcan figures as 
Poland, Phaland, and Valland, and in England as 
Wavlano Smith, 

Near Looe in Cornwall is a place named Wayland 

Cross, close to Ashen Cross, and in the Vale of the White 
Horse at Ashdown in Berkshire there is a cromlech known 
traditionally as the Cave of Way land, the Invisible Smith. 

1 Rhys (Sit JJ* Inlro.T Mffrte dArthur. 

= Lang (A.), Custom and Myth, p. 17^ 

loco 
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Christian missionaries degraded Huayland 1 into a demon ; 
but there is little doubt that he was originally like the 
Invisible Knight of the Slavs, a personification of Good 

Thought and Good-Will. 

It is a metaphoric commonplace to liken the Brain to a 
Forge, and Thought to a hammering blacksmith. Shake¬ 

speare refers to “the quick forge and working house of 
thought,” * and at the present moment one of our popular 
magazines heads its monthly editorial matter, “ Sparks from 
our anvil."s The prevalence of this simile between Thought 
and the Smithy is perpetuated in the metaphorical manner 
in which we nowadays refer to a striking thought, a brilliant 
idea, a flash of genius, a storthing wit, and a sparkling repartee. 

The Greeks made Charis the wife of HzrHArsTOS,* the 
Heavenly Smith ; of Wisdom Solomon inquires : “ Who of 
all that are is a more cunning workman than she ? & and 
he enlarges his idea in the passage, “ Reason is a spark 

struck by the beating of our heart.” 
In fig. 1003 the anvil of the Great Artisan is associated 

with a hammer • in fig. 1OO4 this hammer surmounts the 
Solar wheel, sunflower, or chrysanthemum ; and in fig. 1005 
it is associated with the B of La hour. The Egyptians 
worshipped a God of the Beautiful Face, who was called 

Great Chief of the Hammer ” ; one of the Mexican 
divinities was entitled “ Great Seer of the Hammer ;a and 

the Slavs assigned a hammer to Perun. 

1 There is a tradition at Ashdown that 
w King Gaarge did here the Dragon slay. 

And down below on yonder hill 
They buried him., as I heard tell." 

Th* Scouring of the White /few, Hughes* p. 242. 

1 Henry Kp Prologue* 1 The Rcyvl Magazine. 

* HephaistosT Like Vulcan* ^as lame; the Egyptians represented PTaH 

as limping. 
1 Wisdom of Solomon viii. 6. 
s Churchward, Signs and p, 34 
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The sign of Thor was the Solar Wheel*3 and his weapon* 
a short-handled hammer named Miolvir (“the smasher 
which he used both in peace and war etcher to bless or to 
shatter. When Thor donned his belt of strength and his 
gloves of iron there was no monster that the hammer would 
not crush, and after being thrown it always returned of 
itself into the hand of its Master. The Svasiit*—a symbol 
of “good luck,'" known in japan as manjia—was in Europe 
termed as “Thor's Hammer/11 and the Hammer of Thor 

Longfellow writes : 

“OVr his drinking horn, ihe sign 

He made of the Cross Divine, 

And he drank and mutter'd his prayers \ 

Hut the Berserks evermore 

Made the sign of thr Hdmtntr of Thor 

Over theirs.** 

The word cross in its various forms* cruxt <ruz> cr#wzt 
cr&QZi kroisf irouzf etc,* resolves into ak ur os3 the light of the 

1 Vidt the Thor cross at Kirk Bride, Isle of Man* 

* The Japanese God Motfju is Ihe personification and apotheosis of 

transcendental Wisdom. 
a Thor was the guardian and defender of the Home, and in Icelandic 

Sagas is hailed as the Protector of the Earth and Friend of Man, From the 

name Thor we derive Tmursdav, upon ivhich day ihe folk met lo consult 

about the commonweal, and for the maintenance of peace and concord- 
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Great Fire. The same root is the base of Christ, Kristna, 
crystal^ chrysanthemum, crest, and of cresset,' Le. a light io 
a cup at the top of a pole. In Cornish kerrys meant loved 
or beloved, and in fig. 1007 Ceres or the Magna Mater is 
upholding a cresset: the Lion of Judah, marked with a T, 
is grasping the arrows of Light and the sword or truncheon 

of dominion. 
The word hammer was in Anglo-Saxon hamor, the “ fire or 

gold of the Immutable Sun”;' in Cornish it was otz, again 

yielding “golden fire." Hamor is cognate with amor, love (see 
fig. 1010) ; the Latin for a hammer is marcus, the French is 

martel or marteak, and in England a heavy hammer used to be 

known as a beetle. The African Dinkas of the present day 

have a “ Great Chief of the Hammer," and also the “ House 

of the Axe” in the form of a “Sacred Spear," which their 

tradition states “came down from heaven or the clouds in 

a thunderstorm." * In fig. 1013 the crossed hammers are 

1 In Cornish trynat means a hawk. 
1 This etymology is strengthened by a tonsideratkm of the goldcn*ycllow 

little bint wiled a y tUaw hammer, 
* Churchward, Sigtu and Symbols, p. 37. 
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pointed like spears or arrows, and in figs. 1014 and roi5 
there is an intentional combination of hammer and axe. 

IDOS 1009 1010 

The Axe as a symbol of the power of Light, originated 
presumably from the fact that primitive men saw with their 

SPIt 1013 U 
1013 toi4 

own eyes giant trees cleft from top to bottom by the axe¬ 
like stroke of Lightning^ Among the Mayas the “Great 

1 Hie power of the magic weapon of romance, whether h be Roland's 

Horn, Arthurs Sword, Poseidon's Tndcut, or That's Hammer, is snob that 

it shatters and overturns even the granite rockik This traditional effect may 

be compared with the statement of the uniamaittk Swedenborg: "The 

power of angels in the spiritual world is so great that if 1 were to make 

known all that I have seen of this power it would appear incredible. Any 

obstacle there, which ought to be removed because it is contrary is Divine 

Order, they cast down and overturn merely by an effort of the will and by a 

look Thus I hive seen mountains, which were inhabited by the wricked, 

cast down and overthrown, and sometimes shaken from end ta end as though 

by an earthquake. Thus also I have seen rocks cleft asunder down in the 

abyss, and the wicked who were upon them swallowed up, l have also seen 
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Seer of the Hammer " was known likewise as “ God of the 
Axe”; Ptah represented by an Axe was entitled in Egypt 
the "Cleaver of the Way” a Cretan vase painting of the 
Minoan period represents a fish and a double axe ; and an 
Assyrian cylinder in the British Museum' illustrates the 
sacrifice of a fish to a divinity represented by the symbol of 

an erected axe. 
In fig. 1019 the head of an Axe is identified with Arse* 

by the circle of the Perfect One, and in fig. 1017 by the 
three Circles of Good Thought, Good Word, and Good 

101$ 1016 ICtfS tOlJ 

Deed. The French for axe is hacht^ and in fig. 1020 the 
Tree of Life, equivalent to the Mighty Ash or fraxmusi is 

some hundreds of thousands of evil spirits dispersed by Nigels and cast into 

hdL Numbers are of no avid against them, nor are cunning devices and 

confederacies. . , . It must be understood, howes^t, that the angels have no 

power of themselves, but that ail their power k from the Lord j and that 

they are powers on\y so fer as they acknowledge this. If any angd supposes 

that he possesses power from himself, he instantly becomes so weak that he 

cannot even resist one evil spirit; therefore the angels attribute no merit to 

themselves, and refuse all praise and glory for their deeds* bribing all praise 

and, glory to the Lord/*—Am and 229-230. 

1 Churchwardt Signs and Symbols^ p, 37. 
■ No- 69* 47& 
3 To mark a Erack with an are b described as fdaztrfg a trail. The 

Supreme God is known to (he Zulus as Tixe* i'-c. w resplendent are 4 (?). 
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associated with an haeht, The Cornish for axe was buit the 
Icelandic lor axe Is sxt and in Anglo-Saxon the word was 
spelled acus> i.e. “the Great Light,” In Brittany the 
natives—originally, perhaps, with the idea of “ diamond cut 
diamond ”—still build stone axes into their chimneys “ to 
ward off* lightning.”1 The Breton name for axe is beuchal 

or bee'hat> and as Le Rouzic observes : u undoubtedly these 
stone implements played a great role in the minds of these 

1020 

primitive people. There is therefore nothing surprising in 
the fact that they transformed them into symbolic and religious 
emblems, probably of a phallic kind,"* 

Traces of the Axe as a religious symbol used within 
churches exist in the street name familiar to Londoners, 
St Mary Axe. *€ In St Marie Street,1* says Stow, k had 
ye of old time a parish church of St Marie the Virgin ; 
St Ursula and the eleven thousand Virgins, which church 

1 Johnson {W.)p Bytwa/i in British A rtJurofogyf p. 8a 
1 Le Rouzic (2.), Tht SUgatitkU Monum^n/s p. 38. 
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was commonly called St Marie at the Axe—of the sign of an 

axe ever against the east end thereof'’1 

The Battle-axe was similarly a symbol equivalent to 

the Sword, Hammer, or Cross, and it is thus treated by 

Tennyson in The Coming of Arthur \ 

“Blow trumpet, for the wortd is white with May j 

Blow trumpet, the long night hath roll’d away 1 
Blow thro’ the living world—‘ Let the King reign.' 

10(21 1032 

Strike for the King and live! hig knights have heard 

That God hath told the King a secret word. 

Fall battlcaxe, and flash brand! Let the King reign. 

Strike for the King and die! and if thou dies!* 

The King is King* and ever wills the highest. 

Clang battlcaxcj and dash brand ! Let the King retgn. 

Blow, For our Sun is mighty in his May f 

Blow, for our Sun is mightier day by day! 

Clang battlcaxe* and clash brand f Let the King reign 

By some writers the symbolism of the Fish is believed 
to be based upon the 14 very natural comparison between a 
fsk toil and the sacred dout/t axt*"1 In all probability the 

1 Everyman's Library, p. 145. {italics mine,) 
* Sec ^Orpheus the Fishery Dr Robert Etsfcr, TA* Quejf, voL L No. 2, 
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double axe is a more ancient symbol than the single axe, as 
the earliest axes must have been double-edged stones tied to 
the end of a stock. 

TheT or Thau mysticum is said to have derived its form 
from two axes placed back to back, in which case the crossed 
axes herewith are a variant of this symbol. Fig. 1026 
evidently represents the “ Cleaver of the Way ” or Clever 

One, but whether the object in his hand is a cleaver, a 
hammer, or a T, it is difficult to say. In fig. 1027 the Lion 
is obviously armed with a T, and in fig. 1028 four Thaus 

point, like the flaming sword that guarded Edes, to all four 

1023 i«4 ro2j 

quarters of the Universe. In German the word thau means 
; in Cornish ta or da meant good} 

Just as the Egyptians assumed the earth to have been 
created by the word of Thaut, so in the Psalms of David 
the “ Word ” is identified as the Artisan of the Universe ; 
11 By the word of the Lord were the heavens made \ and all 
the host of them by the breath of his mouth,” * 

There is a vision recorded in Revelation of a Rider upon 
a White Horse whose name was “The Word of God.” 
“ And out of his mouth went a sharp two-edged sword ; and 
his countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength.”1 
In the symbolism of the face, the mouth, as has been 
mentioned, stood for the “ Word," and the hammer-shaped 
T forming the mouth of the Lion-face herewith therefore 

' Compare surnames Tve, Tqve, Dav, Dew, etc. 
1 ttxiii. &. * L 16; six. 13, if, 
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answers to the passage,« Is not my word like as a fire r saith 
the Lord ; and like a hammer that breaketh the rock m 

lot6 102? 

pieces The T-shaped mouth presents an appearance of 
putting out the tongue, and it is highly remarkable that in 
Mexico the tongue protruding from the mouth was the 

symbol of Wisdom. It is often thus found in the portraits 
of priests, kings, and other exalted personages supposed to 
be endowed with Great Wisdom.* The putting out of the 

1 Jeremiah *xiiL 29. a Quiet* 
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tongue was also a symbol of great Wisdom in In ora, and at 

the present day in Thibet a respectful salutation consists of 

uncovering the head and lolling out the tongue.1 

In the emblem herewith the world-wide symbol of the 

Cross is being worshipped by a kneeling figure, and from the 

base of figure 1031 there blazes ajfwfold splendour. 

On Celtic crosses Jive knobs or bosses, erroneously 
supposed to represent the « five wounds of Christ," are of 
frequent occurrence. 

Referring to the builders of Carkac and the neighbour- 

1029 1030 103 r 

tug monuments, Le Rguzic writes % u The cross, the symbol 
adopted by the Christians, is found on their tombs—^some of 

which were placed on the roadsides, and especially at cross- 
roads--and everywhere the cross symbolises the Son of 
CrOd/* 4 

Among the Egyptians, Phoenicians, and Chaldees, the 
solar cross—originally perhaps the two crossed fire-making 
sticks—-typified the life to come, and it has also been found 
adorning the breasts of statues and statuettes in the ancient 
cities of Central America. In Babylon it was associated 
with water deities, and in Assyria and Britain was the 

1 Q*teem Moo, p. 365. 
1 The MegaUthie Monuments of Cumae* p. :3, 

VOL. n. 
9 
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emblem of creative power and eternity. In India, China, 

and Scandinavia, it represented heaven and immortality, 
and among the Mayas, rejuvenescence and freedom from 
physical suffering. It was placed as a symbol on the breast 
of the initiate after his “new birth" was accomplished in 
the Dionysiac and Eleusinian mysteries, and it seems uni¬ 
versally to have been the sign not of tragedy or failure, but 
of power, happiness, and everlasting love. The island of 
Krisa was the chief seat of Apollo-worship ; in Russian the 
word krasa means beauty. Ak er os, the “great Fire Light,” 
or “great Eros," is the root also responsible for the Indian 
Kristna and the English proper names Crisptan, Crispin, 

Christopher, Christine, Christabel, and Crosby. 

The word cross is seemingly identical with the Zulu 
kaross—a term applied to the luck-bringing, leopard-skin 
cloak or mantle. The Leopard or Panther, symbolising the 
many-eyed Watcher, has already been considered. The 
Chariot of Bacchus or Dionysos is always represented as 
being drawn by Leopards, Panthers, Tigers, or Lynxes, and 
the whole of the Pard tribe seem to have been sacred to 
the watchful God of Fire. The white variety of Leopard 

is termed an ounce or once, i.e. the “One Fire." The 
Lynx, a proverbially keen-sighted quadruped, was known 
to the Anglo-Saxons as lox, In Swedish it is called h, in 
Russian mtse, and in Persian rut, to which is no doubt 
allied our word ruse, a synonym for wile or guile, i.e. 

mighty voile ? 
The animal called a cheetah might perhaps be spelt 

cheater, and it is sometimes difficult to draw the line between 
wile, guile, and cheating. Originally the cheetah seems to have 
symbolised the “ Evcr-existent, Brilliant A." 

The blazing stripes of the tiger's skin are obviously 
responsible for its name tig nr, the “ resplendent mighty 
Fire." 
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ulyg*r? Tyger! burning bright* 

In the forest* of the? night ■ 
What immortal hand or 

Could frame thy fearful symmetry ? 
m 

In what distant deeps or skies 
Burnt the fire of thine eyes ? 

On whac wings dare we aspire ? 

What the hand dare seiate the fire J 

Whai the hammer ? what the chain ? 

In whai furnace wi* thy brain ? 

Whai the anvil? what dread grasp 

Dare ils deadly terrors clasp ?”J 

The Shrine at Njkko includes a Monastery and a 

Mount dedicated to the four good spirits, fThiu Tiger, Azure 

Dragon^ VermUten Birdx and Sombre fVartioK 

l » Zend righri means an arrow, and dgkra sharp, The 

word tigress may be equated with the River Tforis, and the 

term ilger is closely related to jaguar1 or yagoar. In Brazil 

jogka3 is a common term for tigers and also for dogs. 

The Sash-like, black and white stripes of the African 

horse known as a qusgga or -zebra are doubtless responsible 

for its symbolism of ze bur a, “ Fire Father A," or yuaggat the 

(jreat Hu, the Mighty A, The lustrous black and white 

markings of the magpie’s plumage were also probably 

responsible for this bird being regarded as the favourite 
of Bacchus. 

The North American Indians used to dance a dance 

called Bellohck-na-fie, for which ceremony some were 

painted perfectly black, some partially black, and some a 

vermilion colour.* During this dance they wore horns on 

j William U]Hikc. = Compare surname JaGGarp, 
^ The chief diy in Uruguay is Jagua rdq 
1 Gl M North American Indians,” quoted in Atlantis, p. nj, 
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their head like those used in Europe as symbolical of Bel 

or Bal. All over the world the rays of the sun and the 
crescent of the moon seem to have suggested horns. Pan 
is said to have had pyramidal horns tapering from earth to 
Heaven, and the poetic idea that horns symbolised light has 
lingered into prosaic Christianity, where we find Moses 

represented sometimes as horned and sometimes with two 
shafts of fire or light springing from his forehead. 

1032 1033 

The asp or sacred horned serpent was known alternatively 
as the cerastes. The cents of this word is equivalent to cross, 

and in Greek keras means a horn. The term cerastes may 
thus be considered as keras tes, the horned, shining light or 
Essence, and the word tes or fra1 occurs again very signifi¬ 
cantly in Tezpi,* a Mexican title for Coxcox, their Great 
Ancestor. The word asp or aspe> a synonym for cerastes, 

resolves as it stands into M Light Father ” ; in Hebrew 
eraitus means beloved, and cerastes might thus be rendered 
“ Great Beloved.11 

Surmounting the head of an ox herewith are ySwrfold 

1 Compare English River Te& * Sec Atlantis, p. 99. 
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pieces of buck or stag horn, and precisely similar symbols 
are often represented on Chinese pottery in conjunction 
with the Dragon of the Infinite. 

The branching antlers of the buck have apparently 
universally and from time immemorial been likened to the 
rising of the Sun, and as late as the sixteenth century a 
procession, headed by the antlers of a stag, formed part of 
the ritual of St Paul’s Cathedral. This ceremony was thus 
described by Stow: “Now what 1 have heard by report 
and have partly seen, it follower h ; On the feast day of the 
commemoration of St Paul, the buck being brought up to 
the steps of the high altar in Paul's Church, at the hour 
of procession, the dean and chapter being apparelled in 
copes and vestments, with garlands of roses on their heads, 
they sent the body of the buck to baking, and had the head 
fixed on a pole, borne before the cross in their procession, 
until they issued out of the west door, where the keeper 
that brought it Mowed the death of the buck, and then the 
hornets that were about the city presently answered him in 
like manner."* This blowing of horns all about the city 
may be compared with the similar heralding of the elevation 
of the Mistletoe at York Minster. The garlands of roses 

were clearly symbolic of Eros, and it is also noteworthy that 
the dean and chapter of St Paul’s wore on this occasion special 
vestments, “ the one embroidered with bucks, the other with 
Joes.” ' 

In the year 1316^ when digging the foundation of a new 
chapel at St Paul’s, there was uncovered a large deposit of 
oxen skulls, “which thing," says Stow, “confirmed greatly 
the opinion of those which have reported that of old time 
there had been a temple of Jupiter and that there was daily 
sacrifice of beasts." * 

In fig, 1034 *he head of an Ox or Bugle is surmounted by a 

Tht Survey of London, p, 299, 1 Hid., p. 399. 1 Hid, p, 19S- 
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bugle or horn, which may no doubt be equated with the “ horn 
of salvation" mentioned so frequently in the Old Testament, 
Corne> a hornt is responsible for the place-name Cornwall 

or Gornouaille, and probably also for St Cqrnely in 

Brittany. Le Rouzic observes that the worship of St 
Cornely replaced the worship of the ox of which M. 
Milne and 1 found a statue in the ruins of the Gallo- 
Roman villa of Rosseno,” 1 The place-name Rosseno, which 
may be compared with Rossi nfy, Boscastle,1 etc., in Corn¬ 

wall, is probably derived from an ox. The French for 

& 
V 

ioj4 

horn is cor, which does not differ from coret a centre, from (ur, 
meaning originally a house dog, nor from ctrur, the French 
for heart. In fig. 1035 the c«urt and mi are all combined 
into one. In English a hart is equivalent to a hind, and 
Esther, the star-like “ hind of the dawn," might just 
as appropriately be termed the Hound of Heaven. The 
word hart does not differ from karit, and the Old German 
for hart was htrvz> i.e. iris or Eros, The immaculate 
Artemis or Diana, to whom the stag was sacred, was some¬ 
times represented in statuary with three heads, that of a 

1 TAt MtgaUtkk AfexummU 0/ Cam&£% p. 31, 
1 The fiction that Boscastle is a contraction of Bottpeaux Castle need 

not be considered. 

1*35 
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horse, a dog, and a boar. Because she was worshipped at 
the cross-ways, one of her names was Trivia, and in Art 
she is represented as being drawn along sometimes by two 
white harts and sometimes by four stags with golden antlers, 
tn the emblem herewith the advance of Art is accompanied 
by the Charites or Graces,1 and by the Hounds of Heaven. 

In The Song of Solomon Christ, the Morning Star and 
Day spring from on high, is likened several times to a swift 
roe and a young hart. In India there is a genus of deer 
known as the axis, eheetal, or ehittra. 

The Greek for stag is elapkos, a word allied to elephant 

and resolving into ehph os, the light of Alif. The giant 

1036 

deer named elk * was probably once el eh, the Great God, 
and may be compared with El-vk, an Egyptian and 

Babylonian title for the Sun.* The word moose may be 
equated with the English mouse, and with the nine 

resplendent Muses. 

in the Middle Ages there was believed to be an animal 
known as the yak. It was described by naturalists as a 
composition of horse, elephant, hoar, unicorn, and stag, and 
was known alternatively as a bagwyn, The word yale is 
evidently related to yael, the Hebrew for a wild goat, and to 
<iyyal, which is translated in the Bible as hart. The Yale 

1 Near St Mary Axe was GRACE, it. AgrroS Church. In Cornwall is a 

shrine u> St Grace, 

1 Compare place-names ELKSION And Ei,KINGTON, 
* See Paync'Knigbt, p. 69. 
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was obviously a symbol of the All or the Whole, and its 

alternative Welsh name bagwryn may be Anglicised into Bic 

One, or the Holy Buck.1 

In China and Japan the mythic beast corresponding to 

the Bagwyn is known as the Baku. The protecting, evil- 

averting Baku (buck hu ?) is described as resembling a 

goat, “it has nine tails, four ears, and its eyes are on its 

back. According to another authority, it has the trunk of 

an elephant, the eyes of a rhinoceros, the tail of a bull, and 
the legs of a tiger.” * 

The ancients appear to have deliberately modified 
material animals to suit their symbolic conceptions. The 
Egyptians artificially caused the two horns of cattle and 
rams to point respectively fore and aft, an idea which the 
Latins preserved in the belief that Janus, the opener of the 
Gates of Day, faced in two directions—front and rear. At 
the present day the African Djnkas who occupy a great 
territory in the Bahr-el-Ghaeal south of the White Nile, 

train the horns of certain cattle fore and aft. Dr Shipley, 
writing in Comity Life, observes: “All the Dinka cattle, 
which belong to the African variety of Bos indicia, are not 
treated in this way, only the leader of the herd, who is 
always an ox and never a bul] This ]eader a 

< majok,* and there is never more than one majok in each 
herd at one time, Rarely cows act as leaders, and though 
t ey may be highly trained, the term * majok* is never 
app led to them. The herdsmen have a deep affection for 
their majoks, and it is a compliment to the Dinka young 
men to apply the term 'majok to them. It seems to be 
applied much as we used to use the term ' buck.' ” * 

The maj of majok is probably mage, M a wise one,” and 
the ok is the ok of ox. 

1 Wyn is I fish for heiy. 

1 March 13, tfiz. 
3 See Mortsy'* Japan, p. 196. 
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The Kaffirs have, like the Dinkas, preserved what must 
obviously be a custom of fabulous antiquity. They train 
the horns of their cattle sometimes into a perfect circle, 

sometimes into the one horn of the unicorn, tinhorn, or 
tnsnoceros, and at others into biKarre spikes and firelike spirals. 
In the illustration herewith, taken from Wood's Natural 

History,1 the horns have in two instances been trained to 
imitate the antlers of a stag. 

In Irish the word davoen means sacred cow, and it would 
appear that the Egyptians identified some of their cows with 

mi 

the dawn by decorating their horns with the gloves, digits, 
or fingers of the dawn, 1 again quote Dr Shipley, who, 
commenting upon the design herewith (1038), observes ; w It 
■s incomplete, and in some ways inexplicable, There is the 
outline of a human head with a somewhat elaborate head¬ 
dress emerging between the base of the two horns. The 
extremity of the left horn ends in what seems to be a hand j 

that of the right has been cut away. It may, of course, be 
argued that these processes represent arms only, and not 
horns ; but the absence of any indication of shoulder, elbow, 
and wrist, and, above all, the relative proportions of these 
parts to the human head, and to the ox’s head, encourage 

1 iSfcS, vet i, 67. 
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me in the belief that the artist meant them to represent 
horns, and for some mysterious purpose let them end in 
hands or perhaps in gloves. It is possible that these 
animals are merely fantastically-decorated animal tributes 
brought to the King of Egypt as offerings to the god Amon. 
No one who has studied Egyptian drawings can fail to be 
impressed by the sense of proportion and of the value of 
relative size that the artists of those times showed. It is 
not without significance that this ox just mentioned is 

being led by a company of Ethiopians, among whom, 
according to Pliny, the yale is bred. Mr F. W. Green tells 
me the * hands’ are probably gloves, and that he knows of 
another instance where the tips of horns were ensheathed in 
gloves.”1 

It is noteworthy that the Druidic term for the sacred 
cow was m/ta} a transposition of Amok, the Sole A. 

Fig. 1039 represents a Yale as it was conceived in 
A.u. 1200. It has a tail of fire, the snout of a boar, the 
flexible horns of a unicorn, and is leaping hart-like over 
a fvttold mountain. By Christian mystics the Lover of 

1 Country Isfit March 33,1912, 
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The Seng of Sekmott, leaping upon the mountains of Bether, 
ts identified with Christ. At Christ’s College, Cambridge, 
according to Dr Shipley, who writes without any suspicion 
of the animal’s symbolism, “by some lucky chance the 
yale has been preserved pure and undefiled." 1 It appears 
upon the gateways, and a single yale occurs as the seal of 
the Master of Christ’s. 

There is a kind of deer known as the uriai or gad; urial 

1039 

may be resolved into ur yaiet the “ fiery, cver-existent God,” 
and gad may be equated with Gad? 

The word gazette means “mighty blazing God”; the 
Fenian nilgau—an antelope whose name means in Persian 
“ blue cow "—may be resolved into un U ag au, “ the one 
God, the mighty A ” ; and the French cerf may be equated 
with the English seraph. The African gtttt, like Agnew, the 
English surname, resolves into the mighty, unique Hu, 
who is everlastingly new. The Sanscrit for an antelope is 
harhtii, which is evidently allied to Aran, the Anglo-Saxon, 
and Artin/ij the Icelandic, for deer. In fig. 1040 the symbol 

1 Country Lift. March 11512. 
* Compare GAO’S Hill near Rochester, etc. 
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of Zora, the Dawn, is branded with the Z R of Zeus, the 
generative dew, doe, or hreinn (ram ?).' 

The twin* tires of fig, 1043 are designed like wings or, 
as the word was originally written, winge, i.e. Hu, the 011c 

Existent. According to Shakespeare, M Ignorance is the 
curse of God, Knowledge the wing whereby we fly to 
Heaven ’; the word pinion may be equated with opinion, 
and opinions are the thought,% and ideas whereby we rise, 
or otherwise. The cross between the horns of figs. 10+5. 
and 1043 suggests the legend of St Hubert, The same 
legend is related of St Eustace, i.e. Heu, the Essence, the 

JO40 1041 1042 1043 

resplendent hire. In each case the stag is said to have 
turned upon its hunter with the inquiry : “Why pcrsecutcst 
thou me ? I am Jesus Christ/' 

St Hubert is the patron saint of hunting, and his far- 
famed horn is preserved in the Church of St Hubert at 
LifeGE. This horn may be equated with the horn of 
Okerom and with the horn of the mythic Huon, one blast 
upon which was sufficient to bring 100,000 warriors to the 
rescue in the hour of need. 

The English word deer resolves as it stands into di ur, 

! Japanese mystics maintain that *• God is like water in respect to his 
purity and hqiudness, because water pervades into the bottom of the earth 
and spreads throughout the sky j moreover, it washes away all dins,1* 
■ Therefore man must be also like water, by imitating God " M Cod is in the 
world, especially in our minds,“ * Twin =fHmm (?), 
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the Shining Fire. That deer may be equated with dear, 

meaning beloved, is evident from the fact that earou or karo, 

the Cornish for a stag or deer, is dearly the same word as 
the Italian earo=dear or beloved. The Greek for a deer is 
donas; Dorcas is a Christian name ; and Dorcas has become 
a synonym for charity. The district lying between the 
Rivets Tyne and Humber was originally called Deira, 
and the county of Cornwall, anciently Corinea, is sup¬ 
posed to have been thus named because its indented coast¬ 
line is like a horn or antler. The Hebrew for a horn is 
keren; and come, the French for horn, is the same word as 
the English com or -wheat. The Gauls worshipped a deity 
named Cernunnos, who was represented as an old man 
from whose head branched the horns of a stag.1 

In the Deira district the name Humber reoccurs in the 
forms Northumberland and Cumber- or Ac umber la no. 
The same root is also apparent in Umbria, in Cambria, an 
alternative name for Wales, and in Camberwell, a still 
existing Well near Brqckwell and Bjuxtqn. Ambres 
was a name of the Celtic Jvj'iter ; embers are burning ashes ; 
and the Ember Days and Ember Week are supposed to be 
traceable to ymbryne, the Anglo-Saxon for a circuit. The 
word umber is evidently identical with amber or, as it was 
originally spelled, atembre. Amber was supposed to shield 
the living from evil and to speed the dead, and charms or 
amulets of amber arc of frequent occurrence in prehistoric 
tombs. In Scandinavian barrows small axes made of 
amber have been uncovered ; in British barrows amber 
beads are common. The golden transparency of amber 
doubtless will account for its adoption as a symbol of am her, 
the Sun Father. In Greek umbrom means immortal, and 
ambrosia was fabled to be the drink of Immortality. As a 
symbol of immortality, the Egyptians placed within their 

* See Cortase, AnL 0/Cornwall, p. 107. 
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tombs the crux ansata ; it was doubtless with the same idea 

that Scandinavia used the amber axe. In British graves 

one finds sometimes a small hammer banded alternatively 

black and white, sometimes a piece of stag-horn, sometimes 

a “crystal ball,” and sometimes a boar’s tusk.1 Each of 

these objects was seemingly a prehistoric sign or symbol of 

“ the cross.” 

The word Cum bur is clearly related to St Ukcumbbr, 
who was known alternatively as Wilcefortis, i.e. Hu, the 
Lord ever-existent, the strong light. 

When His Majesty King George V. was in In'Dia for 

1044 1045 1046 1047 

the Coronation Durbar, the daily papers reported the prime 

ceremony as follows : ** Hand in hand the Emperor and 

Empress descended from their thrones and walked in 

stately procession to the Central Pavilion beneath the golden 

dome. Their diadems blazed in the sun. Over their 

heads were the shimmering symbols of their imperial estate 

—the Umbrella, the Fan, and the Mace." 

The word umbrella (Italian umbrella) points to the proba¬ 

bility that this article—an emblem of royalty in nearly all 

parts of the globe—was once regarded as a symbol of the 

radiant Solar wheel. Umbella, the Latin for umbrella,* is 

derived from umbel, “ an umbrella-like inflorescence," and in 

1 Johnsopi (W.), Byrsvtfyi in Brit. ArtAt pp. 2^ jo^r 
A olsen means 'antkout; thus o shade fhay once have implied 

umfcra nr -without umbtr. 
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fig. 1044 the umbel or Sun of Bel surmounts a bullock or 
mottox} 

In the Old Testament the Deity is hymned as u the 
horn of my salvation, my high tower, and my refuge/’8 
“ Thou hast also given me the shield of thy salvation, and 
thy gentleness hath made me great.” 

The twin fishes and I C of fig. 930 (ante, p. 84) identi¬ 
fied the tower there illustrated with the gentle Jesus ; the 
coping-stone of fig. 1045 is an Iris and the pinnacle of fig. 
1046 a Clover. 

The word timer is the same as the French ««r, which 
also means a wheels and it may be equated with the Gaelic 
tarry meaning a conical hill and a castle. The Egyptian for 
fortress was /V«, and one of the surnames of Apollo was 
Tortor, i.e. Timer of Towers (?). 

The Cornish name for tower is lug. In Scotland— 
particularly in the county of Ross — are the plentiful 
remains of round towers which are there known as brocks. 

The word broth is the same as the Saxon burg and as the 
Berk- or Bark- of English place-names. The arms of 
Berkshire arc the Dragon or Great Serpent, and in fig. 
1047 this emblem appears upon the berk or bunk. Brock 

is the ancient name for a badger, because, it is supposed, 
of his white-streaked face ; brocket means a red deer two 
years* old ; and broche means a stag’s horn. 

Sometimes circular towers were called peels = Pauls, and 
sometimes duns. The fabled stronghold of King Arthur, 

now called T intag el, was alternatively known as Dun dag el. 

Allowing for the interchangeability of T and D, both names 
resolve into dun d ag ely the Stronghold of the Resplendent, 
Mighty God. 

The Scotch broth or peel served as a sanctuary from 
wandering marauders and materially justified its title Blrok 

] in Stqw's time MoffOX was %n EngJtsh surname. a 2 Samuel mi j. 
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or Peel as Ha high tower and a refuge.” But in Ireland* 
New Mexico, Colorado, Sardinia, India, and elsewhere, 
there exist round towers of which the inside dimensions 
are too small to shelter more than a very few people, and 
which apparently were erected solely as religious symbols. 
One of the most remarkable of the Irish Round Towers is 
divided into three stages by external bands (note fig. 1048) 
corresponding to the levels of three floors within. At 
Kells and Drum lane part of the building is constructed 
from a material called ashlart ue. “a facing of sejuared 

J04& ro;o 

stones,” and the T-surmounted tower herewith appears to 
be constructed either of ashlar or brick. As a rule, the 
Celtic Round Towers were built without mortar, and one of 
these mortarless erections has been found within the ruined 

temple of Zimbabwe. 

Two round towers similar to the Irish type are to be 
seen in the yet extant plan of the monastery of St Gall 

in Switzerland, and in the Latin inscription attached to 
the plan these are said to be Ad Universa Superspidenda^ Le. 

“ To the universal Over-Seer.” 1 In the emblem herewith 
a tower capped with the customary conical roof is marked 

with the double Hu and surmounted with the spire or spike 

1 Ckambtrs's Entyelapatfia, is. 3. 
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of the One. ^ In Ireland the burgs we known as Bell 

owers , in Chima the sacred towers or pagodas are hung 
with hells ■ and in Italy the watch-towers were termed 

lO$i 
I£533 

martellos for the supposed reason that the watchman gave 
the alarm by striking a bell with a maruih or hammtr 

rhe battlements of the Martellqs herewith are formed 

Jite M s, the three M-like turrets doubtless standing: for the 
Three Queens of the Trinity or Truth—Maat, Mary or 

rv) 

ioS4 mSs 

Martin, in the three aspects of Good Thought, Good 
Deed, Good Word. 

One of the most famous Irish towers is that of 
Monaster noise, a name resolving into Mon aster, the lone 
Mar, and Boice, the Father of Light. 

tigs. 1054 and ioyj are something like castles and some¬ 
thing like mountains, or they might be called “ monasteries." 

i^,°UtSTanding M 'S Presu™My Maat, and the two 
VOL. IL . _ 
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smaller mounts a variant of the twins. It is not unlikely 

that in Christian Cathedrals the great central spire was 
understood to symbolise the Holy One and the smaller 
towers the Celestial offspring. The Cornish word for Spire 

was peal or pd> and it is indubitable that a spire1 or pinnace 

with a pinnacle : 

i( F rorn Heaven’s pinnm// ihcm earnest, 
O my Son, 
Born of the very Sky 
Of Heaven—that—Stands-—Alone.”3 

■ Spin may be equaled with sptar^ sperc (a snd and also a trait), tspe* r 
{h$pc)j and aspin, 1 The p. to?- 
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Fig. 1057 t$ designed like the letter Y—emblem of the 
Three-in-One; and if fig, 1058 be turned upside down, it 
forms a Ti-shaped tree trunk or pillar rooted in and 
springing from a mountain deft.* The Cornish word 
for Yew-tree was broth. 

Fig, 1059 is something like a Tower and something like 
a Tent or Tabernacle, it. tabema at ei, the “booth or tent 
of Great God. The Tabernacle or Tent of Tetragrammaton 
is said by the author of The Canon to have been a “mystical 
image of the universe intended for a shrine for the pan¬ 
theistic Deity whose nature is enigmatically shadowed forth 
in the Law.”s 

The Tabernacle faced the East so that when the Sun 
arose it might send its first rays upon it, and this symbolism 
corresponds to that surrounding the “small, white spire” 
reverenced by the Arabian Yezidis. This spire, “ kept as 
pure as repeated coats of whitewash can make it,” is called, 
says Lavard, "the Sanctuary of Sheik Shems or the Sun ; 
it is so placed that the first rays of that luminary should as 
frequently as possible fall upon it." * Attached to the Yczidi 
sanctuary of the small, white spike or spire was a drove of 
white oxen dedicated to the Sun, The Latin for spike is brota. 

The gate of fig. 1060 is formed of T, and the entire 
emblem is either a Tower, or the oblong square of a 

| There is a famous round lower at CaSHEi, in Ireland. 

* 1 Nineveh, p, 183. 
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Masonic “ Lodge,”1 or a pilgrim’s water-bottle. These 
bottles used to be called water-bugs or “ bugs,” and the 
word bottle cannot differ from beetle* nor from the place- 

name Bootle. 
The letter T appears under the Twin bergs of fig. 1061. 

The twin minarets of fig, io6i are marked C C, and they 
surmount an inscription reading Dt lo. The lettering 

n h 

1063 1064 

around this Eye reads Gruneberg, probably a town of 
which the name may be resolved into the Berg of ag ur unt 

the mighty, unique Fire. The word minaret is the same as 
manarct, the Arabian for a lamp or lighthouse, and it is allied 

to manorah, the Hebrew for a candlestick. 
The Twin towers of fig. 1063 form an aitch, and the 

1 ls A Mean's lodge r , B k a microcosm or picture of the universe-'1 

^ What is the form of the lodge 

111A ion g Square.1" 

** How ione?* 
H From east to west." 

How broad?" 
tb Between north and south." 

bl How deep?11 

11 From the surface of the earth to the centred 
+l Haw high?18 

,+ Even as high as the Heaven*."1 {See Tht Canon* anon. p. 23s-) 
1 Bl'Gc;e seems to have been once a very popular name in London* afl£ 

the arms of the family were il three water-bugs, “ The city church of Sf 
Diomra was alternatively known os 11 BACKS * Church* and JOHN flUGGE* 

Esquire, was a great benefactor iu that work. 
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moon-face of Hermes3 surmounts an H. Underneath 

the triple-domed gateway of fig. 1064 is the H of Hermes 

and the holy figure 4, a number which among the Greeks 

was sacred to Mercury, The portals of fig* 1065 are appar¬ 

ently being thrown open by a two-headed eagJe, and the 

double-Hu towers of fig, 1066 are surmounted by a standard 

of which the trails form the C R of Christus Redemftgfl 

The fiamc-like towers, pinnacles, and minarets of fig. 1067 
are suggestive of the City of the Sun, which may be equated 
with Camelot, the wonder city of King Arthur. 

u Camelot, a city of shadowy palaces 

And stately, rich in emblem and the work 

Of ancient king# who did their days in stone ■ 
Which Merlin's biinds the Mage at Arthur's court, 
Knowing all arts, had touch'd, and everywhere 
At Arthur's ordinance, tipi with lessening peak 

And pinnacle, and had made it spire to heaven/' 

One of the great features of this fairy city was its magic 
portal." <c There was,'* says Tennyson, “ no gate like it 
under heaven/' 

1 b Georgia the worship of St George is assodaEed with remain? of 

Moan-worship. 5m article 115t George, the Moon-Godin TAt Qittt/, vok 
tiL No. 3. 

3 This miijiic gateway was reproduced upon the English shilling of if4S. 

The design upon ibis coin has hitherto been assumed to represent Ponte/ract 

Castle but Pontefract Castle never exhibited from Its gate-tower an arm 

extending a sword as high and as upright as the castle itsdf. 
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“For barefoot on the keystone, which was lined 

And rippled like an ever-fleeting wave. 

The Lady of the Lake stood : all her dress 

Swept from her sides as water flowing away i 

But like the cross her great and goodly arms 

Stretch'd under all ihe cornice and upheld ; 

And drops of water fell from cither hand ; 

And down from one a sword was hung, from one 

A center, cither worn with wind and storm j 

1068 1070 

And o’er her breast floated the sacred fish i 

And in the space to left of her, and right, 

Were Arthur’s wars in weird devices done. 

New things and old co-twhted, as if Time 

Were nothing, so inveterately, that men 

Were giddy gazing there ; and over all 

High on the top were those three Queens, the friends 

Of Arthur, who should help him at his need.1T 

In front of fig, 1068 floats the sacred Fish, and the waters 
or flames at the base of fig. 1069 form the figure of a Fish+ 
The span of fig, [070 is like a crescent moon, and underneath 
this cornice is, “ like the cross,” a sword. 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE NIGHT OF FIRES 

M The world has mads such comet-like advance 

Lately on science, we may almost hope. 

Before we die of sheer decay, to team 
Something about our infancy ; when lived 

That great* original, broad-eyed, sunken race, 

Whose knowledge, hkc the sea-sustaining rocks, 

Hath formed the base of this world's fluetuous lore/ 
P+ Bailey, Fisfas. 

bl There must have been a lime when a simple instinct for poetry was 

possessed by a|] nations as it still is by uncivilised races and children. 

Among European nations this instinct appears to be dead for ever, We can 

name neither a mountain nor a flower.* 
Ernest Week ley, The Rom^rne of Words* 

From the evidence of fossil flora and fossil shells geologists 
conclude that there once existed a land connection between 
America and Europe. Tradition and documentarjr evidence 
alike attest the existence long ages ago of an Island once 
situated in the Atlantic Ocean and known as Atlantis J 

1 Mt Is remarkable that recent paleontological researches should have 

established the fact of there having really existed an Atlantis in 1 cm ary 

times. The Tertiary shells of the United Stales are identical with a whole 

series of fossil s in the same beds of France. Also the Tertiary vertebrate 
animals in France have their analogues either in fossil creatures or in living 

aperies in America. On this account geologists are justified in concluding 

that in the Tertiary epoch a land connection existed between the two 

continents. The fossil flora of the two continents give hke rebutts. 

Finally, Collomr and Verneuil have collected evidence to show that there 

actually did exist an enormous island to the West ot Spain whose rivers 

formed the wt, marshy, and delta deposits of the Tertiary period in Spain. 

—Chambers'* Encytop^di^ i. $4& 
i*i 
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This great and highly civilised Continent is said to have 
been overwhelmed by the sea about nine thousand six 

hundred years before Christ, 
Of the several accounts of this supposed catastrophe, one 

of the best known is that contained in the so-called Taoano 
Manuscript,1 This chronicle—one of the few Mayan docu¬ 
ments that escaped destruction at the hands of Spanish mis¬ 
sionaries—relates that “ The year six Kan, on the eleventh 
Mulak, in the month Zac, there occurred terrible earth¬ 
quakes which continued without intermission until the 
thirteenth Chuen. The country of the hills of mud, the 
Land of Me, was sacrificed. Being twice upheaved, it 
suddenly disappeared during the night, the basin being 
continually shaken by volcanic forces. Being confined, 
these caused the land to sink and rise several times and in 
various places. At last the surface gave way and the ten 
countries were torn asunder and scattered in fragments ; 
unable to withstand the force of the seismic convulsions, 
they sank, with their sixty-four millions of inhabitants, eight 
thousand and sixty years before the writing of this book." 1 

Another record of the same disaster is carved on a stone 
slab forming the lintel of a door in the ruined city of 
Chicken: “It is,” says Le Plongeon, “as intact to-day 
as when it came from the hand of the sculptor," A third 
narrative exists in a Mayan Manuscript known as Codex 
Cortesianus, “Twice,” says this figurative chronicle, 
“ Mu jumped from its foundations. It was then sacrificed 

with fire. It burst while being shaken up and down 
violently by the earthquake. By kicking it, the wizard 
that makes all things move like a mass of worms sacrificed 

it that very night." * 

Solon was informed by an Egyptian priest that at the 

l It is now at Madrid. * Quoted in Qttetn A/ct, p. M7- 
1 p. 148, 
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time of the destruction of Atlantis a great war was raging 
between the Greeks and Atlanteans, and that the flower of 
the Hellenic army perished in the cataclysm. Solon's 
story, as recorded by Plato, is to the effect that when in 
Egypt he inquired of the priests whether they knew any¬ 
thing worth mentioning about the times of old. “On one 
occasion," says Plato, “ when he [Solon] was drawing them 
on to speak of antiquity, he began to tell about the most 
ancient things in our part of the world.” Thereupon one 
of the priests, who was of very great age, said : “ O Solon, 
Solon, you Hellenes are but children, and there is never an 
old man who is a Hellene.” Solon, hearing this, said : 
“ What do you mean ? ” “I mean,” replied the priest, 
“ that in mind you are all young; there is no old opinion 
handed down among you by ancient tradition, nor any 
science which is hoary with age.” After intimating that 
Greek genealogies were no better than the tales of children, 
the Egyptian priest then acquainted Solon with what he 
affirmed to be the true history of antiquity. " There was,” 
said he, “an island situated in front of the straits which 
you call the Columns of Heracles ; the island was larger 
than Libya and Asia put together, and was the way to other 
islands, and from the islands you might pass through the 
whole of the opposite continent which surrounded the true 
ocean ; for this sea, which is within the Straits of Heracles, 
is only a harbour, having a narrow entrance; but that other 
is a real sea, and the surrounding land may be most truly 
called a continent. Now, in the island of Atlantis there was 
a great and wonderful empire which had rule over the 
whole island and several others, as well as over parts of the 
continent, and, besides these, they subjected the parts of 
Libya within the Columns of Heracles as far as Egypt, and 
of Europe as far as Tyrrhenia. The vast power thus 
gathered into one, endeavoured to subdue at one blow our 
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country and yours, and the whole of the land which was 
within the straits; and then, Solon, your country shone 
forth in the excellence of her virtue and strength among all 
mankind, for she was the first in courage and military skill, 
and was the leader of the Hellenes. And when the rest 
fell off from her, being compelled to stand alone, after 
having undergone the very extremity of danger, she 
defeated and triumphed over the invaders, and preserved 
from slavery those who were not yet subjected, and freely 
liberated all the others who dwelt within the limits of 
Heracles. But afterward there occurred violent earthquakes 
and floods, and in a single day and night of rain all your 
warlike men in a body sank into the earth, and the island of 
Atlantis in like manner disappeared, and was sunk beneath 
the sea. And that is the reason why the sea in those parts 
is impassable and impenetrable, because there is such a 
quantity of shallow mud in the way ; and this was caused 

by the subsidence of the island.'11 
The theory has frequently been pur forward— more 

particularly by the late Ignatius Donnelly—that the sub¬ 
mersion of Atlantis was the material basis from which 
originated the almost universal legend of a great Flood. 

Various attempts have been made to identify the British 
with the Hebrews, a theory that no doubt has to some 
extent been fostered by the identity between British and 
Hebrew names and place-names, and in 1831 Lord Kings- 
borough published an enormous work in which he sought 
to prove not that the British but that the Mexicans were the 
Lost Tribes of Israel.* The greater probability would seem 
to be that some of the earliest tides of emigration set from 

1 Piato's Dtii/ugiiff, Timrctis, it, 517. 
9 The Spanish historian^ ACOSTA ami TORQV1:m: a d a , were so much 

stnmk by the similitude, smd yet utterly unbelieving in the theory of a Hebrew 
origin, that they were obliged to loak upon the Mexicans as a parody of the 

Devil s in the New World 00 the dmsen race in the OkL 
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West to East, and that the lost cradle of civilisation was not 
‘somewhere in Asia nor in Scandinavia, but at some point 

midway between Europe and America, That the ancient 
civilisations of Europe were due to a maritime people is, to 
some extent, pointed by the fact that they all radiated from 
the Mediterranean. “The nations” said Plato, “are 
gathered around the shores of the Mediterranean hke frogs 
round a marsh.” Donnelly's theory, which he supported 
with a weighty collection of evidence, was that the human 

cradle was Atlantis, and that the civilisations of Europe, 

Mexico, Peru, Egypt, and the Mississippi Valley were all 

offshoots or colonies of the parent Atlantean Island, 

Le Plongeon, who spent many years exploring the 
language and antiquities of Mexico, affirms that “ one-third 
of this tongue (the Maya) is pure Greek,” “Who,” he 
asks, “ brought the dialect of Homer to America ? or who 
took to Greece that of the Mayas ? ”1 

The primitive and radical character of British place- 
names particularly River names such as Dee, Taw, Wye, 
and Lake names such as Ewe and Awe—points to their pro¬ 
found and immeasurable antiquity. The giant mound or 
barrow forming part of the prehistoric Temple at Avebury 

is the largest structure of this character in the world ; it is 
as unparalleled as Stonehenge, and was believed by Donnelly 
to be the primitive and parent form of all the American 
tumuli and pyramids. Similarly the rock temple of Carnac 

in Brittany may justly be assumed to be an older and Jess 
advanced form of art than the temple of Kajlkac in Egypt. 

The Breton peasants venerate the memory of Meriaoek, 
who may probably be equated with the Babylonish Marduk 
or Merouach, and they still cherish the tradition of a 
wondrous AjiWrf^-gjtcd Cathedral of Is,1 This mystic 
Church of Light must be related to the material Temple of 

1 Quoted in Atlantis, p. 349. 1 Lc But (A.), Night vf Fires, p. ijj. 
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Bklus, whose hundred brazen gales were one of the wonders 
of Babylon, and also to the hundred^pisA Holy City of 

Thebes* Similarly the Breton Bolbec may be compared 

with the once mighty and world-famous Baalrec. 
In Brittany there exists to this day a worship of Fire, 

which in its elaborate ritual probably preserves the exact 
spirit and ceremony of prehistoric Fire-worship. To 
appreciate this cult one should consider it from the local 
standpoint, and for this purpose one cannot do better than 
contemplate it through the Celtic mind of M. Anatole le 

Braz. Describing a modern Night of Fires, this Breton 

poet writes : 
“ 1 glance round at the crowd. Everyone is leaning 

forward, all necks being eagerly craned toward the pyre. 
“ For a moment the flame flickers, then, with a dry sound, 

the gorse begins to crackle, and fiery tongues leap forth as 
from the mouth of an oven. Up the sides of the 'fan-tad 

they climb, and are soon licking the foxgloves and iris, so 
that their stalks shiver and bend, while, at the same time, 
from the throats of the two hundred men, women, and 
children, a cry breaks forth, a frantic clamour, shouted m 

unison : 
“ * An ton!- . . . An Utn / . . 
'* Mothers lift up their sleeping babies, and with out¬ 

stretched arms hold them in the air before the sacred flame, 
crying: 1 May the blessing of Monseigneur Saint Peter 
rest upon our little ones 1' 

“ Quickly though it has been built, there has yet been 
time for the fog to find its way into the bonfire, so that it 
gives forth a thick smoke, which gradually envelops the 
whole summit; and a strange, fantastic sight it is, this 
swarm of human beings, standing in the midst of the grey, 
eddying clouds, the whole scene lighted by the quick 

1 “Fire-Father.” 1 “The Fire." 
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Hashing of the flames. . . . And, on the bare summit 
Fire reigns triumphant, Fire, the Father of Safety, Fire that 
ever drives away evil terrors and brings consoling thoughts, 
Fire, the Living Idol of earliest ages, which still in the 
undying consciousness of Celto-Bretons wakes an echo of 
the ancient Cult 1 

“ With roars and heavy growings like the strong breath¬ 
ing of some mighty monster, the entire mass of the Tan-tad 

bursts into flame, its huge, red crest bristling, so that in 
the distance the circle of the surrounding mountains sinks 
into deeper shadow, as the light of the fire grows ever more 
and more intense. The sky, from which the mists have 
now been torn, hangs like a high, motionless sea, with here 
and there groups of cloud islands, dyed royal purple from 
the reflection of the flames. 

“ i An tan / . . . An tan ! . . 

,f Each time that the flame, roused by the night breeze, 
bursts forth afresh, the shout is taken up, widening away 
into space, dying, sinking into a faint echo, a vague, 
melancholy vibration. 

11 louring an interval of silence, a curious, stckly-looking, 
little man approaches the fire, and snatching out a brand 
flourishes it round his head, crying : 

11 ‘ Hearken, hearken to the Song of the Fire !' 
“His trim appearance, the fineness and whiteness of his 

hands, his crooked legs, with knees bent outward, all mark 
him as one of the country tailors who spend their days 
sitting like Buddhas beneath the straw roofs of barns, 
armed with needles thick as a cobbler's awl, patiently 
sewing away at the heavy garments worn by the Breton 
abourer. . . . Son of a race created but for the inner life, 
which since birth has been endowed with the gift of poetry, 
he spends the long, sedentary hours meditating over the 
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episodes of marvellous stories, or composing the verses of 
his songs. 

** * Yes, indeed 1 Sing us your Song of the Fire 1' cries 
the crowd to the tailor of Croaz-Houarn. 

w Then, still swinging his brand, he breaks forth into 
song, and from the narrow chest of this deformed creature 
issues a splendid voice, so manly in tone, so full in volume, 
that its accents seem to shake the distant walls of the very 
shadows of night. And this is the song he sang : 

ili Hoh ye boy* ! Hula ye girls I . . . Leave your meal half 
eaten ; Leave the spoon within the bowl j . . . For the holy night 

it here j For the Night of Fires is at hand : I behold the great 

light upon the mountains ; 1 behold the fires of Saint John and of 

Saint Peter. . . . Hasten to your task, each of you ! Leave there 

the spoon wsthin the bowl, Take up the faggot on either shoulder ; 

He who lingers last upon this holy ntght, Will be the last to enter 

Paradise.’ 

“ The sweat is pouring from the brow of the singer * he 
wipes it off with the cuff of his sleeve, pausing a moment 
to regain his breath, while the assembly take up the chorus, 
in whose Biblical sounding verse gleams a reflection of the 
lofty night landscape, lit by the flames of bonfires— 

u * Behold, die Night of Fires is here, 

A great light shines upon the mountains ! * 

“‘Bravo! Well done! potr ar vesken’ (man of the 
thimble), cries Pierre Tanguy by way of encouragement, 
and the little tailor begins again more gallantly than ever. 

“ He shows the people of every degree, householders, 
farmers wives, herdsmen, waggoners, servants, even babes 
at the breast, climbing in endless procession toward the 
sacred precinct. Then he enumerates all the heights around 
Motreff, crowned that night by fires Mike giant towers. 
And especially does he glorify the fire of Croaz-Houarn 
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which * rises high above the others as the spire of the church 
over the roofs of the village.' He speaks of the splendour 
of the flame* of the sparks 1 whirling like a dance of stars, 
of the doors of heaven opening * with a sound of music, and 
Saint Peter without on the door-sill, his great white beard to 
windward, blessing the fields of the district, promising pros¬ 

perity to those who cultivate them t 

“ * Scatter the ashes of the fire, 

And you shall see the harvest grow I 

1 Hang the charred brand above the bed, 

And you shall see the children grow ; 

* He who composed and sang this song 

Is but a humble man and poor ; 

‘ Henri Rohan* by trade a tailor* 

Has sung it for the Tan-tad.'” 1 

The instances of Bonfire customs collected by Dr 
Frazer* dearly evince their original sanctity. In Greece 

the women jumped over the all-purifying flames, crying : ** 1 

leave my sins behind me,” and in most districts the of 
the fire was symbolic. Thus, l( in Swabia the ‘ fire of 
Heaven 'as it was called was made on St Vitus 5 Day 
(ijth June) by igniting a cart-wheel which, smeared with 
pitch and plaited with straw* was fastened on a pole twelve feet 
high, the top of the pole being inserted in the nave of the 
wheel, This fire was made on the summit of the mountain, 
and, as the flame ascended, the people uttered a set form 
of words with eyes and arms directed heavenward."* 

The British Beltan fires were sometimes called Baltein, 

and in all probability tan or tein, fundamentally M shining 

1 The Sight of Fires, pp, 36-4*- 
1 Golden Bough, ii. 11 ibid., ii- 270. 
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one,” is identical with the Chinese term lien, which means 
day, sky, and God. The Celtic word tan, meaning fire, 

is apparent in many directions. It occurs not infrequently 
in conjunction with jaw, meaning holy, and the combination of 
jaw /aw appears to have been, probably unconsciously, Chris¬ 
tianised into “ St Anne.” St Anne* the supposed Mother 
of the Virgin Mary, is the patron saint of Brittany, There 
is a St Anne’s Hill at Avebury, and on 6th August an 
annual fair is held there known as Tan Hill Fair, In the 
Isle of Man there is a signal station at uSt Anne’s or 
Santqn” ; at St Anne’s Head, Milford, there is a light¬ 
house, and the combination of a lighthouse and the name St 

Anne will be found in other directions. 
In Borneo there is a Santan Point, and where the 

modern lighthouse at Dam I etta now stands—originally 
Zoan or San—is now known as Tan is. There is a San¬ 
tander in Mexico, another in Peru, another in Colombia, 

and a Santander town and province in Spain, 
The " St Anne’s Beacon ” in Cornwall is written 11 St 

Agnes," and at St Agnes in the Scilltes stands a well-known 

lighthouse, Agni was the Aryan God of Fire ; ignis is the 
Latin for fire \ and the words montagne and montagna— 

radically mount Fire—probably developed into the generic 
term for an exceptionally large hill by reason of the fact 
that the highest, most conspicuous, and most commanding 
point in every district was always selected as the Beacon,1 

Galley, or Fire Hill. 
The word tan or tein reappears in mountains and, slightly 

varied, in place-names such as Pertinny or Bartiney, the 
sacred Fire Hill near Land's End, a district once known as 
Belerium or Bolerium. 

Near Penzance there is an ancient, elliptical structure 
known as Kerris Roundago, and northwards of Land’s 

1 BtacMi, 5 Lalirt Menhwa, Spanish Mt&utartAa* 
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End is Carn Cries—the Cam of ak ur is, the Great Fire 
Light—'“whose summit,” says Bright, “was crowned with 
a beacon.”1 

The word her or per, used in Cornwall as a generic 
term for MU, may be equated with pur or pyr, the Greek 
forjfre. The word pyre, mining with us a funeral fire, is 
the base of pyramid (Greek pyramis), and the pyramid or 
cone was apparently at one time a universal symbol of the 
Primal Fire. The Brahmins express Siva, the God of Fire, 
by a pyramid ; and in the Buddhist Temples of Japan the 
Five Elements—Ether, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth—are 
denoted respectively by a Ball, Crescent, Pyramid, Sphere, 

1072 1073 re?4 

and Cube.® “The dement of Fire," says Plutarch, “is 

the Pyramid,” and he observes further that “of the 

Pyramid everybody will recognise the fiery and movable 

character.”* Plato assumed the Pyramid to be first of 

all forms, and Plutarch maintains that “ the only first form 
is the Pyramid.” * 

I n fig. 1072 a cone, mountain, pyramid, or Great A appears 

withm the Eye, Circle, or Roundago of Cheqp, Kerris, or 

Ceres. At Ckiata in South America the Great Father was 

worshipped under the name Icona 1 (the Great one A ?), 

1 A IVeek a£ Lein if 1 End, p„ t S4- 
1 Chamberlain (B. Rr 42. 
a On UU Cessation of Oracle;« * 

E Buckley {T. A,)p Great Cities of America, p, 271. 
VOL. It II 
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and the word cone may possibly be due to this figure having 
been the symbol of ie-one, the Great One. The Fir cone 
was peculiarly the symbol of the Fire of Life because the Fir1 
tree was formed like a flame.* It was thus regarded as 
the Universal Root, the foundation of all things, and the 
boundless Power from which all flesh was nourished. The 
Anglo-Saxon for a mountain was firgen ; the Gothic was 

fariguui, 
The builder of the Great Pyramid of Gh iieh was King 

Chkops or Chufu ; and Chufu, which may be compared 

with Fun, the name of the conc-like, sacred fire-mount of 
Japan, in all probability meant feu. Fire,ji, Ever-Exi stent. 

One must postulate a root fit, meaning fire, to account 

for such words as feu, fitoco, fuego, fuse, fuitt, feuer, fever, 

fire, etc. Pan was known in some localities as Faunus, 
fa unus, the “ One Fire," and Phcebus may probably be 
equated with feu obus, he. fire ball. The word fawn in Old 
French was fitott or fan, and the article known as a fax, 

which is a world-wide symbol of royalty', was seemingly thuS 
named because it radiates like the sunbeams of the rising 
or setting Sun. The Hebrew for a palm-tree was phenice, 

whence probably Phoenicia and also Venice. The fabulous 
pHtENix, said to have been born of fire, resolves into 

fo en ix, the Fire, the One Great Fire. 
In the following emblem the Bird of Fire is represented 

in the feu. In Japan the Phomix is known as the Fee and 
sometimes as the Ho or O. The Chinese call the yellow 
Phoenix a To Fu (resplendent fire ?), and say that whenever 
the world is peaceful the note of the To Fu “ will be heard 
like the tolling of a bell/1* 

* “At first sight,1'says Max Muller, “the English word Fir docs not 
very like the Latin Querent, yet it is the same vvord.”—The Stiene* °I 
Language, p. 347- 

1 King, The Gtusiies, p. 133. 

* Gould (CO, Mythical Monsters, pp, 369, 370, 372. 
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Fa is the root of fate ; of file, \.c,fair ; of fate, meaning 
fwd\ and of fair, meaning beautiful and just. Archeologists 
have frequently commented upon the fact that fairs are 
often held upon dates corresponding with the ancient fire 
festivals. Fa is the root of feyther1 or father, and of faith 

(French^/). 1 he radical fay is an English word meaning 
fairy^ and the Egyptian divinity Typho is probably related 
ideally to Tofoa, the name of a volcano in the Friendly 
Islands. Fudo, “ Fire Resplendent " (?), is the name of the 
Japanese God of Wisdom who is represented as encircled 

1074(1 

by Fire, and among the Chinese the supreme God of the 
World is worshipped under the name Fuhi, Foe, or Fo. 

According to Northern mythology, one of the three 
sons of the All-Father Bokr was named Ve. The German 
for father Is voter, the enduring frt or enduring vie=life ; 
the Fiji Islands are alternatively known as Fiji or as Viti. 

Siva was the God of vehement Fire ; Jove is a synonym for 
Zf.us ; and one of the forms of Jehovah is Jahve, the 

Ever-Existent Fire or Hfe.'’ 
The pyramids are now deemed to be “really nothing 

more than tombs," but I suggest that in form and intention 
they originally symbolised the fourfold immovable A, the 
Universal Main tablet, the Primal Peak and Great First 
Cause, oriented due East, West, North, and South. 

1 The Egyptian for father was affi. 
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In the Maya alphabet the letter A was expressed by 
the pyramidal form A ; by the Egyptians A was expressed 

by akhoom, the 44 eagle,” and by aak, the 41 reed.” Aak 

probably meant primarily 41 Great A," and akhoom, 44 Great 
Sun." Temples and monuments in the pyramidal form 
are found accurately oriented in India, China, America, 
Java, and the Polynesian Islands, That they symbolised 
the Sun and were something beyond tombs may be inferred 
from the fact that within Egyptian tombs small model 
pyramids have been found bearing inscribed adorations to 

the Sun,1 
In Mexico the pyramids were known as teotallis, from 

Uo talHy meaning the 14 House of God " ; and many pyramid 
names still seemingly preserve traces of the primitive and 
elementary A, Thus, among the most notable of the 
Egyptian pyramids are those at Ghizeh (ag iz <J, 14 mighty 
light A“ ?); Illahus (44 Lord Everlasting Immutable One" ?); 
Zi ma (iz irn n,44 Sunlight A *' ?); Ric.ah (ur ig aht 14 mighty 
Fire A ?) ; Sakkakah (is ai ur ah, “light of the Great tire 
A" T) ; and Lischt (Ikht^light Y). 

At Uxmal in Mexico there is a group of seven pyramids 
which in all probability will be found to be ranged in the 
form of the Seven Stars of the Great Bear. The miniature 
and primitive pyramid that we term a harrow or berrow in 
mediaeval times was spelled herns.1 This word is seemingly 
related to perot a henry and in all probability it once meant 
bear or pbre Hu, In some parts of England a harrow is 
termed a home* and sometimes a low—terms seemingly but 
a slight corruption of Hew or el Hu, My etymology thus 
strengthens the probability that the barrow* or howt1 was 

1 Ckambtfft Entydopadia. v5ii. joj. 

1 SktnL 
3 Al Howera in Egypi there vs a pyramid. 

* Al Barrow in Lincolnshire arc the remains of a prehistoric tcmple- 

5 Compare surname Hov^bi 
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once regarded as a symbol of the immutable Father Hu* 
The word pile must be equal to peel, which, as has been seen, 
implied a fortress, tower, or stronghold \ it also meant aa 
stockaded enclosure ” ; and the palisade around the Lion of 
fig. 1007 {ante, p* 122) is probably intended for a peel. Near 
Penzance are the ruins of some prehistoric, circular huts 
known as the crellat, and this word cannot differ from the 
Spanish-American corale, nor from the Zulu kraal, meaning 
a stockaded or defended circle. 

Barrows or peels served the multifarious purposes of 
strongholds, beacons, shrines, judgment-seats, and burial- 
places. The verb to bury probably once meant to put into 
a barrow or a bury, and to entomb, to place within a tump or 
tumulus. To inter is now understood as consigning to terre, 
the earth * but the Parsees still consign their dead to towers, 
and may be said to “ entower " them. In Syria the word 
tor means a mountain ; * in Britain tor means a conical hill. 

In Wales the ancient churchyards are found in the form 
of a circle; the Norsemen consigned the dead to their 
Mother the Sea ; and among most nations the idea of burial 
seems to have been to return the body to some symbol of 
its primal Parent—to Tqmba, the (t Shining Sun Father,” 

The greatest barrow in the world is the English Silbury 

at Avebury, and it is a remarkable coincidence that the 
daily gauge of the shadows of the Great Pyramid in Egypt 
and of Silbury in England is almost exactly identical.* 
Sil, as in ceiling, meant primarily the Fire or Light of God, 
and may be compared with the surname Seeley, with silly 
and zeal, and with the place-names Seal near Derby, and 
Zeal in Cornwall. * The name Avebury is alternatively 

1 7Vr™the enduring or strong* 
1 Leprsius, Egyptv E/fiwpia^ arrJ S:nat\ p. 552, 
1 Co* (R. H-X A Gm'dt ft? Avrhury, p. 32, 
* Compare also Si lch ester, SiLSBYn Silsden, Siltqnp eit 
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spelled Avbvky dr Abu ay, and thus the curious fact results 
that the largest tumulus in the world is situate at a site 
evidently once known as the Burg, Barrow, or Bury of A 
or Awe. In Ireland barrows are called lawes, and in 
Scotland Jaw also means a mound. In Sclavonic gora 

means a mountain, and may be equated with cratt or Great 
Fire At, the Savoyade term for mountain. 

In various parts of Britain barrows are known as mottes, 

moot}, moat}, or mules. During a lawsuit the Judge used 
to sit on the summit of the Law or Moot-hill, and, as already 
simgeste(i, the word moot is probably identical with Mut 
or Maat, the Egyptian Justice. The moot-hills were also 
the general meeting and pow-wow places where the people 
arranged to meet and to discuss moot—i.e. debatable—points. 

In some districts the moot-hills are termed toot-hills, and 
Wydif uses this word as meaning a watch-tower. Among 
the variations and compounds of toot—a term evidently 
identical with tat or tad, meaning father—arc Touthill, 

Toth ill, Tutthill, Tutbury, Tooting, and Belt out. 

The toot-hills being watch-towers, we may assume that a 
toot upon a horn was once a watchman’s warning. 

The author of Byeways in British Archeology1 illustrates 
a very notable toot-hill existing to this day in the church¬ 

yard of Pirtqn, and he adduces this with much other 
interesting evidence in support of the theory that many 
Christian churches were erected on the sites of pagan 
sanctuaries. The Toth ill Street near Westminster Abbey 
is an inference that a toot-hill once stood in that neighbour¬ 
hood, and it is evident that Christian churches often owe 
their inconvenient but commanding position on the summits 
of remote hills to the fact that they superseded pagan 
Hill-shrines. In the Middle Ages the churches served 
all the varied purposes of the ancient mattes. Law was 

1 P .6a. 
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dispensed in the churchyards; the village stocks or toppes1 * 3 

stood in the church porch* and the churches themselves were 
employed as secular meeting-places* theatres, law courts, 
markets, schools, forts, armouries, and beacon towers. 

Basilica, the Greek word for churchy is evidently a later 
form of basil. In Berks there is a place called Basildon, 

and near Beer. Alston in Devonshire is a spring under 

the churchyard bearing the curious title of “the Basil,”* 
It is likely that this spring was once a very holy Well. 
Basiltus in Greek means king, and it is exceedingly curious 
that the rector of Beer Alston till recently claimed and 
bore the title of “arch-priest."4 * 6 The Old Irish for a 
chunk was domnach, probably meaning dam an ak, the House 
of the Great One, The word is evidently allied to Dominic, 

the proper name, and to dominui, a lard* 

The word steeple, originally spelled stepel, docs not differ 
from staple-—Anglo-Saxon stapal—meaning a post or pillar. 
Staple also means a chief market, a mart, and a public 
store-house. In German s tap el means a heap ; in Dutch 
it means a pile or heap and also the stacks. The pel or pal 

occurring in all these terms is no doubt the rudimentary 
pelt or peel, originally the divine Pol. Stable is stability, and 
the pel of steeple reappears as bel in belfry. As archeo¬ 
logists are aware, the word belfry has only a fortuitous 
relation to bells; the word originally meant a watch-tower, 
a protecting shelter, and is found varying into berfrayf 

berfroi, here frit, etc. The second syllable fry or fray is 

1 In Edward IEL*s lime the stocks are mentioned as ccfipti. The round 

holes for M copping'1 the ankles were presumably regarded as great eyes. 

3 Baring-CJeuId, Devanx p. 96. a Ibid* 

1 The Greek word teefosia occurs in England in the more primitive form 

i.£. the Mighty Lord of Light, and may he recognised in the ptace- 

aames Eglos kerry* Egloshayle, EocLisTGtt, Eccleshall* EcCLEs- 
heldt etc, 

6 Compare place-name BarfresTqn. 
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su£fjes^Ve ^re 1 it is common knowledge that belfries 
were used as fire or beacon towers, and etymology suggests 
that belfries are the direct and unbroken sequence to Bel 
fires. 

The piles and pyramids of the ancients seem usually to 
have had an altar or an ever-burning fire upon their summits: 
in the city of Mexico six hundred of these pyramidal fires 

rendered other illumination at night superfluous.1 An 
essentia] feature of the American pyramids was the chapel 
or naoi at the supreme summit of the edifice,1 The Temple 
of the Seven Spheres in Assyria was built upon the summit 
of a gigantic pyramidal mound called Bins, and the gods 
there worshipped are inscribed as “ Assarac and Beltis, 
the shining Bar, Am, and Daoqn." * 

In addition to or in lieu of fin there appeared sometimes 
on the pyramid summits twin obelisks, and sometimes a 
cydopean golden image of the Deity. The British judge 
perched on the top of a moot-hill was no doubt regarded 
as a humble image, deputy, shadow, and viceregent of the 
Supreme Doom or el aw. 

The Chaldeans built not only their temples but also 
their palaces in pyramidal form. <! They * lifted their eyes 

to the hills * on the north-east (‘ the Father of Countries 
and imagined it the abode of the gods* the future home 
of every great and good man—* a land with a sky of silver* 
a soil producing crops without tillingf—* the mountain 

Bel in the east, whose double head reaches unto the 
skies like a mighty buffalo at rest* whose double horn 
sparkles as a sunbeam* as a star/1** 

The name Basil or Babylon probably meant 11 Father 
Bel* The great mound Babil among the ruins of Babylon 

i 

t 

4 

Spence (L-), Mythology of Antitnt Mextro and Pint. 
Acdil# Ruins of S<urtd and Hist, Lands, p *6i 

Anderson £R, Ejfc Extfna Cfa of East, p, 34. 

37- 

* /hid, p, 63- 
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represents the Temple of Bel, which was a pyramid of eight 
square stages. At the summit stood an image of gold forty 
feet high, two other statues of gold, a table, and two other 
colossal objects—all of the same precious metal.1 

The Chaldean name for pyramid or mountain-peak was 
ziggurat, the Mighty Light, the Fiery Heat {?}. 

There is an injunction in Ezekiel, “Upon the top of 
the mountain the whole limit thereof round about shall 
be most holy. Behold, this is the law of the house.”* At 
the summit of the pyramid herewith is a round Eye or 
Circle ; a ronde, i.e. One Shining Fire, or is ur ac el, the 

light of the Fire, the Great God * and one of the most 
familiar symbols of Freemasonry is the All-seeing Eye posed 
upon the apex of a cone or pyramid. The Chinese have a 

Heaven s Eye Mountain,” and the Egyptians regarded 
the Pole Star as an Eye upon the summit of the Point 
or Pivot of the Universe.1 

Cop was Saxon for a mountain ; and kopje, the Dutch for 
hill, may be resolved into ttk op Je, Great Eye Ever-existcnt. 
The word heap cannot differ from hoop, and tip and top yield 
“shining Eye." The word apex may be resolved into 
ap ek set “great fiery Eye” ; and the Greek word acme is 
equivalent to nek ome, Great Sun, or aihoom, the Egyptian 

1 Anderson (R, Extinct tr/East^ p 35, » u, 
3 Churchward (Ar VV,)t Signs and Symbols^ p. 326, 
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name for the letter A. The Arabic for high mound is kern ; 
in English comely (Anglo-Saxon kumli) means beautiful* 

The Anglo-Saxon eymlic, meaning exquisite and fairy may be 
resolved into com like or “ like the great Sun," The Mexican 
temple with all its courts and purlieus was called the teopan,' 

the Shining One Eye ; and teocalli, the term for the central 
pyramid before it meant ** House of God," probably implied 

te ot al//, resplendent Great God Everlasting, 
The Sclavonic for " an isolated hill " is chlumt ever- 

existent Lord Sun ; the Irish for hill is drum, “ enduring 
Sun ” ; and the Gypsy word for hill is thumbs% ever-existent 

Sun-Father. 
In his travels in Mashonaland Bent came across a 

** curiously lofty mountain called Chiburwe." This 
mountain, which he describes as '* almost round" and 
as “a stronghold," is alternatively known as Cuiburga.1 
Bryn, the Welsh for hilly may be resolved into bruin or 
bearun, the One Father. 

Barrows had fires lighted upon their summits, and 
sometimes in lieu of fires there was substituted some other 
well-recognised symbol of fire, such as the fir-tree. 
Grant Allen has urged, with some reason, that the pine- 
trees found so frequendy on round barrows in the South of 
Eng LA NO are the descendants of those first planted there 
by the original barrow builders, since the Scottish pine is 
not now indigenous to that district.* 

It is easy to conceive the emotions with which primitive 
and poetic man viewed what we cal] a volcano or Vulcan, 

The volcano was a natural gigantic cone or barrow, an 
august symbol of the Primal Force, the Vital Fire ; and 
everywhere volcanoes bear names appropriate to vol ac ant 

the Strong and Great One. In Iceland and in Scotland 

1 Spence, p. 36, ' Ruir.ffi CU, of A/., pp. 166, sG?* 

* EvoL if tdta of Cod, pp. 50, ji. 
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there is Hecla, the “ Great Everlasting "; in South America 
are Jorulla, “ the aged Fire, the Lord Everlasting," and 
Colima, “the Great God, the Sun A.” The loftiest 
volcano now active is Cotopaxi in Ecuador ; and the upper 
part of Cotopaxi, the “ Great Hot Eye, the Great Fire," is 
said to he “a perfect cone,” Among the Andes is Sancay, 

“the Holy Mighty A” ; in Mexico are Orizaba, the 
“Golden Light Orb A,” and Chimborazo, the “Ever-existent 
Sun, the Orb of Fire, the blazing O " ; in the Moluccas is 
Sion; in Java is Papandayang1 ; and in Mexico, near 
Maya pan, is the famous pyramid named Pap ant la,* i.e, 
“Father Pan, the Resplendent Everlasting.” In Japan 

is Bandaisan, and the peak of Bandaisan is named 
Kobakdai. The Druids applied the word ban to “coni¬ 
cally-shaped mountains,*’* such as Banxau Brycheinjog 

or Brecon Mountain, and the syllable may evidently be 
equated with ben and pen.* The peak of Vesuvius is known 
as Monte Somma, a word that is doubtless related to Asama, 

the Japanese volcano.; to Zuma, the Egyptian pyramid, and 
which, like Izuma, resolves into the “light of the Sun A.” 
Summer is the season of Sunlight; Somerset is an English 
place-name; and summit means the Utmost and the 
Highest* 

Bent mentions an African mountain which he describes 
as like “a gigantic thimble.” Its name Jomvga, i.e. 

Jomvioa, resolves into “Ever-Existent Sun, the Fire of 
the Mighty A"; in the name Vesuvius we find vie twice 

1 (n Mexico is the volcano Popocatepetl, 

J For the sake of brevity 1 have everywhere decoded la as meaning 
"everlasting,” but according to Le Plongcen, “La in the Mayan language 
tneans "that which has existed for ever—The Eternal Truthl* {Satred 
Mysteries, p. 54.) The religious centre of Mexico and the largest pyramid 
there was C ho LULA, 4>« “the eve r-exis tent, everlasting Truth of Truths11 (?), 

1 Morgan (O- M.), Wr Weekly, 19th March 1912, p. 403. 
1 An Egyptian word for obelisk {06 el is ik) was ben-ben. 
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occurrent1 ; and the place-name Java is in all probability 

identical with Jahvi and Jove. 

The ruins of the Great Temple at Zimrabwe exhibit the 
combination of sanctuary and fortress, a fact that prompted 
Bent to the inquiry ; B Why did the inhabitants so carefully 
guard themselves against attack ?" His supposition was 
that the gigantic ruins of that district were the work of 
some alien colonising race who were constantly on guard 
against native hostility.® It is a correlative fact that British 
hill-names, such as Fur Tor, Bel Tor, Alex Tor, 
Brentor, Bow Tor, etc., not only enshrine the folk memory 
of primitive fire-worship, but that many of the great hills 
retain the idea of a light stronghold, dun, or dtn. The highest 
hill in Hants is Si don ; in Westmoreland are Co nis¬ 

ei urgh and Coniston, and in Devonshire is Coniesdown. 
Ihe highest point of Exmoor is Dunkerry ; in Devonshire 

is Cgsoan i in Cornwall is Blacradov ; in Lancashire is 
Cribden j and in Leicestershire is Bardon. The view 
from the summit of Bar don commands, it is said, one 
quarter of England. 

On certain occasions in many English localities the 
villagers still climb to the sacred earthworks that crown the 
eminences and maintain to some extent the rites of the 
prehistoric past. Notably is this the case at Silbcry * and 
St, Martin’s Hill at Avebury, and at Cley* Hill in 

Wiltshire.1 

But to enumerate and unravel the names of Fire Hills 
is an apparently never-ending task. In his description of 
the dying down of the bonfires in Brittany M. Le Braz 

1 Ihe trtnch i<if means lively, and may bt equated, iriiJj ihe English 
five. In Scotland is Fife. 

* P. 
5 Compare Silspen and Denzell Down, near St Issey, Cornwall, 
* Ac'ti-a, Great God A Hili 
* Byeway f in British Archaeology^ p. 1^4. 
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observes: “As the glow of the Tan-tad fades, the sur¬ 
rounding landscape, which until now has lain drowned in a 
sea of shadows, gradually clears, rising out of the abysmal 
depths of nothingness, retaking its form and familiar aspect. 
Sharper and sharper the ridges cut the vast horizon with 
their stern, rugged outline, It is like standing in the midst 
of a granite land bur newly risen out of chaos. And around 
the circumference of the immense circle, on the backs of 
the hills massed one behind another, like flocks of sheep, 
are the flaming fires, sweeping the sky with their broad, 
bloody gleams. I try to count them, but minute by minute 
new ones are appearing, and I am continually obliged to 
begin over again. With outstretched finger the Vicar tells 
me their names. 

“‘This one opposite is Kervrec'h. That is Rosmcur 
. . . and that. Beg Aoun, the Peak of Fear. Then over 
there you have Saint Adrien, Balanck, Toul-lafiron. . . 

“ But even he loses himself in the litany of barbarous 
names. The whole country resembles a mysterious camp, 
starred with bivouac fires. Such must it have appeared 
during those nights of long ago, when the hordes of 
nomads came rolling toward the west, lighting their even¬ 
ing fires in the unbroken calm of the then uninhabited 
region.” 1 

1 Tk* Night GfFirfj3 pp. 44-45. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

THE STONE HINGE 

“ When we look at huge cromlechs, at these vast circtes, accurately planned 
—though hert and there unfortunately x stone missing, like a tooth from a 
giant's jaw—at those colossal monoliths, the presence of every one of them 
in such desolate spots is little short of a miracle. They suggest unheard-of 
labour. How did they get there? , „ * No driver's whip could have urged 
on to completion such a gigantic task; no richest guerdon of jewels, gold, 
or skins offered by affluent monarch or exalted priest of those days could 
have repaid the toil. Yet there these stone circles, monoliths, menhirs, 
cromlechs stand, the wonder of succeeding generations of all religious 
opinions, belief, or unbelief—altar? may be many of them 'To the Un¬ 
known God.J Monarchies, republics, systems have grown up, matured, 
vanished. Slaughter and battles have raged round them. Cruellies, intoler¬ 
ances, terrible superstition^ emotional outbursts of diver* sorts have they 
seen since first they stood up mute, impassive, sphinx-like, facing high 
heaven. 

5- The dreams of barbarous sacrifice and writhing victims, yelling multitudes, 
and strange rites wilt not stand the search-light of modern spade-work ; the 
cold-wattr dou che of our latest ant iquarian knowledge, N o place of religious 
human sacrifice was here.11 y HARRIS Stone* 

In seemingly all ages and among all nations Stones and 
Rocks have been worshipped as symbols of the Deity. 

Mithra is said to have been born from a Rock, to have 
wedded a rock, and to have been the parent of a Rock.1 
“ Of the Rock that begat thee thou are unmindful,,r com¬ 
plained Moses1 to the Israelites ; "Unto thee will I cry 

1 Iiorki5t+ Ani- vf Cornwall p, \^m 

1 Deuteronomy xxxii. iS. 
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O Lord my Rock," wrote the Psalmist ;1 and the modern 
Christian still sings, semi-comprchendingly, “ Reck of Ages 
cleft for me, let me hide myself in Thee.” 

The Kafirs of India say of the stones they worship, 
“This stands for God, but we know not his shape ” ;* the 
Maoris of New Zealand represent their tribal deities by 

stones set up in the ground ;* and a Holy of Holies to the 
ancient Persians was the peaked rock named Bacjstane * or 
Beh istoqn. 

According to Deuteronomy, the God of Israel “ is a rock, 
his work is perfect," and the writer continues, “As an 
eagle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over her young, 
spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth them on 
her wings ; so the Lord alone did lead him.1'6 

Here, in one breath, the poet idealises God as a Rock and 
as an Eaglet and the two words are similarly correlated. 
Roc or rukh was Arabian and nkh was Egyptian for the 
giant eagle or pheemx? The Cornish and Breton for eagle 

is er, and the word rod7 is apparently composed of the 
syllables er ock, or ** Great Fire." The Assyrians represented 
the God Nisroch as eagle-beaded, and the Semitic word 
nisroch, which also meant eagle and magnificent, resolves into 
oniscrock, the “one Light, the Great Fire.” 

In English the word rock means also a distaff, and a Blue 

Reck is the common pigeon—symbol of pi ge on, the Father, 
the Ever-existent one.® The French for rock is pierre, 
Father Fire ; and Peter the Rock does not, of course, differ 

from pater, the Enduring Father* Petra, the Greek for rock, 

1 Psalm jodiL i. 1 Gflmme (G, I*), Ethnology cf Folk-lore^ p. 27. 

1 Cowan (J-)i Tkt Matirily p„ I IQ. 

1 Buckley (T. A,)* Ortnt Cities, p. 74. 
1 xxxiL 1 ip 12. * Also called fowl*. 
1 In Kent r&ck becomes rmgw H Kentish 
1 The Arabians term the Kyler of the fabulous Golden A$e GIaN BEN 

Gian. 
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anti patera, the Latin fqr a disc or circle, apparently both 
owe their existence to paler A, the Rock, or Jupiter, whose 
way is Perfect. 

The name Peter enters largely into place-names such as 
Peter burgh, Peterhead, etc. The ancient city at the foot 
of Mount Hor named Petra was originally known as Selah, 

a word which In Hebrew means rock. 
In Cornwall is a St Pet rock, and a Pethericr, and I 

have already suggested that St Patrick of Ireland, who is 
fabled to have raised the dead, opened the eyes of the 
blind, and expelled serpents, was none ocher than the Rock 
of Ages. Le Rouzic observes that in Brittany “every¬ 
where the menhir was symbolic of an immortal God.”1 
One of the largest of the Breton menhirs is that known as 
Pedernec ; it stands twenty-five feet high and on one of its 
faces there are carved “three cup hollows."* The name 
Pedernec resolves into fedcr on ek, the “ one Great Father," 
or the “Enduring one Great Parent." In peuhen, a Breton 
name for menhir, one may recognise the Celtic A«r, 
meaning ancient; the remaining syllable pm may no doubt 
be equated with pa. 

According to the ancient ecclesiastical records of Wales 
known as the lolo MSS,, the native name of St Patrick was 
Maenwyn or Sacred Stone, and he was the Son of a certain 
Mawon.* In Celtic may on, my in, and tnaett mean a stone, and 
these local modifications vary again into the monosyllabic 
man or men. Men, the Celtic for stone, may be equated 
with the Egyptian men, meaning “to abide]' “ to be stable]' 

and with mon, meaning alone or solitary} The oldest idol ” 

1 Mtgatiikie Monumtntsy p. 23. 
1 Baring-Gauld, firirtany, p, 104. Some of the Ereton menhir w 

caned with the same curious spirals that are used by the Maoris of 
Zealuad* 

3 Morgan (O, M.h T.PJi Wttkly^ p, 40^ March 29* tgiz 
4 The Cornish for jrigttnt was Ayfo&mum=ak-ii^b-titan. 
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of the Arabs was an unhewn stone, worshipped under the 

“T* YANAH ^ A this *«» of W is also 
retained m our English word stew. The it of ma7 
p™% bt the divinity Set or Sex. We still ,pply word 

Z p° , T"** lT U5'J ,0r Pavil« Purposes. Sex, 
the Powerful, was the Egyptian God of the W—whence 
seemingly the French sud^ south. Near Harrow is Sld 
Blithe Hill or Barrow of SuD.and the numerous English 

B™”" reedy “ Sot Towns." At StaLk 
JJaeit in Devonshire are megajithic monuments ; andtheroot 

t f in sfIchor ^amck, standard, stanUl{z kind of hawk} 
po = or stake) Stanley, Stanhope, Stainfoath’ 

? " t\ ^ name-plaees—evidcntly does not! 
variably meat. none. Sut was the God of darkness, and 

currnus that country people pronounce mt “ Sut" 
Set he powerful, 1S perhaps the root of mg, Among the 

tt[tes Set, the “ one universal divine being," was known 

W aS(fSUTEKHj,“tHe fomniP°tent-” * Sutekh seems to have 
been alternatively spelled Ztak and was sometimes referred 

_ as Ja-ztak. He was hailed as “the Great Messenger, 

^r^TtTe Heights.”1' ^ ’”d “ 
Who can escape from thy message ? 

, “ Th£, word is the Supreme Snare which is stretched 
towards Heaven and Earth."3 

mkllTlT ZJAK( “ FT*"** the 0ri^n 0f fhc words 
of th* trf* jf memin$ a the symbol of el 

the tw iG°r *t In Br.ITtakv ‘Muring the night of 
from ° 11 13 no exaggeration to say, that 
from the highlands in the centre to the low-lying coast, or, 

Borlise, Ant. of Corntvali, p. i fyj, 
, (R Z.\ Extin* Ox- of E^t, p. ,«x 

, r Th<LH4>ok «* Souls/ Tht Quest, iiL p. 733. 

stockadedPtow,^TpLK Stoke PoGt^ e*e,t“4 numerous Stocktons— 
VOL, U. 

12 
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in Breton words, from Argoat to Armor, there is not a 

village* a hamlet, a farm lying solitary in the midst of its 

fields, no, nor even a sabotier's hut, burled beneath the 

woodland covert, where the inhabitants do not consecrate 

the symbolical log, invoking the sacred flame or prostrating 

themselves around the ashes, according to the particular cult 

they follow. Through the course of ages the meaning of 

the various rites has been lost, but forms and gestures re¬ 

main exactly as they were thousands of years ago.”1 

It would seem that in many languages stone or rock was 

entitled by some word denoting the strong, abiding, and 

immutable Fire of Life. The Semitic words luz and sela, 

both meaning rack, resolve respectively into “ Lord Light 

and “ Fire Everlasting.” In Old Scandinavian stone was 

ktliu, the “ established God everlasting ” ; in Sclavonic it 

was kaftan, the great Amok ; and in Arabic it was hagar, 

the 14 established mighty Fire.” The Latin for stone is 

saxutn - the Teutonic is kamarr. 

The great rocks of which Avebury Temple was con¬ 

structed are found scattered in great profusion at sites 

called Piggledexe and Lockerigce Dexe. The Wiltshire 

Archaeological Society have recently acquired and pro¬ 

tected from further depredation twenty-two acres at these 

denes, strongholds, or dens. The words Lockeridge and 

Pjogle suggest el ok ur ij, great God, the aged Fire; and 

op ig el. Op, the Mighty God. 

It is on record that Patrick, Bishop of the Hebrides, 

desired to build a Christian church wherever he found a 

pagan stone or monolith, and many of the holiest shrines 

of Christendom now stand on the sites of prehistoric rock 

sanctuaries. “ Perhaps nothing could be more impressive," 
says Mr Stanley Cook, “ than the Sakhra (compare Pyramid 

Sakkarah) of the Holy Temple at Jerusalem, where, amid 

> Le BraifA.), The Land of Pardons, p. 131. 
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the associations of three thousand years of history, the bare 
rock, with hollows, cavities, channels, and subterranean 
cavCSj preserve the primitive features without any essential 

\° ExJlus there is af1 injunction, “ If thou wilt make me 
an altar of stone, thou shah not build it of hewn stone : 
tot if thou lift up thy tool upon it, thou hast polluted 
it, and it is probable that many of the Celtic crosses 
ot Christianity were tooled upon the unhewn rocks of 
paganism. 

White pebbles known as « Godstones " were commonly 
p aced, even within recent times, in Irish graves, and the 

place-name Godstome implies the supreme antiquity of 
the word Gvd. 

On one of the peaks of the moors near Studland in 

Dorsetshire is a huge inverted cone of indurated rock 

known ss the Agclestone or Hacolestone. This miffht 

no doubt be equally well termed the EagU or Mighty God 

K °ne of th<\ namcs of Merodach or Marduk was 
erioau, t.e. Oti urigalt “the one Fire, the Mighty God.” 

One of the largest monoliths in England is that at 

Drizzlecqmhe m Devonshire. The first part of this name 

™°lv“ f ^ Enduring Light God ; the Kcood 
part comht may have meant a hollow in the hillside, but 
primarily fuiwi^presumabJy from its rays—meant ac om be, 

reaV,un Ffher: ^his symbolism appears to be the only 
easonable explanation for the frequent appearance of combs 
n prehistoric tombs—particularly in those of the Bronze 

^e' . ™ ®ax°n period an ordinary comb was a well- 
recognise grave gift, and in later history combs were re- 
served for burials of ecclesiastical shining lights. A comb 
was the emblem of St Blase* i a comb (Icelandic kambr) is 

1 Rti. of Ancient Pate ttine, p. jo, 
1 Dawson (L, H.\ A Book of the Saint*, p, }4, 
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equivalent to a crest, and the word crest does not differ from 
Christ. The crest on the Helmet of Salvation—illustrated 

ante, p. 19, vol, 1.—is the blazing mi of Christ, the Light 
of the World. When the body of St Cuthbert was dis¬ 
interred at Durham Cathedral, there was found upon his 
breast a plain, simple, Saxon comb of ivory/ It was no dou t 
a sign of the cross or of ak amber, the Great Sun Father. 

Monoliths were sometimes known as ambertes, and one 

of the Cornish monoliths is known as Menamber i.f. the 
Sme Amber or Sole Amber. Am bres—whence, no doubt, 
the name Ambrose—was one of the titles of the Celtic 
Jupiter; and at Stonehenge is the village of Awbresbury. 

On the River Ray near Bicester is Amrrosden ; in the 
Midlands there are several Amberlf.vs; in Sussex is a 

River Ember; and in Devonshire is UmbeRLEigh. e 

Wiltshire Ambresbury or Mount Ambre was sometimes 

known as Am bless cry ; it is now called Amesbury.1 Rc' 
ferring to the Temple at Avebury, Stukeley observes, 

ungrammatically : “ all the stones our whole Temple were 
called ambres> even by our Phoenician founders, but this 
[the centre stone] particularly. The Egyptians by that 

name still called their obelisks." 1 
At Belstoke near Okehamptos there is a curious 0 

cross and a remarkably fine logan rock known as 11 the be 
stone.” Stukeley describes many of the barrows at Stone¬ 

henge as eampaniform or bell-shaped ; and the name Bel 
enters largely into West of England names such as Beil 1 oEl> 
Blackistone, and Blacraton—the last near PaderbuRY 

Top. 

The Greeks symbolised Mercury, Apollo, Neptune, 

I Jolmfoa (W.), 0f*toa¥ir pk 311. 
a The Saviour God of Siam—the Land of Sun Fire—is SoMMoNACO^^ 

fa, i> em mon atadum, the Light of the Sun, the Sole Great Hot Sun (*> 
5 AMES-sunlight—is an EngKiah surname- 1 dv£&MFyt p- 
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and Hercules under the form of a square stone ; Venus was 
worshipped by the Paphians as a white pyramid; Bacchus 

b7the Thebans as a pillar; Wotan by the Scandinavians 
as a cube; and Sqmmonacqdum by the Siamese as a black 
pyramid.1 

A conical stone was the emblem of Bel ; and at Emesa the 
Romans worshipped the Sun under the name of Elegabalus 

in the form of a black, conical stone, which it was believed 
had fallen from Heaven. The word Elegabalus may be 
resolved into eleg abalus, the Mighty God, the obulus or 
Ball. The cube, wherein there is again occurrent the idea 

ff *Great °rb> regarded as an “ index or emblem of 
Truth, always true to itself ’V and the cube, as Plutarch 

points out, “ is palpably the proper emblem of rest, on ac¬ 
count of the security and firmness of the superficies," 1 The 
sacred stone at Mecca is termed the kaabth; at Kabah in 
South America are the ruins of a prehistoric city ■* jn the 
West fnotes is the Island of Cuba ;6 and in Cornwall are 
St Cuby’s or St Keby’s Well, and Cubert Town, 

The Infinite and Perfect One was often represented by a 
srtone globe, and seemingly these orbs were sometimes gilded. 
Tnere is a place-name Golden Ball on one of the Scilljes, 
find at Avebury a “Golden Ball Hill.” The Celtic 
Clachabr/ttk or rocking-stones were spheres of enormous size, 
balanced with such nicety that the slightest touch caused 
them to vibrate. In Iona, the latest asylum of the Cale¬ 
donian Druids, one of these Clathabraths was to be found 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, but it was defaced 
and rolled over into the sea by the ignorant and superstitious 
natives. 

’ Reade (W.X VtU vf hit„ p. 97, 
3 Itorlase, An/. 0/ p. ioB, 
1 On /A* Ccisatwn &f Qrot Us, 

* oj Sac red and Historic Landir p, 277, 

B The natives termed the centre of Cura3 CuejvkaNl 
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In Cornwall a rocking-stone is called a lagan. There 

is a town near Cam bourne called Illogan, and the word 

logon seems to imply that the til ting-rock was regarded as 

U sg an} “ our Lord the Mighty One," This idea is sup¬ 

ported by the statement of Ossian that the bards used to 

walk chanting round the rocking-stones, making them move 

as oracles of the fate of battle.1 

Allied to logon is Hoguinf the Welsh for a great stone or 

rock* We may resolve kloguin into ak el eg Hu jm, the Great 

God, the mighty, unique Mind. 

The most celebrated of all lagan rocks is the Cornish 

one situated on the fortified headland near Trees, i.e. the 

“one Tower” or “Enduring One.” 

At the conclusion of the Night of Fires the Breton 

peasants wind in procession thrice round the dying embers, 

and exclaim three times : " God pardon the souls of the 

dead.” At the end of the third circuit each man takes a 

round stone, upon which, with his thumb, he marks the sign 

of the cross; these round stones are then laid reverently in 

concentric circles at the foot of the dying Tan-Tad.* In 

Ireland, as in Scotland, white pebbles are ceremoniously 

placed upon or within graves, and in the Apocalypse a white 

stone is mentioned as the symbol of justification.* 

Round stones are still known as cobbles or cobylstoncs, and 

the word cobble may have arisen from either their circular 

(“Great-eye”) form or from their symbolic meaning. The 

word pebble was in Anglo-Saxon papal stane, Father Pol or 

Bel Stone ;* and in India the sacred white, round stones are 

known aspiitdas* Among the objects found in prehistoric 

tombs are ammonites and the fossils called “ heart-urchins. 

» Ckambtrfi Encyclopedia, viLi, p, 756, 1 Itoflase, p. (So. 

1 Night of Fires, p. 51, 1 ti. 17* 

4 Compare place-name Peebles. 

* Oldham (C. F-), The Sun and the Serpent, p. [76. 
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At Dunstable a tumulus when uncovered revealed the 

skeletons of a mother and child entirely surrounded by a 

circle of fossil sea-urchins, the symbolism of which has 

already been considered (fjji/r, voL i, p. 318). 

On a little island near Skye is a chapel dedicated to St 

Columba mf 1 and on the altar of this chapel is a round, blue 

stone, said to be invariably moist. This ambrosial, holy 

stone is bathed occasionally by fishermen desiring favourable 

winds ; solemn oaths are vowed1 upon it, and it is sometimes 

applied to the sides of people afflicted with the stitch.* The 

stones of Stonehenge are traditionally “mystical and of 

a medicinal virtue.” The inner circle are known as Blue- 

stenes, and the altar itself consists of what John Smith 

describes as a “bluish marble interspersed with white, glitter¬ 

ing sand,” * The painstaking Stukeley says ; “ I examined 

it with a microscope. It is a composition of crystals of red, 

green, and white colours cemented together by Nature's art, 

with opaque granules of Bint or stony matter."1 This 

trinitarian composition of the blue altar-stone is suggestive 

of the passage in Exodus, “ And they saw the God of Israel: 

and there was under his feet as it were a paved work of a 

sapphire stone, and as it were the body of heaven in his 

clearness.”1 

According to Rabbinical tradition, the two stone tables 
of the Mosaic Law were of sapphire or “ heaven blue.”7 
These two tables and the two obelisks that are so frequent a 
feature in ancient sanctuaries were obviously forms of the 
Twins. One may see not infrequently the single sphere or 
the two stone balls of perfection surmounting the twin 
pillars of modern doorways ; designs that have doubtless 

1 Columba or a dtn*€=v*A 0/ um hi. 
1 The words ww and f/i arc probably identical, 
3 Ckamhtrfi Encychpmdi^ riii. p, iiSL 
4 Smith 0,), Choir Gmor* p, 6a * Stukeley Stonthmgt* p. 5, 
* xxiv, 10. 1 Bibl* fvf£-L&r*r p. 
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survived by reason of their architectural simplicity and 
excellence. 

In Europe, Syria, North AFRrcA, India, and Japan are 
found monuments consisting of unhewn stones piled into 
the form known somewhat indiscriminately as a dolmen or 
cromlech. Fig. 1076 seemingly represents one of these objects, 
and the designer of fig. 1077 by the addition of a fourth 
stroke has constructed a hieralpha or sacred A. Attached to 

fig- tt>77 i* the crosier or pastoral staff which was used by the 
Druids and which is still the symbol of a bishop or epheoptti, 

1 have already suggested that the letter P is in form related 
to the Shepherd’s crook, and it is curious that the shape of 
the Greek letter pi (*■} is very similar to that of a cromlech.1 

1077 

From the emblems herewith it would appear that the cromlech 
was identified with Pa, the All-Father. The designer has 
formed the summit of fig. 1079 like a and the general 
form of all these emblems and the A emblems on p. 72, 
vol. L, is that of A and T, the first and the last letters of the 
Hebrew alphabet. 

The syllables a and tau occur significantly in various 
directions. The words auteur and author may be compared 
with arhir, the Celtic for father, and with ether, the AU-Per- 

1 The word cromUtk, which in France is applied to stone circled is said W 
be composed of the Celtic erom (cn>oked)an d stone); but, fundamentally. 
crvM, as in Cromwell and in the hill-name Tren Crom, is ak ar out, the 
tjrc.it Sun-Fire. Like earn and tram probably came to denote 
eroded because of the crooked jags or the lightning flash. Whether this 
supposition be sound or otherwise it is obvious that11 crooked stone M is as 
senseless an appellation for a stone circle as it is a flat-topped geometrical 
monument. 
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lading and All-Embracing. Layard alludes to the Assyrian 
AsHVRas Athur; and in Egypt the cult of Hathor was so 
widely spread that her name was used as a generic term for 
goddess.1 Hathor or Isis was conceived usually as One, but 
sometimes there were said to be Seven Hat ho as—an allusion 
evidently to the Seven Stars of the Great Bear or Arthur, In 
%■ 3! 6j p. 116, vol. i. the A-tau was attached to the Bear* and 
this symbol of the First and Last is presumably the root of 
the words etemitas, eternal, and eternity. The Latin for author 
is auefar, i.e. actor, the Great Tor, the Eternal Author of the 

0 

1078 lofc 

Universe. Actor is the Greek for a chief and is cognate with 
Hector, the “great bulwark" at the Siege of Troy, The 
bow] of a volcano is named its crater or ak ur afar, and the 
era- may here be equated with akra, the Greek for hill-fap. 
In Sanscrit means “to make/' and this syllable is no 
doubt the root of our creator, i.e. a maker, 

One of the most famous of the Exmoor Tors is named 
Hay Tor, i.e. Hathor (?). 

In Japan one meets with sacred monuments known as 

torii, which in form are similar to A and T conjoined, and 
the word farii may perhaps be restored to afarii. Every 

traveller in Japan,” says a modern writer, “is acquainted 

1 Tiele (G. P.), Religious Systems oj the IVortd, p, 4 
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with the torn, or sacred gateway, which so frequently attracts 
the eye. It is always constructed (whatever the materials 
used) in the same way. It has two upstanding columns, or 
posts, slightly inclined inwards towards each other, and 
across them a horizontal beam with widely-projecting ends, 
and below this another beam, which has its ends mitred into 
the columns. This sacred entrance is found across the path 
in Japan wherever it approaches a spot of hallowed ground. 
It is, however, unlike the sacred portals of other lands, from 
the circumstance that it does not necessarily indicate the 
dose proximity of a temple- It is to be found over hill and 

D 

m 
ioSi 

dale, at the entrance to a valley, placed high up along a 
mountain path, even in the deep recesses of the immemorial 
woods; sometimes even on the edge of the rice-fields, at 
others on the shore of a lake. If one passes beneath it and 
follows the path of which it is the portal, one is almost sure 
sooner or later to come to a temple, or more often a simple 
shrine. In the latter one will find nothing ; that is the 
strangeness and mystery which strikes all who have come 
across these simple shrines. But, all the same, there is a 
reason for its being placed there. Close by there will be 
some example of Nature’s wildness or loveliness—a grove of 
magnificent and stately trees, some exquisite view, a twisted 
and ancient pine-tree (to the Japanese an emblem of length 

JOBS 
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of days), or perhaps an exquisite pool. The shrines arc not 

there for idols, but to consecrate the beauty surrounding 
them, 

“ Sometimes, indeed, one may look in vain for anything 

suggestive of a reason for the presence of the shrine. It 

may have been placed where it is merely because of the 

exquisite and impressive solicitude of its environment. 

Often the path beneath the torit leads merely to some beauty 

spot, and ends in something which to the Japanese heart is 

more sacred than either shrine or temple." 1 

Some such similar spirit to this seems to have animated 

the cromlech builders of prehistoric Britain. That these 

were a maritime and colonising people may be inferred from 

the fact that with rare exceptions cromlechs are found only 

along the toasts} In England they are confined almost 

entirely to Cornwall and Devon ; in West Wales they 

are numerous ; in Scotland they arc rare ; in Ireland they 

are abundant. In the county of Sligo 3—Sil, the mighty 

O ?—there are no less than one hundred and sixty-three. 

That cromlechs or cromlehs were symbols of the fiery A 
or Au is sometimes suggested by their site names, On the 

Cornish hill called Carn Lehau there is a well-known 

cromlech, and Lehau may be resolved into “everlasting 

Hau or Au.” Similarly the cromlech in Mqnkton Field 

near Avebury enables us to resolve Monkton into Mon- 

acton. One of the greatest of the rocks at Carnac is 

termed Menbc ; there is a monument on the Cornish hill 

named Carn Men el Eat ‘—either Sole Lord Light or Stone 

of the Lord of Light. 

1 Clive Holland, Things seen in Japan, pp. 197-(99, 
1 Wm. Wright, The Prehistoric and Early Historic Inhabitants of 

England^ p. 4. 
1 In Sligo are the Gaiipk nr Ox Mountains. Gamfh=0^ am ft, the 

Mighty Sun - Fire {?). 

4 In Abyssinia M ENEUK is a royal name- 
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One of the most famous of the Cornish cromlechs is that 
at Zennor—a name understood to have meant “ sacred land/’ 
but which, according to my roots, originally meant Sacred 
Ft re. In Devonshire cromlechs are often termed Shilftoutsf 
and one of the Devonshire hills is named Shell Top. 

Shells were frequently placed within primitive graves; 
yellow-robed Vishnu is generally represented holding a 
shell and a circular disc ; in Polynesia the Chiefs wear 
upon their breasts as the peculiar badge of royalty a piece 
of c/u/w-shell cut into a circular disc,* and the word ihell 
points to the conclusion that the fan-like ftutings of the 
shell were responsible for its symbols of ish el, the “ Light 
God.” The extending rays of the scollop or escallop no 
doubt identified it with St James, the ever-existent Sun¬ 
light,” and the word escallop may be resolved into 
es ak d opt the light of great lord the Eye. In the British 
Museum there are several exquisite Greek statuettes of 
Aphrodite, the Goddess of Love, winged with, protected 
by, or emerging from, twin scallop-shells, and in the emblem 
herewith a shell is associated with the rod, pole, staff or 
spike of the Holy One. It may thus perhaps be assumed 
that the English Shell Top and “ Shilstone " bore originally 
the sense of ish el, the Light of God. The Shell emblems 

here illustrated evidently had that holy significance. 
One of the most famous of the Israelitish stone-shrines 

was the so-called “House of God"* at Shiloh, and in 

Genesis the word Shiloh is used in the sense of an expected 

Messiah. K The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a 
lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come j and 
unto him shall the gathering of the people be.”4 In Isaiah 

a variant of rhe same word occurs in the passage, “ Forasmuch 

1 Eajring-Goufd, p. 53, 

1 D. Raimie, My Adventures anting South Sea Cannibals^ frontispiece 
* Judges evlll 31. * iJSaL id. 
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as this people rcfuseth the waters of Shiloah that go softly 
- - . he shall pass through Judah , , . and the stretching 
out of hts wings shall fill the breadth of thy land, O 
Immanuel,”1 A variant of the same word is Si loam, where 

at one time there was a famous tower. 

The Breton words for altar are dolmen and aoteri and the 
Breton for author (French auteur) is ptnn abek. In our 
word altar is seemingly retained the original symbolism of 
el tur, the Enduring God. 

In the Old Testament there are numerous allusions to 
altars of twelve stones, and one of the -wonders of Wales is 

a colossal rock table, supported originally by eleven upright 
pillars. The twelve precious stones set in the breastplate of 
the Jewish High Priest arc termed kgeion by Philo. They 
were arranged in four rows to distinguish the four seasons of 
the year, and were said to be a symbol “ of that Reason 

which holds togethe r and regulates the Un iverse.' ’ Josephus 

calls these twelve logeion Essene s—a word which resolves into 
the “ One Essence '* or “One Light.” 

On reference to the Locos emblem on p. 66 It will be 
noted that surmounting the Serpent there are thirty circles. 
The Grand circle of Stonehenge consisted of thirty upright 
pillars, and the two circles within the egg enfolded by the 
Avebury Serpent consisted each of an inner ring of twelve 

1 vLii, 6,8. 1 The Canon, p. 169, 
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stones and an outer circle of thirty. Of an Eastern Sanctuary 
Pau&axias records: “There stood next the Statue square 
stones thirty in number ; the Pharians worship them, calling 
each by the name of some divinity ; but more anciently, and 
afterwards among the Greeks, white stones received honours 
as symbols of the Gods."1 

There are thirty days in a month ; the thirty joints in the 
body of the scarab#us were believed to correspond with the 
transit of the Sun through one sign of the Zodiac ;* and 
according to Zoroastrian theosophy, there were thirty 
presiding Izeds. 

By the Druids thirty years were regarded as an age or 
generation.1 Thirty was the number of the Grand nobles of 
Mexico/ and thirty was the number of the Gnostic jEons. 
These A£ons or great Powers were arranged in fifteen pairs, 
“or the sacred number Five three times repeated/’* and 
this is precisely the form of the thirty circles at the summit 
of fig. 908 (p. 66). The pillars of the Parthenon at Athens 

(the “Maiden’s Chamber"), built in honour of Athene, 
number eight in one direction and thirtyy i.e. fifteen pairs, in 
the other. * 

1 Aehaiea, xxii. 3. 1 Ruins of Sacred a nd Hitter. Lands, p. 200. 
* Borlase, Ant, of Cemwatt. p. 93, 1 Atlantis, p. 
t The Gnostics, p. i6j. King translates their names as “ Depth, Silence, 

Mind, Truth, Reason, Life, Man, Church, Comforter, Faith, Fatherly, Hope, 
Motherly, Charity, Eternal, Intelligence, Light, Beatitude, Eucharistic, 
Wisdom, Profundity, Mixture, Unfading, Union, Self-born, Temperance, 
Only-Begotten, Unity, Immovable, Pleasure." 

■ The following lines sum up some curious coincidences at SALlSSrav 
Cathedral: 

“As many days as in one year there be. 
So many windows in this church you sec. 
As many marble pillars here appear 
As there are hours t hrough the fleeting year. 
As many gales as moons one here docs view; 
Strange tale (o tell, yet not more strange than true." 

(Quoted in Wiltshire, F. R. Heath, p. ijo) 
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At Clrssermss in the Island of Lewis there is a circular 
stone temple consisting of twelve equidistant obelisks. The 
four cardinal points of the compass are marked by lines of 
obelisks running out from the circle, and in the pole or centre 
of this Zodiac is a stone thirteen feet high '* of the perfect 
shape of a ship's rudder."1 This Rudder-stone doubtless 
symbolised the Guide, Steersman, or Pilot of the Universe—- 
the Point within the circle of Perfection or Infinity. “ The 
beginning of Wisdom," says an Egyptian papyrus, is the 
cry of Am on, the rudder of (Truth)." * 

The name Classerniss seemingly contains the memory 
of Mac el Assent, the one Light." Among the Israelites the 
greatest national celebrations were held at the stone sanctuary 
of Giloal. In Hebrew gi/gal means also a circle, and the 
word was seemingly ag if ag air the Mighty God, the Mighty 
God. In Brittany the term galgal is applied to a certain 
variety of stone monument." 

The most celebrated of all circular stone temples is 
Stonehenge, which is said to be somewhat similar to one in 
Arabia, at a place called Kaseem (the Great Sunlight ?), 

In Homer’s time— 

“On rough hewn stones, within the sacred cirque 

Convok'd, (he Hoary Sages sat,”* 

and that British “cirques’* were similarly once Law Courts 
is evident from their traditional name in certain districts of 
“ Doom stones.” As late as the fourteenth century, stone 
circles were also used in Europe for coronation functions* 
According to Borlase, the King stood at the centre stone 

1 W. Reade, Veil of Isis. 

1 Rcnoufj Hihbfrt Ltctura? p. 22S, 
5 Le ROUZICp p. 23. 
1 Iliads sviii. ver 50^ 
* Uorliise, AM cf CornwaiL 
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known as the ambrcf and his nobles, piers* or barons^ ringed 
themselves around him, each standing at his representative 
stone or pillar. It is still customary for British monarchs to 
be crowned over the piece of sacred rock now under the 
Coronation Chair at Westminster Abbey. This ancient 
stone, brought from the Hill of Scone in Scotland, was 

probably a symbol of sc komr, the Fiery Cone or Great Qncm 
The British Bards refer to a mystical structure—believed 

to have been Stonehenge—as ff The Great Stone Fence,1 the 
u Circle of the World," and the 11 Stone Cell of the Sacred 
Fire."1 Stonehenge was also known as Caek Sidi, i*e» the 
Seat or Fort of Sidi. The author of The Canon says that 
Sidi was Saturn, from whom we derive SaturdaYy the 
ancient Sabbath or Day of Rest. The Saxons called it 
Seaterdag* or the day of the Sea ter or Sitter* Lc* the day 
upon which the Great Workman sat Himself down, as 

represented in figs. 800 and 925 (antiy pp* 4 and 78). 
The reign of Saturn was proverbially the Golden Age, 

whence the celebration of the Saturnalia ; and Saturn5 is 
identical with Cronus whence chronometer* The 
supposed reference to Stonehenge by Diodorus Siculus 

mentions it as a Temple of A?ollo, a aminos or enclosed 
circle. This word iemtn&s must be allied to tommcn% the 
Welsh for barrow, and, as has already been suggested, tern 
or tom is the root of temps and rime. Tommen may thus be 
resolved into Sole Time or Stone Time, and temcnos into the 
light of sole, stable, and abiding Time, The name Kronos 

yields ah ur on os7 the Great Fire, the One Light; and Stone¬ 

henge, whence were probably issued the edicts for sowing 
and all other seasonal functions, served thus as a gigantic 
Timekeeper, Chronometer, or Clock, The word clod 

1 AnonJf Tki Can#?tr p. 23a 
1 The name Saturn was perhaps Set or Sur ur en, the Fiery Ont The 

syllable set may be resolved into IS-E*, Light md //eat. 
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(French cloche) means a Bell, and in the days before clocks 

were invented the time ms tolled by a Bell.1 
In Egypt Kkonos was named Keb,® the “ Great Orb," 

and this everlasting Keb is evidently the root of kebk* 

meaning a stone circle. In septum, the Latin term for a 

circle of stones, is again occurrent the idea is ep turn, the 

light of the Eye or Orb, Turn or Time, the resplendent Sun. 

All tempts or Temples may indeed be described as originally 

Time Fathers, Time Tellers, Time Keepers, or Time Bells. 

Time, the Father of Truthy has already been identified with 

Father Thames, and the source of the River Thames is at 

a spot pamed Trews bury. Kronos, according to the 

author of The Great Dioxysiac Myth., is equivalent to 

“ Karhos, Karnaios, Karnaivis, the horned God ; Assyrian 

Kartju ; Hebrew Keren, horn ; Hellenic Kronos or 

Karoos.” * The Temple of Karnak In Egypt and the 

prehistoric Stone rows at Carnac in Brittany were probably 

alike erected to the honour of Karn Ac, the Great Karn. 

Ciiirtt or cam is a generic term for a barrow or heap of 

stones, and in Cornwall Cars—as in Carn Brea,* Carn 

Gacva* etc,—means a hill. The word may be resolved 

primarily into iti at en, the Great one Fire, and caery 

meaning fortress, staty into ak ary the Great Fire. 

Carr Side, which resolves into Caer Si diy the “Seat of 

Resplendent Fire,” figures in legend not only as Stone¬ 

henge but also as the magic Land of Everlasting Summer. 

Thus, in the Poems of the Welsh Taliessin7 :— 

1 Close to till- Temple at Avebury is Clack Hill, and m Scotland is 
Clackmannan. 

* Budge (W. ), Legends of the Cods, p. 31 j, 
1 Stukeley (W,), Abury, p, j. 

1 ii.!l37i 139- 
* Pronounced Bray, Father A (?), 
* AC At va = Mighty Lord of Life (?), 
T Poem xiv. 
VOL. II. T3 
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u Perfect h my chair in Caer Sidi, 

Plague and age hurt him not who's in it. 

****** 

About its points arc oceans’ streams. 

And the abundant well above it* 

Sweeter than white wine the drink in it.” 

In some localities stone circles arc known as King 
Arthur’s Tables, and the Round Table of Slav Fairy-Tale 
may similarly be equated with the Perfect Chair in Caer 
Stfii, Caer Slot seems also to have carried many cor¬ 
relative meanings, among others “ Revolving Castle, 
“Four-cornered Castle," “Castle of Revelry,” “Kingly 
Castle," “Glass Castle," and “Castle of Riches."* This 
whirling Mystery — sometimes described as the Sacred 
Chalice or the Holy Grail—is described as turning with 
greater speed than the swiftest wind, and its walls arc said 
to have been lined by archers who shot so vigorously that 
no armour could withstand their winning and irresistible 
shafts. Sir John Rhys compares the word stdt with sidyll, 
“a spinning-wheel." Fable relates that Hercules laboured 
at a spinning-wheel or omphalos, and the word om phallus 
suggests that the resistless shafts of Caer Sidi were the 
arrows of enkindling light, the spokes or spikes of the 
Zodiac, Axis, or Elixir,* the spires, spears or spores of 
the Mighty Hu eel.1 

In Cornwall Stone circles used to be known as dawns 
men—a term explained by Borlase to mean “ dance stones. 
It is known that on certain festival days the ancient Britons 
dyed themselves blue, and that, together with their wives 
and children, they danced in circles, bowing to the altar. 

Sacred circular-dancing called Orchesis is frequently 

1 Squire, Ceftic Mythology and LtgtmdA ppr 366, 367. 
1 The ward Elixir is from tlik$iry Arabian for 44 Stone of Philosophy-’^ 
5 Compile surnames Wkale, Wheeled 
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mentioned by the early Fathers of Christianity, and there 
was also a ceremony of dance and song called CAorvsfatia, 
In the church at Antioch Chrysostom (c. 347-407) relates 
that there was a sacred all-night festival, a Chorostasta in 
imitation of the Angelic Dance and ceaseless hymnody of 
the Creator.* “ Above, the angelic hosts sing hymns of 
praise , below, in the churches, men in-choired faithfully 
mimic them with the very same praise service. Above, 
the Seraphim chant forth the hymn Trisagion j below, the 
mortal crowd re-echo it above. Of those in Heaven and 
those upon the earth a unison is made — one general 
assembly, one single service of thanksgiving, one single 
transport of rejoicing, one joyous dance ” 

The name Carolem was given by the Troubadours to a 
dance or ballet in which the performers moved slowly in a 
circle, singing as they went,11 and there is no doubt that the 
Christian CiwV, Ctins/, and Chorale^ are all adapted survivals 
of pre-Christian rites. Among the Mexicans and Peruvians 
the sacred song-dance was brought to an extraordinary state 
of perfection. At Great Festivals two choral dances and 
hymns were rendered to the Sun, each strophe of which 
ended with the cry of Hsilly 1 Referring to the all-night 
festival of the Therapeut,ct, Philo says ; «This is how they 
keep it. They all stand up in a body, and In the middle 
of the bangucting-place they first form two CAem, one of 
men and the other of women, and a leader and conductor 
is chosen for each, the one whose reputation is greatest for 
a knowledge of music. They then chant hymns composed 
in God’s honour in many metres and melodies, sometimes 
singing together, sometimes one Qsrwt beating the 
measure with their hands for the anti phonal chanting of 

\ ^ct “The Sacred Dance of Jesus," G« R, 5. Mead, TAf Qutsf, \l p, 
‘ Cornish people pronounce it Kur^-hl. 
1 £>an*rifigt Lilly Grove, p. ijr+ 
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the other, now dancing to the measure and now inspiring 
it, at times dancing in procession, at times set-dances, and 

then circle-dances, right and left." * 
Close to the great amphitheatre of Stonbhehge arc the 

villages of Orcheston St George and Orcheston St Mart 
—possibly at one time the tons or towns of the performers of 
the pious orgies, the headquarters of the two Choirs or Chons 
that officiated at Stonehenge Circle. The name Orc heston, 

or town of Orthesis, might be rendered Orchestras Town 5 

the word orchestra being allied to orehesmai, “ 1 dance. The 
suffixes St Mart and St George suggest that the women- 
sitigers represented Mary, the Queen of the May, and the 
men George, the solar Husbandman, the vital Urge.- 

Dancing formed part of the initiation ceremonies of the 
ancient Mysteries, and to such a degree of refinement was 
it carried that the theologies of certain sects were said to be 
more dearly expressed by gesticulations than by the words 
of a professed rhetorician. The Hindoos paid their devo¬ 
tions to the Sun by a dance imitative of his motions, and 
this, their only act of worship, was performed every morn¬ 

ing and evening. 
In one of the choral odes of Sophocles, Pan is addressed 

by the title of Author and Director of the Dances of the Gods; by 
the Gnostics Pan was represented seated, playing upon his 
pipes, in the centre of the Zodiac, and in the Orphic Hymns 
Pan is described as Zeus, the mover of all things, the Pervade r 
of Sky and Sea.s In one of the Hymns to Apollo the 
Sun-God’s parents are said to be '* delighted to perceive the 
mighty Mind, their dear Son, thus sporting among the 

Gods."* 

1 Cf. The Sacred Dante a/Jems* 
2 The word onkis in Greek means tatirfe. The "slang" hoUu* Lb 

evidently the twin Pollux, Castrate is possibly cognate with Castor. 

a Payne-Knight, pp. ijfi, 139, 
■ IHd. 
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The dances known as keys, reelr, and Jigs were originally, 
without doubt, exercises in honour of Hey, the Immutable 
A; ureel, the Fire Lord ; or the Ever-Existent Mighty 
One. All these, and doubtless many others such as the 
chopine, were heps or hoppings in honour of Cheop Pas. 

Near Chipping Norton In Gloucestershire, at a site 
named Rowldrich, are the remains of a famous stone 
circle.1 * /?/«?/, the Celtic for a wheel or circle, may be equated 
with reel, and the name Rowldrich will thus resolve into 
the wheel of dur kh, the Enduring ditch, the Steadfast, 
immutable, aged One. Near Durham is a Chopwell ; at 
the summit of Chipping Hill in Essex are the remains of 
a double-ditched camp ; and on Shap Fell5 in Westmore¬ 

land is a Druidic circle, or chapel as the Scotch term it,® 
It is probable that sing, song, and sung have an intimate 

relation with Sun, and that the words hymn, chant, and psan 
are similarly connected. The word chorus, allied to chans, 
meaning in Greek a band of dancers and singers, appears 
to be resolvable into ac horns, the Great Horus. The 
French for chorus is ckceur, pronounced like aeur, a heart; 
the Greek for the “ feathered frenzy with an angel's throat,” 

which we English people call a lark or laverock, is kom ; and 
the French for lark is alauette, a word seemingly allied to 
kuer = praise. The personal application of the symbolic 
praising Birds herewith is probably expressed in Quarles's 
lines :— 

“ Rouse thee, my soul, and drain thee from the dregs 

Of vulgar thoughts; screw up the heightened pegs 

Of thy sublime Theorbo four notes higher 

And high'r yet, that so the shrill-mouthed choir 

Of swift-winged scraphims may come and join 

And make the concert more than half divine.” 

1 See Stukdey, A bury. 
* The Felt at Shap Fell is seemingly the same word as opktl, the Hebrew 

for hut. 3 Bcrlasc, Cornwall, p, 193. 
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The words chorus choroj, and koros must be allied to Kum 
or Cyrus, meaning the Sun.1 In Greek choiros means a pig ; 
choiras means rod ; and guros—whence gyre, a circular course 
—means ring or circle. The root gor appears in this latter 
sense in the Welsh word corse dd, meaning a mound of 
earth and a circle of standing stones. In Cornish gawr 
meant gtgantk, and gonedd may alternatively be understood 
as either Great Seat or a Circular Sitting. Even to-day the 
proceedings of the Welsh Eisteddfod arc partly conducted in 
gonedd form, of which the rule is that it be held in a con¬ 
spicuous place “ face to face with the Sun and eye of Light." - 

10S7 

There is no power to hold a gonedd under cover or at night, 
but only where and as long as the Sun is visible in the 
Heavens. Sir John Rhys observes: “In the absence of 
documentary evidence bearing on the history of the gonedd, 
we have to judge of it as we find it, and it is remarkable 
that everything connected with it seems to suggest that it is 
but a continuation of a court of which the Celtic Zeus was 
originally regarded as the spiritual president: witness the 
circle of stones, the importance attached to the sun and the 
eye of light, and also the nature of the prayer pronounced 

by the officiating * Druid.’ ’’! 

Stonehenge was known as the “ Gorsedd of Salisbury,’ 

t “The Persians say that CvtiUS (K tiros) means the Sun," Httyehitts. 
Cf, Payne.Knight, p. 154. 

! Rhys (Jh), Hibbirt Lectures, p. 209. 1 ibid. 
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and jar, meaning a circle, is manifest in many directions. It 
is recognisable in Gorham bury, where the ruins of a pre¬ 
historic amphitheatre yet remain upon the hill by St Michael's 
Church. Gaur is again recognisable in marguerite, the gold¬ 
eyed, white-spoked day’s eye ; and the Sun-wheel flowers 
of the artichoke* arc similarly responsible for its Italian name 
girasol—from the Latin sol, the Sun, and gyrus, a circle. The 
Cornish for daisy was egrt the “ great Fire or Light,1* and the 
English of Marguerite is Margaret or Peggy, ^eggy, 
i.e. Mighty Eye, is the Persian for “a pearl" or “child of 
light" ;2 in England pearls used to be known as margarets. 

T0B9 1090 

and the word pearl or perk resolves into per let the Father 

Everlasting. 
There is a Porguarnon in Cornwall “ which is enclosed 

by hills, giving the place somewhat the appearance of an 
amphitheatre; hence its name."3 In Cornwall are also 
several so-called plan an guares, i.e. “places of play" or 
“amphitheatre plains." On one of these near Perran- 
zabulge is the locally-known Perran * Round, a remarkable 
amphitheatre one hundred and thirty feet in diameter, with 
the traces of seven tiers of seats. Around this centre have 
been discovered “countless human remains," and the spot 

1 11 The Light, (he resplendent, Existent Great One,” 
* Swan (H.). Christian Names, p, 76. 
* Blight (J. T.), A Week at Land's End, p, 62. 
1 PRRUN. Compare Corniuh M enter HEN, where is “a large pyramidal 

stone twenty feet high, probably an ancient idol"— Ilorlase, p. 161. 
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“ was clearly resorted to as a burial-ground of special 
sanctity.’"1 

The word gore—primarily the Mighty Fire—was also 
applied to things triangular, and tailors now use this word to 
signify a three-cornered piece of material* By felicitous co¬ 
incidence the giant gore of the Albert Hall stands upon Ken¬ 
sington Gore, a sire believed to have been so named because 
it was once a triangular patch of Kensington Parish* 

Stonehenge was known traditionally as Choir Gaur, a 
term which may have meant gigantic choir or—deriving choir 
from Greek choirai} rock—the “ Rock Circle." 

At Stonehenge there is an Ogbury, i,e. the Barrow of 
Og, and near Avebury there is an Og Valley, an Ogbourne, 

and a River Og. The Israelites were seriously embarrassed 
by a memorable King Og, whose name is interpreted to 
mean “ long necked,” “ gigantic,'* and “ he who goes in a 
circle.'11 The Gog and Magog of London and Cornish 
tradition were once probably the « Mighty of Mighties,” and 
Ma or Mother “ Mighty of Mighties ” : in Cambridgeshire 
are the Gogmagcg Hills. The Egyptians worshipped an 
Ogdoad or Company of Eight original Gods who were called 
the Fathers and Mothers of the world, and the root Og is 
obviously at the base of cktoy the Greek for eight. The 
Sanscrit word for tight is ashtauf and the King Og of the 
Old Testament “dwelt at Ash tarot h " (Joshua xii. 4}. At 
Avebury is Ashbury, and at Stonehenge Ashley, 

The Mayas conceived Heaven to be in the form of an 
Ar^A/-spoked wheel, and this Excellent Wheel of Good Law 
is a revered symbol in India, in China, and in Japan. 

Among the Japanese it is known as rimbot a word which 
may be resolved into urim bot the " Father of Lights," or into 
urim bo2 “ Fire Sun Father." 

1 Salmon (A.), Cormeaft, p, 315. a BHU Folk-fore, p. 73- 
a In Hebrew tthfa meaju fin. 
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The Chinese divided their year into Eight seasons, the 
cardinal points being Sing, Fang, Heu, and Maou, and the 
original idea of the Ocuoad or Eight forms of the Lord 
of Time would appear to have been the seven planets circling 
around the Polar Axis, According to Dr Churchward, the 
division of the Zodiac into twelve points was a comparatively 
late conception.1 

The sacrosanctity of Mount Fuji is probably due partly 
to the fact that it has a flattened top (a “ truncated cone "), 
which causes it not only to resemble A, the primal peak, 

iogr 

but also the Aleph-Tau or Ataw of the Eternal, The crater 
of Fuji is, moreover, eight-sided, and its alternative name 
“ Horaisan m may in all probability be equated with 
Horizon, defined by Skeat as meaning “ the bounding or 
limiting circle,” The Greek Orizon may be resolved into 
vritzstit) the “Wheel of Golden Light," and the English, 
French, and Latin “ Horizon ” suggests the Wheel of 
Horus, a God who was frequently addressed as “ Horcs of 
the Horizon.”6 “ Hu," says Dr Churchward, “ was also a 
name of Horus, as we find from the eightieth chapter of the 
Ritual. “ I have seized upon Hu from the place in which 

1 Sfgru and Symloh of Primordial Man, pp, so8, 317, 
* Rcnouf, Hibbtrt Lritnres, p, 225, 
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I found Him ” ; also " I am the Craftsman who lighteneth 
the darkness, and I come to dissipate the darkness that light 

should be.”1 
In Sanscrit the word ghar means diffusion or shedding «/ 

also bright and to make bright; and ghrina means heat of 

the Sttn? In gmedd and Choir Gaurt as also in gorgeous we 
have no doubt this same root; and there is little doubt that 
Caer Sidi or Stonehenge was, as the name implies, a scat or 

stronghold of the Resplendent Fire. 
The name Stonehenge is assumed to mean “ the hanging 

stones,” but the word henge is more probably equivalent to 
our modern hinge. 

Among the ancients it would seem to have been a 
favourite idea to found a hinge or culture centre. Peruvian 
legends tell how the offspring of the Sun and Moon, two 
divine beings named Manco Capac and Mama Ogllo, 
descended from Heaven near Lake Titicaca. They had 
received commands from their Parent to traverse the country 

till they came to a spot where a golden wedge they possessed 
should sink into the ground, and at this place to form a 
culture centre. The wedge disappeared at Cuzco, which 
Garcilasso et Inca de la Vega (the most important of the 
ancient chroniclers of Peru) interprets as meaning “ navel,” 
or, in twentieth-century idiom, u Hub of the Universe."1 

Caerleon, the seat of King Arthur, where are the ruins 

of a vast amphitheatre, was alternatively known as Car Of el 

or Car do ii., and as eardo is the Latin for hinge and kardia 
the Greek for hearty the name Cargo el may be resolved into 

the “ Heart, Core, or Hinge of God.” 
At Dordogne in France-—a district that has provided 

a rich harvest of prehistoric human remains—is Petrocorii, 

1 Signs and Symbols of Primordial p. 381. 
3 MLiJIer (M.)> Stirmct 0/ Language, ii jS^f 388, 400. 
1 JfytAategirj 0/ A muni M*xki> and Ptru^ Lewis Spencch p. 47- 
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again, seemingly, the “ Rock Core, or Heart." The modern 
name Piricord is supposed to be a “ corruption " of the 
more ancient Petrocorii, but it appears to be quite a 
distinct word—Peri, as in periscope, meaning here, there, 
and everywhere, and Gord being phonetically Gaur. 

The first two syllables of Cuzco, the City of the Golden 
Wedge, resolve into at az, the Mighty Light. The 
German word for wedge is gehrt% and in Anglo-Saxon gar 
meant dart or spear-point. The Greek for thorn is akis, and 
fora sunbeam ak/is, “the great resplendent light." In the 
eight-spoked wheel herewith the spikes, spokes, spears, 
spores, o'r spars arc designed like flames or thorns. Among 

1092 

the Breton peasantry the sacred wheel is even yet venerated, 
and, like their crosses, is decorated with tinkling bells.1 

The Mama Ogllo of Peru, the “ Mighty Mother Ever¬ 
lasting," may be considered in connection with Ogmius, 
a British name for Hercules,* the Spinner. Among the 
Druids Ogmius, whom Rhys equates with the Greek 
Logos,1 was represented as an old man followed by a 
multitude, whom he led by slender and almost invisible 
golden chains fastened from his lips to their ears. He was 
regarded as the “ Power of Eloquence," and might be termed 
the coax. 

The Egyptians represented the Creator under the name 

[ Johnson (W,). Byeuxtys in British Artkaefogy, p. 202. 
2 Hur-ac-Ul.es, the “ Immutable Fite, the Great Lord of Light.1" 
1 Mbbcrt Lectures, p. t6. 
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Khniml’—ilk en um Hu, the “Great One, the Sun Hu”— 
as a Potter making man upon a wheel.1 The French for 
a potter's wheel is ioury a word which we use to mean 
circular journey; and all stone circles probably materialised 

the idea of the Spinning, Potter’s, or Pater's Wheel, the 
Tour de Force. 

In Peru, where the worship of the Sun lingered until 

the Spaniards reached those hapless shores, the consecrated 

virgins of the Temples wore crowns of sunflowers made of 
pure gold, and during worship they carried the same precious 

blossoms in their hands. In Europe Jeshu was regarded 

as the Marguerite, the Marigold or Gold flower of the 
World, and he is thus referred to by early Christian writers, 
e.g. “The queen of all the maidens gave birth to the 
Creator and Consoler of mankind when the Goldjlovier came 

into this world and received a human body from St Mary, 
the spotless virgin.” * 

The gtrasole herewith is figured like the chrysanthemum 
of Japan, the Land of the Rising Sun. In the centre of 
fig. t094 is the cross of Lux, in fig. 1095 is the Crescent 
Moon, and in fig, 1096 there appears a Crown of Flame. 

From its habit of turning sunwards the Sunflower was 

1 Petrie, Religion of Ancient Egypt, p. 32. 
1 £ tickling Homilies, A.&. 97^ ijunicd in The Romance of Symbolism, 

S. Heath, p. 15S. 
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regarded as the Symbol of Constancy, and sufficient evidence 
has perhaps already been adduced to confirm the suggestion 
that Stone circles or Gersedds were symbolic of the Immutable 
Sun. The King or “Son of the Sun" standing at the 
ambre or central pillar typified the Sun-God, and the 
surrounding Nobles represented the variously conceived 
supporters of the Lord of Time. I he definite number of 
stones which constituted a gorsedd may be equated, if twelve, 
with the twelve months ; if nineteen—and this peculiar 
number constituting “ Nineteen Maidens ” is very usual— 
with the twelve months plus the seven days ; if thirty, with 
the thirty days of the month. The mystic number thirty- 
three—noted antt) p. 142, vol. i.-—in all probability stood 

for Thirty plus the Supreme Trinity. 
The number of stones in the outer circle of Stone¬ 

henge is sixty—twelve times five ; in the inner cirde the 
number is thirty ; and in the inmost circle of " Blue Stones 
it is nineteen. Diodorus relates: “They say, moreover, 
that Apollo once in nineteen years comes into the Island, 
in which space of time the stars perform their courses and 
return to the same points, and therefore the Greeks call the 
revolutions of nineteen years the Great Year.' 1 Three 
different qualities of stone were used in the building of 
Stonehenge, some of which are foreign to the neighbour¬ 
hood and must have been dragged at incalculable labour 
from afar,* The general form of the Temple, which is 
orientated to the midsummer sunrise, is that of a horseshoe 
or oval enclosed within a circle, and in all probability the 
quality, as well as the form and number of the various 
stones, was symbolic. The only unhewn rock within the 
purlieu is that known as the “ Hele " or “ Sun Stone, and 

1 Quoted in England's Rtvitnt, J. H. Stone, p. 125- 
s Variously assumed to have been flmtiny, Avebury, Pembroke, Ireland, 

and ** the remotest parts of Africa-" 
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it has been pointed out by Barclay that the five main 
trilithons are like the five fingers on an extended hand— 
graduated in height, They thus resemble a gigantic glove, 
comb, saw, or bnccui^ “facing the midsummer sunrise as 
if waiting to greet the Sun." 1 

Dr Frazer, who has noted the frequency in ancient times 
of octennial tenures of the kingship, observes that in Egypt 

“the King who embodied the Sun-god seems to have 
solemnly walked round the walls of a temple for the sake of 
helping the Sun on his way.” * This function, as also the 
carolling and dancing, was doubtless an imitation of the Sun 
in its course, and is additional evidence that much of the 
ceremonial of kingship was based upon its analogy with the 
Solar System. 

It has frequently been pointed out that the Three 
Feathers of the Prince of Wales and the head-dress of 
Three Feathers, which are de rigittur at Royal Drawing¬ 
rooms, are the direct descendants of the Three Rays, and 
there is little doubt that they once typified the Three Sun¬ 
beams, Good Thought, Good Deed, Good Word. In 
Egypt an ostrich feather symbolised Maat, the Goddess of 
Truth,* who is represented with a single feather upon the 
forehead. Most of the Egyptian gods are decorated with a 
head-dress of two feathers, probably symbolic of the twin 
powers. Goodness and Knowledge, The Sanscrit for feathtr 
is patm, and the European feathtr or veder may be equated 

with father or vMer. In figs. 1097 and 1098 the solitary 
plume or penna of the Universal Father is associated with 
the Heart of Charity. 

Commenting upon the extraordinary collection of pre¬ 
historic mounds in Ohio, which includes circles, octagons, 
crosses and pyramids, insects and animals, Donnelly ob- 

• Barclay (E.), Stont/u*gtt p. Sa * Goidtn Bough, iii. 77. 
* Petue, Religion of Am nut Egypt, p, 14. 
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serves : ig One of them is a threefold symbol like a bird's foot; 
the central mound is 155 feet long, and the other two no 
feet in length.”1 This gigantic Claw or Broad Arrow, of 
which fig. 1099 seems to be an example* was evidently 
another form of the Three Lights, and the word daw 
apparently originated from the similarity of a bird's daw 
to the sign of ac d aw, the Great God A or Aw, In this 
country the national mark of the broad arrow is branded 
upon the clothing of those who fall into the clutches of El 

Aw, Another form of the same daw! is the barbed spear or 
arrow-head known as a pAeon or fevnj Le* the One Fire. A 

109 Et 1097 

pkeon surmounts fig. uoo, and the idea may be equated 
with pava or pavot the many-eyed peacock. 

The Temple of the Azure Heaven at Pekin (op ak its, 
the “Eye of the Great One” ?) consists of a triple circular 
terrace, and the marble stones forming the pavement of the 
highest terrace are laid in nine concentric circles. On the 
Cornish coast between Sennen and St Just* oriented due 
west, are the remains of a stone Temple consisting of three 
interlaced circles. There is a circle of vast stones on Salakee 
(is a/ dk eye) Downs, Sc illy ; another at Trescaw (tares ai flw), 

Scilly ; another at Boscawen (Aos ac aw fn)* near Penzance- 

In the centre of the eight-Iobed marguerite or girasole 
herewith is what may be read as the wavy M of Mary, or 

1 AttanHsf p. 376. 

■ The medixra) English a daw, is evidcnily the same word as 
tfcvcrt clfa%f€rf and f/^r, 
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as a hieroglyph of the Great Serpent. Prehistoric mounds 
in serpentine form arc found in various parts of the world, 
always, apparently, on mountain-tops. In the Egyptian Book 
of the Dead there is an allusion to a certain “ Hill of Bat. 
“There is the Hill of Bat♦ the heaven rests on it. Sabak, 

Lord of the Bat in the east, is on the hill, in his temple upon 
its edge. There is a snake upon the brow of that hill about 
30 cubits long, 10 cubits broad ; 3 cubits in front of him 
are stone. 1 know the name of this snake on his hill— 
Eater of Fire is his name.” The Chaldean for Serpent was 
afjttf, and at Glen Fef.ch.an {Jen akan, “ Fire Serpent ”) 
in Argyllshire there is a Serpent-mound 300 feet in 
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extent. The back or spine of this Serpent was found 
beneath the peat-moss to have been formed by a scrupulous 
adjustment of stones, and the sinuous winding and articula¬ 
tions of the vertebral spinal arrangement are anatomically 
perfect.1 

But the most majestic,, the most colossal, and probably 
the most ancient,* of all serpent shrines is that which once 
stood at Avebury in England, The sanctuary at Avebury, 
which embraced avenues of unhewn rock extending in the 
form of a snake over nearly three miles of country, is 
believed to have been the “greatest megalithic monument 
in the world,” and Aubrey rightly considered that “ Avebury 
doth as much exceed Stonehenge in grandeur as a cathedral 
doth a Parish Church." 

From the partly-conjectural plan herewith, as drawn by 
Stukeley in 1740* it will be seen that the Sanctuary con¬ 
sisted of the Circle of the Universe or World coiled within 
the folds of the Serpent of Eternity. Within the main 
circle or Egg of Time are the two smaller circles of Night 
and Day, and each of these twin circles—300 feet in diameter 
—was almost three times larger than the entire circuit of 
Stonehenge.* 

In the Old Testament there are frequent allusions to 
Sanctuaries and Holy places constructed upon hill-tops, and 
Avebury was undoubtedly one of the many such. In the 
neighbourhood it was regarded until comparatively recently 
as so holy that no reptiles could live there, and if any were 

* See Atlantis, p. 205, 

* The date of Stonehenge is unknown, bm judged Iran the orientation and 
the wear and tear of the itoftes, ii is believed 10 be only one half the age of 

Avebury. “ The men who buill Avebury and are buried in the chambered 
burrows on the surrounding bills, belong in the later or polished stone ageh 

and imisi have settled in the country sometime between ibe last glacial 
period, 10,005 B.Cm and the introduction of bronxe between 7000 and 40QP H-C-h 
— Lord Avebury, Introduction to A Cmde iff Avtfotfy. 

1 The diameter of Stonehenge i* tio feet. 
VOL. tl. *4 
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taken into the sacred precincts it was supposed that they 
immediately died,1 

The Downs around Avebury are the meeting-place of 
the three main watersheds of the country, and they form 
the centre from which radiate the great lines of hills, north, 
east, and west. The Temple itself is placed at the junction 
of these radiating hills, and may possibly owe its situation to 
the felicitous symbolism of the surrounding landscape, Mr 
HiI'pesley Cox, who writes without any mystic or symbolic 
bias, observes : “ The triangle of Downs surrounding Ave¬ 
bury may be considered the hub of England ; from it radiate 
the great lines of hills like the spokes of a wheely the Cots wolds 
to the north, the Mendips to the west, the Dorsetshire hills 
to the south-west, Salisbury Plain to the south, the continua¬ 
tion of the North and South Downs to the east, and the 
high chalk ridge of the Berkshire Downs north-east to the 
Chilterns."s 

From this centre spring also the sources of five rivers, 
and the whole district scattered over with tumuli and dew- 
ponds was once evidently a most Holy Land. 

AvE,the root of Avebury, is likewise the root of Avalon 

or Avillion, the mysterious Isle of Rest to which King 
Arthur was withdrawn to be healed of his wounds. 

“ Where fills not hail,, or ram, or any siiuwT 

Nor ever wind blows loudly j but it lies 

Deep-meadyw’d, happy, fair with orchard [awns 

And bowery holbws crown’d with summer sea." 

One of the quarters of the Garden of Eues was the 
“land of Havilah, where there is gold - and the gold of 
that land is good/'3 Hav is Welsh for smmtry and our 
words A&ven and keavm originally implied rtsiy and 

1 Preface by Lord Avebury m A Guide ftr A*R. H_ Cgjc 
a A GuiJd /& AVfhury\ pr 

J Genesis ii, u. 
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safety. The Elysian Fields might without inaccuracy be 
described as the Land of Evan or Bacchus, the Great 

Father Spirit. 
The root ov is again apparent in the name Havaj or 

Havaiki, the Maori Isle of Souls, now spelled generally 
Hawaii. The spot in Japan where the original Twin 
Deities first descended upon Earth is still shown in the 
Island of Aw All,1 a name apparently identical with the 
Polynesian Hawaii or Havau In ail probability av or af, 

the root of Aphrodite, Goddess of love, may be equated 
with Eve, a name which in Hebrew means Hfe. 1 he ivy 
plant is notoriously long-lived \ by the Christian Do ran or s 
it was regarded as the type of eternal liftf and probably for 
this same reason the ivy adorned the brows of Bacchus. 

Enef in Cornish meant row/, and the words life, alive, an 
isvt may be understood either as “ everlasting Life or 

else 44 our Lord the Life.” 
An alternative form of the name Eve is Chavah of 

Chavva, signifying w the mother of all that lives.’ Chavah, 

the Ever-Existent Living Ah, is closely akin to Jehovah, 

the Ever-Existent Hovah, Eva, or living A. At th<. 
Greek Mysteries the worshippers used to raise loud shouts 
of Hevah 1 or Evoe/ The natives of a tribe of North 

America, discovered by Sir John Ross in his voyage 

towards the North Pole, used to assemble at midday in a 
circle, and then the oldest man called out three times 
“ Yc-ho-wah 1" or “ Yo-hc-wah !"» In Australia certain 
native tribes cry out "Ewah-ewah l "4 and in all probability the 
exultant shout of Neva 1 with which the Cornish fishermen o 
to-day greet the advent of a pilchard shoal, is the same 

1 Longford(J. Story#/QfdJapan, p. 12, 
* Rationale Divin&rum Qjfiriarum„ l S; C, J7- 
1 Lord Arundell of Ward our, The Secret 0/Plato's Atlantis* p. 47- 
1 md.Y pr 73. 
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exclamation1 Jehovah I or Yahwe ! In Latin the word 
ave now means hail! but like bravo } it was probably once 
a beatific shout to the great God. The Breton equivalent 
for bravo 1 is brav ! or kenaya l Le. “ The Great One, the 
living O ! ” 

The egg or auf* (Latin ovum) was probably so named 
as being the germ of life, and the ba-ttf—Father Life—or 
calf, "Great Lord Life," Is ideally identical with akph, the 
Hebrew for ox. The Greek alpha is fundamentally al ef a ; 
and the Caleph, Khalifa or Calipka of the East, is a great 
thief. Alif, the Arabic for alpha, is the same word as the 

1103 

English alive and as aloof, Le. on high or aloft, and an elf is 
the same as a fay or fairy. Afar may be equated with 
heifer, ever, and over? The Latin for ever is temper, Le. the 
"essence of the Sun Father"; the empyrean is that which 
“ pertains to elemental fire " ; the empyrean also means the 
sky, and that which is above or abatef Af-ab, the “living 
orb,” is the root of affability, and afftc—the “ Great Life,” 
the base of affection—is the same as hafuc, the Anglo-Saxon 
for hawk. 

The letter eff,1 which in the emblems herewith has been 
sanctified by a cross, is said to have been derived from the 

1 The expression HtmicHo i may possibly once have been an invocation 
far fresh life and strength- 2 Opktl in Hebrew means ktlL 

* Compare surnames EvERar^ EviEMONDf etc- 
1 F is the root of H tPif.€Stusp the Greek name for the Celestial Smith, 
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Egyptian hieroglyphic of the horned Serpent. “ The two 
bars of our F are the survivals of the two horns, while the 
vertical stroke represents the body. In the letter Y, which 
comes from the same hieroglyphic picture, the two horns and 
the body of the asp are retained ; but in the derivatives V 
and U the body has entirely disappeared, while the re¬ 
duplicated character W is constructed of four strokes, which 

stand simply for four horns." 1 
This identity between eff and the Asp or sacred serpent 

is perhaps responsible for aphis t the Greek for serpent. The 
so-called snake Indians of Arizona (Horizona ?) term 
themselves the Hap'ti or Opii—words not nowi in their 

i jo; 

language of everyday use,® but evidently cognate to the 
Greek apis or ophis. The primeval Op or Ap is again 
traceable in A pap or A pip, the Egyptian name for the 
Great Serpent slain by Horvs. A pap, like Set, fell into 
disrepute, exactly like the Pope or Papa of one generation 
often becomes the execrated 11 Antichrist " of a later. 

The body of the snake herewith is marked with the 
sinuous curves of the celestial water, or it may be that these 
markings represent the intestines. The monstrous Apep is 
said to have “ resembled the intestines.”1 

In Papua — the “Land of Papa A" — there is a 
mountain popularly supposed to be the retreat of an, 
immortal snake : some few claim to know the language 

1 Taylor (Dr Tkt AipAaSutj L 12. 

3 Lord Arundel of Wardens p, 74. 
J Budge* (W.), Ltgtndi &J tkt u&ils, p. \xnai 
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nf this snake, and they hold converse with the monster^ 
whose reputation as an oracle is of the highest order. “ I 
have,” says a modern traveller, “ made many endeavours 
to find the snake talkers, but they are never at hand when I 
am in the district- There may, or may not be, a big snake 
amongst the hills^ but its record vies with that of the sea 

serpent/'1 
Opkis^ the Greek serpen^ may be equated with Apis,1 the 

Sacred Bull of Memphis, and with the Bull Mxevis or 
am ott tpAhy “the Sun, the one living light ” of Heliopolis. 

Ep/tis or &phn is the same word as hippos^ a harse ; apis^ a bee ; 
and apse, a The Teutonic for b&wmati is Yvon, a 
proper name equivalent to the Welsh Evan+3 In Cornish 
tphan means summer and even means patient* The English 
even means equaly i+c, ek Hu */—French egaf; and Avon 

was so frequent a river name that it developed into one of 
the generic terms for river* All rivers and streams were 
regarded as manifestations and symbols of Av on, the 
regenerative “ One Life.0 Under the name Hapi the 
Egyptians hailed the River Nile as the inscrutable “Father 
of all the Gods/* “the One/* the Self-Begot ten. Hap or 
Ha pi, the Nile, cannot differ from Hapi—an alternative 
name for Apis, the Bull.1 The word Nile, “ One God, is 

t j H. P. Murray, TAt Papuans* 11 The Papuans* as a whole, are people 

of simple faith, and in their primitive state may be regarded as having a high 

Muse of Integrity. Whatever you dc^ never break your word with them. 

As aborigines their word is their bond, and they have many os her character- 

isties which are admirable. Strangely enough, they degenerate as soon ns 

they come within the sphere of civilisation, and at times it is difficult to escape 

the reflection that the race pays a very high prke for being deprived of its 

primitive morality, and picturesque, if savage, inode of life. 

1 The constant interchangeability nf A MA «>d v is evident in such 

words as April=evrif, apple=m*l* etc. 
a Evan=Ewan. The Russian Ivan is considered the equivalent of 

John. 
1 APiU was the Egyptian name for the City of I HEFES, and the Sacred 

name for TliEBES was AMOSf or Ntf Amo«, the one Hu, the lone A? 
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supposed to have been derived from nakhal, a Semitic word 
for river, Nakkal resolves into “one Great God," and the 
same idea underlies the British terms Brook, bum, and beck. 
In the West of England Avon' is pronounced aw/te; Ave¬ 
bury is alternatively Aubury, and it is evident that Av is a 
synonym for A. Most of the preceding A or Aleph-Tau 
emblems incorporate by means of their V-shaped cross- 
strokes the idea A V, The Sunflower herewith is sur¬ 
mounted by A V ; figs, 1107 and 1108 read 1 V ; and in 
the other designs following there appears the V I or V of 
La Vie. The V on the breast of the Phoenix identifies 

1106 

that Bird of Fire with Ohnivak, the “only Living Great 
One.” 

A great focus of Apollo-worship was at Delphi, a small 
town in Phocis, The Temple was shut in on the north 
by a mountain barrier which was cleft in the centre into 
two great cliffs with peaked summits, between which issued 
the waters of the CastaJian spring.1 It was regarded as the 
central point of the entire earth, and was hence called “ the 
navel of the earth.” But originally it wras called Pytho, a 
word obviously related to Python, the giant serpent, and to 
the Egyptian sanctuary-city Pjthom, The name Pithom 

resolves into « Father Time,” and may be connoted with 
Adam = 11 "Warm Sun.’ There is thus some scientific basis for 

1 Smith (Dr W.), Cimaimi Dkti&H&ry* 
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the Allegory that mankind are the children of Adam, the 

Warm Sun, and Eve, the Everlasting Life or Breath.1 

1109’ 

1 I ID ins 

The Egyptians conceived the Supreme as Amon— 

meaning in Greek hidden or inscrutable—who created the 

pair Athor and Kneph. The name Kneph may be resolved 

m3 
y 

1IM 

into ak on effy the One Great Life, and to this Deity are 

probably related the words nave and Havei. Kneph is 

sometimes referred to as Kneph is or Cnuphis—he was 

typified by a serpent; and the name Kne ph is is evidently 

1 A (Ougk is ak a/, {*. a great breath (?). Compare proper names Cuff, 
Go FT, Gough, Caffyn, and Coffin. 
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ak <m ophby the “One Great Serpent” The word is no 
doubt similarly related to canopy and to kambus, the title of 

the holy Bull worshipped at the Egyptian city of Kanobos. 
The highest and culminating point of Great Britain 

is the mountain named Ben Nevis, and at Navestock in 
Essex arc the remains of an “alate" or winged stone 
temple.1 The Coptic name for the River Nile was Ntv, 

and the Russian River Neva is blessed to this day in the 
same spirit as was the Egyptian Nev. The Lake of Geneva 

is alternatively known as Genfer, the “ Evcr-Existent One 

Fire,” and it is also known as Lake Leman, i.e. Lord Amon, 

or Sole A. 
It would be interesting to learn under what name the 

Great Serpent at Aburv was known by its Builders- Hetie 

is Arabian for serpent, and Aburv or Aubury was perhaps 

the burg or barrow of this haie. 

The Ridge upon which once stood the head, a point 
within a circle, is still known as the Hack pen or Hackpen 

Hill. Hack is an old English word for serpent* and 
Stukeley is of the opinion that hack pen meant “ Serpent s 
head-’** Acan was Chaldean for serpent, and the Mayan for 
serpent was can* Le. at an, the “ Great One," The Sacred 
Serpent of India is termed nag, i.e. on ag, the " Mighty 
One,” and as snake-worship was always associated with sun- 
worship, it is probable that our word snake may be resolved 

into sun ake, the “ Great Sun.” 1 Allied to nag and snake is 
Hath ash, the Hebrew for snake ; and nathash resolves into 

* Illustrated in SuikeWs St&ntktngt- 
1 The same word is found in Cornish place-names such as BfJTAl.LAC^ 

translated as meaning 11 Abode of Serpent." 
» “It is remarkable |he remains of a similar circle of stones in Rcecrtia 

had a similar name in the lime of Fausama5-n—See Fayne-Knigbt* pr IS' 
* KHaN is the Afghan title for King or Ruler, and as laic as the tfiirteefim 

century ihc Afghan rulers claimed to be &f serpent race,—See Oldham (€. F.ft 
Yht Sun and the Serpent^ pr 117. 

* Compare place-name Seaton Snook and proper name SnoOKS- 
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on ath ash,, the 41 One Great Light" or Mighty Ash. One 
of the meanings of Hebrew nathash is*4 to become wise" ; 
and similarly sophas, the Greek for Wisdom, and Sophia, 

the Virgin of Light, may be traced to h aphis, the “light of 
aphis” the Serpent, or the “light of the living light.1' The 
name Ophelia is defined as meaning a Serpent, ami the 
same signification underlies the surname Orme and place- 
names such as Great Ormes Head, Ormskirk, Ormiston, 

and Or ms by. Or?/i, the Teutonic for serpent, is the root of 
worm (German warn) \ and in Hebrew arm means “wise, 
prudent, ready-witted.” The Afghan for Serpent is k'trm, 
i.e. ai,inn, the “Great Worm"; in England we have a 

River Erme which rises on Exmoor. 

The Greeks used the word ecMs to mean Serpent; 
sarapk, a Hebrew term for serpent, cannot differ from seraph, 

nor from ttrf, a stag ; and all three expressions resolve into 
the essence of light of the Vital Fire. Our English eel is 
simply El, and conger resolves into aconagur, the great one, 
the Mighty Fire. Avebury, in addition to “Abury 11 and 
“Aubury," was known as Avesbury and Albury.1 The 
Aves- may be equated with aphis, and the Al- with eel or 
El. A Semitic word for serpent is naas, and one of the 
Gnostic sects worshipping Sophia, whom they identified 
with Jesus of Nazareth under the form of a Good Serpent, 
was for this reason entitled the Naaseni. There is a place 
named Naase, “ the One Light,” in Kildare, Ireland, and 
it is a very curious coincidence that legend assigns the 
origin of the Stonehenge stones to this very spot. It was 
supposed that Merlin by supernatural means transported 
the giant rocks from Naase to Salisbury Plain, but that 
originally they were brought to Ireland “from the remotest 

parts of Africa.Mf 
Perhaps the Builders of the Avebury Serpent knew it 

1 p, J Smitb 0-X Ck&tr Gaur* p* 5- 
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as an anaconda or a boa. The name Bo-A would be not 
inappropriate at Abury, and in the immediate neighbourhood 
there Is still a Bo wood, a Bay Bridge, and a Bythaw 

= (Pythom) Farm. In China the anaconda or bos is known 
as the pa snake,1 In Africa it was known as the jacit- 
iuiy and in Jamaica4 the natives term it jacumamat which 
they understand to mean the mother of the waters* i.e. 

Labismina (?). 

The Cornish term for Serpent was bre/t i.e. bereff> the 
Father Life. That Eff was once a familiar root in the 
Avebury precincts is evident from the still existing Uffcot, 
Foxham, and Gopher * Wood. On the spurs of Overton 

Hill overlooking the Temple are eight large round tumuli,4 
and on Overton itself, the Stronghold of the Ever and 

the Over, stood until recently the stones of the Serpents 
head. Stukeley observes that "this Overton Hill, from 
time immemorial the country people have a high notion of. 
It was (alas, it was!) a very few years ago crowned with 
a most beautiful temple of the Druids. They still call it 
the Sanctuary." * 

The word viper (Latin vipers) may be considered as the 
French spell it, vipere, and understood as “Fire or Life 
Father.” Near Avebury arc Fifibld and Clyffe t Pypard ; 
andPbe or Bear is again recognisable in the dose-neighbouring 
Purton, Barton, Bourton, Barbu ry, and Berwick. The 
initial syllables of Bremkill and Bromham may be connoted 
with the neighbouring Rnreham Downs and equated with 
Brahm. 

Mr Cox observes of Avebury that “ these national 

1 Gould (C.X Mythological p. 2351 
3 This Jam- may be compared wkh Jam the Indian title, 
1 Mythological MffUJf/pj, p. tSo- 
1 Gopher m Hebrew means a 

Cox (H-X Guide to Al'*btiryt p, 5a 6 Ahury, pr 3U 
T Compare surnames Clyff and iLYfFL 
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monuments are placed in the centre of a well-fortified 
triangle of land measuring about ten miles on either side, 
leaving Barbury at the north apex,"1 At the south-east 
corner is Martinsell Hill, probably once Martin's Hill, 

containing the remains of “a practically complete settlement 
of primitive man," On the neighbouring Clack Mount is 
a well-preserved camp 41 of rather curious triangular con¬ 
struction, with a tumulus in its centre." On the side of 
Waden Hill, nominally cognate with Wooan or Woten, 

there is a white horse, On Easton Hill, the Stronghold 
of ttSy are two round tumuli; on Huish Hill is “an 
almost perfect rectangular camp ” ; and on Knapp Hill is a 

group of five tumuli. Burderop Down brings us again 
into touch with dur iipy the Enduring Eye ; and the same root 
is recurrent in Snap,2 3 in Upham, and in Upavon—the site 
of the source of the River Avon, To the west lies 
Chippenham ; and it may be that the Bttp of Blvpton is 
cognate with the Egyptian Apap or Apep, and with the 
applause Hip! Hip! Hip! Hurray! In Tasmania the 
mythical giant snake is termed the bunyip,a i,e. the “Good 
Hoop "on the “ universal Eye " (?}. 

Close to Avebury lies Morgan's Hill, suggestive of 

the Anglo-Saxon morgen or morning, Morgan Le Fay was 

the half-sister of King Arthur, and, according to Sicilian 

tradition, she is still preserving him in a fairy palace, 

occasionally to be seen from Reggio, in the opposite Sea 

of Messina. Mirages and cloud cities are known as Fata 
Morgana, and, according to Rhys, morgen means “ sea-born, 

or offspring of the sea." 

Near the Kentish Maidstone at a place named Avles- 

fqrd 4 is a cromlech called Kits Coty, the word coty being 

1 Co* (H .}, Guide to Avebury*, p. 34, 

1 Sun AP*= Sun Eye- Compare surname Shape. 
3 Mythologies Monstgrit p. j$a, * Compart Aylesbury* 
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evidently" related to quoit, the Cornish term for cromlech. 
At Stonehenge is a Syrencot, and at Abury a Draycot 

Htu,. The name Draycot suggesting draco, the Greek for 

icrptnt, implies that upon the summit of Draycot there may 
once have stood a quoit or cot of Dray, w, dttr ay, the 

enduring Ay. 

The Egyptians personified the Soul of all the Gods 
under the name Hf.ka or Heklau, the “Great A or Au " (:), 
and this term served among them as a mighty talisman or 
“word of power.” The English Temple of Stonehenge 

i r i6 

was a representation and a symbol of Time; the English 
Temple at Abury typified not only Time but also the 
greater Absolute, the all-embracing and more <ia?f-full Soul 
or core of Time, the axis of Existence.1 In the following 
Egyptian hymn Ra,* the “Fire of A,” the Sun, the Mighty 
Eye, the Egg within the Serpent’s coil, thus addresses Nu, 

1 Compare she Chinese Ode : 

“Like a whirling water-wheel, 

Like roiling pea*L$k— 

Yet how are these worthy Id be named ? 

They are but Illustrations for fookr 

There is the mighty axis of Earth, 

The merer-resting pole of Heaven ; 
Let us grasp their clue, 
And with them bt blended in One/' 

a (frtt was Egyptian for jqrag/L 
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the one Hu, the celestial ocean, the unfathomable Mind or 

Oversoul;— 
“Ascribe ye praise to the god, the Aged One, from 

whom I have come into being. I am he who made the 
heavens, and 1 set in order (the earth, and created the gods, 
and) I was with them for an exceedingly long period ; then 
was born the year and . . . but my soui is older than it (J.e. 
time). It is the Soul of Shu ; it is the Soul of Khnemu (?) ; 
it is the Soul of Heh ; it is the Soul of Kek and Kerh 
(f.e. Night and Darkness) j it is the Soul of Nu and of Ra ; 
it Is the Soul of Osiris, the lord of Tettu ; it is the Soul of 
the Setttk Crocodile-gods and of the Crocodiles ; it is the 
Soul of every god (who dwelleth) in the divine Snakes ; it is 
the Soul of Apcp in Mount Bakhau (/.£". the Mount of 
Sunrise) ; and it is the Soul of Ra which pervadeth the 

whole world."' 

1 Budge (Wr), Legethis of tht Cods, pp. }7, 3$ 

11 If 



CHAPTER XIX 

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH 

Eternally the Mystic 

Petal on petal doth disclose; 

Engraved with knowledge of all time* 

Of every age and thought and clime/' 
W. T. HORTON. 

u Spikenard and saffron ; calamus and ciimatnan, with all trees and frankin¬ 

cense ; myrrh and aloes, with aJl the chief spices : A fountain of gardens* a 

wed of living waters, and streams from Lebanon- Awake., G north wind ; and 

conn, thou south; blow upon my garden, that the spites thereof may tlow 

out"—The Song Of Solomon, 

The Miztecs of Mexico have a tradition that the gods once 
built a sumptuous palace, a masterpiece of skill* in which 
they made their abode upon a mountain. This rock was 
called "The Palace of Heaven/' and there the gods first 
dwelt on earth, living many years in great rest and content, 
as in a happy and delicious land, though the world still 
lay in obscurity and darkness. The children of these gods 
made to themselves a garden, in which they put many trees, 
and fruit-trees* and flowers* and roses, and odorous herbs. 
Subsequently there came a deluge, in which many of the 
sons and daughters of the gods perished. Every race upon 

Earth seemingly possesses a variant of this idyllic tradition, 
and traces of holy habitations Attf-tops arc more or less 
universal. 

It was equally customary among the ancients to portray 
*24 
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the Garden of the Gods as being situate on an ishnd from 
whose centre towered a mountain-peak. The Indians of 
North America tell of a Blissful Isle appointed for the 
residence of the good. In this land of spirits “there is no 
want * there is neither sorrow nor hunger* pain nor death. 
Pleasant fields filled with game spread before the eye, with 
birds of beautiful form. Every stream has good fish in 
it, and every hill is crowned with groves of fruit-trees, 
sweet and pleasant to the taste. It is not here, brother, 
but there that men truly begin to live. It is not for those 
who rejoice in those pleasant groves, but for you that arc 
left behind, that we weep.”1 

In the eyes of primitive man almost all islands appear to 
have been idealised into the Gathering-Place of Souls, and 
poetically regarded as either golden clouds floating in an 
azure ocean, or precious stones set in a silver sea. Ancient 
island-names afford many proofs of this mystic origin of 
their nomenclature, and even within historic times the same 
idealising tendency is traceable.® 

Among the Greeks the Scilly Isles were known as the 
Hesperides, and the fondness of the ancients for imagining 
and naming isles as “ Fortunate “* or “ Blessed ” is well 
known. It is not unlikely that the name Sc illy1 is iden¬ 
tical with silly? meaning innocent or blessed, and that it is 

1 Falk-Lore and Legends {North American Indian\ anon.f London, 

iSgo, p. 87. 
1 Of this an Instance Is at hand in Aotea-rOa,. the niiivc name bestowed 

upon N E\v Zeala ni> by the first Maori i m migrants, A&fea sig n ifies the ether^ 

fhe bright tight of maming^ (he brUHafitiy char light 0/ day \ and Aotea- 

ROa literally interpreted means The Lang Bright Land or The Lang 

Day tight. This same word AotrA'ROa was an ancient name far the Island 

of Tahitit the last Maori Hawaiika or Gathering-Place of Souls,—The 

Maoris 0/ Nnu Zealand, J. Cowan* pp. 93, 95 ► 
* The etymology of the name SclLLV is not known. By some it is thought 

to have been derived from Silva* a Cornish word meaning conger eelTf ; 
others trace it to Sulleh, a British word signifying ,+ The rocks consecrated 

to the SxmT 
VOL, II. 15 
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allied to the Ceyl of Ceylon, whence towers the super- 
sacred “ Adam’s Peak.” The special object of adoration 
upon Adam’s Peak is an alleged footprint of Buddha. 

According to Major Oldham, “ the foot emblem seems to 
be very ancient. It is, in fact, a form of memorial of the 
dead ; hence probably it was adopted by the followers of 

mS 

Buddha in remembrance of their great Leader.” 1 Fig- 1118 
may thus seemingly be read as an emblem of the idea : 

“ Lives of great men all remind us. 

We may make our lives sublime; 
And departing, leave behind us. 

Footprint; on the sands of time.” 

The English Avebury, embracing within its precincts 
a veritable Holy Land of Hills, Springs, Rivers, and 
Dcwponds, was without doubt modelled somewhat on the 
same lines as the Egyptian Temple Grounds, and as the 
Gugals,1 Shilohs,1 and High Places of the Old Testament: 
“ I will open rivers in high places,” says the writer of Isaiah, 

“ and fountains in the midst of the valleys : I will make 
the wilderness a pool of water, and the dry land springs of 
water, 1 will plant in the wilderness the cedar, the shittah 
tree, and the myrtle and the oil tree ; I will set in the desert 
the fir tree, and the pine, and the box tree together." * 

1 Tkt Sun and ik* Srrptnt^ p. 
1 The wmdgiiga/ Hebrew for circle. 

* The word skii&k in Hebrew meant place of rut- 
1 icli. iBp 19. 
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It is probable that in England there were many culture 

centres other than Avebury and Stonehenge, and it may 

be that the Box-trees, which still grow so luxuriantly upon 

Box Hill in Surrey, are, like Mr Grant Allen’s pines, the 

descendants of trees planted upon a prehistoric Hill-shrine. 

At a time when the wooded lowlands and the river 

banks were alive with savage beasts, it is not unlikely that 

primitive man retired at nightfall to the security of the open 

downs ; whence the word dawtsy a stronghold. Names such as 

Exmoor, Brazemoor, Haves Common, Hawkesdown, 

Ashdown, etc., all containing the idea of fire or great fire, 

imply that downs were often the sites of fires which 

served the dual purpose of scaring away wild beasts and 

of symbolising the sacred and protective God of Fire. 

Words like parish and arrottdhsement, the “ light of Par," 

“ the light of ar rottd, the fire round,” imply that originally 

parish meant the radius of such and such a tribal Fire. But 

it may also mean that most of the uplands were dedicated 

as sanctuaries, and that England was once, like Egypt, 

dotted with Holy Places. 

There is an invariable and inevitable tendency to idealise 

one's homeland, and thus to the Jews Jerusalem was the 

Holy City, the idyllic Zion towards which were turned the 

yearning eyes of Semitic exiles, The New Jerusalem of the 

Apocalypse—described as a twelve-gated solid cube1 of pure 

gold, whose light was like a jasper stone—obviously differs 

only from the Garden of Eden to the extent that primitive 

innocence differs from the purified innocence of Wisdom 

and Experience. The name Jerusalem or Urusalem 1 may 

1 "The length, and the breadth, and the height of it ate equal/ — 

Revelation xxl 16. 
1 11 Probably David only revived the ancient name, since a cuneiform tablet, 

written centuries before the Hebrew Period*seems iq refer to that place under 

the form UrUsalem^—Anderson (R^ £.), Extinct Civilisation qJ ihi Eastf 

p. io6. 
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be resolved into Eros a/ the City of Eros or Horus, 
our Lord the Sun. 

The dry of Eros does not differ symbolically from the 
Orchard of the mystic Rose. There is a silver rose figured 
in the Paradise of the Brahmins, and Dante similarly figures 
the innermost circle of the heavenly spheres as a rose 
perennial, u brighter than a million suns* immaculate, inac¬ 
cessible, vast, fiery with magnificence, and surrounding God 
as if with a million veils," 

“ How wide the leaves. 

Extended to their utmost of this Rose^ 

Whose lowest step embosoms such a space 1 
Of ample radiance ! Yet, nor amplitude 

Nor height impeded, but my view with ease 

Took in the full dimensions of that joy* 

Near or remote, what there awaits where God 

Immediate rules and Nature awed, suspends 

Her sway ? ” 

It is said by the Brahmins that the Almighty has his 

permanent abode in the heart of the silver Rose and the 
word rkodsn, the Greek for we, yields don, ** the stronghold 

of rht> = R = ar = the Fire." 

The inmost centres of the flowers of Flame here illus¬ 
trated arc respectively the Pearl, the Cross of St George, and 
the Egg-encircling Serpent as at Avebury. The Persian 

word for me isgul, i.e. “the Mighty God.” 
The Rose being regarded as the Heavenly Spirit of the 

Highest was by the mystics identified with Jesus Christ, of 

whom Vaughan writes: 

M 'Tis now clear day : I see a rose 
Bud in the bright East and disclose 
The pilgrim Sun.” 

1 Waite (A. E.j, AVti/ History qJ tkt Rcstcrudiam, p, 11. 
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In the symbol here below (fig. J125) the Rose has been 
ingeniously combined with the Solar Wheel of the Horizon. 

Prior to Christianity the Rose was identified with the 
Virgin Sophia. The Bride of The Sottg 0/ S$fomtm is 

1125 

described as the « Rose of Sharon ” ; in Ecclesiastics Wisdom 

is likened to a u rose plant in Jericho11 ; and Qndrulla ] is 

similarly associated with a Rose, 

1 In Italy she is called RosiNa, meaning Little Rose, and in Hungary is 

traced by a golden rose stuck into the gate-post of the house she entcii— 

Cinderella, pp. 397, 331, 
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A magic Rase is the heroine of the Romance of the Roset 
and the symbolic character of this u bourgeois" poem is 

stated by the poet himself in the lines i 

u When I to you 
Of those things spake, "twas with the view 

Of showing briefly what I meant 

In parable, thereto was bent 

My reasoning. W hoso’er should see 
The words of Scripture literally, 

Ere long would pierce the sense obscure 
That lies beneath their coverture. 

Uplift the veil that hideth truth. 

And bright it flashes forth forsooth. 

This shale thou find if thou rehearse 

The noble stories writ in verse 
By ancient poets. Great delight 
Will flood thy soul if thou aright 

Dost read, for thou shah see unrolled 

Secret philosophy of old. 
Profiting thou amused shaft be, 

And thine amusement profit thee, 
For oft their quip and crank and fable 

Is wondrous good and profitable. 
And much deep subtle thought they hide 

’Neath veils torn easily asunder/’ 

In The Song of So/omon the Bride—“ my sister 11—is 
described as " a garden inclosed/*1 The Romance of the Rom 
relates haw a lover attains to a delicious garden surrounded 

by a wall, and the fair Rose dwelling within the centre of 
this paradise is eventually transformed into a maiden : 

“ Through the magic power 

Of Venus, in that selfsame hour 
A wondrous miracle bcfcl. 
The Rose became a damozel 
Of form and beauty past compare*. 
Clothed in her own rich golden hair/+ 

1 Song qf Soiemm hr. 
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In comparison with the “ garden enclosed " of the Song of 
Solomon and the wall-enclosed Garden of the Rose, peopled 
with rare and strange plants, one may consider the Persian 
conception of Eden known as Yima’s Garden—a square 
enclosure with a walk “There shall be no humpbacked, 
none bulged forward, there ; no impotent, no lunatic, no 
poverty, no lying, no meanness, no jealousy, no decayed 

1126 

tooth, no leprous to be confined* nor any of the brands 
wherewith Angro Mainyus (the Evil Spirit) stamps the 

bodies of mortals.”1 
Fig. 1126 may be taken to represent either the Garden 

of Yima, «the Good Shepherd,” the garden enclosed of The 

Song of Salomon, or the Walled Orchard of the Romance 

of the Rote. In fig. 1127 the Rose Maiden, the Awakener, 

the rouse, appears with three flowers springing from her 

forehead. 
1 The Teaching 0/ Zoroaster, S, A, Kapadia, p. 75* 
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Spenser in The Faerie Qtttene regards the “ daintte rose” 
as a symbol or ensample of GodTs “ heavenly grace.” The 
word grace may be equated with groes^ the old British word 
for cross9 and resolved into ag ervi^ the 11 mighty Rose Qt 

Ettas." 
t( Eternal God in His almighty pours, 

To make tnsampk of his heavenly gractj 

In Paradise why Lome did plane this f3owre.TT| 

it ay 

The Orchard of the Rose—that Garden of Grace—is 
represented as being (t peopled with strange plants,” and it 
is difficult to say whether the flowers depicted herewith 
represent roses, flowers of flame, or stars- The cross- 
surmounted Hills of figs, 1136 to 1138 are perhaps what 
Vaughan terms the 

“ Fair shining mountains of my pilgrimage, 
And flowery tales wW fisw'rt wtrt start 

1 Book riLj canto v. 
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The Solar Wheel depicted m fig. 1139 is surmounted by- 
three asters or Star Flowers ; the heart of fig, 1140 is palpably 

U34 "35 

a star ; and figs. 1141 and I *42 are romantic blossoms, akin 
to what must have been in the mind of the poet who 

wrote: 
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14 Man is the seed 

Of the unimaginable flower. 

By singleness of thought and deed 

It may bloom now—this actual hour.”1 

The word astir is cognate with As- or Azgard, the 
Scandinavian Heaven, the “garden of light." In Norse 
as or ass was understood as u belonging to the Gods,” 
whence place-names such as Aistporpe, Aismun derby, etc/ 

The most living-fire-like of all flowers is perhaps the aza/ai; 
the great blossoms of the p<eony or piotte no doubt identified 
it as a symbol of pa Ott)\ the “only Father" \ and the 

gorgeous spike of the hollyhock or u holy great one ” is 
possibly intended in fig. 1138, Fig. 1143 consists of Jive 

hearts surmounted by the Z of Light, and its centre forms 
the M of Mary, Cinderella, who pined for seven years 
imprisoned in a cave, exclaims: “ Here Mary was I named 

the Rose and Star" and Cinderella may be equated with 
the Eastern Queen of the Five Flowers. “ The Hindu 
child, says Cox, “is still roused and soothed by the stones 
of the sweet Star Lady and the lovely Queen of the Five 
Flowers,4 just as the young German and Norseman used to 
listen to the tale of the beautiful Briar Rose sleeping in 

l Crowley CA> * Edmunds, p, 16a. 
a Cfndmltat p. 409. 

1 Lay.vrd diicuvered in Nineveh several of a divinity bearing1 a 
bianch with five jlawtrs. 
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death4ike stillness until the kiss of the pure Knight rouses 

her from her slumber/'1 
The Star Flowers surmounting these Solar emblems 

ure usually' three, but in fig* 1145 the number is Ftvcy and 
the spines of the Thorn or of the Briar Rose are con¬ 
spicuously indicated* The Queen of the hive Flowers 
** dwelt in a little house round which were smvfft wide 

1143 1J44 "45 

ditches and seven great hedges made of spears, " With 

this we may compare the passage: 

« Wisdom hath built for herself a 

House and underpropped it with 

Seven Pillars,” 5 

The star-flowered jasmin* or jessamine was presumably 
named after the Bright and Morning Star, said to have 
sprung from the Root of Jesse, The Jessamine was sacred 
in Ceylon, and on one historic occasion a Cingalese Pyramid 
or Dagaha was festooned from pedestal to pinnacle with 
jessamine blossom. On other occasions these Dagabas 
were actually buried underneath a mountain of flowers, and 
in one instance a dagaba was crowned with a hoop of 

diamonds/ 

1 Aryan Mytkclagyv p, 66, 11bid^ p. 90. 
1 See Cave (H, W.J, Rutmi Oiks af Cejbrtf P- 

3 Proverbs ix. I- 
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surmounted by a rose-and-star flower, in fig. 1148 an iris 
forms the inmost centre of the mystic fourfold rase ; and in 
fig. 1149 the heart of Eros or Lave or Grate is associated 
with an iris. The lily-flower appearing herewith within the 
circle of Cheop, the Existing Eye or in/, has no doubt some 

relation to the passage in Hose a, “ In thee the fatherless 
flndeth mercy. I will heal their backsliding, I will love 

1 Kos alink= Rest Abut, 
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The Bride of King Solomon is entitled the Rose of 
Sharon and a Lily of the Valley, and this combination of 
the Lily and the Rose is perpetuated in the Christian name 
Rosalie.1 In fig. 1146 the Fbur-de-!ysi fivam dt lucei or iris 
is combined with a fiery rose ; and in fig. 1147 the iris is 
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them freely: for mine anger is turned away from him, 
I will be as the drw unto Israel : he shall grow as the lily, 

and cast forth his roots as Lebanon." 1 
In Celtic the word tvs means dew, and the Orchard o 

the Rest is verbally and ideally identical with the _^e%v 
Jerusalem ; with the Garden of Eros or Ci pid, the ireat 
warm Hoop or Hub”; with iris, an eye ; with iris, a My 1 with 
Iris, the rainbow-messenger of the Gods ; with to.', a 1 * 
with rhoss, the white horse; with urus, the great bull', and with 

the Christ-child Horus of the Horizon. In Greek the 

word eras means a demigod or hero’ ^ 
A golden Iris constitutes the arms of Florence or 

Firenze, a city which sprang from and lies at the foot or 
the rock-perched and inaccessible Fiesow, The words 
fltttr and flower mean w living Lord of Fire ; flos is ej a os, 
the “living Lord of Light” ; and the name Florine^means 
« Sole Living Lord of Fire,” or flu sole. The English flortn, 
a coin first struck at Florence, now bears as its centre c e 
Cross and Star of Sr George ; during the previous reign 

it bore the image of Britannia or Minerva, 

In fig. 11 $2 the double Hu or Its yeux surmount what is 

1 Hosca xiv* 3-5. _ „ , „„„ 
1 Com|UK surnames Ross, Rees, Row'Se, Rose, an n 
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seemingly a Fiesole, i.e. “ Sole Fire and Life/’ In fig. 1155 
a carnation or dianthsti is a supporter to the fourfold meander 
of the Supreme Spirit, and in fig. r 153 the same M resplendent 

blossom ” is sanctified by the cross. 
The holy plants represented herewith are either dianthum 

or thistles. The Greek for thistl* was akamhay the “great 

1155 

NS& J157 

flower," and in Anglo-Saxon times thht was a term for the 
constellation of the Great Bear.1 Porcelain reproductions 
of the thistle have been found in Egyptian tombs, and in 
those specimens at the Victoria and Albert Museum the 
thistle flower is represented, not as mauve or purple, but 
as a celestial blue. In some English counties the thistle is 
termed a daashl1 (German ditsel), and this word'—i£the 

1 Muller {M,)r Sriencd 0/Language iL, 403, 1 Steal- 
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resplendent light of God ’—points to the probability that 
the leazeFs plumes were deemed to be founts or spirits of 
the immortal sapphire, the "light of the living Fire," 
Catdum, the Latin for thistle, resolves into the light of 

cardo, the Heart, Core, Gore, or Hinge. 
There is a variety of Thistle known as “ Our Lady's ” ; 

there is also a “ Lady Fern," « Lady’s Finger ” “ Lady’s 
Smock ” « Lady’s Mantle,” and a golden “ Lady’s Slipper." 
These flowers, together with innumerable others, are all, 
so it is supposed, named in honour of the Virgin Mary, 

but it is more probable that their names antedate the 
Christian era. The blue flower known as "Love in a 
Mist” may be associated with the Wisdom who praises 
herself in the words, " 1 came out of the mouth of the Most 
High and covered the earth as in a mist”; indeed, so 
numerous are the wild flowers named in some relation to 
the Virgin that one may identify our manifold and elusive 
«Lady” with Mary of the nursery rhyme : 

“ Mary, Mary, quite contrary. 

How docs your garden grow ? 

Silver bells and cockle-shells, 

And pretty maids all in a row.” 

The (l pretty maids all in a row ” are the mermaids or 
marymaids of the Water-Mother, whose singing made the 
music of the seven spheres. The harmony of the Orchard 

of the Rose is described by Chaucer as 

". . , , wonder lyk to be 
Song of mertnaidens of the sea. 

• s * ' ■ 1 

It remede a place espirituel* 

For never yitt such melodye 

Was herd of man/* 
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In fig. 1158 Wisdom is crowned with a cockle- or scallop- 
shell, and with the twin heads of a urjsus or sacred serpent. 

The Silver Bells in Mary’s Garden are illustrated in the 
campanulas) or hare-bells herewith. There is a small flower 

115S 

which, from its resemblance to a circular mirror, has been 
named campanula speculum, or Venus' Looking- Glass. One 
may infer that the BJue-bel! was also the Virgin’s flower, 
and that its mystic value has been expressed in the lines, 
“ G l hou mighty God, make me as a fair virgin that is clad 

” St) 1160 

in the blue-bells of the fragrant hillside ; I beseech Thee, O 
thou Great God I that I may ring out the melody of Thy 
voice and be clothed in the pure light of Thy loveliness : O 
Thou God my God ! "1 

It is related that Cinderella, in addition to her robe of 
musical bells, was garbed sometimes “like the flowers of the 
field. ' In an Armenian version Cinderella is described 

The Efuin&r, voL 1, No. 3, p, 2f, * Cinderella, p. 232. 
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as covered entirely in exquisite flowers, “ so that no part of 

her dothes is seen," and elsewhere one of Cinderella’s 

dresses is recorded as « made of all the flowers in the world.” 

Cinderella, robed like the flowers of the field, may again 

be compared with Wisdom, of whom in The Wedding Song it 
is said ; 

41 Like unto Spring flowers are her garments. 

From rhem streameth scent of sweet odour.” 

“At our gates,” says the Bride of King Solomon, “are all 
manner of pleasant fruits, new and old, which I have laid 
up for thee, O my beloved.”1 Dishes and festoons of 

n6i 

flowers and fruits, the symbols of spiritual Plenty, arc a 
commonplace feature of symbolic ornament, and in the 
typical example herewith the fruits arc radiant with light. 
Figs. 1162 and 1163 depict the invitation of Wisdom, 
“Come unto me all ye that are desirous of me, and fill 
yourselves with my fruits.'*3 The Birds (aves) and Butter- 
flies (psyches) introduced among the foliage represent the 
Souls of the blessed feeding upon the pleasures of Paradise.* 

Fig. 1164, representing Peace, Wisdom, or Truth up¬ 
holding the Vine and Honeysuckle, is expressive of the 
passage: “As the vine brought 1 forth pleasant savour, 
and my flowers are the fruit of honour and riches. I am the 

1 Song of Sctemxm via. 
3 EedesJasticus xxrv. 

3 Jeimer (Mrs H.), Christian Symh&iismv p. Si. 
VOL* IT. 16 
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mother of fair love, and fear, and knowledge, and holy hope : 
I, therefore, being eternal, am given to all my children which 
arc named of him. Come unto me all ye that are desirous 
of me, and fill yourselves with my fruits. For my memorial 

1163 

1164 

is sweeter than honey, and mine inheritance than the honey¬ 
comb. They that eat me shall yet be hungry, and they 
that drink me shall yet be thirsty. He that obeyeth me 
shall never be confounded, and they that work by me shall 
not do amiss.” 1 The Greek for honey is melt or me/hfa, 

1 EtdcsLasticus KJtitf. 
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and Meussa was one of the names of Isis. The beautiful 
half-mermaid Melusine who appears In European legend 
must be another form of the celestial Melissa who brings 
dusters of blossoms to the honey-drinkers. One of the 
legendary names of Britain was “ The Honey Isle of Bell,"1 

and at Avebury there is a Melsqme Wood and a Milic 

Hill. Offerings of the first milk from their cows are still 

made in India to the Serpent Naca* or Dev a. 

Canaan, the Promised Land of giant grapes, is described 
as flowing with milk and honey, and in the Song of Solomon 
is the passage, “ Thy lips, O my spouse, drop as the honey¬ 
comb : honey and milk are under thy tongue.” * 

The Holy Bear represented herewith as about to feed 
upon what is seemingly a cluster of honeycomb or a bunch 
of grapes illustrates the idea : “ l am come into my garden, 
my sister, my spouse ; I have gathered my myrrh with my 
spice ; / have eaten my honeycomb with my honey ; / have 
thunk my wine with my milk: eat, O friends; drink, yea, 
drink abundantly, O beloved.” * 

The heroine of The Song of Solomon was ** the keeper 
of the vineyards," and the Gospels attribute to Jesus Christ 

the claim, u I am the Vine.4' The word vine does not differ 
from wine, the « one Hu," the divine Mind or Reason ; and 
the word reason does not differ from raisin, a grape. The 
Greek for grape is rax, which is equal to Rex, and both 
raisin and reason resolve into the Horizon or “only Rose.* 

’ “The Honey Isle of The Land of Balow.” 
■ Oldham (C. F.J, Tie Sun and tie Serpent, p, 30. 
*'v. n. « v. 1. 
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The Latin for a cluster of grapes is uva, and the word grapey 
“the mighty Fire, the Eye,” Is allied to hipy the little red 
berry of the hedgerow ; to drupe, the botanical term for any 
oval or round stone fruit ; and to drop. The dtwdrap has 
already been illustrated as a symbol of the Enduring Eye, 

The Both Psalm is an extended elegy over the long- 
suffering and persecuted Vine of the Holy Spirit : “ Return, 
we beseech thee* O God of hosts : look down from 
heaven, and behold, and visit this vine,” Isaiah bewails 
that “ the Daughter of Zion is left as a cottage in a vineyard, 

as a lodge in a garden of cucumbers^ as a besieged city, Except 
the Lord of hosts had left unto us a very small remnant, 
we should have been as Sodom, and we should have been 
like unto Gomorrah.” 

We arc familiar with the story of the Princess Sudolisu 

besieged in her city, and we have met with Wisdom 

symbolised by a cottage or a lodge. Figs, ri66 to 1171 
are classed by Mons. Briquet as “fruits,” and from the 
cross surmounting fig. 1168 it is evident they represent 
sacred gourds, or the cucumbers of the Daughter of Zion. 

In an Italian version of Cinderella a woman, according 
to augury, gives birth to a gourd, but, ignorant of the fact 
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that there is a lovely girl inside, she exposes it in the forest. 

The gourd is found by the son of a king, who takes it 

home, and eventually marries the Cinderella within. This 

story is known as Zucchettina, which means “ Little 

Gourd,"1 and I surmise that the gourd was esteemed 

symbolically as being the distiller, the collector, and the 

treasurer of dew in a parched country. This may account 

for the introduction into certain versions of Cinderella of 

1174 it75 

a great Gourd or pumpkin and its transformation into the 

crystal coach that eventually takes her to the ball. 

The Garden of King Solomon’s Bride is described asan 

orchard of pomegranates, with pleasant fruits-”" The pome¬ 

granate was regarded as the emblem of fertility, and its 

bursting seeds were held to typify the Resurrection. F ig- 

1175 budding with an ins has evident relation to the passage, 

u 1 went down into the garden of nuts to see the fruits of 

the valley, and to see whether the vine flourished, and the 

pomegranates budded.”1 

The pomegranate is a symbol of the Virgin Mary,* and 

1 CindtrtH^ (x |jj, 
3 f&i'd, ¥L II. 

s S&ngQf Sofomatt iv. 13. 
1 Christian SymMism^ Jcnner, p, 99* 
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a magic pomegranate tree planted by I&abelluccia, and whose 

fruit she alone can pluck, enters into the Italian version of 

Cinderella.1 There is an Indian story of a princess whose 

garden was hedged around with seven hedges made of 

bayonets. None should marry her but he who could enter 

the garden and gather the three pomegranates on which she 

and her maids slept.® 

In the early form of the “Foolscap” water-mark here¬ 

with Britannia, seated upon a triple-budded pomegranate, 

appears as Nucleolus within the Egg of the Universe. 

Pomegranates formed part of the symbolic robe of the 

Israelitish High Priest. This garment was to be “all of 

blue.*' “And beneath upon the hem of it thou shaft 

make pomegranates of blue, and of purple, and of scarlet, 

round about the hem thereof; and beds of gold between 

them round about: a golden bell and a pomegranate, a 

1 Ctndtrtlfoi ^21^ 
3 Aryan Cox, p. 90. 
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golden bell and a pomegranate, upon the hem of the robe 
round about.1'J 

77 ^ a fl<ime-tipped, nondescript kind of fruit* 
and figs. T17S to 1180 may be either figs, pomegranates, or 
pears. 

The teeming seeds and the form of the Fig will account 
for its symbolism of the Womb of Life and for its title of if 
ig, the mighty life. The same root is also responsible for 
vigour and for vegetation, both cognate with the I^tin uegere. 

117? 1173 1179 1180 

to quicken or arouse, Figgis is a British surname j and 
near Salisbury js a circular earthwork known as FiobuRY * 

ino or Cmlorus Camp, The name Chlorus may be 
resolved mto at el Horus or the Great God Eros, the 
joung eje , rousing, and aguressive Love or Life. Chloris 
was the Greek name for the Goddess Flora. 

3 ^re?ch version of Cinderella entitled “Golden 

C S 3 P^-trec takes the place of the magic pome¬ 
granate, ts 1 ranches rise higher and higher beyond reach, 
except to 'lorine, the heroine, who says : “little pear-tree, 

1 fcsodus xxviii, 33, 34. 
* Con»p«e proper name FagGE. 
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bend for me to pick your bells.” The branches then bow 
themselves and Florine gathers their golden fruit-1 

The pear or poire may have been so named because it is 
formed like a pyre or pyramid. The Anglo-Saxon for 
pear was pent, i.e, pere He, and the word pern does not 
differ from pern, a dog ; pern, a bear ; and berw, a hill, mound, 
or barrow. We again get the idea of phre Hu in the pear- 
like fruit called a quince, i.e. ak Hu ince, the “ Great Hu, the 
one Fire." There is a peculiarly conical kind of pear known 
as a jargonelle, a word supposedly allied to Jargon, meaning 

“a yellow diamond." Jargon resolves into the “Existent 
Fire, the Mighty One,” and jargond into the “ Existent 
Fire, the Mighty One God.” 

The pear or pkn Hu was evidently esteemed also as an 
image and symbol of the human heart, and in the emblem 
herewith the fruits are unmistakably hearts. 

The fruits of the raspberry are miniature hearts, and 
were presumably for this reason christened the berries of 
eraspt or Father Eros. 

In Egypt a pear- or heart-fruited tree named the persea 
was dedicated to Isis. " Its fruit,” says Le Plongeon, “ in 
the sculptures resembles a human heart, which vividly recalls 
the On of the Mayas, that bears the Alligator pear.”* 

Cimkrtiitt) p, 2GQ. 1 J/fltfp p. 47. 
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The round fruit on the top of fig, 1184 may be an 
orange—the "golden ever-existent One” or the Pearl of 
Price—a gooseberry, or an onion. The onion was an emblem 

of God among the Egyptians, and probably likewise among 
the Druids, for it was a custom in England for girls to 
divine by it. According to Webster’s Dictionary, onion is 
a name also given to “a single, large pearl, apparently 
because of its oneness or unity.” The reason for the 

symbolism once attached to anion (the vegetable) was no 
doubt its spherical shape, the golden sheen of its outer skin, 
the pearly white of its inner texture, and the sheath within 
sheath, the ring within ring, of its growth. * 

“Shall any gazer see with mortal eyes. 

Or any searcher know by mortal mind ; 

Veil after veil will lift-—but there must be 
Veil upon veil behind.”1 

There is a golden, yellow fruit that grows in America 
known as the persimmon or "Jove's apple.” Its scientific 
name is dhspyrus, and the splendour of its colouring is some 
justification for the idea that it was the golden apple that 
grew in the Garden of the Hesperidcs, 

1 he French word pomme and the English apple yield 
respectively "eye of the Sun” and “eye of Pol” : Pol 
was one of the names of Baluchi, the Sun-God — the 
“ enduring Ball.” The Greek for apple is melon? a word 
applied by us to a gourd3 or cucumber? and it is evident that 
many fruits and berries4 were named from their similitude 
to the round Sun. 

The Welsh for apple Is aval, and thus Avalon, the Isle 
of Rest, is understood alternatively to mean “ The Apple 

Amoid (£,), Light of Asia. * EOint the one God. 

1 Ageur shining fire. 

; Aeucumitr=%real, great Sun-Father. 

Compare kips, ha-ass, gottsc—i,e. tig us.—berries. 
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Island.*1 The heroine of The Song of Solomon is described 

as having been raised under an apple-tree.1 

In mystic literature the apple-tree figures frequently as 

the Tree of Life,* and in fairy-tale the apple appears as the 

giver of immortal youth, Cinderella, according to an 

Armenian version of the story, knocks ofF the crown of a 

certain King Am ban or by the dexterous throw of a diamond 

apple, and when the King, full of vexation, picks up the 

diamond apple, K the face of a most lovely girl looks forth 

at him as from a mirror." * 

There is a Slav story relating to an apple-tree “that 

bears the fruit of everlasting youth, and one of whose apples 

eaten by a man, even though he be dying, will cure him and 

make him young again.” Something having gone awry with 

this apple-tree so that neither fruit nor flower will grow upon 

it, a messenger is despatched to the Palace of the Sun to 

ascertain the cause of the misfortune. When the weary 

Apollo returns from his daily round and is resting sleepily 

upon his Mother’s lap, the following dialogue takes 

place : 

“ Mother, what do you want ? ” 

“ Nothing, my Son, nothing - I was dreaming. In my 

dream l saw a large town, the name of which 1 have 

forgotten. And there grew an apple-tree, the fruit of which 

had the power to make the old young again. A single 

apple eaten by an old man would restore to him the vigour 

and freshness of youth. For twenty years this tree has not 

borne fruit. What can be done to make it fruitful ? ” 

«The means are not difficult. A snake hidden among 

1 Sang of Salomon VLM, 5, 

* The Qtittfi vdL ii.t No- 4, pp. ?IS* 7^ 
a This -storyp according 1* BJllfUSCH, is a most important rcmmisccnce 

of Armenian mythology* for in King Amitai^or is hidden the name of ihe 

ancient Armenian Spring-Goddess A mdrt#rut 10 whom also points the 

flower-decked maiden. 
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the roots destroys the sap. Kill the snake, transplant the 

tree, and the fruit will grow as before."1 

The Snake here introduced may imply, as also in the 

Garden of Eden story and elsewhere, the creeping materialism 

that is so baneful to the fruits and flowers of Azgard. 

The Circles here illustrated are either some fabulous 

Fruit of Perfection or they represent cherries. 

ufig 

Figs. n8B and 1189 are unmistakably cherries* a word that 

is identical with chews* meaning in Hebrew orb of ike Sun^ 

and with charts^ the Greek for gracc^ cognate with our charity 

or hvew Cheery means happy or light-hearted 1 ma chine is 

the trench for my darting; a caress is an ac Eros or great 

love ; and to cherish is to protect lovingly. According to 

Persian theology^ the Med entrusted with the care of the 

Sun disk was named Chur j there is a Cherhill or Hill 

1 ^'ury^ Tah$ of the Siam Ptamnts and HtTdsmtn^ p, 42. 
CHERRY ii an Esglhb surname, According to Skeats the word tktrry 

(Mtdi^val cAeti) was ^ comiptian of r^n'f, the iinal j being mistaken for the 
plural inflection, 

* M ufCHLREs was an Egyptian royal name* 
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of Cher at Avebury ; and Cher, the “ Ever-Existent Fire,” 

enters into innumerable place-names from Cherhjll, Cher- 

bury, and Cherbourg, to Pondicherry. The naga or 

sacred cobra1 is in some parts of India known as the 

cherts, and its worshippers term themselves in various 

localities the Cherus, Cheras, Seras, Kiras, or Keralas.* 

The English cherries varies into the French cerisest 
German kirschcs, Greek kerasoSy and the same root is 

responsible for cherub or kernb. The Hebrew Ark was 

surmounted by protective kerubim ; keror car is Celtic for a 

fortress ; and kirk is Scotch for church. 
Cherries, the ruddy little orbs of the Sun, arc one of 

the myriad fruits of Ceres, the Goddess of growth and 

giver of all increase. The name Ceres—whence, no doubt, 

cretcere, to grow, and thence increase—is resolvable either 

into ac Eros, ac Horus, or across^ the “Great Firelight.' 

The Greek name for Ceres or Isis was Demeter, t.e. the 

Resplendent Mother, and she was represented as holding a 

wheat-car or a poppy. The flaming poppy was presumably 

a symbol of the papa or, as the American girl terms her 

parent, poppa. 

The per of pear> peret and parent reappears in prunus, the 

generic term for trees of the cherry family. The words 

prune and Latin prunum resolve into “Sole Father” and 

11 Sole Father Sun,” obviously because the prunex prunella, or 

plum is round like the Sun-Ball. The French for eyeball is 

pruntUedt Fail) or “plum of the Eye" ; and the words bloom 

and blossom may be understood as ball com and ball os otnx i.e. 

Sun-Ball or Sunlight-Ball. 

The Scandinavian for blossom is bhma, i.e. “ball of the 

1 Ac oh ur A. 
* Oldham (C. F.)p The Sun and the Serpent, pp. 152-160. 
a h has been surmised that cherries first came from the Btack Sea town 

named Cesjvsus* now called Kk e R esqu iff. 
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Sun-Mother ” or “ beautiful Sun-Mother.” The daughter 

of Ceres, the Sun-Mother, was Persephone, a name resolving 

into per is ef one, the “ parent of Light, the living one,” and 

Persephone was worshipped under the alternative title of 

Kore. Korty which is the Greek for maiden > is the same as 

Cora, the Irish Christian name, and it may also be equated 

with the Peruvian maize-goddess Mama Cora. At the 

Peruvian Harvest-homes an effigy of “Mama Cora” was 

put into a “ certaine granary which they do call Pirtm, 

with certaine ceremonies, watching three nightes; they 

1190 

put this Mays in the richest garments they have, and, 

being thus wrapped and dressed, they worship this Pima 

and hold it in great veneration, saying it is the Mother of 
the Mays." * 

This Peruvian word pirua is not very different from 

perut the Old English for pear; and Mama Cora may be 

equated with C£?urt the hearty the cor or core of the Universe, 

the ** Presiding Care." 

Cora still figures in British Harvest-homes under the 

name of “ the Maiden ” or Keniababy—a rude corn image 

made up from the last gleanings from the last field and 

treasured carefully from autumn to the ensuing spring. In 

all probability the -baby of this word is older than its 

1 See Lang (A.), Custom aitd Myth, p, 19. 
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modern sense, and means baba* “parent of parents*1' In 

Kent the Kernababy, Kern baby, or Corn baby is known as 

the Ivy Girl * and as the plant ivy does not enter into 

harvest festivities, the Ivy Girl may no doubt be equated 

with Eve, the Mother of all Living, or with the Ave- of 

Avebury. In some parts of Scotland the Ivy Girl consists 

of a “ handful of Corn dressed out generally in the form of 

a Cross,1'5 and the word cress will be recognised as merely 

an inflection of Ceres. 

llgt 

In fig. j i 92 Ceres, the Ivy Girl, is flanked by cornucopias 

or horns of increase ; in fig* 1191 she is crowned with the 

crate or cerbeau of the crops; and in fig. it90 the im- 

1 Baba was a royal name in Egypt, as was Keia^baba in Persia* An old 

title of Persia was Elam ; and Oldham observes that King Khamha&a (“ the 

Great Sunp the Father of Fathers’1) 41 seems to have bran a personificaston 
of the Sun-God/1,—Svn W Strpent Worships pr iBg. 

* Knowlson (T. SO. Orij? e/P&fi- SuflerSfitr9nsn p. 70. 
5 /A«f.p p. ytr 
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plements and fruits of husbandry arc associated with ^cft est 

the Great Firelight of Demeter, the resplendent Mother, 

The word crops is an extended form of opst riches, or epmt 

work* 

Agriculture was by the ancients regarded as a religious 

art3 and its processes were regulated by a belief in the agency 

of spiritual beings through whose kindly co-operation the 

infinite beauty and fertility of the earth was produced. In 

Egypt, as also in Peru, the King put his hand to the plough 

as a sign of dignity and consecration, and in China this 

custom still prevails. “There is,13 says a recent writer, “a 

tigs 

ceremony called the Ceremony of Guiding Light, which 

takes place immediately after the Emperor has ploughed 

the first sod of the year. This ceremony falls under the 

department of the Worship of the Earth, which is permitted 

to the Emperor alone. It is the most solemn celebration of 

the year—it is as solemn as our Easter ceremonies, and, 

indeed, it is performed about the same time* And the 

extraordinary thing is, that this ceremony is exactly the 

same ceremonial dance as the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass* 

The Emperor, officiating, turns to the East and to the 

^Vest at exaedy the same time and with exactly the same 

genuflections as any Roman Catholic officiating priest. 1 he 

music which is performed—the music of the Guiding 

Light—is just precisely a Gregorian chant. And at a given 

point little bells are rung, and censers swing before the 
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r™fr' Th7t S7ms of rice arc !lid upon the Emperor’s 
tongue, and he dnnks a cup of rice wine.”1 P 

the I~edDi"ki"g(°- ri“ W',,C iS 'vidmtl>' > Eu.hma, and 
triple Z fTT °f “7 “““gJy s"«h« form of the 

pie raj, of the i™, or of Eros, the rising, and rousin? ind 

ThmtnISaP' R'Ce’ a S>'mbo1 of E*0s CO. 's still thrown as 
ened.ct.on upon the newly-wedded, and the word rite— 

Tatm tryza, Greek mosa, Arab Afghan wrijznk 

Spanish arroz -may be regarded as another of die arrow, of 
Eros, another petal of the Golden Rose 

"93 

It is believed by some that the Scotch Island Harris 

o5.L„eo^“nJ'nbllnd °< ,he A“.' -d by ZZ 

* 'hC5, bKOmt *-<■ whkh is 

vari^'of?*"" Krm, for ri“ i! A**V«*I Paddy is a 
skaZln PTICK’ Wh°fe $jrmb°lj thc *"»«* (Arabian 
Shamrak)> ^Ives mto the “light of the Sun, the Great 

1 Vffl<tox^ ‘n TJ>e Bystander, December so, 1911,^ 638. 
thc««"^of AR The word is perhaps allied ioihe Ewpism 

»iyb'JZ£3^““ * ** ■**is c"”>' ** “** 

VQL, ^Ury’ St',ke[cy- * Compare place name PaDIham- 
17 
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Fire,” The honey-flowered clover or K Great Lover ” may 

be dissected into &c el ov *r, the Great God, the Living Fire, 

the diver One, the Axe^ or K Cleaver of the Way." 

In an Italian version of Cinderella the heroine is named 

La Georgia,1 the feminine of George, the husbandman, the 

Existent Fire, the Vital Urge* The Emblem herewith 

surmounted by the motto, “Sow and be not doubtful," is 

elucidated by the passage, (t Faith is the seed I sow; good 

works are the rain which makes it fruitful ; wisdom and 

meekness are parts of the plough ; the mind is the rein ; and 

diligence is the patient ox/'“ 

The objects below are described by Mans, Briquet as 

** yokes," and the meaning underlying them is probably 

Christ’s statement, “ My yoke is easy and my burden is 

light." The yoke* of Christ is identical with the pre- 

1194 1195 

Christian yoke of Wisdom referred to in Ecdesiasticus, 

K Draw near unto me, ye unlearned, and dwell in the house 
of learning. Wherefore are ye slow, ami what say ye of 
these things, seeing your souls are very thirsty ? 1 opened 
my mouth, and said, Buy her for yourselves without money. 
Put your neck under the yokei and let your soul receive instruc¬ 
tion : she is hard at hand to find. Behold with your eyes, 
how that I have had but little labour, and have gotten unto 
me much rest. Get learning with a great sum of money, 
and get much gold by her. Let your sou! rejoice in his 
mercy, and be not ashamed of his praise. Work your work 
betimes, and in his time he will give you your reward." * 

’ Cinderella, p. 134. 

1 Demeter w*s sometimes called Gemeter *>., (he11 Earth-Mother," 
* From Buddha s Parable of the Sower, quoted in Bible Folk-Lore, p. 159* 
* *ord yoke means also the golden ball, the vital centre of an =££ 

Or eruf. 4 Chap, It. 
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The essentiality of putting oneself under the yoke of 
discipline and toil is emphasised from the beginning to the 
end of the Romance of the Rose. The poet of this Gospel of 
Industry exhorts his readers, “To work, my masters, then 
to work ’ — * 

“ U nless in labour yc engage 

With right good-will, your lineage 

Must perish. Seine ye then the plough 

With ready hands and cheerly bow 

Your backs in manner of the sail 

That bellies to the ruffling gale ; 

* I plough-halcj let your sturdy hands 

Grip, and across the fallow lands 

Drive the bright coulter, while the share 

Plays its due part, and then with care 

Scatter around the precious grain ; 

In (atth twill render back again 

In autumn tide a manifold 

Rich harvesting of bearded gold.’* 

The figure herewith surmounted by the motto, “His 
art in God,” may be recognised as Piers the Plowman, 
and read as an expression of the idea : 

“ For such is His domain, 

So closely near, so everywhere, 
All faithful hands can sow some grain. 

And bring some seed to bear.'*1 

Piers Plowman was a personification of the mediaival 
Poor Man’s Christ, “Conscience told me," says the 

author, “of Christ’s resurrection, and how he gave his 
power to Piers Plowman, and anon departed into Heaven 
and sent the Holy Ghost to Piers and to his fellows, and 
gave them many gifts. . . . And Piers sowed them all_ 

3 Duku of Argyll, Per mi, 1&94. 
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cardinal virtues, Prudence, and Temperance, and Justice, 

and Bravery/'1 

The name Piers, a variant of Pierre and Peter, 

resolves into Pi ers^ “ Father Eros,” or the l< Parent Rose.’’ 

1196 

The idea that the Orchard of the Rose or the Garden of 

Eros is within is far less theologic than poetic, and Shakes¬ 

peare is the spokesman of all poets in the passage : “ Our 

bodies are gardens ■ to the which, our wills are gardeners : 

so that if we will plant nettles, or sow lettuce > set hyssop 

and weed up thyme ; supply it with one gender of herbs, or 

* Purs Pf&wmarii Everyman3* Library* p* 167. 
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distract it with many ; either to have it sterile with idleness, 

or manured with industry; why, the power and corrigible 
authority of this lies in cur wills."1 

The spade represented in fig. 1197 appears to depict the 

passage in Egyptian ritual, «I have grasped the spade on 

the day of digging the earth in Suten-henen,” and the 

same idea is expressed by Marcus Aurelius when he says : 

“Look within. Within is the fountain of Good, and it 

will ever bubble up if thou wilt ever dig.” 

n 

"97 

A popular and childish version of this philosophic 

dictum is to be found in the invocation of Cinderella : 

M Little golden apple-tree. 

With my vase of gold have I watered thee, 

fFith my ffiade $fgtld havi l digg/d fhy m&ild ; 
Give me your lovely clothes I pray, 
And take my ugly rags away,”1 

In the designs herewith the “vase of gold” forms the 

fount whence spring the Rose and the flowers and fruits 
“both new and old.” 

1 Diktat^ L 3. a CMkfWilkf p. 139, 
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Although the poets have system aridity inculcated the 

idea that 

w Herr, ’mid the bleak waves of our strife and care. 
Float the green Fortunate Is!e^la 1 

no authentic mystic has ever maintained that Love's Gar- 

U99 

den was nothing hut a subjective and imaginary sphere- 

Swedenborg, a Seer, Scientist, and Philosopher, totally be¬ 

reft of the poetic temperament, has described u from things 

heard and seen ’ an actual paradise of which, at the approach 

of children, “the clustering flowers above the entrance shot 

forth glad radiance.1'2 The writer of the Romance of the Rose 
affirms : 

1 J. R, Lowell, * Ht&vtn ami lldil 337* 
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“ For this fair dream I certify, 

To be no mockery or lie ; 

But all herein set down forsooth, 

Pure gold refined, and spotless truth,™ 

The open-sesame to the Orchard of the Rose was no special 

shibboleth of any particular sect, but simply a ceasing to do 

evil, and a learning to do well* 

u 'Mid strife or slaughter be not seen, 

Bui hands and mouth alike keep dean j 

Be loyal, kind, and piteous. 

And then shall you that marvellous 

- And beauteous park at last attain/* 1 

It was said that the Queen of the Fortunate Islands, at 

whose look all the country round was rendered shining, 

first lulled her visitors to a preliminary sleep, and that 

afterwards they only who awoke to the appreciation of her 

supreme beauty were made welcome. “All this,3' says the 

poet, u is held a fable, but who first made and recited it, 

hath in this fable shadowed a truth/11 

The Father of Queen Truth, who ruled in the Fortunate 

Isles, is said to be Time, and in fig. 454 (ante, p. 182, voi, i.) 

pAN-footed Time with his scythe or reaping-hook was repre¬ 

sented as aiding his Daughter out of her cave-dungeon to 

the motto, “ Time brings occult or hidden things to light/' 

The mystic tenet, “Love to be unknown,” and the silent 

hiddenness of Wisdom, or the humble hard-working 

Cinderella, are expressed in the lines : 

“ Then bless thy secret growth ; nor catch 

At noise, bill thrive, unseen and dumb -t 

Keep clean, bear fruit, earn life, and watch 

'Fill the white-winged reapers come/- 

1 Cj\ Bay ley (fL), Now Light an the pp. i6Sp 169. 
1 Vaughan (H.) 
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The scythes or sickles herewith, symbols of the Reapers, 

probably express the passage, u Let us not be weary in well¬ 

doing : for in due season we shall reap, if we faint not.1*1 A 

hook was the attribute of Saturn or Cronus* who was also 

known as H the ripener, the harvest-God/' The object 

surmounting fig. 1202 may be intended for “ the new sharp 

I30J 

threshing instrument having teeth >+ prophesied in Isaiah,1 

but 1 think it more likely an attempt to combine under one 

orm the rake of the Sower with the sickle of the Reaper* 

“ I am the Reaper. 

All things with heedful hook 

Silent I gather* 

Pale roses touched with the spring, 

1 GaJrtiiafts vj. 9. 
s xiL rf. 
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Tati com in summer, 

Fruits rich with autumn, and fm3 winter blossoms— 
Reaping, still reaping— 

All things with heedful hook 

Timely I gather. 

I am the Sower. 

All the unbodied life 

Runs through my seed-sheet. 
Atom with atom wed, 

Each quickening the other, 

Fall through my hands, ever changing, still changeless. 
Ceaselessly sowing, 

Life, incorruptible life. 
Flows from my seed-sheet. 

Maker and breaker, 
I am the ebb and the Hood, 

Here and Hereafter* 
Speed through the tangle and coil 

Of infinite nature. 
Viewless and soundless I fashion all being. 

Taker and giver, 

1 am the womb and the grave. 

The Now and the Ever/*1 

1 Henley [W- EPoems. 



CHAPTER XX 

THE TREE OF LIFE 

In every well-conditioned stripling, as I conjecture, (here already blooms 
a certain prospective Paradise, cheered by some fairest Evej nor, in the 
stately vistas, and flowenge and foliage of that Carden, is a Tree of Know¬ 
ledge, beautiful and awful in the midst thereof, wanting. Perhaps, too, the 
whole is but rhe lovelier, if Cherubim and a Flaming Sword divide it from all 
oot steps of men ; and grant him, the i magi native stripling, only the view, 
not the entrance.'1—Cam LYLE. y *’ } ' 

Colonel Kenneth Mackay who was President of the 
American Commission appointed to inquire into the condi¬ 
tions of government in Papua, relates : (t As we rode back, 
George told me of the native conceptions of a future state, 
which struck me as very beautiful. Up on the Astrolabe 
Range there blooms invisible to mortal eye a great and 
gracious tree, in and around which dwell for ever, free from 
care and happy, all those who have lived good lives ere 

eath claimed them. There lovers and loved relations will 
e reunited, while those who are already dwellers beneath 

its shade may and do come back to watch over the living, so 
that each soul yet on earth has an unseen but ever-present 
oving guide and helper. The wicked have to pass through 

sickness, pain, and trouble before they reach the tree, but 
eventually they, too, are gathered beneath its branches. The 
natives of the Astrolabe district say they know this sacred 
idyll is true, because those they loved and have lost have 
come back to them and told them so," The writer adds : 
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“ I give this tale as it was told to me, and when one re¬ 
members how old the Papuan is, how he has lived through 
all the ages that have died, and the upheavals that have 
made and unmade worlds since the continent of Lemuria 
sank engulfed for ever beneath the waters of the Indian 
Ocean, it is not hard to understand that he still possesses 
dim memories of faiths learnt from lost peoples of higher 
development when the world was younger and perhaps 
nearer its Creator than it is to-day.”1 

There is a Mexican manuscript in the British Museum* 
wherein two figures are represented plucking the fruits of 
the so-fallcd “Tree of Our Life.” The Mayas and other 
peoples of Central America always represented their sacred 
trees with two branches shooting horizontally from the top 
of the trunk, thus presenting the appearance of a cross or 
Tau * and the first Spanish missionaries in Mexico found 
to their great astonishment that the cross was already in use 
there “as symbolising a Tree of Life.”' 

Woden, the All-father, was said to have hung as a sacrifice 

for nine days upon the tree Igcdrasm., and the modern 
Christian sings hymns to the Christ who suffered upon 
'*the accursed tree"* There seems at one time to have 
been a widely-spread notion that the Cross of Christianity 
was a Tree, and the belief in the saving and beneficial pro¬ 
perties of that Holy Rood is still general. In figs. 1206 to 
1210 there is an intentional blending of tree and cross, and 
in fig. 1210 the Holy Rood or Rod surmounts a pyramid or 
Calvary. 

In the Visions, Commands, and Similitudes} by Hermas, an 
Apocryphal work discarded by the Athanasian Council, the 

1 Across Faftua, London, 1909. Add. MSS,, British Museum, 97^9, 
3 Sacred Mysteries amang the Mayas, Le PJoogeon, p, 134. 
1 Bibtt F&lk LvrtA p. 343, 

* It was not until h-X*r 60S that CHRIST was represented as a mm 00 a 
cross. 
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0/ God is spoken of as a tree and as the Son of God. 

“Tllls Great Tree which covers the plains and mountains 
and a 1 the earth is the Law of God published throughout 

the whole world. Now this Law is the Son of God who is 

preached to all the ends of the earth. The people that 

1306 12G? 120$ 

mo 

stand under its shadow are those who have heard his 
preaching and believe." 1 

The Latin for hw is and the evergreen variety of 

oa tree is called an ikx* When an oak-tree died the 

,stripp^d its bark* shaped its trunk reverently into 

_ e orm o 4 pilkr3 a pyramid, or a cross, and still continued 

o wots ip it as an emblem of the great spirit** Over and 

3 
3 Set Aryan San Myitis^ anon., p. 1 ilf. 

Rtade (W4 VHloflsis, p. 96. 
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beneath the sacred oaks used to be Inscribed the word 

Thau,1 Le. “ resplendent Au." In fig. 1%11 the holy tree is 

shaped like ze/a, the ancient Latin, Greek, and Phoenician 

form of the modern letter Z. The word seta may, as pre¬ 

viously noted, be understood as se tfiau, and resolved into 

the “Fire or Life of Resplendent Au." 

The twelve-leaved, three-rooted, eye-encircled tree here 

illustrated is an heraldic oak or aik* Among the Hebrew 

terms for oak are rfand allah ; the Latin nbur may be equated 

with “ Father Ra" ; the Greek drus resolves into the “En¬ 

during Light ”; and the Latin quercus into ak hit or at us. 
The Welsh for oak is deroo, which may be equated with the 

Sanscrit drut meaning wood and tree in general. 

Among the Chinese the Tree of Life was believed to be 

a very wonderful perska or peach-iret situated in the Happy 

Islands of the Eastern Ocean. It was said to coil up its 

1 The very I tamer l Schcdius, in his 'realise De MorGermt suv,, speaking 

of the Druids, confirms exceedingly at] that we have said on this head. He 

writes : <Athat they seek studiously for an oak-tret, large andhandsomejgrow’ 

ing op with two principal arms in form of a cross, beside the main stem 

upright If the two horizontal arms a** not sufficiently adapted to the figure, 

they fasten a cross-beam to il This tree they consecrate in this manner: 

Upon the right branch they cut in the bark, in fair characters,the word Hesus ; 

upon the middle or upright stem the word TA&AM& e upon the left branch 
BELENUS ; over this,, above ihe going-off of the arms* they cut the name of 

God, Thau ; under all the same repeated—T HaU*"—Stokeley, A bury. 
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leaves to a height of 3000 miles, and that <Ea golden cock is 
sitting upon it when the sunlight dawns." 

The Egyptians supposed that «In the East of Heaven 

stands that high Sycamore-tree upon which the gods sit, the 

tree of life by which they live, whose fruits also feed the 

^essci. Thither at death went the souls of good men— 

They go not as dead but as living." “ They possess their 

heart, they possess their mind, they possess their feet, they 

PnSSuM £*‘5 ®?Uth' thcy Posscss their arms, they possess 
all their limbs. 1 The word sycamore may be resolved into 

is 1' the light of the great Love, or, more funda¬ 
mentally, into aimr} the Sun Fire.* 

In fig. 12 13 the circle of the Sun is associated with a heart, 

formed fc"’ " “IS° ” *** '*'4 3"d 11* J* ,he Trre U 

vj 3C associated with the mot to, « Without Thee 
Nothing, has doubtless relation to the God of Israel of 

w om it lias said : “lam like a green Fir-tree. From me 
» thy fruit found, * 

^rce Os\ki$ was a CQIlifer; a pine cone often 
^ppears on. t e monuments as an offering presented to 

a 1 * *e P®ne'trce was also sacred to Dionysos, to 
’ and to other gods of the awakening spring/ Fir 

1 
3 3 

Ennnns p, gfm 
The Egyptian for /«v 
Husea xiv. & i 

was, mtr. Compart? name Murray, etc. 
Golden BQugk^ }, G, Frazer* ii. i jG, 144,. 161. 
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cones have been assumed to possess a merely phallic signi¬ 

ficance, but the real reason for the sanctity of the conifers 

was probably preserved by the Gnostics. According to 

King, the fir-tree was “admitted into this system because its 

spiry form imitates a Same, for which same reason its cone 

was taken for the symbol of the element fire/*1 

The name Jir may evidently be equated with jJjrf, an idea 

which is corroborated by the fact that the Welsh for jfr-tree 

1216 

is pyr3 i.f. the Greek for jfre. The Greek for Jir is peuief 
the Great Father or Fhe. 
In some parts of Europe the pear-tree was regarded as 

sacred,5 and there is little doubt that the pyramidal form of 

trees in general was partly responsible for their universal 

worship. The conifers were peculiarly “coney” fires, but 

the root fir or ver was applied in common to all wrdure 

and all firests or firets. The golden Furze—at the first 

sight of which Linn&us burst into tears—is a pre-eminently 

1 The Gneutifor, p. 133. s Faraday (W.X The Edda% p, 39, 
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fire-like bush. Gone means the fire of the gor or « mighty 

Fire’’; it was sometimes called^,1 the «mighty light,” 

and its botanic name ukx may be equated with ilex. ^Thc 

word wki»t another name for gorse, may be equated with 

the One. The feathery fronds of the bracken or « Father 

Great One," especially when touched with the gorgeous 

colouring of autumn, equally suggest the blazing of a 

mighty fire. On Midsummer Eve the fern or “One Fire” 

was believed to burst into a bloom like burnished gold or 

wondrous fire, and whoever caught this bloom, which 

quickly failed ami fell off, could understand the language 

of the birds and beasts, render himself invisible, and so 
forth,* 

The Latin for a tree is arbor, "Fire Father"; the 

French is arbre, U. arbor A ; the Italian is albero. 

At the summit of the hill in Derbyshire known as 

Arborlaw is a Druidic circle of thirty stones. In Lanark¬ 

shire there is an Arbor Hid described as a “ conical eminence 

surmounted by the remains of an ancient fort.” 9 Broth, the 

Scotch for a fort or round lower, is Cornish for the yew or 

//jr-tree. The sanctity of the yew-tree (Greek taxus, or 

" resplendent axis ”) forms the subject of a special chapter 
of Byewayi ttr British Archeology* 

In Mexico the pre-eminently sacred tree was the 

pyramidal Yaxche. It is described as “3 perfect cone from 

which the main branches shoot in a horizontal direction. 

ef ?-t0^ Seen ^rom a distance presents the appearance 
° a a ^ sphere of verdure.”4 The word yaxche resolves 
into jot u che, “great fire ever-exi stent.” 

The German for a tree is baum, or « Father Sun " and 

' Coffljai? — G°ssf and place-names Gosport, Gosfield, Cos- 
= rctJtih i _ 1 Fraier (J. Goldin Bought iL p. 2B6. 

Bartholomew (J. G.), GwtUrr, p. r9. x ' r 

' J°hnSDn CW^‘ ' Plonecon (A*), Sorted My iL, p, 133. 
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in some parts of the world a similar tree to the pyramidal 

yaxcke is termed a baobab^ i.e. “ Father Hubbvb ” or “ orb of 

orbs.” In Hebrew kebab means beloved. The orb-like 

object illustrated in fig. 1217 is either a mystic Perfection or 

else a cole or cabbage. It was presumably its ball-like form 

that led to the symbolic estimation of ak ol, the Great 

God,” or ac ab aj, “ the mighty aged orb.” 

Obab may be equated with Apap ; and the Poptar-trec, 

once sacred to Hercules, was obviously a symbol of the 

i3i7 i3t3 

Holy Rood, Rod, Pole, Spike, or Spire.1 The sacred tree 

among the Buddhists is the &>-tree, a name which may 

be equated with the European Bay, whose leaves were once 

a coveted crown of honour. In French bale means berry, or 

a pip. The laurel which was sacred to Apollo resolves 

into la ur e/, or “ Everlasting Fire God,” and laurus, the 

Latin for laurelt yields the Everlasting Eros, or the Fire 
Light. 

The fruit-yielding tree labelled Charity is evidently a 

representation of the Apocalyptic promise, “To him that 

overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in 

1 Spirt — Stpire - " Fire Father * ; compare also cypresj, spruce. 
Juniper, etc. 

VOL. 1L jS 
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the midst of the paradise of God. , . . In the midst of 

the street of it, and on either side of the river, was there the 

tree of life, which bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded 

her fruit every month, and the leaves of the tree were for 

the healing of the nations.'' 

Plutarch states that of all the plants growing in Egypt 

the persea was the most sacred to the Gods, because its fruit 

resembled a heart and its leaf a tongue.1 * 3 Many leaves are 

formed like hearts, and the word /?ij/is identical with love 

and lift- It is a scientific fact that a tree /ties by its leaves, 

and it is Swedenborg’s leading dogma, “That Love is the 

Life of Man." * 

The Rose- or Eros-tree was, as already noted, regarded 

as the home and abode of Deity. Dendron, the Greek for 

tree, resolves into deft dur on, the “den of the Enduring 

One,” and the flaming splendours of the rhododendron were 

evidently once deemed to be a den or stronghold of the 

Resplendent Rho or Fire. In Scotland the Mountain dsh 

is named the Rowan or one Ra. The British for an ash- 

tree (Latin, fraxinus) was onn1 or one ; the Anglo-Saxon was 

wtggM) or the “ one mighty Mind ; ” and Icgdrasil, the 

Scandinavian Mighty Ash, resolves into ig dur az il, the 

“ mighty. Enduring, Light God.” The last two syllables of 

this name may be contrasted with the hazel and also with 

the azalea, a variety of rhododendron. 

1 An and Osiris. 
1 "Some idea of lave, as bein# the life of mao, may be had from the heal 

of the sun in the world! which* as is well knownp is the common life, as it 

were, of all vegetation; from that heat, when it commences in the time of 

Spring, vegetables of all kinds shoot from tbe grounds are adorned with 

leaves, afterwards wish flowers, and Lastly with fruit, and Ehus, as it were, 

live ; but when the he^t retire* m the autumnal and winter seasons, they ate 
stripped of those signs of their life, and wither Similar is the case of love 

in man j for love and heat mutually correspond to each other ? wherefore also 

love 1s warm*—Swedenborg, Divim L&v* and Wisdom^ i p. j. 
3 Edmunds, JVamri tf/ZVaCej, p. 247+ 
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The linden was also seemingly once regarded as a strong¬ 

hold of the lin or (t the Lone,” and Its alternative name lime 

may be equated with “ Lord Sun " or elm. 

Lift does not differ from oh or olany the Anglo-Saxon 

for holly or holy. The twisted, flame-like zigzags of the 

holly leaves were perhaps the special reason why this tree 

was named the holy. In olean^r, ejedar? eldert s\der^ 

germander, etc., there reoccurs the dur of ** enduring ” ; the 

laves of lavender is ‘‘Lord Living One,” and the same 

meaning underlies the fruitful olive? and the mighty agave 

or aloe. “Olive Land” was one of the names of Egypt, 

and among the titles of Homis, “ the beautiful child of 

gold,” was “child of the Olive-Tree." 

In Mexico the agavef which yielded drink from its 

juice, food from its root, paper from its leaves, pins and 

needles from its thorns, thread and cord from its fibre, 

and thatch from its leaves, was called "the miracle of 

Nature. The Greek for agave or aloe is aloni which may 

be Anglicised into “the Alone." dlttus, or the “ only 

Light," is the scientific name for the alder or Enduring 

God. The alder in Anglo-Saxon was termed alcr, and the 

powerful superstitions which still linger around the elder* 

are no doubt a survival of its one-time symbolism of <! the 
Enduring God." 

“ I was exalted," says the protean Wisdom of herself, 

“ like a cedar in Ltbanus, and as 1 cypress-tree upon the 

mountains of Hermon. I was exalted like a palm-tree in 

Engaddi, and as a rose plant in Jericho ; as a fair olive-tree 

in a pleasant field, and grew up as a plane-tree by the water.” * 

We have already seen the Palm-Tree serving as a 

1 The cedar — incorruptibility, sue note, ral. i. p, 154. 
a Compare names OLVrre, Joltpfe, Olave, Olaf, tic. 
3 See Appendix to Englandt Riviera, J. Harris Stone. 
4 EcdcshssLcus xxiv. 
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symbol of the Flaming Column, the Fire* or Tree of Life 

[ante, P- 39)i and %* *219 it is employed as a printer's 

mark. The Assyrian Tree of Life, as illustrated by Layard, 

consisted of an ornamented trunk or column surmounted by 

a seven-lobed palm leaf,, and sometimes it has the appearance 
of a backbone. 

In all probability the Palm was pre-eminently a symbol 

of the immutable and never-dying Fire, as being the only 

tree known to the ancients which never changed its leaves, 

all other evergreens shedding them, though not regularly 

1319 

nor all at once. The Phoenicians represented on their 

coinage a palm-tree encoded by a serpent, and the Phoenician 

Deity was entitled Baal Tamar or a Lord of the Palm." 

Tamar1 resolves into lf resplendent Sun Fire phttnk^ the 

Hebrew forpainty may be Anglicised into “Fan light11’—an 

obviously appropriate term ■ and phmnix, the Greek for 

paim^ may be equated with the sole Phcenix, Feu, or Vie, 

the one Great Fire of Life. Among the Greek titles of 

Bacchus was Lord of the Palm-tree or Ph-anax.* The word 

palm was probably once paalom, “ Father Powerful Sun,' 

or cp al om3 the “ Eye of Lord Sun.11 
The word almond is affiliated by philologcrs with 

l Pun ls the name of the Indian mystic Rose of Paradise, 
ayne-Knight, Sytr0/ Ancient Artt p 15 
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jEcmono, a proper name meaning “the protecting Eye.”1 

The fruit herewith is evidently a symbol of the almond- 

tree of which one of the Gnostic Fathers wrote : “The 

Father of the All is furthermore called by the Phrygians 

Amygdalu$% the Aimoitd-Trvt, not meaning the natural tree, 

but the Pre-existing One, who, having within himself the 

Perfect Fruit pulsating and moving about in his depth$f 

tore open his bosom and brought forth the Invisible* 
Ineffable Son,”5 

The name Almond yields almottdei « Lord of the World," 

or “ Sole Resplendent Lord.” The Latins called the almond 

amygdala^ “the mighty Sun* the Resplendent Everlasting " ; 

the Germans term it nusst and its Egyptian name was Ittz. 

The Egyptians depicted their sacred sycamore with the 

head and shoulders of the Goddess Nut emerging from 

among the branches, “ O Sycamore of Nut,” says the 

Book of the Dead, “give me the air and water that is in 

thee"; and there are representations of this Goddess in a 

tree bearing bread or fruit and a vase of water. 

It is proverbial that Wisdom is “ a tree of life to them 

that lay hold upon her”; and in the figures herewith, Mary, 

the Water-mother or mermaiden, is formed like a tree. 

In fig. 1223 the M of the Great Deep, or “ mem the 

waters,” is formed suggestively like a Tree, a Root, a 

1 Edmunds, p. 164. 
3 King (C W,)+ T/id Gn&sf/itt, p, tyz. In Medkeva] Breviaries the symbol 

of the almond as the Womb ef the World is often very naively exhibited. 
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Fountain of living Waters, and the Source of the Spring of 
Knowledge. 

The tree of Mary, the mother of the Mays, was 

essentially the May or Hawthorn, and in all probability the 

memory of u Memt the waters," or Mama Cora,, the Mother 

Fire, Is preserved in the golden-bloomed mimosa* Mas* 

Tor in Devonshire is said to mean the “ Mother,P Hilli 

The maple used to be spelled mapuly and the Anglo- 

Saxons termed it ttmpulder, Ideally and philological ly it may 

be equated with the Maypole, The botanic term for maple- 

1221 
1222 1223, 

tree is a£trt /.c\ the first two syllables of Ceres and of Cora. 

The Peruvian name Cora or Mother of the Mays cannot 

differ from the British Mother Carey whom Kingsley 

describes in The Water Babies as sitting u quite still with her 

chin upon her hand, looking down into the sea with two 

great, grand, blue eyes, as blue as the sea itself* Her hair 

was as white as the snow-—for she was very very old—in 

fact, as old as anything you arc likely to come across, except 

the difference between right and wrong,11 

The Mimosa has been adopted as the symbol of South 

Africa, and the Atap/e as the national emblem of Canada— 

^ Our Lady of the Snows.5' It Is a felicitous coincidence 

that Mother Carey* of the stormy petrel, or <c Mother 

Carey s chicken, and of the maple leaf, sat like one peaked 

1 Compare Carew and Carey. * Edmunds, p. 248. 
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iceberg." Situated in the centre of “ Pcacepool ” this 

iceberg “ took the form of the grandest old lady he had 

ever seen—a white marble lady sitting on a white marble 

throne. And from the foot of the throne there swum 

away, out and out into the sea, millions of new-born 

creatures of more shapes and colours than man ever 

dreamed. And they were Mother Carey's children, whom 

she makes out of the sea-water all day long.” 1 

As well as the may, the mimosa, and the maple, one may 

judge that the myrtle-ties or meurte was a symbol of the 

resplendent mert mire, or mare, 

The conception of the Law, Wisdom, Love, or Spirit 

of God as a Tree may be compared with the allegory of 

the Parsecs, that the Great Spirit planted the seed of a good 

fruit-bearing tree. He nourished it with the water of 

purity, cultivated it with honest industry and diligence, 

and watched its growth in divine contemplation of its 

blossoming forth good thoughts, good words, and good 

deeds. Suddenly from the North rushed forth the evil 

Am makes, and with one chill blast of snow and frost 

(“ Falsehood ” and K Wickedness," vide Asoeski) smote and 

retarded the rising sap of the growing tree. Thus, from on 

high, war was declared between Good and Evil, between 

the Pious and the Wicked, between Light and Darkness— 

one preserving and the other smiting God's glorified works.* 

In the following emblem two sages are represented tending 

and watering the Trees of Wisdom. 

It was a teaching of Chmst that “The kingdom of 

heaven is like to a grain of mustard seed, which a man 

took, and sowed in his field: Which indeed is the least of 

all seeds : but when it is grown, it is the greatest among 

herbs, and becometh a tree, so that the birds of the air come 

1 Iht Water Habits. 
1 Kapadia (S, A.), The Teachings qJZoraasltr^ p. 31. 
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” Uariic, Lordc, in me the tree of godly lyfe, 
Hedge me about with Thy strong fence of faith f 
If Thee it please, use else Thy pruning knife, 
Lest that, O Lorde, as a good gardicier satth, 
If suckers draw the sappe from bower on hie, 
Perhaps in tycne the top of tree may dies 
Let, Lords, this tree be set within Thy garden-wall 

Paradise, where grows no one ill sprig at alL” 

' Matthew xm, 31, 32. 

and lodge In the branches thereof/*1 Hence Mysticism 

has always taught that the Tree of Life grew primarily 

within the Garden of the Soul. 
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The pruning-knives herewith possibly imply the 

Millennium, when swords shall be beaten into plowshares, 

and spears into pruning-hooks,1 but more probably they 

illustrate the idea—11 The vine that is not pruned grows to 

wood. So also man. The Word, the knife, clears away 

the waste shoots, compelling the impulses of the soul to 

fructify.1'1 

1^5 1226 I 2 Zo 

Fig, 122B represents the operation of grafting, to the 

motto “ Art vivifies Nature.” 

The Scandinavians conceived the Tree of Life as 

Igcdrasil, the World-Ash,5 the Oracle and Judgment-Place 

of the Gods* the Dwelling of the Fates, and the Source and 

Spring of Knowledge* Up and down the trunk of this 

1 Isaiah iir 4. 1 Clement of Alexandria. 

3 The symbolic sanctity once attaching to the Ash may account for the 

item of 11 natural5r history: u Ash hath so great virtue that serpents come not 

In shadow thereof in the morning nor at even. And if a serpent be set within 

a fire and ash leaves, he will dee into the fire sooner than iaiu the leaves.'— 

barUi □lamew Anglicus, 1260 (?}l 
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mighty Ash a squirrel is said to have perpetually run, a 

squirrel which, according to Rhine legend, was «animated 

by the \ oice of God/' and whispered tidings into the ear of 

Wotan of everything that transpired below.1 

The French for squirrel is icureuil—phonetically ek ur 

^ the Great Fire's Eye/1 and the emblems herewith 

are thus primarily symbolic of the All-seeing Eye, Their 

personal application rests probably on the mediaeval idea 

that tl when the Squirrel is hunted she cannot be driven 

to the ground, unlessc extremitie of faintnesse cause her to 

do so through an unwilling compulsion, for such is the 

stately mind of this little beast that while her limbs and 

strength lasteth she tameth and saveth herself in the tops 

of call trees, disdaining to come down for every harm or 

hurt which she feelcth j knowing, indeed* her greatest 

danger to rest below amongst the dogs and busie hunters. 

From whence may be gathered a perfect pattern for us, to 

be secured from all the wiles and hungrie chasings of the 

treacherous devil j namely, that we keep above in the Joftie 

palaces of heaven lie meditations, for there j$ small seat ri tie 

in things on earth ; the greatest ought to be our fear of 

danger, when we leave to look and think of heaven,”1 

It has very frequently been said that Mysticism bursts 

the shell of Dogma* and that it has preserved amid the 

1 B- ^inline, Za Myttobgi* du Rtenf p, u7+ 
3 Cf- Hulmc(F. EL), Natural History Lore and Ugcnd, p. 174. 
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jangle of conflicting creeds the sound kernel of Religion. 

Bkhmen observed that “the World is like some fruit, such 

as a plum or an apple, and has its rind-men, its pulp-men, 

and its core- or kern cl-men ; all with the same faculties, only 

the first live merely on the surface of things, the last 

perceive how the outer form is determined by the central 

life within."1 
The maxim that one must pierce below the husk of the 

external is represented by the squirrel cracking a nut, as in 

fig- 1329 and elsewhere. “We believe," said the mystics, 

“that the writings of Moses, the Prophets, and alt earlier 

Teachers are not to be taken literally but figuratively, and 

as containing a secret sense hid under the mere letter. 

These writings are to be compared to a beautiful woman 

who hides her charms under a veil and expects her admirers 

to take the trouble of lifting it ; which is also the case with 

the WTord of God being hidden under the veil of a figurative 

sense, which cannot be lifted even with the highest human 

ingenuity and greatest degree of wisdom without the assist¬ 

ance of divine grace. In other words, the things spoken of 

in the Thorah (Word of God) must not be taken literally 

according to the mere phraseology, but we must pray for 

the teaching of the Divine Spirit to be enabled to discern 

the kernel which lies under the mere shell or husk of the 

letter."1 
The idea that the Scriptures—particularly the early 

chapters of Genesis—contained a hidden and mysterious 

sense was common among the early Fathers of Christianity. 

“ What man,’1' asked Qricen, 14 is so simple as to believe 

that God personifying a gardener planted a garden in the 

East ? that the Tree of Life was a real tree that could be 

! Dialogwt art /At Suptrstmual Lift, 
1 From the Cattftsd&n 0/ Faith of a Polish Cabalistic Sect known as 

SaharilM. Cf. Aftw Baptist Magaiint* April 1S27. 
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touched, and of which the fruit had the power of conferring 
immortality ?” 

According to the Mosaic account of Creation, the Garden 

of Eden was protected by chcrubims, and a flaming sword 

which turned every way to keep the way of the Tree of 

LifeJ Cherubims as here mentioned is not another name 

for angels, but the Cherub of the writer of Genesis—like the 

Chimb of Assyria, the Cherub of Babylon, and the Cherub 

of the entire Orient—was a fabulous winged-animalt akin 

to a Griffin or Gryphon, The Mosaic idea of the protective 

Cherubim may be equated with the Persian conception of 

the innumerable attendants of the Holy One keeping watch 

against the attempts of Ahriman to destroy the tree Hum, 

situated in the region of bliss called Heden* According 

to Greek legend, the apple-bearing tree in the Garden of 

the Hesperides was guarded by a Serpent or a Dragon, 

The Hindoo sacred Mount Merit, whose summit towered 

into the golden light of Heaven, is said to have been 

guarded by a dreadful Dragon, The Chinese tell of a 

mysterious garden where grows a tree bearing apples of 

immortality guarded by a Dragon, and this winged Serpent 

—the national emblem of the Celestial Empire—is regarded 

as the symbol of Infinite Intelligence keeping ward over the 
Tree of Knowledge, 

In the figure herewith a Dragon-guarded Tree is sub¬ 

scribed with the word Brasica, fundamentally equivalent to 

Penictiy a peach. 1 he Persica was the Chinese Tree of Life, 

and among the Gnostics there was a sacred rite called 

Persitd. The initiates into this Mystery were termed 

“ Keepers of the Fruits,” and, according to Porphyry, they 

symbolically signified * the power of Keeping or Pre¬ 

serving, The word Ptrska is evidently allied to Jasper, a 

1 Genesis iiL 34, 

1 Mead (G, R* S.), 
3 Smith's B&U Dictionary^ art " Cherubim.p 

The Mysteries 9/Mitkra, p, 62, 
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Persian proper name meaning “Treasure Master.”1 Jasper, 

the “ Ever-exi stent Light Father,” may be equated with the 

“first foundation," which was Jasper of the New Jeru¬ 

salem: “And her light was like unto a stone most precious, 

even like a jasper stone, clear as crystal.”5 The name 

Jasper is the European Kasper, which also is interpreted to 

mean “Treasure Master." Fundamentally it resolves 

into ak as per, the “ Great Light Phret Pure, or Power.” In 

1333 

fig. 1232 a Dragon is seen guarding a garland of fruits 

surrounding the winged visage of Eros or Jerus^ and the 

motto reads “ By vigilance." Sometimes the Cock is found 

in emblem with the motto, “The vigilant custodian of 

things,” * and In fig. 1233 a cock-headed Dragon has its paw 

upon a horn or crozier ; in fig. 1234 the same Monster has 

under its protective claw the little House of Wisdom.5 

1 See Swan, Christian Names, p. 62, * Revelation u, 14 
1 From P> inters’ Marks, W* Roberts. 

f There are several examples in the Blades? Library. 

a “ For this Mystery is the Gate of Heaven, and ibis is the House of God. 

where the Good God dwells alone; Into which House no impure man shall 
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Among the indents there was a belief in two antagon¬ 

istic Dragons, the one crooked, crawling, and slimy, the 

emblem of everything that was obstructive, loathsome, and 

disgusting; the other, winged, radiant, and beneficent, 

U The Reconciler, the Deliverer/* the « Angel of the Dawn/1 

the “ Spirit of All Knowledge.11 

The opposition of those two Dragons was a leading 

tenet among the Gnostic Naasexi,1 the Followers of the 

come, but it h kept under watch for ibe Spiritual slant; where, when they 

come, i cy mu*t cast away their garments, and all become Bridegroom^ 

obtaming tbe.r trw Manhood through the Virginal Spirit" Cl Wtdding 
oj wisdomt pL ^ 

' The words Naas and Naasenj are evidently affiliated with nasar, 
meaning ***p, guard,protect, and with Naj!aREnks or Nasakees. Dr Wm. 

Wfllcs : " ~^e eP‘d>et Nat ore us (variously spelled, the oldest 
t ,n^ mMl likely ±%,\zar^l!S) is not derived from a 'city called 

iJ!T? ‘ 1 ere “as> *n faft. no s”ch city at the beginning of our era. The 

Jr u ' ’* 4(1 Bppc r,tlDil pfioaarily of a Deity ; it is formed after the analogy 
, . , *! propM ’’antes ending in ink, as Zachamh, the ia/t representing 

Vabveh< Vaiu> c,r VahJ, and is derived from the 
, v,,l* , audit tutor, meaning keep, gawd,protect, so that the Syriac 

,‘J tS nearly Guardian-Yak. The nantes Jesus and Namrxvis 
differ about as Salvator and Servaior. 

t he Naiarencs for Nasarees) wen in all likelihood the worshippers of 

-v. 'lpja> Jj” aKt*rding to Epiphamus were ‘before Christ and knew not 

■rh? T?" “entl0tltd “ Acts jqtiv. f, and Paul was one of them, 
vy seem to iavr been hardly distinguishable from the feuttt also men’ 
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Radiant and Perfect Serpent, whom they identified with 

Jesus Christ or Sophia; and the antagonism of “the 

Lard" with “ leviathan that crooked serpent " is one of 

the rhemes of Isaiah : “ In that day the Lord with his 

sore and great and strong sword shall punish leviathan 

the piercing serpent, even leviathan that crooked serpent; 

and he shall slay the dragon that is in the sea. In that 

day sing ye unto her, a vineyard of red wine. I the 

T/3rd do keep it; 1 will water it every moment: lest 

any hurt it, 1 will keep it night and day."1 In the midst 

of this Celestial Vineyard there is said to have been a 

Tower, and in fig. 1235 the Dragon of the Absolute is 

flying guardingly before a Tower. In fig, 1236 the Eagle 

of Omnipotence is sheltering the symbol of His Vineyard 

or the Holy Grail. 

Under fig. 1237—an emblem of the Holy Grail or 

Heavenly Hierarchy—there appears the motto “Duau le 

Card,11 t.e. Dku or the “ Resplendent Au or Av ” guards 

it. Under the Gate of Heaven symbolised in fig. 1239 

there appears the same U g^rdt preceded by a monogram 

tioned by Epiphanius, apparently an early name far the worshippers of the 

Jesus. Amid some uncertainty of detail the ground fact that Nazarte is 

derived from the Hebrew stem N-*-rP meaningprot?tt7 remains indubitable" 

—€f. The Theory cf {he Prc Christian Jesus, The Open Ccurt, 1910? p^ 633. 

1 kxvjL 1-3. 
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which may be read Aum, or Aa, or Avan ; and in fig. 1238 

this same inscription appears beneath the symbol of the 

K Vineyard of Red Wine," 

The act of guarding was typified by horns* and in the 

emblems herewith the cross of Itt* is shielded between the 

Horns of the Ox. K The image of the ox*" says DrONvsivs, 

u denotes the strong and the mature, turning up the 

intellectual furrows for the reception of the heavenly and 
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productive showers, and the horns, the guarding and 

indomitable.” 1 

The notion that horns exercised some potent, evil- 

averting, and proactive influence has survived in the 

superstitious use of horse-shoes. Nailed upon farm build¬ 

ings and elsewhere they are said to guard against ill-luck, 

and it is held to be essential that their position should be 

erect and hornlike, otherwise the luck runs out. The 

Dragon or horned serpent, as worshipped in Mexico and 

Egypt, although not a European reptile, is found repre¬ 

sented on Gaulish coins and ensigns.’ 

The horns of fig, 1243 are those of an Elkt an Axis, or a 

Roebuck, Fig. 1244 is something like an Elk's head and 

something like a scorpion * figs. 1245 and 1246 arc pure and 

simple scorpions. 

The Scorpion was the emblem of the Egyptian goddess 

Selk, whose title was « the great reptile, directress of the 

books." SfcLK — the “Light of the Elk,” or el tk, the 

“ Great God "—is portrayed with a Scorpion as her head-gear. 

Selk was also called the “Lady of Letters,” from which 

she appears to have been the Goddess of Writing, and her 

1 The Meatftnfy Hitrarchy% section vitL 

? E. Anwyl* Cttiic Rtffgr{mf p. yor 
VOL, IT. 19 
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symbol was placed over the doors as the keeper $/ books} 
In Babylonia and Assyria Scorpions were similarly regarded 
as the wardens or keeperst and they are referred to particularly 
In Babylonish literature as guardians of the Gateway of 
the Sun, 

“Scorpion-men guard its gate, 

Of terror-inspiring aspect, whose appearance is deadly; 
Of awful splendour, shattering mountains ; 

At sunrise and sunset they keep 

Guard over the Sum/** 

Fig, 1247 has a remarkable resemblance to a “scorpion- 
man" with arms extended pray erf ully* and one can but 
assume that the scorpion acquired its symbolism of is ak or 
pi ont “ the light of the Great Fire Father/* from its formal 
likeness to the protective arms of the everlasting Axis or 
Roebuck. “ The eternal God is thy refuge, and under¬ 
neath arc the everlasting arms"a 

Scorpio is one of the signs of the Zodiac ' Seven Scorpions 
are said to have accompanied Isis as a bodyguard ; and in 
fig* 1248 the little figure of Isis is equipped with tapering 
horns, which are protecting the Circle of the Sun, or it may 
be the Fear! of Price. Her head-dress is the Vulture- 
symbol of the Great Mother/ or val sure, the “Strong 
Tower/ In Peru the condor or vulture was regarded as 
the Messenger or Mercury of the Sun/ and it occupied the 
same place in the sceptre of the Incas” as the two-headed 
eagle now does upon the sceptres of the Emperors of 

J tf. U Plong€Oqt Queen Moo* p. 67; ahd W- M. Flinders Ptlri^ 
Religion of A ndeni Egypt. 

- jastJQw, The Retigion of Babylonia and Assyria* p, 4S9. 
3 D euteronomy aucxin. 27, 
* <4The vulture was ihe Great Mother : we know not why."—TLrards Booh 

of the Deady p. 105. 

b Spence, Mythology of Mexico and Fent> p. 55. 
fl Inca = The Unique A. 
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Germany and Russia. In the emblem herewith the Bird 

of hire is headed like a Serpent. 

The Egyptians believed that if he (the soul) comes 

to Nut or to the Serpent which guards the Sun, either of 

them greets him as her Son, She has pity on him and 

offers him her breast that he may suck, and thus he lives 

and is once more made a child,"1 

1348 [249 

The word guard, i.e. ag warn, the “ Mighty Ward,” is 

traceable to the same root as that from which sprang 

Azgard, the Scandinavian idea of the endosured Light, the 

Park, or Paradise. Similarly the words gamer, garriton, 

and garden, may be compared with the Phoenician cartha, 

the Norse garth, and the Russian gored, all meaning a guarded 

and protected place. One of the Old English words for 

garden was haigk or haw, and the latter term survives in the 

name of the London church now known as <( St Mary 

Woqlchurch flaw." 

1 Eranckp p. $7- 
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Branching from Cheapside is the street named Buckvf.re- 

rlvry, a name suggesting that at one time there stood here 

a Bury or Barrow of “ Buckler," A buckler is a protective 

shield, and the word is radically the same as buckle. In 

ancient Egypt the Buckle was regarded as a protective 

amulet, and Tirard illustrates a specimen inscribed “The 

blood of Isis, the words of power of Isis, the might of Isis : 

a talisman to protect the Great One and prevent any wrong 

being done to him,” The protective power of the buckle 

is also shown in the Book of the Dead, where a buckle with 

I2$0 i “ 51 I2J3 

human hands grasps the deceased by the left arm and 

prevents him from going astray.' The emblems above are 

evidently Buckles. 

In fig. 1253 representing Parnassus, the centre tree is 

guarded between two pyramidal rocks, and these Pillars of 
Hercules figure not infrequently on ancient coinage. King 

Arthur is reported to have been buried between two 
pyramidal stones. The goals of chariot- and other ancient 

races were two great stones, and the word goal resolves, like 

gaol, into the “ Mighty or Evcr-Existent God." 

In Greece the Dragon, a “crested serpent much re¬ 

sembling the Hindoo cobra f was sacred to Minerva, and 

1 Cf. Ihfik of ike Deed, pp. 79, So. 
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its image appears frequently upon her helmet. “The 

ancient Agathadacmon," says King, “ in the form of his 

congener, the Cobra, still haunts the precincts of the Hindoo 

temples as of old the shrines of Isis, and issues from his 

hole at the sound of fife to accept the oblation of milk from 

the attendant priest. As with the ancients so with the 

Hindoos, he is the special keeper of concealed treasure; and 

when a zemindar deposits his hoard in the prepared hiding- 

place, he, to make assurance doubly sure, builds up a 

serpent therewith to watch over the gold," 1 

1353 

In Persia there prevailed a similar idea, and in Peru 

“wc find the serpent, especially Urcaguay, the keeper of 

subterranean gold, an object of great veneration."1 
I he figure of a Griffin with its paw placed guardingly upon 

a pearl, ball, or sphere, is a common subject of sculpture ; 

in fig, 668 vol. i,, p, 276) Griffins were the supporters 

of the Water-Mother, and the Griffin seems everywhere 

to have been pre-eminently a symbol of Wardenship, 

The belief in Gritfins is considered to have come from 

the East, where they are mentioned as the fabulous animals 

that guarded the gold of India. The Greeks believed that 

Griffins found gold in the mountains and built their nests 

1 7^ lw;//hp pr 21E (XLaJliC& mint.) 

3 Spence (L.}t MjtAi */Mtxk& and p. 54. 
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of it, for which reason these nests were highly attractive 

to hunters* and the Griffins were forced! to keep vigilant 

watch over them. The instinct of the Griffins led them 

to know where buried treasures lay, and they did their best 

to keep pilferers at a safe distance. According to Bar¬ 

tholomew Angliccs, Griffins dwelt in H those hills that 

are called Hyperborean,1" and they “ keep the mountains 

in which be gems and precious stones, and suffer them not 

to be taken from thence/’ Other accounts state that the 

Griffins collected their gold from the sands of a river in 

Scythia, and that the neighbouring Arimaspians were 

constantly endeavouring to filch it from them. “These 

storks, says Herodotus* “are received by the Scythians 

from the Issedoxians, and by them passed on to us Greeks , 

whence it arises that we give the one-eyed race the Scythian 

name of Arimaspi* firima being the Scythic word for * one/ 
and 4 spu 1 for E the eye/ M1 

I have already suggested that the Issedonians or 

IssEDQNEs* who, according to Herodotus, were the origin¬ 

ators or fosterers of this fable* were the followers of Isis—the 

enlightened Isses*, Jessees1, or Essenes1—and that the Arimas- 

pians and other would-be thieves represent that semi-blind, 

one-eyed class that has no eye to recognise anything else 

than Matter* We may arrive at the more exact symbolism 

of the Griffin by a consideration of its composition, which 

was half-lion and half-eagle* The Lion born torpid but 

awakened by the roaring of its Sire was, I have suggested, 

a type of the regenerate man ; the eagle, according to 

Dionysius* ** denotes the kingly, and soaring* and swift in 

flight, and quickness in search of the nourishment which 

makes strong* and wariness* and agility, and cleverness* 

and the unimpeded, straight, and unflinching gaze towards 

the bounteous and brilliant splendour of the Divine 

1 Book iv. p. 27, 
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rays of the Sun, with the robust extension of the visual 

powers.*'1 

The gold of which the Griffins built their nests and 

which was collected by them from the sands of a river, 

seems to have been the imperishable gold of Wisdom, 

uThey wove bright fables in the days of old, 

When Reason borrowed Fancy's painted wing?, 

When Truth's clear river firmed aVr mndi vf gpld*'1 - 

3 Heavtttfy Hierarchyf section viii 

■ T. K. Eimy. 

A popular variant of ibis Rrier of Golden Sands is found in the Slav 

Fairy-t^le known as *■ The River of the Princess.3' The story runs that the 

land of Rouman u. was devastated by a disastrous. drought, and men crept 

about like ghosts w ith tbeir bones starting through the skin* their lips drawn 

back so that the teeth lay bare, and only a few rags upon their bodies. 

The beautiful Princess IRINA felt her heart breaking for pity, and wringing 

her hands, prayed thus \— 

,lAG good God! hast Thou, then, quite forsaken me? Wilt Thou bring 

our poor land to destruction ? Have we sinned yet more that we must 

endure such scare hings-out of Thy wrath ?1 

** Then a soft, cool breath stole in, bcantig a perfume as from the most 

beautiful of gardens, and a silvery voice spoke ; 

u * Help shall arise for thee out of tt river. Only seek .3 

“Then* through the burning summer heat she began a weary pilgrimage 

toward the rive re. Sometimes she would still chance upon a poor, starved 

liule horse, that would carry her a short distance, and then tall down deadp 

even beneath her light weight She went up xh^ Qltv river,, the Gin9 the 

the SeretA, all the rivers* both great and small* They flowed but 

meagrely over their stony beds, and those once mighty waters scarcely 

whispered as they went* they that of old were wont to rush and roar, 

UA Merciful God \ * prayed the Princess, Lbt but a little cloud appear 
when i have found the river that is to help us lJ But there arose no cloud. 

She was wandering for a second time up the banks of the ArgescAt and was 

just about to xlira sadly back, when she caught sight of the mouth of a titfie 
stream that jAe And not rwtieed before? 

The Princess falls asleep, and upon awaking—Behold ! the river was no 

longer brown., bux clear and blue as the air, and at the bottom of the water 

something shone and glittered like the sunbeams themselves. Irina again 

girt up her garments and waded in—she must sec what it was that shone 

with so wondrous a gleam. And lo l it was pure gold. She fell on her 

knees, there in the stream, and gave God thanks, aloud and earnestly. 

Gold l gold! Now she could help 3 She went carefully on through the 
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I he Hyperborean Mountains where the gems were found 

and where the Griffins had their nests, are manifestly the 

mountains of hyper1 Boreas, i.e, above the storms and blasts 

of Boreas, the Northern Wind, The Hyperboreans, accord¬ 

ing to Herodotus, “extended to the Sea,"* and this sea, 

one may assume, was the same as that alluded to by 
Wordsworth— 

“ Hence til a season of calm weather. 
Though inland far we be, 

Our Souls have sight of that immortal sea 

Which brought us hither,”*1 

According to some accounts, the Griffin “ layeth in hip nest 

a stone that hight Smaragdus against venomous beasts of 

the mountain. * Smaragdus was a generic name applied to 

stones of a green colour, but more particularly to the 

Emerald, and the Emerald symbolised “hopes of immor¬ 

tality. * Precious stones were, as has been seen, considered 

to be symbols of Truths, and the stone Smaragdus* thus 

water and gathered up the golden grains and little fragments, filling her 
in.mile with them (ill the burden was almost too heavy for her. And now 
sne hurried home with her treasure and poured it out before her husband. 
Her children were yet alive, though weak and sorely exhausted; and they 
scarcely knew her again, she was so emaciated and sunburnt Yet now 
messengers went forth into distant Lands and bought com, maize and hay, 
seeds ami cattle; and the river never grew weary of giving till the famine 
was at an end,and laughing green, and sleek cattle, covered the Roumanian 
meadows once more,1’— Legtxdi from Kivtr and Mountain, Carmen Sylvu, 
pp. 135-ljS. 

1 *Pj>fr' tnean*nK ovtr or abovt, may be modernised into High Fmvtr or 
£>r Ptrt, *iv, 13. 

! !"t,’nai'0™ of Immortality, * Mtditnmi Lore, R. Stcdc, p. 130. 
fiomancce/Symfolitm, Heath, p. ar?. 

»The medical praetUioncrs nf the Middle Ages firmly believed that 
mem s gave relief in a great variety of ailments, but nothing appears to 

jfV<e,^f4SeStStI SUc.k *^™,ahle healing qualities as Gom} and Aurum 
e t’1'Subr Oil, when mined with Lunar Oil or Silver, was held to be 

a teat Arcanum fit to he used in most diseases,'1 Dissolved gold was 
eons 1 ere to be an Elixir of Life and was idealised as a divine antidote to 
disease and death. 
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seems to mean that the Truth of Immortality is an efficacious 

balm against the ills and evils of Mortality. 

The one-eyed Arimaspians everlastingly on the prowl 

for the treasured gold of the Hyperborean Griffins rede, it 

is said, on horstiy an implication that they were men of 

intellect. The Intellect per jf, as symbolised by the horse, is 

a faculty neither moral nor immoral, except as it may be 

driven or applied to a good or a bad purpose. The two 

eyes, as has been exemplified, typified respectively Knowledge 

and Love, and one may reasonably infer from the very 

marked mention of horses, that the solitary eye possessed by 

the xArimaspians was the Eye of Intellect and the eye lacking 

was the Eye of Love. The never-ending tussle between the 

filching Arimaspians and the indomitable Griffins thus seems 

to allegorise the old-standing feud between those who heard 

the pipes of Pan and those who would deny them into 

ridicule and silence.1 

In Pjcrugia there is a well-known sculpture, representing 

a crowned Griffin clutching a writhing pig. Its meaning Is 

probably expressed in the lines of Tennyson : 

uLet me fly di seagirt) to sweep 

In cver-highering eagle-circles up 

To the great Sun of Glory, and thence swoop 

1 Plutarch alludes lo the Arimaspians of his awn epoch as follows : Wo 

shall alio get our hands on the dull crowd, whq take pleasure in associating 

ihe ideas about these gods either with changes of ihe atmosphere according 

!o the seasons, or with the generation of corn and sowings and ploughing*, 

and in saying that Osiris is buried when the sown com is hidden by the 

tarthd and comes to life and shows himself again when it begins in sprout. 

. * . They should take very good heed and be apprehensive lest unwittingly 

they write oJT the sacred mysteries and dissolve them into winds and streams 

and sowings and plaughings and passions of earth and changes of seasons. 
- - - There are consecrated symbols, some obscure ones and othe rs more plain, 

guiding die intelligence toward the mysteries of the Gods* Not without risk, 

for some going entirely astray have stepped into superstition, while others, 

shunning superstition as a quagmire, have unwittingly fallen into atheism as 
down a precipice/ 
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Down upon all things base, and dash them dead, 

A knight of Arthur, working out his will. 

To cleanse the world/'1 

It was said of the Almighty,41 he rode upon a cherub, 

and did fly ; and he was seen upon the wings of the wind.'** 

In hairy-tale the Cherub or Griffin figures very generally as 

a benign and powerful transporter. There is, for instance, a 

tale current in Tibet of a Griffin that rewarded the hero by 

taking him upon its back and flying 14 straight in through 
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the Great Golden Gate," where it deposited the youth “ in 

the centre of a vast courtyard round which were sitting 

numbers of Gods, fairies, and other denizens of the 5ky.J 

In fig. 12J4 the Griffin is supporting not only the oblong 

square that typified the Universe but also a gkbtts ala tut or 

winged circle, the ancient picture of the anlmt mttttdi or 
Divine Spirit.* 

The Master-Griffin or Christ was illustrated anut vol. i., 

p. 278, and the word grijbt or grypbotj, allied to a 

resolves into “the Mighty Fire, the Living One.” 

* Gartik and I.yHitte. 1 s Samuel xxii. 3. 
w F’ Ctonno^ Fvfi- Tates fr&M Jjtf//, p. 100. 

4 Suikcley, Avtbury^ p. 
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In Gnostic emblems the Gryphon is sometimes repre¬ 

sented with its paw or claw upon a wheel ; sometimes 

“ the same gryphon's tail ends in a scorpion, whilst the 

wheel squeezes out of its chrysalis a tiny human soul that 

stretches forth its hands in jubilation.”1 

In the designs below, of which fig. 1255 is Egyptian and 

figs. 1256, 1257, and 1258 European, the little soul is 

emerging jubilantly from the mouth of a Dragon or 

Serpent, and these emblems evidently express the passage, 

“Osiris enters the tail of a great serpent, was drawn through 

its body and came out through its mouth, and was then born 

1155 1256 f?$7 

anew." 1 This progression of Os 1 a is or Everyman through 

the body of the Agathadsemon or Good Genius, depicted as 

a huge serpent,3 evidently typifies the purifying transit of the 

Soul through Wisdom. The story of Jonah is probably a 

garbled account of this ancient idea, and it is not unlikely 

that the sacred rites at Avebury and at other dracontian or 

snake-formed Temples included a perambulation by priests 

and people from the tail to the head, a ceremony typifying 

the healthful progress of the soul from the bondage of 

Ignorance into the Liberty of Light, 

A belief in the efficacy of transit between sacred symbols 

was once widespread. Sometimes as a favourable omen 

E King, Tkt Gna&Htt* p. I2gr 
3 Churchward, Sigm and Symbols of Primordial A fan, p. 375- 

1 Tkt pr 117, 
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armks were purified by being led to pass between the split 

halves of a Dog,1 and in Europe there are numerous round- 

holed stones by creeping through which it was believed that 

the old man was put off and the new man put on.* The 

passing through a split /Isk-tree was regarded as equally 

efficacious, and sometimes a Chtrry was considered the 

'*59 

proper tree for the purpose,3 The Stone or Rock hewn 

into the ring or circle of the Perfect One and the 

Ash-tree and the Cherry-tree all being alike symbols of 

the Great Spirit, may, it is obvious, be equated with the 
Dragon or Serpent, 

In the printer's mark herewith the emerging Soul Is 

1 Borlasc, Ant p, 177. 

haring-Gould, Cliff Ctuf/*jT pp, yj&k 309, Indra 35 said to have drawn a 

man thrLoe ihrough, a hde and thereby to have given him bca]lh and new 

* E, S. tUrtland, Folk-Lor€y p. I& 
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rising above the tree^bciiding blasts of Boreas Eo Hyper-* 

bgreas or “ Pcacepoolhh in the form of a Dove, The Slavs 

considered that the Soul after Death flew from the mouth 

in the form of a dovef and they called the Milky Way the 

street of the birds" believing that the souls of the dead 

fluttered along it in the shape of birds. The Latin for a 

bird is avis or the «essence of Av" and the word dove 

resolves into “resplendent Life. 1 l he Hebrew and 

Chaldaic for a dove is jumhf which is equal to the Latin 

1260 1261 1262 

Juso, the Goddess of Childbirth, and to the Sanscrit yom, 

meaning womb. 
It is believed by students of folk-lore that the legend of 

St. George and the Dragon originated in that fabulously 

remote period when mankind actually encountered « Dmgons 

of the Prime”* But the conception of the Dragon as a 

beneficent monster must either have antedated this period 

or the Dragon must, like the later Serpent, have serve* 

simultaneously as the symbol of two direct opposites. We 

shall probably be right In assuming that the giant saurian 

> There are two rivers called Dove in England, and !he mot enters 

largely into place-names. . 
* See MacCullodi (J. A >, ChUdtovdFktwn. 
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was elevated into a symbol of the Infinite and the Omnipo¬ 

tent) because, like the elephant of later times, it was the 

vastest and the most powerful of all living things. Among 

the monsters here illustrated, which are doubtless emblems 

of that agatkadamon which the Al bigeo is were charged with 

heretically worshipping, two are marked with the cross 

and one with the star or aster. The word monster must 

indeed be the same as minster or monastery, and may be 

resolved into man as ter, the “lone enduring light." The 

word dragon yields dttr ag on, ** enduring mighty one *' ; and 

the Kraken or great Sea Serpent, cognate with kr, the San¬ 

scrit for creator, may be understood as a it era ken, the ** Great 

Fire, the Great One." According to Egyptian mythology, 

“-ttier keepeth <wardi over the wicked 11 j and the same root 

1 Budge, Legends, p. i j. 
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i;> perceptible in Cerberus, the /^r/r-headed, serpen t-tai led, 

monster-dog said to guard Hades. 

li6S 

1269 1270 1271 

According to Greek legend, the Dragon guardian of 

Hesperia (or Jasper:* ?) was named Ladon, ue. the “ Ever- 

Lasting Stronghold.” In Greece there is a River Ladon, and 
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in Lycia there is a volcano named Chimara, According 

to some versions, the guardian of the Hesperidian apples 

was Gerygn, “the mighty fire, the ever-existent one," a 

itfr«-headcd Being possessing herds of the most splendid 

cattle. i 

The three hearts upon the back and the heart-like tongue 

of fig. 1268 stamp this emblem unmistakably as the agailta- 

d<emott or “good demon.4' But before the Greek wprd 

agatha came to mean good it must have meant eg atha, the 

Mighty A-Tau or the Ether. The father of King Arthur 

was Other Pendragon—emblemised ante, p. to—and one 
of the Greek titles for Zeus was ./Ether. Thus Euripides : 
“ Scest thou the immense alher on high and the earth 

around held in its moist embrace ? Revere Zeus and obey 

god."1 And Virgil: “Thus the Omnipotent Father, 

great ALtker with fecund showers, descends into the bosom 

of his rejoicing wife,* and, united in love with her great body, 

nourishes all her offspring."3 

The word agathadamon may thus be resolved into the 

fundamental “ Mighty Ether or Author, the Resplendent 

Sole One," 

In South America the alligator {el agatha ?) is known 

alternatively as the cayman or ac ay men ; and in crocodile 

the initial syllables are kr, the Creator or Great Fire. 

In Corea the alligator is known as the a-ke; in China 
the Dragon is termed stake or stage, and the word leviathan 

is no doubt cognate with the surnames Levi and Levey, 

both of which may be compared with tovey. The Persian 

mar, which «may be supposed the same as that serpent 

which guards the golden fruit in the garden of the 

Hesperides,” * may be equated with the Egyptian mcr, 

meaning love ; and Love or La Vie, the “Everlasting Life,” 

1 tferadida. » Juno or Yonl 5 Georgies, ii. p. 3*4 
* Gould (C*X Mystical Monsters, p, 11 r. 
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may be identified with Amor, the oldest and the first-born 
of the Gods, 

In some localities Cinderella is known as Agata,1 and 

Cinderella—no larger than one’s little finger—may, like 

the grain of mustard seed, be compared to that agalhadantott 

of which the Chinese mystics say: ** The bright moon 

pearl is concealed in the oyster, the dragon is there." 

It is believed in China that “The dragon’s skin has 

five colours, and he moves like a spirit; he wishes to be 

small and he becomes like a silkworm ; great, and he fills 

all below heaven ; he desires to rise, and he reaches the 

ether ; he desires to sink, and he enters the deep fountains. 

The times of his changing are not fixed, his rising and 

descending are undetermined ; he is called a god {or 
spirit).”5 

It is further related of the Chinese dragon that when 

he opens his eyes it is day and when he shuts them it is 

night. He is said to have nine characteristics and eighty- 

one scales. The number eighty-one is nine times nine, 

and as the immutable nine was the symbol of immutable 

Truth, cighty-ouc may be obviously understood as a nine¬ 

fold nine or the fundamental Truth of Truths. Kiao, a 

Chinese name for the mystic Dragon, may be equated with 

ak iso, the great and cver-existcnt Beginning and the End. 

AzMaha, the Persian name for dragon, resolves into the 

'* blazing and resplendent A.” 

The Turks have a word cave, meaning the sky, and, 

according to Stoke ley, the old British term for the central 

stone of the sacred circles was cove. A cove is a shelter or 

haven, and the word is probably identical with cave. The 

Mithraic Mysteries were invariably practised within caves, 

and this curious custom may have survived from the time 

when caves were a refuge and a stronghold. The word hale, 

1 Cinderella, p. 315. ’ Gould (C-X AtyHieal A font fen, p- 4«x 
VOL. It. ' 20 
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like hill, must once have meant Godr and the French for 
hole is tn>uY which differs very little from our true and tree. 

Holes and Caves and Trees were Man's first home and 

refuge, and to the fugitive from some active Ichthyosaurus 
or Dinosaur Holes and Trees and Caverns must necessarily 

have implied a cogent symbol of the protective Spirit. In 

Cymric the word tret as in Coventry and Dav- or Doves- 
try(?), means an abode, and the prefix tre still abounds in 

Cornwall. A ewe is a harbour^and the Latin for tree is arbor. 

Among the Gypsies Aevt the root of cave, means a hole and 

also a water-hole or we//. 

Once upon a time the words ill, kelly and evil must have 

meant goodt just as Devil, Lucifer,and Demon once implied 

“ Resplendent Living God,” the ‘‘Lord of Light, the Living 

Fire,” and “ Resplendent Sole One.1* There is a tradition 

that Satan was originally a Seraph, and the name Satan allied 

to Set, the Lucifer of Egypt, may probably be Anglicised 

into the Set or immovable One. The antagonism between 

Set and Horus was originally a poetic conception of the 

amicable and eternal rivalry between night and day, and in 

the Avebury Temple these twin circles lie tranquilly together 

within the greater circle of 7Vi», the Lord of Life.' 

At that remote age when Avebury and the neighbouring 

D ever el were so named, evil and devil presumably had 

none other than a good, significance. The Gypsy name 

for God is still devil; and the French for hell is enfer^ 

the one Fire. 

The writer of The Hound of Heaven has conceived that 

imperturbable “ tremendous Lover" as unescapable ; the 

poet of Psalm cxxxix. describes even the darkness of Hell as 

hiding not God ; and the Egyptians entitled Osiris “Lord 

of the uttermost limit of everything,” 

The Dragon is known heraldically as a wi-vem ; and there 

1 Budge, /-trends of the Goth, p. 147. 
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is a minute kind of beetle termed a weevil. The name 

weevilt fundamentally the same as devil and evilt may be 

resolved into tew evi/t and this tiny chafer had presumably 

the same symbolic significance as the scarab or chepera. 

About two hundred years ago part of the great circle at Ave¬ 

bury was cut away by the then-there-residcnt Lord Scrope 
—is ak ur ope, the “Essence of the great Fire Hoop”— 

and to this day there is living within its radius a family 

named Kem, “the Great Sun,” one of the titles of the Land 
of Egypt. 

According to an Egyptian account of Creation, Father 

Nu, the celestial ocean, said : “ Plants and creeping things 

. (sprang tip) from the God Rem through the tears which I 

let fall. I cried out to my Eye and men and women came 

into existence."1 The creative Rem or urem, the « Fire of 

the Sun, does not differ from f™, the “ Great Sun," nor 

from dr, the Egyptian for Eye. 

The Egyptians conceived the sun-disc not only as the 

Eye of Chepera but also as a golden Boat that sailed daily 

across the azure ocean of the Sky. This soncalled “ Boat of 

Millions of years," or “ Boat of Ra,” was named sometimes 

Ur, sometimes Uru, and sometimes Makaa, the last mean¬ 

ing in Egyptian “great Protector," but resolvable funda¬ 

mentally into om ak aa, the Sun, the great Aa. 

In fig. 1177 the “Boat of Ra ” is associated with the 

letters 1 O, and in fig. 1278 this moon-shaped boat is rigged 

with the P of the protective Parent. 

The Egyptian believed that eventually his soul would be 

allowed to enter the Boat of the Sun, and that in the com¬ 

pany of the Gods he would then sail into the source of 

immortal Light* Hence he placed model Boats in the tombs 

and prayed, “Come to the earth, draw nigh, O boat of Ra, 

make the boat to travel, O mariners of Heaven.ri 2 The 

1 Budge, legends of the Cedi, p. it* * /hid., p. jgj, 
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Gnostic Manichees of the Dark Ages supposed that souls 

passed upwards primarily to the Moon, which they conceived 

to be a celestial Ship, whose brightness waxed or waned 

as it filled with souls or rendered them back to the 5un.: 

These Manicheans termed the Mother of Life or Living 

Spirit,, Omoforos, a title resolving into the Sun, the 

Living Fire Light." 

It is obvious that such a maritime, seaborn notion as 

that of the Sun and Moon being ships could not have 

originated in the centre of Asia nor anywhere except among 

some nautical seafaring people. It must also have been 

© 
I 0 

H77 

among islanders who were able to track the coming and 

the going of the sun-disc to the Sea, that there first 

originated the idea that mare, the ocean, was the Mother 

of Ra. The word home means sun, and the terms come 

and go represent the daily movements of ac ome and agj, 

the u Mighty Q," The Sanscrit for go is gam, and a 

symonym for come is approach, i.c. ap er oche, the “ Eye of 

Fire, the O ever-cxistent." 

Similarly the words vanish and evanescent allied to 

vannus* a fan, express the fading and disappearance of the 

great Fan or Evan. Evening is the evanescent time, and 

i CnnjrbMfc, “ The Religion of the Maul,” The Quest, ili. i, p. 7- 
* I'tinnus = Venus, who wai tifien represented as seated in a sktU-\{Vt car 

drawn by AMpHtTft ite = dwt ji turyft, “ the Sun Fire, the Enduring 
Heat" 
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even? meaning level, may be equated with elevel or el Evil, 

“ Lord Living Lord,” 

In Babylonia several of the Gods were assigned ships, 

and that of Sin, the God of Wisdom, was called “ the ship 

of Light.” Jastrow says “that it resembled a moon’s 

crescent not differing much therefore from the ordinary 

flat-bottomed Babylonian boat with upturned edges,”1 

The word ship does not differ from sheep or cheap. The 

Latin for sheep is avis, and for ship, navis, i.e. the one avis or 

aphis. The chief star in the constellation of “ the Ship” is 

1279 12 So 1381 

named Canopus, which may be Anglicised into the “great 

one, the snake, sheep, ship, or hoop-light.” Hippos, the 

Greek word for horse, was used also to mean ship: in 

Chaldee ship was hipha. 

The main part of a Christian church is termed its nave; 

Christ, the Sheep or K Lamb of God,” uttered some of his 

parables from a ship, and the likening of Christ’s church to 

an ark or barque of safety is a frequent similitude. 

The skin-covered canoes of the ancient Britons were 

known as coracles, and to this day the ak or ak el is in use in 

Wales. The little ships in which Columbus sailed to the 

“ New World ” were termed carvels, and a synonym for 

carvel was chahupe. The root oap, meaning hoop, eye, or 

1 Hmcn = tfaawft a Rtligi&ns vf llahyhma ami Assyria^ pi 654, 
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disc, is preserved not only in the word ship but likewise in 
shallop or thakupt, and in sloop* In North European lan¬ 
guages ship becomes skip, skib, and skepp, whence our English 
skipper or captain. Cap is the “ Great Eye ” and skipper is 
the “Great Eye Father," and to the same root are resolvable 

the terms schooner and skiff. 

A Persian and Arabian term for a boat is sumbuk, which 
is allied to the Spanish and Turkish xebec or xabeque* Ek sc 

bek, the “ Great Fire Buck 11 or the Roebuck, must be allied 
to the Serpentine “ Sasak, Lord of the Bat in the East 
(ante, p. 2cS). 

The word bateau or boat is fundamentally akin tp the 
Latin beams which means happy ; the term pinnace is allied 
to bensseu, and punt to the Blessed and Exquisite Land of 
Punt or op un tet the “ Eye of Unique Splendour." The 
word sumbui is initially the same as smack or sumak; the 
Anglo-Saxon for a smack was sttacc—otherwise snake; the 
Icelandic for a swift vessel is snekkja, and the Swedish is 
snacka. 

There is a kind of sloop known as a hoy—which is the 
way some people pronounce Eye* The Dutch term for a 
hoy is heit or hestdie ; hodie is Latin for daily; and by 
reversing the order of the two syllables heu die or ho 

die, the result is dhow—the African name for a sailing 
boat. In Ceylon the native name for a canoe is dhoney, 

which may be resolved into “ resplendent one Eye of 
“ On High,” Galley yields the “ Mighty God Eye1 ; and 
dao, an alternative form of dhow' may be understood as “ re¬ 
splendent O, Hu, or 

The word canoe is a native term reaching us via Spain 

from Hayti, the Island of the “Splendid Av." The 
Greek for ship is naos or nans, and there is still preserved 

the notion of the one Lord Ay or Aw in our English yawl. 

1 Compare also aujoufr/tfw. 
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In barge, brig, and barque, there is fundamentally the notion 
of Everlasting, Mighty, and Great Bear or Pen. The arms 
of Berkshire are the Dragon, and the Northmen built their 
Dragon-headed barges, barques, or brigs in Dragon form. 
To this day there is held in China, an annual festival of the 
Dragon Boat. A Dragon was the standard of the Phoeni¬ 
cians, and at the prow of the Phoenician galleys stood a 
figurehead of the goddess Astarte, holding a cross in one 

hand and pointing the way with the other,1 
In fig. 1282 the Bow sprit, sprout, sprite, or spirit is a 

cross, and the word prow (French proue) presumably origi- 

1:8: 1:83 

nated from the custom of the forefront of the ship, once 
consisting of an image, figurehead, or mascot of "pbv Hu.” 
The Gypsy word for ship is berro. 

The name Astarte, “ the resplendent Tower of Light ” 
or the ** splended lasting Light," is an amplified form of 
Ast, the Egyptian name for the Goddess whom the Greeks 
entitled Isis, Within historic times, a symbolic but very 
material “Ship of Isrs” used to be carried through 
European towns and villages,5 and the ceremony was only 
suppressed when it degenerated into too scandalous license. 
Eiss was the Celtic for ship. The Spiritual Ship of Isis 
or, as Plutarch explains it, knowledge, may be equated with 
the magic ship of the fairy Princess Sudolisu. This Slav 

1 Donnelly, Atlantis^ p, 441. 
2 Cf. Carious Afy/hi of Ike Middle Ag/sr S- Baring-GouJd, p, 334. 
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story runs, that Sudolisu, “the sustainer, the resplendent 
Liitr,” dwelt beyond the nine kingdoms, far beyond the 
ocean, within a stiver vessel with golden masts. The maprc 
steed of her lover Niezguinek, says to its master: "Do 
you see that silver ship with golden masts that rides on the 
waves yonder ? The first thing to be done is to get the 
diamond key that opens the ship. In order to procure this 
you must kill me and then throw into the water one end 
of my entrails, by which bait you will trap the King of the 
Lobsters. Do not set him free till he has promised to get 
you the key, for it is this key that draws the vessel to you 

1384 (=85 

of its own accord.” Niezguinek, Cinderella-like, demurs 

against slaughtering his trusty friend, but the horse ex¬ 

claims : " Do as I tell you ; you can bring me to life again 

as you did before. Niezgu(nek then carries out his injunc¬ 

tions, whereupon, runs the tale, “ there came a crowd 

of crawfish, and amongst them a gigantic lobster as large 
as a year-old calf,” 

This key-guarding, calf-like lobster illustrated in the 
emblems herewith is evidently a variant of the Sun- 
guarding cal/, a calif, or "Great Lord of Life "-like Scorpion, 

and it was presumably the similarity in form between 
scorpion and crayfish, and the likeness between these 
creatures extended claws and the protecting form of a pair of 
horns that led to the crayfish being held sacred. Plutarch 
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wrote: “I hear that the inhabitants of Seriphos bury 

dead crawfish. If a living one falls into their nets, they do 

mt keep it,but throw it into the water again. They mourn 

over the dead ones and say they are the delight of Perseus, 

Son of Zeus,"1 The French for crayfish is krevisse or kre- 

fish, and the root of both these words is “Great Fire A." 

The term lobster (Anglo-Saxon kppestri) resolves into “ Lord 

Eye of Light Enduring.'* 
“‘Give me,’ says Niezguinek. to the calf—ac Ateph or 

Great-Adike lobster—' the diamond key which belongs to 

the silver ship with the golden masts, for in that vessel 

dwells Princess Su Douse,’ The King of the Crawfish 

whistled, whereupon myriads of his subjects appeared. He 

spoke to them in their own language and dismissed one who 

soon returned with the magic diamond key in his claws. 

While speaking he saw the marvellous ship sparkling 

white in the sun. She was made entirely of pure silver, 

with golden masts. The rigging was of silk, the sails of 

velvet, and the whole was enclosed in a casing of impene¬ 

trable steel network. Niezcuimek sprang down to the 

water's edge armed with his club, and rubbing his fore¬ 

head with the diamond key, said : 

« ‘ Riding on the ocean waves a magic ship 1 see ; 
Stop and change thy course, O ship, here 1 hold the key, 

Obey the signal known to thee. 

And come at once direct to me*’ 

“ The vessel turned right round and came at full speed 

towards land, and right on to the bank, where it remained 

motionless, Niezguiker smashed in the steel network with 

his club ■ and opening the doors with the diamond key, 

there found Princess Sudolesu, * 

1 De sera Hum. Vistiiic., 17. 
1 Fairy-Tale* aj the Slav PtastuUs and Herdsmen, pp, SJ7,261. 
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The Greek for a ship is mw, which may be equated with 
nous, meaning the Mindy Intellectf or Reason, Silver was the 
symbol of Knowledge, gold of Wisdom, and the gold-rigged, 
silver ship of Sudolisu cannot but be an emblem of the 
Gnats or agonists, the “ Mighty One Isis,” Several of our 
London publishers still use this well-recognised sign of the 
Ship of Knowledge, and one of them combines with it the 
castle of Kronus and the Tree of Life. 

Fig, 1287 i$ the sign of Messrs Chatto & Wismis, 
copied by them from an Egyptian papyrus, and it will 
be noticed how curiously this ship is rigged. The rig 
of fig. 1288 forms a simple cross, and it was presum- 

13»6 1387 

ably this sign that caused the earliest mariners to employ 
the word rig. The Gypsy term for mast or tree is rt$k 
or rttkh. 

The stays of figs. 1289 and 1290 form a firm set Af 

stay, cone, or pyramid, and the triangular /w^sail1 of fig- 
129 1 identifies this emblem as a mystic lugger. At the mast¬ 
head of fig, 1282 {ante) is a fourfold Rose of Fire, the 
onflamme of the Master of Life, The sail or lantern of this 
same small ifoe-tipped ship of Eros—the little chapis 

* “a as ln emblem was illustrated {ante, p. 38, val iA 
* Lad— LADON f AW* = KnEPH l 
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seemingly an irit. Chap is a variant of the word ship ; and 
chie/t the Scotch for child, ts a variant of ceol> the Anglo-Saxon 
for a keel or skip} The sail of fig* 1178 ts F, and of fig. 
1290 a fiery, fluttering flag. An iris ts alternatively called a 

fiagj and the word flag? meaning the “living Almighty,” is 
also used to mean a stone. Stone reappears tn standard and 
etendard, the French for standard'f points to the probability 
that the earliest standards were signs or models of aten 
dar det the “ enduring, brilliant sun-disc." At the battle 
of Northallerton in 1138, the English standard con¬ 

sisted of the mast of a ship fitted into a high four-wheeled 
carriage, and on the top of this mast was a silver pix with 
a consecrated host.* One sees frequently to-day a golden 
ball at the summit of a flagstaff", and this golden ball 
or Pearl of Price is portrayed in fig. 1277. The French 
for fiag is drapeaut the dur ap 0, the “one sign” or 
ensign. A pennon is the “ universal one ” ; a banner or 
“good fire” is the same as bonkmr, which means happiness, 
i.e. "&Mpyness.” 

1 Tie chit of child occurs in C KILTER if, etc,, and, meaning keet, in place- 
names such as Chelsea or chiPt the “ port of the ships-fJ Tie French for 

child is tnfani^ and infant may be resolved inlo infan it 
3 To fixg is to wantf otherwise to go. To a to grow* 
3 Chambers 5 Encyclopedia, iv. p. 66j- 
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In the emblem herewith a Ship is buffeting towards 
the rising Hoop or “ Hope," to the motto Espirance me 
Guide. Hesperus was known to the Latins under the 
name Vesper, the a Father of Living Light." Vesper is the 
Latin for evetting, and to the same root—vis (strong), avis 
(sheep), or aphis (serpent)—may be referred the word vessel., 
i,e. the Living Light, Power, or God. 

1:93 



CHAPTER XXI 

VIA DOLOROSA 

* Of all who have sailed the seas of life, no men have experienced a range 

Oil vid 55 itude more wide than hits fallen to I he lot of some a mong the mysti n. 
Theirs have been the darling heights ; the lowest depths also ha^e been 

thei r£. Their soli (ary vessel s have been swept i nw the frozen North, wh ere 

ihe 1 cc of a great despair has dosed about them Idee the ribs of death* and 

through a long soul's winter they have lain hidden lei cold and darkness* as 

some belated swallow in the cleft of a ruck/1—VauGHaN. 

“ We are scattered like sheep. We have been compelled to forsake house 

and home. We are ns night ravensj which abide in the rocks. Our chambers 

are in holes and crags. They watch for us as fowls that fly in the air. Ue 

wander in the woods; they hum us with dogs. They lead us away scited 

and bound* as lambs that open not their mouths. They Cry out again it us 

as seditious persons and heretics. We are brought like sheep to the slaughter. 

Many si t oppressed* and in bonds which even decay on their bodi Cs b ome 

have sunk under the ir s ufferi ngs, and died withou t laull. Here is the patit nee 

of the saints in the earth- We must be tried by suffering here. The faithful 

have they hanged on trees, strangled, hewn m pieces, secretly and openlj 

drowned. Not only men* but likewise women and maidens* have borne 

witness to the truth, that Jesus Christ is the truth* the only way to cl 

life. The world still rages, and rests not: it t?vri as if macL They invent 

lies against ns. They cease not their fires murders They make I e 

world lOo narrow for in, O Lord* how long wilt thou be silent ? 
LEONARD ScHOENEit, 1 

The road of mysticism has materially been a dQ&>ros&t 
and its track is thickly strewn with the bones of unremem- 
bered martyrs* Speaking of what he calls the True 
Christians*" or the «Invisible Church*" Kgmensky says : 
a Human fury attacked some of them shamefully * Band^ 
of tyrants ami hangmen* with countless followers* surrounded 

3'7 
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them. Sometimes powerful kings and whole kingdoms 
strove unto exhaustion to destroj' them. Yet , . ^ they 

s^!°d together, or went their way merrily, pursuing their 

Nothing unexpected,” continues Kom exsky, “can, 
indeed, befall such men ; for they count wounds, prison, 
torture, and death among God’s gifts. To live joyfully or 
dolefully is indifferent to them, except that they consider 
the former more dangerous, the latter safer. Therefore 
t ej delight in their troubles, wounds, and stripes, and are 
proud of them. In all things they are so hardy in God’s 

,zw 1294 ,29S ,20 

faith, that if they suffer not somewhat, they imagine that 
they arc idling and losing time. , . . Some who fared not 
thus envied the others with holy envy, fearing God’s wrath 
if they received no correction, and separation from Christ if 
t: ey had no cross, Therefore they kissed the rod and stick 
of God whenever they touched them, and gratefully took 
His cross upon them." 

In the emblems herewith, representing the three bent 
spi es or nails of the Passion, the designers adopted the 

ross of Christ as their sign or trade-mark. The crowned 
an transfixed heart was, it may be assumed, a symbol of 
the grief-acquainted Man of Sorrows. 

Continuing to describe the “ True Christians,” Komensky 

1 The Labyrinth of the World. 
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says : " Now it is true that the evil world granted them but 
little rest, and, indeed, did everything it could to spite and 
mock them ; it grinned at them, bit its thumb at them, 
pelted them, spat at them, tripped them up, and whatever 
worse things can be imagined. Of this I saw many examples, 
and I understood that it befell, according to the orders of 
God the Highest, that those who wish to be good here must 
wear cap and bells ; for the ways of the world bring it with 
them that what is wisdom before God is to the world sheer 
folly. [ saw, therefore^ chat many to whom God had 
granted His noblest gifts had to endure the contempt and 
derision of the others, often even of those who were nearest * 
to them. Thus, I say, did it befall; but I saw also that the 

* godly heeded this not, that they, indeed, gloried therein, 
that the worldly stopped up their noses before them as 
before a stench, averted their eyes from them as from 
something loathsome, scorned them as fools, put them to 
death as malefactors. For they said that their watchword, 
by which it was known that they belonged to Christ, was 
“ not to please the world." They said also that he who 
knows not how to suffer wrongs gaily hath not yet fully 
the spirit of Christ; thus spake they of these things, and 
fortified each other." 

The device of the Foolscap or the Cap and Bells—a 
paper-mark so widely customary that it has originated the 
term “Foolscap"—was seemingly a symbol of the deter¬ 
mination to suffer wrongs gaily. It reflects the words of 
Paul : “ For I think that God hath set forth us the apostles 
last, as it were appointed to death : for we are made a spectacle 
unto the world, and to angels, and to men. We tire fools for 
Christ's sake... we are weak ... we are despised. Even unto 
this present hour we both hunger, and thirst, and are naked, 
and are buffeted, and have no certain dwelling-place; And 
labour, working with our own hands: being reviled, we 
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bless ; being persecuted, we suffer it: Being defamed, we 
entreat: we are made as the filth of the world, and are the 
offscouring of all things unto this day.++1 

The notion that one must be considered a fool for the 

iz99 130Q 1501 

sake of Christ is common in the writings of A KemfiSi 
Bkhmen, and other mystics, and it is akin to the declaration 
of Francis of Assisi, (tWe be the Troubadours of God. 
The rdle played in the past by the Troubadours and their 
intimate connection with the Vaudois or Albigeois has been 

1 1 Corinth tan a iv. 9-13, 
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considered elsewhere.1 Arqux, a devout Catholic, main- 
tamed that it was under the disguise of Jesters or Trouba¬ 
dours that the Albigeois disseminated their insidious doctrines, 
and he further maintained that the Horn of Roland was a 
symbol of this sectarian preaching.* It is common know¬ 
ledge that the Troubadours* were fanners of the fire against 
Rome; in the emblems herewith they arc depicted with 
□pen lips, and figs. 1302 and 1304 are associated with the 
Horn of the Holy Spirit, f.f. the theme of their persistent 
preaching. In one of the Cornish churches there is a piece 
of carving representing a cock-hooded Jester, and this the 
Rev. R. S. Hawker explains by the statement,<e The Jester 

rjea 1303 1304 

or Fool in a church is symbolic of the sectarian heretic or 
scoffer at the mysteries, doctrines, or ritual of the Sanctuary." * 
The traditional costume of a mediaeval fool—the cocks¬ 
comb of the dawn guarded between two horns—seemingly 

1 Eayky (H-X Light cn the Renaissance 
Eu Aroux, Rhtatuti&nmure, et SMia/ufe, p. 463. 

J The geometrical design at the base of figs. 1399 W l3°l **^1 ^ l 
first supposed, represent the various grades of the Troubadour's OiganLiarion; 

but E now think it more probably depicts the words of $r AUGUSTINE, where, 

after referring to the passage in St Paul, “ What, know ye not that the saints 

shall judge the world?1 and explaining that the twelve thrones represent 

the twelve apostlefid he goes on to say; 11 The parts of the world are fou r: 

the east* the west, the north, and the south- From these four, saith the 

Lord So the Gospel shall the elect be gathered together. Called, and how? 

By the Trinity. Not called except by baptism In the name of the Father* 

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost; 50 four parts each called by the 

Three make twelve. ^ 
1 J, T. Blight, A Week at Land1! End, p. 135. 
VOL- II, 31 
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originated from the symbolism of their at-one-timc high 
calling as preachers of the living Spirit in preference to 
formality and mere literalism* 

The conception of a long-suffering but eventually 
victorious Fool is common to Fairy-tale and must be 
infinitely older than Christianity. “ Who can understand 
the ways of God?T> asks the Slav story-teller, and he 
answers : “ It sometimes happens that the wisest men are 
not happy, while the foolish, when harmless and gentle, lead 
contented lives,” The legend from which this passage 
is taken tells of a Fool who wround a waistband [the girdle 
of righteousness ?] round his loins, put a helmet [of salva¬ 
tion ?] on his head, secreted a tablecloth in his breast/took 
a magic wand [the atduneus ?] in his hand and started off * 
for the Royal Court. "Tdl me, fool,” says the king, 
"what price you want for these goods/1 "Not money, 
sire, a fool of my sort cares very little about money- Has 
not the king promised my mother that he will give me in 
exchange the half of his kingdom and the hand of his 
daughter in marriage* These are the gifts 1 claim.”1 

There is a Gaelic Lay of the Gnat Fool relating a 

“ "I alG °f wonder chat was heard without lie, 

Of the idiot to whom hosts yield ; 

A haughty son who yields not to arms. 

Whose name w as the Mighty Fool/1 

ConalUj the hero of this legend — which may be 
regarded as embodying a whole cycle of mystical tradition 
J is first despised for his homely appearance and seeming 
weakness, but in the end he triumphs over all obstacles 
and wins the hand of the king*s daughter who, like 
Bxvkmild and "Briar Rose,” is imprisoned in a fastness. 
The name of this maiden is u Breast of Light/* and the 

1 Slav 7Wrjp pL yja 
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tale relates that CottALL stood a little while gazing at herP 

At last, putting his palm on the point of his spear, he gave 

a springing bound, and “was in at the window beside the 

Breast of Light/' In the sequel this tale repeats itself : 

the King of the Green Isle has a daughter who, like DanaE, 

is imprisoned within a tower* and various warriors try vainly 

to set her free, till Conall ** struck a kick on one of the 

posts that was keeping the turret aloft and the post broke 

and the turret fell, but Conall caught it between his hands 

before it reached the ground. A door opened and Sun¬ 

beam, the daughter of the King of the Green Isle, came out, 

and she clasped her two arms about the neck of Conall, and 

ConaJI put his two arms about Sunbeam and he bore her 

into the great house, and he said to the King of the Green 

Isle, £Thy daughter is won/"1 

This Gaelic maid named a Breast of Light11 is evidently 

the same as that forlorn but glorious “ Daughter of Zion,1' 

of whom IsAtAH wrote: 4 f Rejoice for joy with her, all ye 

that mourn for her ; That ye may suck, and be satisfied with 

the breasts of her consolations * that ye may milk out, and 

be delighted with the abundance of her glory/15 

It was one of the diets of St Paul that, 44 If any man 

among you seemeth to be wise in this world* let him 

become a fool that he may be wise, for the wisdom of this 

world is foolishness with God,11 and from the device 

blazoned on the Bird of Fire herewith, it is evident that 

the Wisdom which the Holy Ghost teacheth, but which to 

the world is folly, was symbolised as The Great 14 Fool/' 

“ But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit 

of God: for they are foolishness unto him/15 

It is well known that the word si/ly meant originally 

simplet innocent^ and Messed. Si/ly, like zta/, is allied to the 

1 Coth Nylk&i&gp of Aryan AW«fljh pp. fia, 392. 

id, 11. J 1 Corinthians ii, 14- 
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German seelig? which resolves into se el ig, the “ fire of God 
Almighty.” Fou, the French for fool* is fundamentally the 
same as feu, the French for fire, and fey, the Scotch for 
inspired. Oaf the English for simpleton, booby? or baby, is 
the same as ouphe, the Scandinavian for elf or fairy-, and 
crazy may be understood as smitten with a craze, or the 
“fire of the Great Fire A.” The Old British name for the 

13&S 

sacred frenzy, a familiar feature of all ancient divination and 
inspiration, was awn. The Old Irish term for a simpleton 
was omadhaum, of which the first two syllables may be 
equated with mad, or “ hot sun ” struck. The ha'Wtt of 
omadhawn is the British awn, i.e. the same “ one A," as is 
the root of crazy or ac era zy, the “ fire of the great Ena." 
Mythology relates that the Goddess Hera (=Era*) struck 
Dionysos “crazy," and that in this state he wandered 

1 Compare German surnames Selig and Seligmann. 
* Compare Scotch surname FouiJS, also Fulljamf.s and Foljasiijr, 

* Spanish hobo. * Era now means a period of TIME. 
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throughout the world teaching its inhabitants the elements 
of civilisation and the arts of cultivation, Jesus Christ 
was charged by His contemporaries with being ** crazy/* 
“and many of them said, He hath a devil and is mad ; why 
hear ye him ?,p 1 

The Latin for mad is amenSj which may be resolved into 
a men je, the “ fire of the sole A/h and it must be assumed 
that this word has, like silly, changed almost completely in 
its meaninga owing partly to the inanities by which fanatics 
brought and still bring Spirituality and Religion into contempt. 

In fig* 1306 the G of Gesu is identified with the emblems 
ml .the Cap-and-Belis, and in the designs herewith this 
letter G or jet* the Ever-Existent, is treated as a separate 
symbol. In figs. 1307 and 1308 it is associated with a star 
or astert to which must be allied hysteria* The hysterics of 
the Pythonesses or priestesses at the oracles of Apollo were, 
as we know, regarded as the utterances of as turfthe Endur- 
mg Light. The word has now, like Bedlam/fallen entirely 
into disrepute. 

In fig. 1318 a Fool is posed upon the Lodge or House 
of Wisdom. Among the Mexicans the eal/i or house was 
regarded as a symbol of fire, supposedly because a house or 
hut was warm:3 In the most ancient Greek mythology 
the idea of Vesta, u the living light resplendent/* stood 
for the hvuse and the hearth and the domestic Jire* Pre¬ 
historic and native dwellings are nearly always circular or 
m Sun form, and were apparently named after the warm 
sun. Thus the English hut (Old English Jwtte) may be 
equated with h$f and heat* Cat or cctey the Great Heat, 
must be cognate with ioilat the Zulu term for a gorsedd 
or parliament cirde* One of the Old British terms for 

1 John x. 3a * Bedlam-Zkthkhtm 

3 A'um$ Sacred and His, Lands, p- 390, 1 ffodf p* 291. 
* Beat, p. 25, 
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cottage was cat* the Great Orb ; another was Agw/ the root 
of cave and hovel and cognate with ho/, the Russian for a 
house* Crdhty the Cornish for a round hut, is evidently 
the Zulu kraal; the Mexican for house, is ac al Mf 

“Great God Everlasting/' and home, the radical of hamlet} 
35 hom, or aurn, the jwjt. The Zulus term a coterie of 
kraals umzi, to which is in all probability cognate the 
French maison or um the “Sun zone/1 Our house* 

.! /rI1°VFri ftear Brighton, w« once the Hovel Town 
q word means the EuchsmstT orlginzlljr sacrifice. 
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(Anglo-Saxon Aus) is the "immutable Light," and castle or 
Castile is the "Great Light, the resplendent God." 

The Gaelic for house is arosi the K Fire light," which 

iJM 1315 

may he equated with Eros or Love, and in Scandinavian 
an abode was known as bo or by} Heresy is derived by 
the dictionaries from Greek airetiics, “able to choose." But 
more truly heresy was Erqsy, and most heretics were heroic 
erotics. 

* Whence DERBY, AffLJeby, ele. 
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The personal application of the Simpleton** house 

within a hoop, eye, or circle, illustrated'in fig. 1318, is 

perhaps to be found in the passage: “The heaven is 

my throne, and the earth u my footstool: where is i&e 

Aostse that ye build unto me? and where is the place of my 

rest ? For all those tAings hath mine hand made, and all 

those things have been, saith the Lord : but to this mun 

will 1 look, even to Asm tAai is poor, and of a contrite 
spirit"1 

Referring to the “True Christians," those Parsifals or 

guileless Fools,grown wise through pity, Kom exsky writes: 

ts But let all hold their hands aloof from these men ; the 

more willingly they offer their back to the stripes, the 

more difficult it is to strike them ; the more similar they 

are to fools, the more dangerous it is to mock them. For 

they are not their own masters, but belong to God ■ and 

all that is done unto them God considers as done unto 
Himself." 

This invulnerability of the faithful is explained by 

KoMENSKYas being due to Guardian Angels. “Nothing/' 

says he, “appeared so exposed and subject to divers dangers 

than the band of the godly, at which the devil and the 

world looked angrily, menacing to strike and smite them- 

Tc et 1 saw that they were well sheltered : for 1 saw that 

their whole community was encompassed by a wall of fire. 

^ hen I came nearer I saw that this wrall moved, for it was 

nothing else but a procession of thousands and thousands 

of angels who walked around them ; no foe, therefore* 

could approach them. Each one of them also had an 

angel who had been given to him by God and ordained to 

be his guardian, that he might guard him and preserve 

him, and protect him against all dangers and snares, pits, 

ambushes, traps, and temptations. They are, no doubt 

1 Isaiah Lxvj. ], a. 
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(I understood and saw this), the friends of the men who 

are their fellow-servants, and watch them that they may 

uphold the duties for which they were created by God ; 

‘3r9 *320 1331 ijjj 

thus they serve men readily, guard them against the devil, 

evd folk, and unhappy accidents ; and carrying them, if 

necessary, on their own hands, they shield them from 

injury. Here, too, I understood how great is the import 

‘3=3 *334 [315 1316 

of godliness ; for these beautiful and pure spirits remained 

only where they smelt the perfume of virtue, while they 

were driven away by the stink of sin and uncleanlincss." 

The Angelic trade-marks here reproduced served without 

doubt as an incentive, a strengthening, and a consolation to 
their designers. 
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It will be remembered that one of the faculties of the 

Holy Spectacles was to reveal to the Pilgrim his invisible 

fellow-piIgrims, dwelling unknown in this world, and dis¬ 

persed here and there “ among the others," “It is worthy 
of wonder/' says Komensky, “ that (as 1 here saw with 

pleasure) men who had never seen each other, heard each 

other, and who were separated by the whole world, were quite 

similar the one to the other ; for, as if one had been in the 

body of the other, they spoke alike, saw alike, felt alike.” 

Symbolism has been described as “ the language of the 

angels,” and in the Middle Ages it was eloquent and cos¬ 

mopolitan, To the scattered, persecuted, and labour-loving 

mystics it was the silent speech of the “ Invisible Church," 

and the method whereby its members fortified themselves 

and were able to commune one with another, “There 

was," says Komensky, “ great intimacy among them, open¬ 

ness, and holy companionship j therefore all, however 

different their gifts and their callings may be, consider and 

hold themselves as brethren." As the mystics were scattered 

throughout Europe, from the Rhine to Spain, and from 

Italy to Great Britain, so do we find traces of their tenets 

in their hitherto mysterious trade-marks. The tenacity with 

which from century to century the sectarians clung to their 

cherished traditions and maintained their persecuted doctrines 

was expressed by an extended hand, the symbol of Fidelity 

and Faith maintained, The motto Foy on fig. 1327 is the 

Old French form of fit (Spanish fe)y Faith—to the World 

fou and these numerous and almost innumerable Hand- 

watermarks, embroidered with supplementary symbols of 

the secret faith of Mysticism, may be regarded as silent 

vouchers to the resolution, “I Will Maintain” 

It was at one time a custom in the West of England 

for village friendly Societies to assemble at certain festivals 

and march in procession carrying symbols fixed to the point 
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of rods. One of these old Friendly Society’s badges, a 

brass hand pierced in the palm with the form of a heart, 

and obviously denoting Fidelity to Charity, is in my 

possession, and a variety of similar processional emblems 

were illustrated in Country Lift of 1st January 1910, In 

their representative processions the Chinese still carry at the 

end of long silver rods figures in silver of strange animals, 

hands, scales, fishes, and other mysterious things. 

When clasped in friendship, as in fig. 1330, the Hand 

was obviously an expression of concord and brotherly love; 

>31 7 132S 

when the third and fourth fingers were bent downwards, it 

formed the well-recognised symbol of benediction. Very 

rarely (only one instance is on record) the deviser came 

boldly into the open and proclaimed the sentiment, Valett 

= “ health be with you ! " “ may you fare well J ” In fig. 

r332 this valediction has been amplified by the Fleur-de-Iys 
of Light and the heart of Charity. 

Behmex, the enlightened cobbler, has something to say 

about the wireless telegraphy or telepathy that existed among 

his fellow-work men. When,” he writes, " the soul is 

’jsingtd upj and above that which is temporal, he hath all the 

angels for his friends, and he gets the hearts of all good 

TOtm into his possession." “But,” objects his disciple, 
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K how is it that he can get his good friends into his 

possession ? " Behmen replies : <£ He gets the very hearts 

and souls of all those that belong to our Lord Jesus to be 

his brethren, and the members of his own very life, tor 

all the children of God are but One in Christ, which is 

Christ in AIL And therefore he gets them all to be his 

fellow-members in the Body of Christ, whence they have 

all the same heavenly goods in common, and all live in one 

and the same love of God, as the branches of a tree in one 

and the same root, and spring all from one and the same 

source of life in them. So that he can have no want of 

spiritual friends and relations, who arc all rooted with him 

together in the Love which is from above, who are al 

the same blood and kindred in Christ Jesus; and who are 

cherished all by the same quickening sap and spirit diffusing 

itself through them universally from the one true \ me, 

which is the tree of life and love. These are friends wo 

having; and though here they may be unknown to him, 

will abide his friends beyond doubt to all eternity. But 

neither can he want even outward natural friends, as our 

Lord Jesus Christ, when on earth, did not want such also. 

For though, indeed, the High Priests and Potentates of t e 

World could not have a love to Him, because they belonged 

not to Him, neither stood in any kind of relation to Him, 

as being not of this world, yet those loved Him who were 
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capable of His love and receptive of His words. So, in 

like manner, those who love truth and righteousness will 

love that man, and will associate themselves unto him, yea, 

though they may perhaps be outwardly at some distance or 

seeming disagreement, from the situation of their worldly 

affairs, or from other reasons, yet in their hearts they cannot 

but cleave to him* For though they be not actually in¬ 

corporated into one body with him, yet they cannot resist 

being of one mind with him, and being united in affliction, 

for the great regard they bear to the truth, which shines 

forth in his words and in his life. By this they are made 

either his declared or his secret friends : and he doth so get 

their hearts that they will be delighted above all things in his 

company, for the sake thereof, and will court his friendship 

and will come unto htm by stealth, if openly they dare not, 

for the benefit of his conversation and advice ; even as 

Nicodemus did to Christ, who came to Him by night, and 

in his heart loved Jesus for the truth’s sake, though out¬ 

wardly he feared the World* And thus thou shalt have 

many friends that are not known to thee ; and some known 

to thee, who may not appear so before the World.”1 
The hands here reproduced depict the winning of 

unseen friends and the acquisition of their hearts. The 

base of fig. 1333 consists of hearts, and in fig. 1334 these 

emblems of Love centre in the clover leaf of the Great 

Lover. Komcnsky likens the unseen servants of Christ to 

the iron needles of a compass which once having been 

touched by the magnet, point one and all into the same 

quarter, « so,” says he, u the souls of these men touched by 

the spirit of love, all turn to one and the same direction. 

In India a golden hand is the symbol of labour and of 

the productive power of the Sun. In Europe during the 

first eight centuries of Christianity, and even until the 

1 Dialogues on the Suf*ritniual life- 
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twelfth, God the Father was invariably represented by a 

Hand, the origin of which symbol, says Mr Heath, **is lost 

in pagan obscurity."1 

Among the Indians of North America the figure of a 

human hand is used to denote supplication to the Master oi 

Life or Great Spirit, and it stands in their system of picture- 

writing as the symbol of strength, power, and master)', 

thence derived. H in the great number of instances which 

I have met with of its being employed/1 says an American 

traveller, “ both in the ceremonial observances of their 

'333 '334 

dances and in their pictorial records, I do not recollect a 

single one in which this sacred character is not assigned to 

it. Their priests are usually drawn with outstretched 

and uplifted hands/- 

In the Latin Church, as among the Indians, the Hand 
plays an important rdleand is regarded as minutely symbolic* 
** The thumb, stout and strong, denotes the Chief Person of 

the Godhead ; the third finger, taller than the others, denotes 

Christ, the most important Person in man's salvation ; and 

the second finger, as between the others, denotes the Holy 

Ghost proceeding from the Father and the Son* The two 

] Rrmamr* &f Symbolism y p. up. 

5 Quoted in Ridw of Sotrtd and Historical Lands, p. 293. 
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digits upon the palm denote respectively the Divine and 
the human nature of Jesus/11 

From the supplementary emblems upon the Hands here 
illustrated it is evident that they symbolised the u Unique 
and Incomparable Heart Enslaver” of Sufi" poetry. 

’34* *342 1J43 1344 134S 

lt l hoy art Absolute deing ; all else h naught but a phantasm, 
For in Thy universe , . . alt things are one. 

I hy world captivating beauty, to display its perfections, 
Appears in thousands of mirrors, but it is one. 

Although thy beauty accompanies ah the beautiful. 

In truth the Unique and Incomparable Heart-Enslaver is oner.515 

1 See Heath JR&m&mf of SymMtsm, p, ii£. 

2 The Sufis themselves connect this word with the Arabic rtiet taf-mf 

which signifies what is fiure. It is equally related lo oar soft and Sazwvrj 
4nd to the Creek jefiAos, meaning 1tdtdfrm. 

3 Quoted from Sufitim in ReUgmm Systems of tht World, p. 337. 
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On the palm of fig. 1335 is the Union or Pearl of Price, 

and from the middle finger rises the cross of Lux, the Light. 

Over figs. 1337 and 1338 are representations of the Solar 

Fire j on the palm of fig. ^ 339 ** the ^ ®f Dionysos or the 

Dayspring from on high ; and on fig. ij4° there appears 

the Diamond of unconquerable Light. 

In fig. 1342 the cross is sheltered within the crescent 

horns of the virgin moon, Luna or luxe, the One; and over 

fig. 1345 is the mystic horn whose notes rally the Hosts of 

Heaven. 

13$' 

On fig. 1346 is the A-Tau of the First and Last, the 

Author of the Universe ; on tig. J347 the T Thor; 

and on fig. 1348 the hammer of the creative Word. On 

fig- 1349 is the pastoral Crook of the Good Shepherd 0 

All Souls, and on fig. 1351 is the P of Pan, The term 

Pantheism has been applied in two different senses which 

should be heedfully distinguished. There is a materialistic 

Pantheism that equates God with the physical world or 

Nature, and there is also a spiritualistic Pantheism that 

sees in the universe unending reflections and manifestations 

of one Invisible, Omnipotent, and Omnipresent Spirit. 

It was one of the schemes of Komessxy, who was an 

ardent educationalist, to organise what he termed a “ Pan- 
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sophic " academy, and for this purpose he came to England 

in 1641, visiting among others John Evelyn and Lord 

Herbert of Cherbury. The Moslem Sufis, like the Christian 

'353 '154 13SS 1336 

V'i.nsaphistSf were adherents of the idealistic pantheism ex¬ 

pressed by Elizabeth Barrett Browning : 

“ If 2 man could feel 

The spiritual significance bum through 

The hieroglyphic of material shows, 

Henceforward he would paint the globe with wings, 

And reverence fish and Fowl, the bull, the tree, 

And even his very body as a man,1 

On fig. 1352 15 the mystic Fish or visA surmounted by 

a Flower of Flame, and on fig* 1353 the V of La Fie and 

Vishnu. Fig* 1354 is partly a five-petalled Marigold, and 

on fig* 1356 is the Flower of Light surmounted by a five- 

rayed Star* 

5 Aurora Lrigk ; (£ also 

l* Earth's crammed with heaven, 

And every common bush afire with God, 
But only he who sees tabes off his shoes^ 

22 VOL. II. 
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On fig. 1357 the twin pearls of Love and Knowledge 

appear unaccompanied, but in fig. 1358 they support the 

Holy One or Monad of the Great Unity. On figs. 1360 

to 1362 is the sacrosanct Om or A dm, and in fig. 1359 the 

Hand of I O is thrust. Maypole-like, through the ring or 

bracelet of O. On the palm of fig. 1385 is a representation 

of the Tree of Life, and fig. 1362 has very much the 

appearance of a Tree Trunk or Holy Rod. Figs. 1363 
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and 1364 are unquestionably Columns or Pillars, and figs. 

1365 and 1366 represent the Rugged Staff, the Root of all 

Existence, and the tat or backbone of Osiris. 

*37? 1378 1379 zjBo ijfii 13E3 

Toot, the Egyptian word for hand, may be equated with 

tat or dadt the parent Pillar of the Universe. 

In the group of designs herewith—-ad of which are 

classified by Mons. Briquet aste Elands "■—the designers seem 
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to have aimed at combining the idea of hands, tree trunks, 
and palm leaves. The words palm, meaning a tree, and 
palmi the inner part of the hand, arc identical, and may have 
originated from the same root because of the similitude 
between a palm leaf and the outspread fingers of the human 

hand. 
In describing some of the most remarkable features of 

the ruins at Uxmal in Mexico, Stephens remarks : “ Over 
a cavity in the mortar were two conspicuous marks, which 
afterwards stared us in the face in all the ruined buildings 
of the country. They were the prints of a red hand with 
the thumb and fingers extended, not drawn or painted; but 
stamped by the living hand, the pressure of the palm upon the 
stone. He who made it had stood before it alive as we 
did, and pressed his hand, moistened with red paint, hard 
against the stone,” 1 

It is highly probable that these red hand-marked seals, 
which were common all over America, were intended like 
the modern horseshoe to ward off evils, and that originally 

they symbolised the Flaming Sun, This seeming sign of 
the Sun was presumably the earliest form of a seal. The 
word seal is (< fire-god,” and legal sealing is still accom¬ 
plished by applying a ceremonial finger to a rounds red seal. 

The word hand (Anglo-Saxon hond) resolves ultimately 
into immutable, resplendent one," and may be equated 
etymologically and symbolically with the Hound of Heaven 
and the Hind of the Dawn. 

The French word main, a hand, is the same as our main, 
meaning thief or principal. The Latin manas is H sole 
light,"s and the Greek chter is the “ Great Fire,” 

Fig, 1363 herewith is identified with the Four or Fire of 
the Divine Equity or Level, and figs. 1384 and 13 8 5 with 

1 Sec Rmm of Satrtd and Historic Lands, p. 292. 
9 Qm an ftjt " ih-e 5un5 Ibe on* UghL? 
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the Three and the Tree of the True, On fig, 1386 is the 

Dove or Pigeon of the Hoi)' Ghost, 

The SS or Sanctus Spinius on fig, 13B7 is exactly like 

the sound holes of viols, violas* violins, and other stringed 

1384 1385 *387 im 13S3 

1333 1389 i 39° '39' *39* 

instruments, whence it may perhaps be inferred that by the 

early artists Music was regarded as the voice of the Holy 

Spirit 
The G and I C herewith stand for Gesv or Jesous 

Christos, and the L in all probability for Locos or the 

Word made Flesh. 

Vast numbers of symbolic hands have been discovered 
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among the ruins of Pompeii and elsewhere in Europe, and 

many of these elaborate ex votes are illustrated in Homs of 

Honour} 

As a paper-mark the Hand was so common that among 

paper-makers it has become a generic term. Similarly 

frequent was the device of a Crown, and this also has become 

a technical term, appearing in publishers' advertisements of 

to-day as crown %vo or crown 4/0. 

The Crown of Life was the symbol of Paul’s charge: 

“ Endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full 

proof of thy ministry,”1 To quote an Anabaptist under 

sentence of death : u With Paul we may say, IV; have 

fought a good fight, -we have finished our course, we have kept the 

faith ; henceforth there is laid up for us a crown of righteousness 

which the Lord Christ shall give unto us. And may God the 

Father of mercies, the God of all comfort (on the behalf of 

whom it is given us, not only to believe in His name, but 

to suffer for Hts sake), who must strengthen us with His 

Holy Spirit, confirm and establish us that we faint not 

under our sufferings for the truth, but that we continue 

steadfast to the end.” 

Some of the Crowns here illustrated are simply coronals 

of olive leaves, or, as in fig. 1394, of Hearts ; others are 

associated with the Circle of Perfection or the Pearl of 

Price, and figs. 1402 and 1403 have the appearance of wings 

or horns guarding Good Thought, Good Deed, and Good 

Word. But the majority of Crown emblems evidently 

express the words of Isaiah : “ In that day shall the Lord 

of hosts be for a crown of glory, and for a diadem of 

beauty, unto the residue of his people, And for a spirit of 

judgment to him that sitteth in judgment, and for strength 

to them that turn the battle to the gate.”3 One of the 

titles of Merodach—“ the Creator,” “the Merciful One," 

1 Elworthy (T-X 1 a Timothy iv. 5. 5 xjcviii. 5* & 
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“He with whom is Sal'vat ion ”—was *' the Glorious Crown.' ’ 

Mith fiA was “ the Crown,” and one of the appellations of 

1401 1403 
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Osiris was “Lord of the lofty white Crown." The 

identification of the Deity with a crown has persisted even 

to the modern poet who writes: “Ah! but I rejoice in 

1414 1415 
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Thee, O Thou my God, Thou Crown of unutterable loveli¬ 
ness, Thou feather of . . . hyalescent flame ; 1 rejoice, yea, 
I shout with gladness till [ mount as a white beam unto the 
Crown, and as a breath of night melt into the golden lips 
of Thy dawn in the Glory and Splendour of Thy Name."1 

The lofty white trowns or ceuronttes here illustrated are 
elaborately symbolic, and some of them are representative 
of the Great hire One,' or all the powers and princi¬ 
palities of Heaven, From the summit of fig. 1410 the 

head of etg El, the Mighty Power or fire, the Bird 0/ 
Fire, or the Good and Perfect Serpent, is looking down; 
^nd associated with fig, 1411 is the sacrosanct Name Aim. 
The flaming twists on fig. 1412 form twice three esses of 
Saturn ! S a tut us ! Sasctus ! and into fig. 1413 are introduced 
three Solomon's or S S knots, A more or less general 
feature is the fivefold zigzag of effulgence, and the majority 
of examples are surmounted with the Cross of Lux. 

The Gnostics deemed the Crown to be a symbol of the 
Supreme, and refer to it, according to King, under “the 
sjnonym of Or, ‘Light" (possibly the same as Our, the 

1 xA Crowtey, 
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name of a Sabean genius)."1 This syllable is obviously the 

root both of crown and cotironne, “the Great One Fire," 

Parmenides terms the Godhead Stephanos* which is the 

Greek for crown. The cognate Stephen may be Anglicised 

into the firm set heaven, and to the designers of the emblems 

here illustrated the Crown served manifestly as a sign of 

that expected time when everything irregular, disjointed, and 

awry, would be set even. 

It is proverbial that Wisdom is a Crown of Beauty. 

“ Her roots arc eternal life, and her branches length of 

days. Blessed is the man who meditates upon her, for she 

is better for him than all treasures. Blessed is the plan 

who approaches her, and makes use of her commandments. 

She will place upon him an eternal crown, and victory for all 

eternities among the saints. He will rejoice over her, and 

she will rejoice over him, and she will not reject him in all 

eternity- The angels of God will rejoice over him, and 

will recount all the glories of the Lord. Behold ! scripture 

is altogether full of life. Blessed is the man who hears and 

acts. Listen to me, ye who fear God ; observe and give 

heed to my words, whoever will inherit life, eternal gain, 

and great joy. Hear and obey all my words, and thou 

shalt be written in the books of life. Love the fruit of the 

Lord, and make thy heart firm in it, and fear not. Approach 

and delay not, and thou shalt find life for thy spirit, even 

when thou approaches! like a hero and a mighty one,"8 

* Tkt GnesHtj, p. 35. 

J Hid. 
1 Ecclcsiivicus i. 



CHAPTER XXII 

CONCLUSION 

"Facts are only stopping-places oo ihc way to ntm ideas.7* 

DiOW Clayton Caltitrop. 
a Perhaps in spite of every disillusionment^ when we contemplate the 

seemingly endless vistas of knowledge which have been opened up even 

within our own generation, many of us may cherish in our heart of hearts a 

faneyT. if not a hope, that some loophole of escape may after all be discovered 

from the iron walls of the prison-house which threaten dose on and crush 

™ : ^at, groping about in the darkness, mankind may yet chance to lay 

hands on ‘ that golden key that opes the palace of eternity/ and so to pass 

tram this world of shadows and sorrow to a world of untroubled light and 
joy. 

J, G. FRAEER, 

11 The one Spirit's plastic stress 

Sweeps through the dull, dense world, compelling there 

AW new successions to the forms they wear ; 

Torturing the unwilling dross that checks its flight 

To its own likeness, as each mass they bear ; 

And bursting in its beauty and its might 

From trees and beasts and men into the Heaven's light." 

Shelley. 

Komensky attributes the recondite and supernormal know¬ 

ledge possessed by his “True Christians” to Intuition or 

Inspiration. Foilowi ng h i s descri ption of mi nistering angels, 

he says : «1 saw also (and it is not beseeming to conceal 

this} another advantage of this holy, invisible companion* 

ship—to wit, that the angels were not only as guards, but 

also as teachers to the chosen. They often give them 

secret knowledge of divers things, and teach them the deep 

S(Jcrct mysteries of God. For as they ever behold the 

M 7 
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countenance of the omniscient God, nothing that a godly 

man can wish to know can be secret to them, and with 

God's permission they reveal that which they know, and 

which it is necessary that the chosen should know. There¬ 

fore the heart of the godly often feels that which has 

befallen elsewhere, mourns with the mournful, and rejoices 

with the joyful. Therefore, also, can they, by means of 

dreams and other visions, or of secret inspirations, imagine 

in their minds that which has befallen, or befalls, or will 

befall. Thence comes also other increase of the gifts of 

God within us, deep, valuable meditations, divers wondrous 

discoveries, by means of which man often surpasses himself, 

though he knows not how he has that power. Oh, blessed 

school of the sons of God 1 k is this which often causes 

the astonishment of all worldly-wise men, when they see 

how some plain little fellow speaks wondrous mysteries ; 

prophesies the future changes in the world and in the 

Church as if he saw them before his eyes; mentions the 

names of yet unborn kings and heads of states ; proclaims 

and announces other things that could not be conceived 

either by any study of the stars or by any endeavour of 

human wit.” 

The history of Heresy is conspicuous for these claims 

to supernatural guidance. It was a main tenet of the 

Montanists, and the Albigcois similarly claimed that they 

received daily visitations from their Invisible Chief, the 

Holy Spirit. In his account of the Huguenots Smiles 

relates that after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, 

“The rapidity with which the contagion of convulsive 

prophesying spread was extraordinary. The adherents 

were all of the poorer classes, who read nothing but the 

Bible,and had it nearly by heart. It spread from Dauphiney 

to Viverais, and from thence into the Cevennes, *1 have 

seen, said Marshal Villars, ‘things that I could never 
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have believed if they had not passed under my own eyes 
^-an entire city, in which all the women and girls( without 
exception, appeared possessed by the devil; they quaked 
and prophesied publicly in the streets.’” 

To account at all rationally for the facts accumulated 
in the preceding chapters one must necessarily accept cither 
some theory of inspiration or the only alternative theory of a 
mystic tradition transmitted secretly by word of mouth from 
a vast period anterior to Christianity. There is plentiful 
testimony to the existence of some such esoteric knowledge, 
and in many Literatures arc to be found references to certain 
“ hidden wisdom,” and claims to the stewardship of a Secret 
Doctrine. We meet them among the priesthoods of Eoypt 
and America, and in the Mysteries of Greece and Rome. 
To the Jews the writer of Esdras stated it as a command 
from the Highest that “Some things shalt thou publish 
and some things shalt thou show secretly to the wise.”1 

In the Advancement of Learning Bacon refers to the dis¬ 
cretion anciently observed of publishing part and reserving 
part to a private succession. Of this Tradidonem Lampadis, 

the handing on of the traditivc lamp or the Method be¬ 
queathed to the Sons of Sapience, he observes: i( The 
pretence thereof seemeth to be this : that by the intricate 
enveloping* of delivery the profane vulgar may be removed 
from the secrets of Sciences, and they only admitted which 
had either acquired the interpretation of parables by 
Tradition from their teachers or by the sharpness and 
subtlety of their own wit could pierce the veil,”* 

The writer of the Epistles of St Paul*—which are 

admittedly tinged strongly with Gnosticism — claims to 

speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden 

wisdomy which God ordained before the world} 

It is now very generally recognised that Christianity 

1 i acv. 36. 1 Bk. in, cap. it. 1 1 Corinthians ii. 7. 
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did not originate in Jerusalem or in Palestine or indeed 

from any unique focus, but that it arose simultaneously from 

many geographically independent fod. The current diction 

of the primitive Christians, as exemplified in the Gospels, 

was more or less symbolic, and it was, thinks Professor 

W. B. Smith, “a misconstruction of this symbolism (by 

second-century Ecclesiasttcism) that has for 1800 years 

concealed the true nature of Proto-Christianity, which was 

an organised crusade of Greek-Jewtsh monotheism against 

the prevalent polytheism," 1 

When Cortez landed in Mexico he reported that “the 

Devil had positively taught to the Mexicans the same things 

which God had taught to Christendom," and Tertullian 

complained with characteristic bitterness that in the mysteries 

of Mithra the Evil One hadi “emulously mimicked " 

even the precise particulars of the Divine sacraments. We 

have it on the notable authority of St Augustine that 

“ That very thing which is now designated the Christian 

Religion was in existence among the ancients, nor was 

it absent even from the commencement of the human 

race up to the time when Christ entered into the flesh, 

after which true religion, which already existed, began to be 
called Christian." 

Mysticism was the core and kernel of Primitive 

Christianity, and Symbolism was the language of Christian 

and every other form of Mysticism, The earliest Chris¬ 

tian Symbolism,” says Mrs Jenner, “ was for the most part 

constructed so that it should be understood fully by the 

initiated only. At the time at which Christianity was 

revealed to the world esoteric religions were common ; 

and though Christianity differed from Mithraism and 

various Gnostic sects in that it had received and obeyed a 

command to go into all the world and preach the Gospel 

1 Eat Dtus. 
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to every creature, nevertheless there were many details 

winch were only explained to those who had accepted the 

preliminary teaching. These, as in other religions, were 

often represented by signs to which the uninitiated would 

attach either some other, or perhaps no meaning at all, but 

which would remind the initiated of what they had learnt. 

As there has been an unbroken tradition of Christianity', 

from those troublous times of its beginning, through the 

days when it no longer needed to hide itself in caves and 

catacombs, until now, we know fairly well what these 

symbols meant. But had Christianity died out before the 

cessation of persecution, many of them would be as great 

pn/zles to antiquaries as some of the Mithraic devices still 

remain. Even after the Peace of the Church the tradition 

of esotensm lingered on, as St John Chrysostom’s not in¬ 

frequent phrase, « The initiated will understand,” shows 

us j and the same symbols and types continued to be used, 

even after their meanings had become common property’ 

ft is not at all certain that what is known as the dmlplina 

anam had any real existence, and certainly if it had, some 

of the Apologists, such as St Justin, did not make much 

account of it. But a natural instinct of self-preservation, 

coupled with an objection to casting the pearls of the new 

religion before the Pagan swine, would lead to a consider¬ 

able amount of unsystematic concealment, which would 

result m signs and emblems analogous to those of modern 
freemasons.” 1 

The Founders of Christianity were uneducated, hard- 

working men, and the workers of the Middle Ages per¬ 

sistently claimed that they and not the luxurious clergy 

were the real possessors of the truths of Christianity. 

r lS °n recorti the “"willing testimony of Roman 
Catholic inquisitors that the Vaudois “heresy” had 

1 Ckristia/% *vL 
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M existed in these valleys from all antiquity." The 

Vaudois themselves maintained that the religion they 

followed had been preserved from father to son “ from 

all time, and from time immemorial," and most of their 

historians support this same opinion. 

It was said by Julian that “There is no wild beast like 

an angry theologian,” and the “ schismatics " of the Middle 

Ages have been assailed with such sulphurous rhetoric by 

their antagonists, that it is now almost impossible to dis¬ 

entangle the truth from fiction. But it is sufficiently 

evident that during the darkest periods of ecclesiastical 

corruption the Mysticism of the common man was in the 

main a shrine preserving the living kernel of Christianity, 

and that most of the so-called New Thought, New 

Theology, Christian Science, and Higher Criticism of 

to-day is merely recrudescence under new formula of very 

ancient and well-nigh universal ideas. 

The Troubadours, like the Templars and the later 

Freemasons, claimed to be the depositaries of a Noble Savoir 

or “ Noble Knowledge,” and their rile in connection with 

a Mystic Tradition has been lucidly presented by Mrs I. 

Coopcr-Oakley in Mystical Traditions and Traces of a Hidden 

Tradition in Masonry and Medieval Mysticism, 

One of the most potent influences on the Thought of 

Europe was the Romance of the Rose, and this encyclopedic 
poem of 23,000 lines—about twice the length of Paradise 

Lon—was evidently committed to memory, the poet exhort¬ 

ing his readers 

“ To learn the whole by heart, 
In view that whereso ye depart. 
In city, castle, thorp, or town, 
Ye may right widely make it known.” 

From time immemorial the most illustrious Bards and 

Poets have claimed to be vehicles of a supremely ancient 
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Wisdom, It is related, for instance, of 
the Kafrya/ti that 
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Vainomoinen in 

"Day by day he sang unwearied. 
Night by night discoursed unceasing* 
Sang the Songs of bygone ages* 

Hidden words of ancient wisdom ; 

Songs which all the children sing nut5 
Ail beyond men+s comprehension ; 
In these ages of misfortune* 

When the race is near its ending." 1 

Among the three Orders of the Druids were the so- 

called Bards or Masters of Wisdom, and a corresponding 

class flourished among oil primitive and ancient races. The 

rutdic precepts which it was unlawful to set down in 

writing, were expressed in rhymed triplets amounting, it 

js said, to 20*000 in number. The whole of these were 

committed to memory and handed on from mouth to 

mouth. The memories of the American natives were, and 

SCl are> a flatter of amazement. The entire Poput Vuh 

was memorised, and the Spaniards were struck with 

astonishment at the ease with which the Mexicans recited 
poems of stupendous length. 

Tradition is not infrequently more truthful and more 

trustworthy* than script, and the tendency of modern 

research is to reinstate the accuracy and reputation of 

Tradition. The two most current traditions arc the lapse 

° 1,1411 kind from a Golden Age, and the destruction of the 

world by water, and I venture to think that both these 
beliefs are based upon actual fact. 

Scattered over the world is material evidence in the 

1 Kuno, iii. % 14. 

Tradition always maintained the existence of buried cities at Hxrcu- 
aneum and Posii'eji, bat the idea was long- ridiculed by scientists as a 

vulgar superstit ion. 
VOL. It. 

3J 
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form of ruins, majestic in conception and colossal in execution, 

proving beyond controversy the past existence of a civilisa¬ 

tion in comparison with which much so-called “progress” 

is a fall rather than an advance. To some unknown pre¬ 

historic people the world is indebted for the development 

of wheat, of maize, and of the many fruits and edible grains 

which millions of years ago must have been scientifically 

evolved from wild plants. 

The original unity of the human race is admittedly 

proved by the universal similarity of folk-lore customs, 

fairy-tales, and superstitions, but more especially by language. 

Philology has already established such affinities as can only 

be accounted for by the supposition that mankind had a 

common cradle, the relation between all languages being 

that of sisters—daughters of one mother who perished, as 

it were, in giving them birth. It is believed that no 

monuments of this Mother Tongue have been preserved, 

and that we have no history or even tradition of the nation 
that spoke it.1 

The mysterious ancestors from whom many modern 

races have supposedly sprung, have been termed Aryans^ a 

Sanscrit word meaning t( excellent ” or 41 honourable,” and 

the beneficent character of the Aryans has been deduced 

l" ! bt s«rh a pcaplc existed and spoke such a ic ague is .in inference 
os comparative philology, the process of reasoning being analogous to that 

followed m the kindred science of geology. The geologist, interpreting the 

inscriptions written by ihc finder qf Nature herself upon the rock-tablets of 

Ehe earth's strata, carries us back myriads of ages before man appeared on 

ihe scene at all, and enables us to be pres dot, as it were, at creation itself 

and sec one formation Laid above another, and one plant or animal succeed 

another. Now language are to the ethnologist what strata are in geology : 

QBia angoages have been well called his fossils and petrifactions. By 
skLlful interpretation of their indications, aided by the light of aJl other 

available monuments, he is able to spell out, with more or Jess probability, 

the ethnical records of the past, and thus obtain a glimpse here and there 

into the grey cloud that rests over the dawn of ages."—Article “Arvin%" 
Ch&mterfs £mpclofia&&f 
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from the fact that the most ancient words all relate to 

peaceful occupations, “It should be observed” says Max 

ML-llrr, " that most of the terms connected with chase and 

warfare differ in each of the Aryan dialects, while words 

connected with more peaceful occupations belong generally 

to the common heirloom of the Aryan language. The 

proper appreciation of this fact in its general bearing will 

show how a similar remark made by Niebuhr, with regard 

to breek and Latin, requires a very different explanation 

rom t at which that great scholar, from his more restricted 

point of view, was able to give it. It will show that all the 

^an nations had ltd a long lift of peace before they separated,1 
and that then- language acquired individuality and nationality 

as each colony started in search of new homes—new genera¬ 

tions forming new terms connected with the warlike and 

adventurous life of their onward migrations. Hence it is 

t at not only Greek and Latin, but all Aryan languages, 

have their peaceful words in common ; and hence it is that 

they id! differ so strangely in their warlike expressions.” 

There is thus already—apart from any etymological 

evidence that 1 may have accumulated—good ground for 

c tradition of a Golden Age when, as the Indians say, 

^ men were well happified.” 1 think that there is 

equally good ground for supposing that the world-wide 

legend of a Deluge was based upon some physical disaster, 

and that in all probability this tradition preserves the 

memory of the destruction of Atlantis, circa 10,000 years 

ago- Solos', who knew nothing of the finding? of modern 

miology, described the Atlanteans in very much the same 

terms as the scientist now applies to the hypothetical 

Aryans. According to Solov, “For many generations, as 

Jong the divine nature lasted in them, they'were obedient 

to the Jaws, and weli-affcctioned toward the gods, who were 

1 Italics mine 
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their kinsmen ; for they possessed true and in every way 

great spirits, practising gentleness and wisdom in the 

various chances of life, and in their intercourse with one 

another. They despised everything but virtue, not caring 

for their present state of life, and thinking lightly on the 

possession of gold and other property, which seemed only 

a burden to them; neither were they intoxicated by 

luxury ; nor did wealth deprive them of their self-control; 

but they were sober, and saw clearly that all these goods 

arc increased by virtuous friendship with one another, and 

that, by excessive zeal for them, the honour of them, the 

good of them is lost, and friendship perishes with them. 

By such reflections, and by the continuance in them of a 

divine nature, all that which we have described waxed and 

increased in them; but when this divine portion began to 

fade away in them, and became diluted too often, and with 

too much of the mortal admixture, and the human nature 

got the upper hand, then, they being unable to bear their 

fortune, became unseemly.” 

It is stated that in ancient Egypt even the very games 

and dances had a religious significance, and that the sublimer 

portions of Egyptian religion are those which are the most 

attdeitt.1 The inference is that the remoter the time the 

purer and simpler was Humanity. There can be no older 

human monument than Language, and it is already an 

axiom among Philologists that Language is fossil poetry ; 

in other words, we are not to look for the poetry which a 

people may possess only in its poems, or its poetical customs, 

traditions, and beliefs. Many a single word also is itself 

a concentrated poem, having stores of poetical thought and 

imagery laid up in it," * 

By the unveiling of an unsuspected beauty underlying 

many commonplace and supposedly unpoetic words, 1 am 

1 Kccouf, #t pp. 91, 133, - Trench- 
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simply extending an already accepted principle. To what 

extent this New Philology may be sound, and to what 

extent fantastic, must be gauged by Criticism, but the 

inherent probabilities are prima fade in favour of my having 

let loose an imprisoned Poetry rather than imposed some¬ 

thing supposititous, self-made, and non-existent. 1 did 

not cunningly invent or contrive some half-a-do^en roots 

to fit a preconceived idea * most of those used are already 

familiar and well-recognised, and to those few which are 

novel t was surprisedly led by the lamp of the Comparative 

Method. 

' Hitherto, this modern tool has been used almost solely as 

a weapon of destruction, and at present it is the vogue either 

to resolve the material of Mythology and Romance into 

the soulless unity of physical phenomena or to regard it as 

“ lewd, foul, revolting, and unnatural, as the gross growth 

of disgusting savagery.” 1 On the contrary, I believe it to 

be like many of the seemingly senseless and insane tribal 

customs of u savages,” the survival of some infinitely 

ancient simple civilisation. The mere fact that certain 

savage tribes who arc now unable to count beyond five, 

possess the mysterious and marvellous art of Language—an 

art they certainly have not now the wit to invent—is 

presumptive evidence of decadence. 

The age of this Earth, estimated from Radium deposits, 

is now calculated by some scientists as upwards of 75° 

million years, and there arc said to be proofs of Man having 

existed in the Mississippi Valley 50,000 years ago. There 

is thus abundant time for the Human race to have evolved 

from a supposed bestiality, and risen to a culminating point 

of morality, whence they have since declined. Whether the 

ancient culture-centre of this Earth was some island in the 

Atlantic or a vague site in Asia is a problem that has no 

1 Dr Andrew Lang* M.A. 
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necessary relevance to Symbolism, but the Atlantcan theory 

seems to me to offer the line of least difficulty. Primitive 

sounds and forms arc, it is now generally believed, preserved 

more faithfully in Europe than in India, and Sanscrit has 

already been dethroned from the high place it occupied a 
few years ago.1 

It is not impossible that our profusely numerous 
monosyllabic words and place-names are due to “ phonetic 
decay, but tt is far more probable that elementary words of 
one syllable are more primitive and more ancient than well- 
developed and complicated terms of two, three, four, or six 

syllables. It is more difficult to suppose that there was 
once intimate intercommunication between Britain and 
Mexico than it is to believe that both lands derived their 
customs and ideas from some common intermediate source— 
a parent-people who, like the British of to-day, circum¬ 
navigated and colonised the world. 

Or t razer observes that:—** The comparative study 

of the beliefs and institutions of mankind is fitted to be 

much more than a means of satisfying an enlightened 

curiosity, and of furnishing materials for the researches of 

the learned. Well handled, it may become a powerful 

instrument to expedite progress, if it lays bare certain weak 

spots in the foundations on which modern society is built— 

if it shows that much which we arc wont to regard as solid 

rests on the sands of superstition rather than on the rocks 

of nature. It ss indeed a melancholy and in some respects 

thankless task to strike at the foundations of beliefs in 

which, as in a strong tower, the hopes and aspirations of 

humanity through long ages have sought a refuge from the 

storm and stress of life. Yet sooner or later it is inevitable 

that the battery of the comparative method should breach 

these venerable walls, mantled over with the ivy and 

f rind file5 Gampafativ* PhifalQgyl Preface* 
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mosses and wild flowers of a thousand tender and sacred 

associations. At present we are only dragging the guns 

into position ; they have hardly yet begun to speak. The 

task of building up into fairer and more enduring forms 

the old structures so rudely shattered is reserved for other 

hands, perhaps for other and happier ages. We cannot 

Foresee, we can hardly even guess, the new forms into 

which thought and society will run in the future. Yet this 

uncertainty ought not to induce us, from any consideration 

of expediency or regard for antiquity, to spare the ancient 

moulds, however beautiful, when these are proved to be 

outworn." 

Dr Frazer is our leading exemplar of the Comparative 

Method, and it is evident—vide the extract with which 1 
have headed this chapter—that he is writhing uneasily at 

the pessimism of his own conclusions. It is true that 

Christianity—its symbols having grown too stark and solid 

—has been cast into the melting-pot, whence it will never 

emerge except in a more rational, more widely sympathetic, 

less parochial, less petty, and less literalistic form. But 

the ancient moulds—to the degree that they are beautiful— 

will never prove outworn, and it would be a curious revenge 

if the irresistible guns of the Comparative Method instead 

of wreaking fresh and ever greater destruction, recoiled 

from the present dismal mud-and-dust Materialism, and 

became an instrument of the armies above, a trumpet-call 

of the Eternal Reason, and a weapon of the poetic dictum : 

“Beauty is truth, truth beauty." 

Poets have from all time claimed to be the Tongues of 

an Unseen World, the custodians of an interior certainty', 

of a Knowledge standing behind and apart from evidence, 

and of an Understanding that makes darkness light. 

“ Poets," to quote Shelley, u are the hierophants of an 

unapprehended inspiration ; the mirrors of the gigantic 
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shadows which futurity casts upon the present; the words 

which express what they understand not; the trumpets 

which sing to battle, and feel not what they inspire ; the 

influence which is moved not but moves-" And he adds \ 

uThe persons in whom this power resides* may often, as 

far as regards many portions of their nature, have little 

apparent correspondence with that spirit of good of which 

they are the ministers. But even whilst they deny and 

abjure, they are yet compelled to serve the power which is 

seated on the throne of their own soul/'1 

Although every scruple of due weight may be given to 

the force of Memory, to the possible existence of a Secret 

Tradition, and to the world-wide influence of Freemasonry; 

yet these causes are alone not adequate to account for the 
phenomena of Symbolism. 

There are manifold problems in Literature that are 

insoluble except by the supposition that the mind is at 

times an instrument played upon by the fingers of an 

Unseen Force* “When I sit down to write my book, 

said Charles Dickers, lfsomc beneficent power shows it 

ail to me and tempts me to be interested, and I don’t invent 

really do not—but see it and write it down." Dickens, 

like most other imaginative artists* is said to have declared 

that every word uttered by his characters was distinctly 

heard by him before it was written down. Yet, on the 

other hand, he averred : (t l work slowly and with great care* 

and never give way to my invention recklessly, but con¬ 

stantly restrain it- We have it on the authority of 

Milton that the Muse “dictated" to him his ^unpre¬ 

meditated songH Wagner was astonished at the gulf 

existing between his intuition and his reason, Le* between 

his inspiration as an artist and his intellectual ideas as a 

philosopher* “ Seldom perhaps,” he writes in this con- 

1 A Prtiude fa Parity, 
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nection, uhavc a manfs ideas and intuitions been at such 

marvellous variance as mine."1 In his essay on The 

Oversoul, Emerson says, “1 am a pensioner ; not a cause, 

but a surprised spectator of this ethereal water; I desire 

and look up, and put myself in the attitude of reception* 

but From some alien energy the visions come." 

It is curious that Etymology, unable to account for the 

curiously fluctuating and seemingly whimsical variations of 

speech, is now perplexedly falling back upon old and dis¬ 

carded ideas. The author of The English Language* pub¬ 

lished only just recently, writes : “ When the early physicists 

became aware of forces they could not understand, they 

tried to escape their difficulty by personifying the laws of 

nature and inventing ‘spirits" that controlled material 

phenomena. The student of language, in the presence 

of the mysterious power which creates and changes lan¬ 

guage, has been compelled to adopt this mediaeval procedure, 

and has vaguely defined, by the name of ‘the Genius of 

the Language/ the power that guides and controls its 

progress* If we ask ourselves who are the ministers of 

this power, and whence its decrees derive their binding 

fore^ we cannot find any definite answer to our question. 

It is not the grammarians or philologists who form or carry 

out its decisions ; for the philologists disclaim all responsi¬ 

bility* and the schoolmasters and grammarians generally 

oppose, and fight bitterly, but in vain, against the new 

developments. We can, perhaps, find its nearest analogy 

in what* among social insects, we call, for lack of a more 

scientific name, ‘the Spirit of the Hive.' This sspirit/in 

societies of bees, is supposed to direct their labours on a 

fixed plan, with intelligent consideration of needs and 

opportunities ; and although proceeding from no fixed 

1 C leather and Crump, Ring 0/ tkt pp. 12ft i 5> 

7 L*gan Pearsall Smithp M.A. 
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authority, it is yet operative in each member of the com¬ 

munity. And so in each one of us the Genius of the 

Language finds an instrument for the carrying out of its 

decrees.” 

The Brahmins in the Hymns of the Veda raised 

Language to a Divine rank, as they did all things that 

they were unable to explain. They addressed hymns to 

Her in which she is said to have been with the Gods from 

the beginning, achieving the most wonderful things, and 

never revealed to man except in part. It is impossible to 

fix the exact number of known languages, but they number, 

it is supposed, not less than nine hundred. When we 

consider that the myriads and myriads of human aspirations 

and ideas are all microscopically expressed by the mere per¬ 

mutations of some two dozen elementary sounds, the 

results without question are not far distant from the 

miraculous. 

The present is a period when the walls of matter are 

crumbling momentarily down and the Fairy-land of 

Electricity, Radium, Rflntgcn Rays, Wireless Telegraphy, 

Gramophones, Cinematographs, and other scientific wonders, 

is becoming a reality. 1 believe with Milton in the 

Fairies and that— 

11 Millions of spiritual beings walk this earth. 
Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep.” 

I believe with Sir Thomas Browne that “We do surely 

owe the discovery of many secrets to the discovery of good 

and bad angels, and 1 do think that many mysteries ascribed 

to our own inventions have been the courteous revelations 

of spirits ; for these noble essences in Heaven bear a friendly 

regard unto their fellow natures on earth." 1 

I am in sympathy with the poet who wrote - 

1 fftligio Medici. 
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Verily I was wrong* 

And verily many thinkers of this age j, 

Ay* many Christian teachers, half in heaven, 

Arc wrong in just my sense who understood 

Our natural world too insularly* as if 

No spiritual counterpart completed it* 

Consummating ics meaning, rounding all, 

To justice and perfection, line by line* 

Form by form, nothing single nor alone t 
The great below clenched by the great above, 

Shade here* authenticating substance there* 

The body proving spirit, as the effect* 

The cause : we meantime being too grossly apt 

To hold the natural as dogs a bone* 

(Though Reason and Nature beat us in the face) 

So obstinately that wc'3I break our teeth 

Or ever we let go+ For everywhere 

We‘re too materialistic , , . ay, materialist 

The age's name is. God himself with some 

Is apprehended as the bare result 

Of what his hand materially has made/’1 

1 E. B, Browning* Aurora IMfik. 
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APPENDIX 

THE LETTERS OF THE LATIN ALPHABET AS 

SEEMINGLY UNDERSTOOD BY THE MYSTICS 
* 

A = A cone, mountain, or pyramid, the Primal Cause* 

B = The Feeder (?). 

C =Thc crescent moon, the Great Mother, the Sea. 

D -The Brilliant* 

E =The letter of Apollo or the Sun, as ai Delphi. 

F = The Fire or Life. 

G =The Self-Existent* 

H = Twin pillars, the Aged and Immutable Gateway or Door* 

1 =The “ Holy One,11 the Pole or Axis of the Universe. 

^God or Power. 

= When angular, twin mou main-peaks j when cursive, the 

waves of the sea or the undulation* of a serpent* 

O =The Sun disc, the perfect One, the Pearl of Price* 

P = A ShephcnTi crook. 
R =A Shepherd** crook. 

S = A twisted serpent* 

T = A hammer, or twin axes. 

U =Jufit£x*s Chain. 

V = Twin rays. 

W = Gemini, The Twins. 

X =sThe Cross of Lux, 

Y ==The Three in One, the Great Unit* 

Z =The zigzags of the Lightning Flash* 

3&4 
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A SUMMARY OF THE PRIMITIVE ROOTS 

USED IN THE FOREGOING PAGES 

P or B 

OP =-http or ry/, as in hwp% cptUs. 

PA s= FatHtr, 33 in pay pattr, parent. 

T or D 
OT =thaft as in h$t* 

Dl 3 hrittianrx 33 in Diana, diamond, etc+J and Sanscrit dyu, by aus. 

* CH or j 
AJ = agedy as in agr. 

JAS I A, or YA = tvir-txisunty as in Jah, Jehovah, JaHWE. 

K or G 

AK =grent or mighty, as in EC arn ak, CarnaC, Zadiai. 

L 

EL =Ged or Pvw*rf as Semitic El, 

LA That tirhhh has txisUdfir rvtr." 

M 

OM=Surt% as in Hindoo Gai or Aum+ 
MA as in ma, mamax maftr. 

N 
ON ±=$nr, as in fin/. 
NE=Wj« $fi as in French n/ (I have not made any use of this 

root, which is seemingly apparent in rtf, natalx naw/, 
n&ttrr, wtffin, rnmiuAr/, naxmctx nudms^ nrtu (or jmi bom), 

and Ma?/t the Birth of God). 

R 

UR =>Firt and Light, as in Semitic ur. 
R A = Thr Sim-Ged Ra or R*—fundamentally ur J, the Firry J. 
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S or Z and SH or ZH 

ES =-nitrite or light., as in tut, ts it. 

ZE = Firt and Lift, is in Zeus, Zoebgy, Zodiac. 

F or V 
EF ™ Lift, as in Eve, alive, and ivy. 

FI = Life and Fire, as in ftu and vie. 
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shop, 341. 
Chorale^ iEh 195- 
ekvTuj-, iL 197. 
Christ, ti, 122, 
Chrisdanky, 349-3 52. 
Christina, 195. 
Christmas Day, 145, 241. 
Christmas Tree, ii. 27+ 
cAran&mtter, ii. E92, 
Chrysanthemum, ii 204, 
Chrvsaor, ii. 75. 
Chur, ii 253, 
cinder, 286 
CehderelLAj, 179 231; iL 47* 65* 

?2, 229 3J5t 3^5. ** fiastim. 
Cipher (VauooisX 3. 
Lirtlt, iL 169. 
Circle of Perfection, 30, 37 
Ceacr, iL 221. 
Clara, 149 

Clara, 192. 
Clarence^ 149, 
CLaw, ii 207, 
“ Cleaver of the Way*" The, ii. 124- 
Cleopa rpa, 369. 
clnvr7 ii, 207. 
Clock, 217 ; ii, 192* 193, 
fcS Cloud of Lr nknowing,?' 14O- 
Clover* ^oS. 
cfmvr, it. 258. 
Coach, 224. 
Cobbles, ii. tSs* 
CO Art ii. 3S4- 
Cobra* Up 293. 
Cock* 1=7-I3li 146 JlL 1% it. III, 

270, 2§51 286, 
Cockscomb, 109. 
Coffin, ii. 217. 
Cole, ii. 273. 
Collar of S S, 93 
Columua, iL 183 
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Combr u. 179, ifio. 
fiffWi ii- jod. 

iu 170. 
c&mmerC€y il 113 
Compasses, 74 
CONAtL* ii, 322. 
Concord, 63 
Condor, ii* 29a 
Cone, iL 161. 
CoajFT} ii. sift 
Conifer, i\t 370, 2JU 

ii. 56. 
Copts, u. 59, 
Cpjm, iL 255;. 
«wiirp ii, 309. 

Corncmuse, 375. 
Corner stone, 165. 
C&xjtwall, ii. 141, 

iL 325, 
*««** 217+ 
t&zv, lL 305, 306. 
Cqxcqx, 300, 
C R, ii, 9ip 149. 
Crane^ 68, 
Crayfish, ii &, 312, 
<***?> i. 
£t'fat@ri 11 185, 
Crescent, 44, 106-110, 201, 286; il 

19, 26* 119* i6l,r//taint 
Cresset, 11. (32. 
Crest, ii. 180. 
Cries, Carn, ii, iGj* 
Ca/j-, ii. 130, 
trf*t-r ii, t22. 
Crocodile, 11 j ii 66-69, 

ii, 304, 
Cromlechs, ii. 184-189, 
Cronos, il, 192-223, 
ttttpsT ii. 2^6, 
CroBierp 98. 
€rvsj% IL i2tp 356. 
Cross, ii. 129 
Crossed swords, m 
Cross-keys, 68. 
CROWLETT, A,, 11. 23^ 345. 
Crown, *L 343-346, 
CryslaJ mountain, 184. 
Cube, ii. iGi, 181, 227. 
Cucumber, ii. 246. 
cucumber^ ii. 251. 
CUMBERLAND pil 141. 
Cqpr 245-254 
CUPID, I So. 

Ci/nj?r il 23S- 

Cuftid and Psytkc, 179. 
£itrt IL 134* 
Curtains, i>7p 215, 
CUJCOp ii, 202, 203, 
CyAFBEEfFE, ISO, 
CYMBAL!™* 3S7. 
£Yprtify ii 273 
Cyrus, ii 19I 

L>. fSJi >L 333. 
dkrrf and 353 
Dadu, 353 

DAGOBeET^ 15a 
Dagon, 1501 iL 110. 
Daisy, ^08 \ iL 199,204. 
damti ii 5S. 
Dawae, 11. 72. 
Dancing, ii, 95 ; iL 194-197, # 
Danejohn, ii. 60, 
Dante, ii. 107, 228. 

H* Daughter of Zion/1 ii 323 
Dawn, 66. 
dtar> il 141, 
December sjthp 145, 
Deem liter, il 57, %&. 
rftrr, ii 141* 
Delphi, ii. 216. 
Demeter, ii 234, 256-265- 
drmofif iL 306, 
/Ja+VA7J, 149. 
Dtsctnt of tk* Sunt 17S- 

drsir*f IL 8f> 
tfnrfi, ii 306- 
Dew, 152, 243-245 i ii- 72. 
dra/f iL 24 
d*r 294 

Diamond, 222, 263 264; il 3* 3 
335 

Diana, 213 283; ii- 134- 
Diauihos, 11. 239, 
Dickens, C„»- 360. 
Dido, 283 
Dim U gmrdy il 287, 28S. 
Dionysos, 146, 147-149, 157* 

280, 299; ii. 72, 27a 
Dioscuri, ii. 5. 
DlS, iL s I* 
Disc, ii. £s. 

'serrtiy ii. 51. 
tfisAcal f ii. 1 ia 
" Do as you would be done by,41 47- 
Dodona, iL 31, 
DODQtfAi IL 96. 
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Dogt ii. 106-no, [14, 11 s, 135, 300, 
303. 

Dolmens, iL 184-189. 
Dol ph i n, 28 mw iL 36,87. 
dame, iL 57, 
Dominic, ii. 167. 
dammton, iL 57. 
da*ivny ii. 60. 
dpam, ii. 57. 
DoorT 262, 26& 
Dove, 39* 4^p 73* =4*, 3*4* 3*7 * «* 30b 
A?*'** [tT ii, 3pi. 
EJiagon, iu iO, 284-316* 
dm^an^ ii, 302. 
OHAVCOTTt iL 32 x 
Drijzi^comue* ii* 179- 

ii. 346. 

Druids* iL 353. 
Dk Om , 34 a 
Brum, 34a 
dmpt, ii. 246. 

Drusilla* Z4> 
Dryopk, 333. 
Duck, 20S, 209; ii. 21. 

JS4- *bsw, 11. 110. 
dungeon, ii. 60. 
Dyaus, ii. 15, 29. 
Dyu, iL 35. 

E, 291. 

Ea, 176 ; ii S7« 
Eagle, JB, 76, 77, Si. 9=. ™3i "3" 

115, 137; 293+ m J3* > u* ^ 
175d 33?t *94* 

3<a 
m/i1, ii, 4^P 

Easter, iL 96, 

Edinburgh, iL 9, 
educaHaH, ii. no. 

ii. 219. 
Efi, ii. 68. 

Eg^r 200, 202* 203, 20&, 31 Oj 3U( 
324 ; iL 213, 

£civr, 353- 
Egypt, arms of, 105, 
Eight, 84 89, 162, 269, 270; iL 200* 

2oip 306, 22a 
Eight hand red. 123. 
Eight hundred and eighty-eight, 93. 
Eighty-otic, iL 305. 
Elder, ii. 275, 

ekfeu! 298. 

Eleleu£, 192, 299* 

Elephant, 225, 350^ 351. 
Elephant a, 351, 
M ii. 213. 
Elis, it. 19, 
Elisha, 283, 
Elissa, 283, 
Elisyon, 283- 
Euzabeth, 284- 
Elk, ii- 135,289. 
Ella, 329- 
Elm, iL 275- 
Ember Days, iL 141. 
Emerald* 212 ; ii 296. 
Emerson, iL 361. 
empervr, 356. 
empyrean, iL 213. 
energy, 347. 
entomb, is. 165, 
Eos* 67 ; si. 13. 
Eostre, ii- 96 
Epona, iL 45. 
equal* ii- 5a 
equity, iL 50. 
era^ II* 324. 
En/ct 301. 
Ermine, 335. 
Ermine* il 112. 

Eros, 343, J&i; & 4*, 55* m =57- 
26^ 314* 327. 

Esar, 325, 
eisirp 28a 
essence, 280 . 
Esther, 2S4, 
ether, 3J2. 
Ether, in ia 
Ethiopia , 305. 
Etna* J52* 
Eucharat, iL 9=-94 w SL =57- 
EunORUS* ii. 116. 
euphemism, ii. 36. 
euphemy, ii- 36. 
EmiOPB, 305, 
Eustache, ST, il 14a 
Evan, 357. 

Evan, it 69, 2iit 215. 
EVAWPlUtt 357- 
evanescent, si. 308, 
Eve, ii. xi2+ 217, 
even, ii 215, 309. 
evening, ii. 308. 
ever, is. 213, 
evil, it. 30a 
eve el iL 212. 
Ewe, ii. 100. 
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EwiEfeji. 
Ewt, SL 68. 
u Excalibur" ii 75. 
cm, agfi 
Exe, k.p 298. 
Exmoqm^ iL 227+ 
Eye, 64, I&7, 267-287, 288*305 ; ii 

307-316, ei passim* 

f A y>$~ 
ye of Hqrus* 288- 

Eye of Light. 288, 
Eye of SHIVA* 288. 
Eye of Ztus* 288. 
Eye on Trbmgle, ii. 169. 
Eyes* 272. 
£zxa, 1 5^ 2S4, 

Fj 321 ■ ii, 213 
Fatru OuffHA 231+ 
Fagge, il 249. 

*9i il 163, 

319 \ «* 163. 
Fajty Godmother, 197. 
* Fait," The, iL 33 
Fan, il 142, 162, 
f**% iL 163, 
Faroe, 32a 
FaUni;^ IL 162. 
/frittff. iL 162. 

fipr* 3» 
heather, il 206, 207. 
Fkecken, GLEHf ii 308* 

ii- I97. 

M 3J^ 
Fern. iL 273- 
Ferouers* 32a 

A^t ii 324. 
r aery Cross. 124 
FiksoLe, ii, 238, 
Figr ii. 249. 
Figbury Ring. iL -49, 
F/gg/Sj ii. 219. 
F///r 
Fir, 158 ; ii. 162* 2?ot 271, 

3*9- 
Fine-making ii. 22. 
FlMEJfZE, xl 238, 

f™ af ¥*% ',31 'ifratm. 
Fire of Life, 359, 

Fish, 28, 44 ; ii. 82-88, 03, 94 ti 
337i 344. 

Five, 108, ii4* 118, 119, 367, tl 
2rA 337P 349t 3&5 S ii 7i, 99, ii 
=A2llf 305,334, J44 

Five circles* 267. J&S- 
Five-flowers* ii. 335, 
Five knobs, ii. 129* 
Five petals, 355. 
tfjf. ki+ 313- 
FtagonT 3711 347-354- 
FEaine of Fire, it 731 
FLETCHER, 331, 
Flmr fytt 13. 24 ; iL 18, 32, 73, 

93? *3* 337. tt pnssim. 
Flora, 11. 240. 
Florence, il 18, 238. 
Florine. il 249. 

j?&uvr^ ii. 238. 
Flower-buned pyramids, ii. 236, 
Flowers of Flame, il 329, 233. 
Fo, ii 163,. 
Foe* li. 163. 
Fqliambm^ IL 324. p 
fwdy ii, 163. 
Fool* ii- 319-328. 
Foolscap* ii. 319-328, 
Footprint* it 33$. 
fmst, ii. 37 |p 
Fortunate 1$LR$s 183; ii. 262, 

263. 
Faui ist ii. 324. 
Fountain, 240, 242, 285 ; iL 2&u 
Four, 71-fll, 156: ii. 77* 149 
hour circles, 263, 271, 
F&ur ■= Fire, ii, 4- 
Foar pilkrs, 354. 
Fox, il 102-106. 
France, 32a 
Francis of Assisi, 36- 
Francis, St, 155. 
Frazer, J. G,, iL 347, J5& 
fm, 319- 
Freemasonry* 9* 143 ; iir 352- 
Frey, ii 33. 
Frida y, 343. 
Frig* 321. 
Fktoja* 31 9l 
M 330 
Fro, 319, 

JuT ii. 162. 
Fupo, ii. 163. 
Furir, il 163 
Fuji* ii 162. 
Fuji Ml* 242; ii. sol. 
FULLjAMF.Si «• 324, 
Furry dance, 342. 

ii. a?i. 
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G, 9S. 2715 ii< 33S-337,34»- 
jfflrf.ti. IJ9- 
£at/yt 11. 310. 

317. 
Ganesa, 225. 
GANESHA, 351- 

& *9^ 
Garden, 240- 

si, 29I■ 
Garments of angels* 225 
garner, ii 391* 
g&rrijQft} ii. 391. 
Gate, 359. 
Gate of Heaven, 221. 
Gauntlet* ii ?#. 
Gav+ 34ft 

ii. 139, 
Cemeter, It. SfilL 
Geneva, ii, 216. 

343. 

GEORGE, 2E2 ; LI. tg6, 343 
George, St, i j8, 341 ; ii. 66, 
Georgia, la, iu 258, 
g*rmandtrf ii 275. 
G.elkyon, ii, 304, 
Ghosts and Cockcrow* 128, 
G1 lcjAI.j ii 191, 2:6. 
Girdle, i- 20 ; ii- 77- 
gtobf, sen, 
Globe and cross, 56, 63. 
Glove, ii. 78* 137. 
Gnostics, ii 104-106, 27 

Gnosticism, 7, 

■49* 

2S4. 30s, 

tfMf.ii- 139- 
Jf»> 3o3- 

iu 292, 
Goat* 346, 364, 

353^ 
God-names ns adjectives, 296, 
Qja^ ii. 317, 
Gog and Magog, ii- 20a 
Gold, 154 T ii. 295, jr4- 
Golden Age, ii 355. 
Golden Column, 159. 
Gulden Rain, IL 72. 
Goldflower, ii, 204. 
Goliath, ii. 71. 
Goaow/y, is. 50. 
Goose* 362. 
Goose, it* 93-95* a if* 264, 306; 

TiL 21, 93, 

3J7> 
g$vs£btrry\ il 357, 

Goosfl'girlt 23a 
Gopher* si 220. 

St. 200. 

343 i «■ 
JWff, 3?7^ 
Gorse* iL 272. 

Gorsedd* II 198-200, 205. 
GfrJS Ii 272. 
gashnw&t 31a 
Goss, si 172. 
Gourd, iL 246, 

*+ 
,345-354; ii- 194. sS7- 

t, 33°' 
Jfrtf/J, m- 246. 
Grapes* 239; ii 287* 288- 
44 Great Bear," 11$, 315, 382; ii. ie, 

61, SOT- 
Grecn, 156, a 57, SI6. 
Greyhound* ii. 107, 
Griffin, 276-278 ; ii. 584-316. 
griffin, ii 298. 

guard) ii 291. 
GuilpiORD, JjE- 
GUYt ii 36 
Gyp* ii- iog> 
gyrt, ii 198, 

IT, 161 ; ii 3fn i-A M9' 
/■iiL-.-t, ii 45, 316 
Nacosy 149, 301. 
HaGGARP, Ki PER* 359- 
ka^rntna i 344- 
AaigA, ii, 291. 
Ami t 2^9. 
hmlljl ii. i9|- 
Hair, 184, 209 ; ii, 62. 
Ati/fj 32a 
h&miujaki 298- 
H Hall of die Two Truths/ 27a 
A**, ii 92. 
Hammer* I so-124, 125 : il 142, 336 
Hand* Li- 77h 

ii. 340. 
Hanover* ii 
Hapi, 313; il 215, 
kappintu^ ii. 315. 

3°s i “■ *1. 
Har* 329, 

sj. Jw- 
Hare, ii iij- 
k*rm&*&y jj> 

gvurd, il 257, 
fir***, il 2^. 
Grafting, il 2! 
Grail, Holy, 5: 
Grain-sorting, 
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Harp, ii. 4^ 65. 
Hamms, 301, 
Harris, il 257 
Harrison, 31S, 

narti ii. 134. 
Har* MtA.p iu6a 

Hathor, 168, ig-e. 193, 234 ; iL i8t 
ktzten¥ 11* in. 

A«&\ il 291. 
NAWAZ, ii. 22|. 
Hawaii, ii 212. 
Hawls, 114, 309, 337, 
na’iL'kf jlGk 
HAWKER, JOJ. 
Hawthorn, 361. 
Hay, 349. 

Havas, 
Haves Convoy, ii, 237. 
Havtor, ii. 1B5, 
fond, 11, 274. 
** Health of the 5ick,b 256. 

II, 169. 
Heart, 47, 48 s ii, VOl 274, 3,8 33, 

, 334, m 343 
Atari, 11. 134, 
k*itrtkf 225. 
Hearth, 2G5, 
Heath, ii. 4a 
Heather, \l 40, 
Afoiw h$ / il 213. 

357l iliti. 
Hkden, ii. 2S+ 
Hedgehog, 3rS. 
Heifer, 193, 272. 
Aviftr, ii. 213, 
Hafirikt Hawn, 174. nu 
He/ci/op ii. 14, 
Heimdal, 122. 
HKKAp El. 222. 

ii- 506. 
Hku.k, 192. 
Helmet* 18. 
HENGiSTj ii. 40r 
Henley, W. K.p iL 74 
Hrol, 325K 
Hephaistos, ii, tap, 
Hera, ii 324, 
HERCULES, 24! ; ii. 73p ,8l 
Hercules, 203, 
Htrasy? i7f 7i ; iL 348, 

cl 3-7. 

Huuus, 136 j b 71,111, 149, 

Heron, 6S. 
Harriot, 301. 
Hertha, 225. 
Hesperus, 315. 
HESPERUS, 315 i ii. 225* 2S4- 
Hesperus, iL 316. 
heteaf lL 212. 
Hey, ii. 65, 197. 
H H, ii 32. 
HlCKS, 301, 
“Hidden God,* The, ii, 70, 
Hidden Wisdom, iL 349. 
H/f.racoh Pa us, 130. 

nates* 
Hill-names, ii. 17a. 
Hind, 386. 
At A 315. 
Hip, ii, 43, 
Hipi'a, ii, 4s 

jOj, 
AvAfy, 11. 45. 
k&cki 293. 
Hock hr , 301, 

iir 9a 
Hogmanay, 344, 
h&U, hr 305. 
Holed stones, ii. 300. 
HoE]yp iL 275. 
kHlykoek, lx 235. 
Holmes, Q. W.f 243. 

3291 
Holy Rood, 362 3 ia, 267 
Hom, ii, 284. 

3M ; H. 308, 326. 
Homer, 301, 
Honey, jekl 
Honeysuckle, IL 244. 
Hooks, £9^ 
Awp, 305 
Hooper, 305, 
fi&oray } 299. 

3^5* 3J5- 
to/h7+ ii. 214. 
Horizon, in 20 1. 
Horn, 119, 223; it, 173, 140, J2I* 

333. 
Homs, il 99, 132, 289, 343- 
Horsa, u, 40. 
Horse, 156; ii. 37-loa, 112,135, 29?. 

-*"*■- 
n- 39- 

Horse and palm, ii, 39, 
Horse-chestnut, 360, 
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Morsel, ii. 61. 
HoRSELtiEkC, The, iL 61. 
Horse-shoe, IL 2 Set 
HORTOM, W. Tp is. 224, 
HORU&.H2, 1 ] 4, 146, 16^214,2:5, 

254, 273, 3»Jt 339> 35* i U; 4. 4^ 
72, 201, 238, =40. 375. 3^ 

Hon us and Sett, it 28* 
Hoi cross-buns, 34+ 

352, 
Hou Cmt ii. 73* 
Hounds* 117 ; iL 106-110, 13C 
House, 154-254 1S4 Dadgc)* 
Atfiu*, iL 327. 

IL 336, 
ii. 164. 

Howell, is. 81. 
Hoyp ii. 31& 

jL 35* 
Hu**■« 35p 04* 201, 21 Ss ^ fHwim, 
4u£h 303. 

341. 
Hubert, St, ii. 140, 
hup% IL 57. 
Hug®) etc., 30a, 
Huguenots, iL 348. 
Huguenot;; and paper-making, 4-6, 
Huhi, 309; iL 35. 
Huishp ii. 36, 80, 
Hll 14. Feast of, iL 94, 
^M]llr iL 36, 
hmumr, il 38,94, 
Huraean, ©5, 

355, 
^1#/^ / ™; ii. 221 -222, 
Amtatye, it 36, 

ii. 323. 
Hymn 0/ the Rvix 0/ Gfory, 219, 
kyferf II. 296- 
HviT.RBOREAfi Mountains, ii. 296. 
Hvperboreas, ii. 294, 30a 
Hypers ok, 
hysteria IL 325, 

Ji 261, 302. 
* ah (suSik), 299. 
Iakchos, 309. 
iaius! 298, 
Uo* it 14. 
£**> 347- 
tbis, 11,68. 
1 C.49, s6, (02, it6, 247, -61, 3«4 ; 

T'. SQ, 9!, 93, 341, 343, 344, 
Hkntumtfrty H* 113, 

ICHNIEI-D Way, The, ii- n> 
I CON Ar it j6i. 
iGGDRASIU 355 ; is. 374t 2§t, 281* 
i GRAINS, ii. lOL 
]hoah, ii. 17* 
JHOM, ii. 15, 
I H S, 28, 133, =47- 
i/A IL 306. 
z'/ArrtfJfff, it 62- 
ItUAttlNKV, 113, 
JLMATAR, 2U7-2 I1, 2S3, 
lLUt ii+ 3j. 
Immaculate ConteptioTi, u. 72. 
immense* ii, 57. 
iWa, is- 290, 
ittirrmty ii. 254. 
tNDRA, Hi, 116 e ii -4 
Initial vowels* 313. 
Inspiration* ii. 347-j*J- 
Intukion, ii- j47~3*> 
I O, ii. 16,17,1481 3°8- 
[osa, ii. (Si. 
tow. It 15. 
1 p, 314. 
1 R, 59, S3, 126. 
iRKLAND* ^68- 
Iris, 3261 iL 238 
Iris, ii, 73* 337, 337* 
in'*, it 315. 
iKUtN, 335. 
J&, Cathedra! of, it 155. 
/s=HgAtf 378 
!S=y^J Safv*f#r) 24i 33i 37h 

146* 
Isa, iSu 
Isa DELIA, 2S4- 
ISABEtLUCIA, 284. 
Isaiah, 281* 

178. 
Is Hip a©3. 
tfhider$y 18 L 
ISHTAR, iA 177. *79i =*4p 2&3- 
ISlAp 2Sl. 
ISISp 168“ I 7 2, 185, 31 Ip 213, 213. 

2rS, 223P 333* 137* 24^P =7^1 2^- 
281 i jL ai, si»9>t 29°j 311* 

Island, ii 225^ 
Israel, 284- 
Issedoties, 27$ i u. 294-197- 
I ssi, 27^ 
l&utft 
MfJF; It. 315. 
fvyt it 213- 
M Ivy Girl,11 SL 
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IZANAGI, 28l. 
f&LKTAUL, 
IZDUBARp 28 f+ 

294, 350. 
Izume, 33E. 
[ZUMO, 382. 

M ii. 177, 
jACHipf and Boaz, 1594 162. 
JfatkaJp ii. 103-106. 
Jack and ike Rmn*t*lkT ii. 64. 
Jack ike Gian/kitfer, 121. 
Jaguar, iir 13T. 

Jah, 34a 
jAHFEt\l ffij, 
Jamaica, ii. 220. 
James, 302. 
Jamus, 68, j 5:3, 3oi. 
jarg&neile, ii 2$q, 
jasmine, ii. 23d 
Jasper, ii. 2S5. 
Java, ii, 172. 
/** or/rfflr-( jtH. 
Jehovah, 303; ii. an 
Tenner, mjiv, ii. 350, 

JSXMY/f, 149, 
Jerusalem, 92; ii 17& 
Jerusalem, ii 237. 
Jerusalem, New, is, 227, 333, 285. 
Jssfti?' ii. 36, 73. 
Jessamine, 11. 236. 
Jesse, 281; [i. 23, 236. 
Jesse, Rod of, 354 
Jess/e, eitT 30 r. 
Jssus Christ, 113, 261 ; iL ;i9h 

328, 325* 
/£S*K£, IL 91. 
Jeweb, 220, 

>Wi 341- 
jwm 325. 
J0H.\\ clC.t 30|. 
“John Doryhn JL 83. 
Jonah and the WnaJt ii. 
JQXxs, etc, 301. 
JoiCALA, y>2. 
JUNAK, 187. 
juniper, if. 373. 
JUNO, 94, a33 
Juxq, ii, 3o(. 
Jupiter, Bj, ho, ;?S( 

Jury, ii. |6, 
J ustice, ti. 49. 

K, ij. 59, 89. 
Kabbalah, B, yr. 
KaitvoJo, 99 -IOI, iij, iso, soy, 311. 
Kami, 3S3. 
KaN+ il 4. 
KaNOBUS, 323, 
Karnak, ii. 15$, 193, 
Kasper^ iL 2S5- 
Kay, 349. 
Kea^ 333; ii* 5, 
Ker, ii. 193. 
kecj, ii. 56. 
u Keepers of (he Fruits,* ii 284. 
Krm, ii. 307. 
KRJfNY, 353. 
ECerobaby, h. 255. 
" Kernel-men,“ ii. 2S3. * 
Kerr, 301, 
Kerris Roundago, ii. 16a 
Kew, ii 36. 
Key, 259, 262-264, 26®, 291 r 294 ; ii. 

312* 
Keystone, 265. 
Khameaba, ii. 256, 

353 ; iL 218. 
KheI’era, 327, 
kind, ti. g< 
Kine,99. 
foir-r, 11. 5. 
Kings, tftvinity of, 336, 
Kingship, it. 206. 
KiNCSLKY, C..p ii. 278. 
KlRISHlMA, 28 lt 282. 
Kits Cotv, iL 211. 
KlUSHtOp 282, 
kna-j'c, it. 314. 
u Knech t CLOSES*" 302, 
Knefii, 173, 215 ; il. 77, 217+ 
Knot, 265 : ii. 344. 
KOMENSKVp 17-27 j il 317-319* 33°> 

333*^1 34^ 
Kore, 11. 255. 
KOSTEYp 186. 
kraal, ii 165. 
krakert, ii 302. 
Krisa, ii. 87. 
Krishna, 178, 214 283. 
KEfST.YAt ii. 122, 

U 327« 3^8 i ii- 66p 341. 
4tfp 2og ■ ii, 171. 
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Labanim, 329 ; iL 15, 93. 
Labismina, i^ig 197, 193 i LL 22a 

ii 1 i6. 
Laburnum, 319. 
Labyrinth if the \V$rld% 17-21 (j« 

Komensky). 
ii. 3*4- 

Lapa* 204 ; ii. 5. 
Ladder, 32* 77- 
LapOn, 204 ; ii. 303. 
Lady Day* 732, 
Lady of the Lake, is. 76^ s ja 
Lamb of God+ 96. 
Linage* 299 ; si. 3S4-3&2 
LapLS lazuli, 171, 212, 272, 
Lark, iL 197, 19&. 
Laurel* ii. 273. 
favemter, iL 275. 
fau\ iL 50, 166. 

iL 274 
Lkoa, ii. 5, 
Leg, 362. 

Lehau, Cam, ii, 187* 
Leopard, 84 ; iL 130. 
Le^au* 357- 
tow/p ii- 309- 
Leviathan* ii. 304- 
ZrEJ#YAt 305, 
Liber* 319. 
libity, j19. 
J l /f, I L 2 I 2, 

Lightning, 295. 
Lily, iL 237(see /7«fr-cfc-^yr and Iris). 
Lime,. iL 27$, 
Linden* ii. 275, 
Links* 89. 

Lion, 364 ; ii- 7h 73* 94* '-=* is8p 
isg, 194, 3^5 

Lion of Judah*" 365. 
Lisbon, is. 19. 
LisKEASlD* ii. 19. 
Lizard, ii. 67-69, ni, 271. 
Lew, ii. 34. 
Lobster, ii. 312. 
Locker 1 doe Dene, ii. 17^ 
foekff ]i. 63. 
Lodg^ iL 69, 148* 246* 286, 327, 
Log, ii, 17s. 
Logan rocks* iL 182. 
/i*^rVs iL 7a 

9s s iL 3f, 71. 
Luke* the, il 66. 
Long-armed law, ii. 52. 
Longfellow* 3 i. 121*226. 

Loqe, si. 6a 
/tfW* ii- 312 
Love in a Mist* iL 240. 
Love ^ life* ii. 274. 
Lowell* j. R-t Ii. 262. 
Lucas, L 65. 

Luce* ii. 86. 
Lucifer, ii. 28. 
Lucifer, 336. 

Lucfus, 149. 
fcc&t iL 65, 
LtrckEZiA, 226. 
tuev, 149,193. 
Luu, si. 57, 
Lumvic, ii. 57. 
Lug, ii. 34 

x i« 314 
Lught 2S2, 
41 Luo's Chain,” ii, 63-66. 
Lugus, ii. 35. 
Luke, 149- 
Luke, St* iL 63. 
Lux facet int frW&FUr 34* 29 

LUX M EE* 2S3. 
Luxulyan, IL 19, 
Lynx* ii. 13a 
LyOHv 368. 

Mj 57, 60* 203, 236* 260 i iL 11> 20, 

145,207*277- , e ^ 
Maat, 203, 270; ij. sa 5®I 166. 
Macaulay* ii. 5, 
Mace, ii, 77* 142. 
m<ui, ii 334 
magiifrvtfc, ii. §8. 
jJ/o£*d Mufcr9 196, 
Magpie* ii. 131. 
MaCU, iL 43. 
Maho Pen eta* 333. 
Maia, 332, 
main, ii. 340. 
mmnfainv ii, i6Jh 
majvk, iL 136. 
mama , 199. 
Mama Co&a, ii. 255, 
Mama Ogllo, ii, 202, 203, 
widrf, 300* 334, 337. 
Man ah, ii. 177. 
l<Manas" 285, :E6. 
Mango Cafact iL 202. 
Mane, ii. 63- 
Man in the Moos, ii. 148* 
Manna, iL 23, 
Maple* it. 278. 
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Mara, igr* 237* 
March, ii. 94, 
mars, il 44. 
MAftij Mother of Ra, iu 44, 
Margaret, IL 199. 
Marguerite, iL 199. 
Maria* 237. 
AfaHa Wmnscct^ 229, 
Mafia Wood^ 229, 
Marietta, iyj< 
Mangold, 24S, ; ii. 337. 
Mangold-Tree, ii. 105. 
Mariucella, 191, 237. 
mark?!, ii. n j. 
Mark of the Beast, 93, 
Mark* St* ii. 59, 
Marriage, ii- 29-33. 

il 114. 
Martello towers* ii. 145. 
Martin, ii. 50, 70. 
Martin, il jcl 
Martinmas it. ot, 92. 
Martinbell, il at* 
Martin, Stt ii. 92. 
Miirtlemis, ii. 91, 92* 
Martlet, ii. 30, 
Marv, 191+ 252-162 ; ii. 196, 

240, ?47- 
Marylebonz, 238, 
Mawr Pen Aethir, 331 
May* iL 27E. 
Maya, 21a 
Mayapaxf, 332, 
mayor, ii. 58. 
Maypole, 354, 
MB, 143, 
Meander, 83 ; IL 239 
MfhJifK ii. 25 r. 
Melusine, iL 245, 
Memory, ii. 352, 333, 
Meaxherfj^ ii. 33^ 
MtHtEPTAtf, 337. 
Menes, 336. 
Menhirs, il. 174-224, 
Menur, 3j6l 
Mer, 323, 
mercMndUt% \i 
wni/uf, ii_ 113. 
Mercury, ii, 90, iit-ns, 180. 
jViKKTADEK., 343; ii |C5, 
Mermaid, 309, 3J4, a?J* ii. 27S. 
Mehopach, no, 147, 343; E 

179- 
w^rr, ii. 4Sh 

Merut il 284. 
Messiah, $&T 112 ; si. 49* 97| iS& 
flr,r awp iL 46. 
Miako, 324* 
Milk, too, lot 205, 269. 
Milky Way, it 63, 301. 
miIhnariutnA 59 

Milton, 307 ; tL 306, 362. 
ii, 278. 

Min, 334, 
Minerva, 213 ; ll 32, 292. 
MfjFEKFAj 335. 
Minos, 33^ 
minster, ii. 30a. 

Miriam, 191, 
Mirror, 334, jjs- 
Mist,, 215. 
Mistletoe, ii. 23-33, J&- 
Mithra, 143-MS, ^8, 336; ii. 174. 
MITRA | 2S3. 
ArLud, ii. 57. 

M nevis, ii. 215. 
Moat Hills, ii. 30 
MOCCUS, ii, 9a 

337 
Mas , 338, 
Mona, 335. 
ji¥fl W, 353. 
monarch, 336. 
Monch, Mt.+ 337, 
Mondoro, 366. 
monster, ii. 302. 
Mdiueni, 341, 
Moo a, 44, 104, 106, */ passim. 
moon, 334, 
Moan-Boat, ii 308, 
moose, it. 135. 
Moot-hills, il 1 6Gt 168, 
Morgan, Angela, 132. 
Morgan le Fay, ii, 221. 

Mound, Princess in t he, 183. 
mount, 337, 
Mountain, 1S4, 2tSL 
mountain, ii. i&r 
Mountain Ash, 355 ; IL 274. 
Mountain-cleft, iiT itp 78, 216. 
Mountains, 35, 4* 57, tot, to, 334 : 

!L jo, j5, ’34,233, 293. 
Mountain-top, 347, 348. 
Mouse* 324, 335 ; ii. 46. 
Mouth* 273-275, 
M Rt 26a 
Munster, 63. 
Munzcr, Thomas, 61 ► 
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must, ii, 46. 
Mustard seed, iL 279, 
Mut, 168. 
myrtk^ iL 279, 

N, 253- . 
Naase* iu 219, 204 
NaU, 164. 
Namayana* 207. 
/wwtiL 3i7P 30^ 
*<^4 iu 217, 
Naykstocic* ii. 210. 
Naza%&M£$x jir iS6. 
Nephthys, 173. 
Neptune ii+ 180. 
Neric, 323, 
Neva* R., iL 2 i& 
Nevis, Ben, ii 21a 
Newt, ii. 60. 

ZEALA&& (native name), ii. 
ms, 

Nicholas* St, 306. 
Niezcuinek, iL 41, 312. 
Night, ie>4 
Nut no, ii 30. 
Nile, hymn to, IL 
Nile, r,* ii. 115; 21a 
mtgati* iL 139. 
Nina, 253? il 305, 
Nineteen, ii 305* 
Ninetta, 253, 
Nineveh, 253 
Ninip, 323. 
Nippon, 332. 
Nisrocfi, iu 175- 
NJSSA.20L 
Nouan, 200, 
Nose, 275, 
Nu, iL II7P 222t 307, 
Nucleolus, 25^ 
Nut, 17s, 183; ii. 277, =91. 
Nvsa, 280. 
Nvssa, 280. 

O, 1A1. 
eaf, ii, 324. 
Oak. 11. 21*33, 47, =68, 269. 
O UK RON, 303 
obi*rVtrf 303- 
OtddcmSf is, 45, 
OCK, R.h 290, 
Gdakon, 150; ii. i io. 
OniNT ii. 9. 
Odysseus, 779. 

Do, ii. 200. 
Ogmius, ii, 203, 
OffiOt iir 17. 
Ohio Mounds il 20&. 
Ohniyak* iu 101, 2l4 
Oxuninuski* 202. 
Old Bailey, ii %2, $0. 
il Q]d Harry,1' 2?& 
pkantfrrt ai 275. 

QL/FifAtfTt 352. 
Olive, 78 j ii 175. 
OLMUZ, 11 + 
Om* ii, 33a 
Om or AUM* 154 
Omar, 301. 
Ombqs, ii. 67, 
Omega, 34S, 
Omoforus* iL 30a 
On or Aun, 149. 
onrt jia 
One eye, 379* 
One-eyed, ii, 394-297. 
OWBIS, $33* 
Onion, il 2jr. 
ON U PHIS, il 67. 
oormraktf il 60. 
u Opener of the Ways/ iu loa-icfc. 
opinion, ii. 14a 
Ops, 30^ 
optimism, 304- 
omn^ 304 ; iu 2p. 
Orcheston, iir 194 
OxMf il 219, 
Ormuz* m* 1 ifiT 289* 325. 
Orpheus* jot. 
Onus (see Remus). 
Osiris, 04, ior, 146, 169-172, t79* 

202, ara, 214, 281, 315. 354 ; » 7=i 
103, 279, -99, 

Our, [L 345 
&zrtrT iu 213- 
Overton Hill, iL 22a 
Ox* 50* 102* 137* 141* 143* l47> m8p 

1B4, 3oS ? ii. is, 37. 83* l3?* M?i 
264, 200, 308. 

Ox MtE* 337 ; ii. 187. 
Oxus* R,, ii. 0, 
cxyrhyntfou, ii. 84 
Qystera* 22E+ 

P. 3°5t 3'4»315. 3V. 33*! «■ '&■ 22. 
59. '84. 186, 264, 308,336. 343- 

Pa, 305-307. 
P&Ait, 331. 
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fltzany, *1 235, 
Palm, ii 175, 276, 340. 
Palm-tree, il 39 
Pan, j j6, 

Panp 34*. 35St 3^3p J&i J il 62, 196. 
/^=^33J. 
Pandora, 333. 

31> 
PanT ode to, 331, 

fi****?f £34- 
Panthcjsm, il 336. 
Panther, 84* 85 s iL 13a 
PAmtCA) 332. 

<99^ 
PAFiEUfi, i]. 7, 
Papa Stour, ii 8. 
Papa Westray, ii 8. 
Pape mi ills, 3-6, 
Papua, ii. 214,115, 266. 
paraeUtf^ 311, 
Paradise, 314 
flartn^ 313. 
pARl^t 312, 313. 
fiarisA, ii. 22?. 

Parnassus* 314 ■ ii. 292. 
Pajis/fajl, 311. 
Parthenon, the, ii 19a 
Passion, three nails of, ii. 318, 
fastuml slafT, 98, 104, j6i, io3; 

il i&h 334 
/w/fr, il 175, 176. 
patitnut 307, 
po{north, 308. 

Patrick, St, 3153 ; IL 176, 3$?. 
PAif&> 307, 
Paul's Cathedral, il rjj. 
Paul, St, il £3. 
Pawnees, 333, 

Peach, it. 269. 
Peacock, jcO, 3*3 ; ii, 64, 

£“** $47- 
Fear, it, 249-330, 271, 

Ur SjCX 

Pearl, l&h 2*9-22:2,276, 305 : ii. 33^ 
Peasan ts’ war, 62. 
Pebbles, il 183. 
Feet, «■ *65- 
Pegasus, ii. 38, 59 
PecgVi ii. 199, 
Pekin, ii, 307. 
Penelope, 333- 
Penguin, 368, 
fknrum% 335,, 

frnshrtt 334 
Pentagon, 256, 257, 267- 
PERr3ir. 
prrt 3*3, 
PEECEFAL, JI Ia 
PZREDUR, 31 r . 
fi+rti^rinti 322. 
//riLrp 314, 
Periwig* IL ci. 

Periwinkle, iL 69. 
fcrfy, 311. 
PerraNZABULOE, ii. 199 
pKREiNj 310. 
Persea-trce. ii, 259 274. 
Persecution, il 317-320, 
Perse phone, 311,312, 
Fkrskfhone, ii, 255, 
PersioA| 3 j I; ii 284. 
Persica-trett ii 269 
Persimmon* ii. 357. * 
Peruke* ii 51. 

Perun or PERAUNf 310 ; ii 199, 120. 
Peter, Ii. 175, 176. 
Petrocorii* ii. 202, 203. 
Pharaoh, 320 
F HA RSI PEE* 322. 
PffCEAEt I49. 

Puck bus, 146, 
PHiM&US) lL 162. 
Pummxi ii. 162,163. 
PHCENlX* ii 276. 
Phoroheu^ 32a 
Pit ii 184 

fire* 344- 

Fiers Plowman* il 259. 

P& u 9°" 
Pigeon, 363, 307 ; ii. 72, 17 js 341 
PtUGLEDENE, Ii. 178. 
Pike, ii £6- 
pik> ii 165, 
Pilgrim's Progress, f8- 
Flilar, 146, i|9, 354 ; ii, iBi, 222, 338, 
Pillars, 265 ; il 32, 34* 2fi£* 292. 
fiimanr ii 140. 
ptitwtft9 iL 31a 

344- 
Piper, the, 369. 
Pipes* j6£. 
Pirongia, Mt»j 314 

IL 21 & 
P*fyt m, 327- 
Place-names* imperishability of* 297- 
Plant* ii, 275. 
Plough, 2E2 ; il 2, 257* 259, 
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Plumes, Si, 2c£, 207, 
POp iL i?h 
Point in a circle, 289 ; ii. 37, 4^ 7^ 

191* 3x 8* 
jP«-i 307* 
Foie, ii. 39. 
Pole star, 33- 
poiu*i iL |8. 
Pollux, ki. 5, 196, 
Polyphemus, 279. 
Pome^TnnaiCp 365 ; ii- 347-249. 
AtinriSt 304. 
Pomona, iL 7. 
Pompeii, ii* 342, 353, 

H AS- 
£*//« 199. 
Pope, Alexander, 139, 
Poplar, ti. 273. 
Poppy, IL 254- 
pork, ii. 92. 
Potter, The, iL 204. 

307 . 
Preciosa, 221- 
Precious stones, 76 
44 Presiding care," 317* 
FhiafUs, 36 b 
prime, 313. 
Princess lVaodttt£toaky 229 
p™& ii. 92. 
Prometheus, 31a 
Prosehpine, 31i, 312. 
Proud sisters, 226. 
PjtoyxmSj 8. 
prudence^ li. 52. 

Jbrunt, ii. 354. 
Priming-knife, ii, 28c*, 3Ej. 
Psyche, iSp, 193,230. 
PTAHp 3f lt 323t 325 : >L 77* a 

ii+ 36. 
puntf ii. 31a 

3^3 
PUR | PAIS* 3ia 
Purple, 154* 
Purus ha, 138,282. 
Pycmaleoh, iL 118. 
Pyramid, ii ifii-173. 
Pyramid names, ii. 164. 
Pyre, 31a 
PYTKOp iL 216, 
Python, iL 216, 

Q, ii. s!L 
Quadrifoil, 79* 
Quagga, iL 131. 

QUET2ALCOATL, ii. 73- 
qiicnaf, iL 117. 
quhtfiy ii. 2y0. 

R, 43, 48,59. 9*. 95* 263.329,330. „ 
Ra, i^o.alS, 170, 299, 33.0, J43 ? »* 

222. 
Rabbit, ii. 113* 
Ragged staff, iL .33* 
Rainbow, m ; il gg. 
raiitn, 245 ; ii- 94' 
rxfjaJ^ iga 
rajan, 150. 
Rake, iL 60, 61. 
Ram, 345 ^ 
RaMESGS, 34^ 
Rammanu, 35.3. 

**rt 33°- 
Reapm^-hookp ii- 264, 
JTdLAttl, II. 94s 245- 

t|4 35S 

i&£u3Si. 
Redemption, 41* 
Reel, ii 197^ 
Rem, ii 307. 
r^/j^rry, ii. 249, 
Rhododendron, iL 274- 
Rhombus, 86. 
Rnrs, 301. 
Ribbons, 340; ii. 37^ 
Rice, iL 257. 
rvjfrii, 3M 
RlMMQN, 346 
Ring, 185, 377- 
River, 285 : ii- 393 
River of golden sands, iL 294? -9>- 
Rivers, iL 2IJ. 
Rivers, sanctity of, ti. g. 
Roc, 76, 88, 94 j tL 175. 
Rock, ii. 174-223. 
Rod, 281. 
Roe, 34. 
Roland, 123, 
ROMA, 3S7> , 
Romanes fff the Rest) it. NO* 230, 

25^ 562, 263 352. 
Rout, 281. 
ROSACE, ii. 237. 
Rosaline^ iL 237. 
Rose, 342 ; iL 224, 228, 37 5^ 
Rose and lily, ii. 237- 
Rose and star, iL 235. 
Rosin a, iL 229. 
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Round Tabl^ J §4 ■ ii- 75, i9-L 
Round towers, il 144, 
raus^ iL 231. 
Rowan, 355 ; ii 374. 
ROWLdRich, LL 197, 
Rudder, IL 191. 
Rugged-stafi; 361. 
Runes* 2|8. 
filfSSfAv iL 6i. 

S, 40,64,6;, 90,103,119,247 ; il 19, 
Ulired, 315. 
Sagittarius, il 54, 
Sail, 38. 
.kwW, 329 ; IL 11. 
ja£rr, 325. 
Salakee Downs, ii. 307, 
Salamander, ii. 69. 
Salisbury Cathedral, IL 190. 
Salmon, ii, 83 
Salt* 320. 
Saaias, 353. 
SAMPSON, 149. 
Samson, 149. 
Sangraal, 245-254, 
Santa Claus, 299, 302, 306. 
Santan-, Ii. 16a 

ii 257, 
Sapphire, 213 
Sarama, ii. 106, 
Satan, ii. 306. 
Saturn, iL 191-323. 
Sausage, ii 91, 92. 
Htf, ii. 73- 
Scales, 4j, 46, 268, 269, 270; il 49. 
Scallop, it. 100, 

Scarabasus, 7^ I03* j27i 32S. 
Sceptre, 363 j iL 77, 29a 
SCH EFFLER, 236. 
SeiiAv.; ii. 225, 
Scone, iL 192- 
Scorpion, n 2B9,299,312, 
Scourge, 19. 
Sc£OP£f ii. 307.. 
Scythe, ii. 263. 
Sea, 197-200, 
rta, ii. 20. 
Seal, 258 } ii 340, 
Sea-serpent, 197-204? iL 208-22c 

392-316. 
Seatcr, The^ iL 192. 
SfiKEKT ii 67. 
Seed, 355. 
Sekrk, 325, 

SekhetT, r68. 
SEJCKAt 325. 
stink t 299, 
SRLK, iL 289. 
Semen, 355. 
SENNEN, ii. 307. 
fcrnftky ii. 2191, 
Serafis, 203 
Serpent, ic*, 43, 48, 38, 206 ; iia 49, 

66, 208-223, 2-9; 
Serpent mounds, ii 208-223, 
Set, it. 177, 306. 
S£Tt ii. 192. 
Seven, 118,20^353. 
Seven pillars, Li. 236. 
“ Seven Ploughing Oxen,fl 282. 
Sewarb, ii. 74. 
Shamrock, 78 ; il. 258. 
SHAKESPEARE, il. Au 
Sheep, ^6P 97; ii. 100, * 
j;A/efi+ |i. 309. 
Shell, 20 ; ii. 188, 189. 
SHELLEY, 244, 347, 359 i ^ 4&, 54- 
sAtftAttrf, 328. 
Shepherd, The Good, 98- 
Shietd, 27. 
Shiloh, iL 226. 
jfofi, 11 309, 

Ship of Isis, it. 311* 
Shitslones, ii* 180. 
Show, ESo, 326* 337- 
Shrew., ii. 46. 
Shri, 178, 328, 282. 

Sickle, Si, ajp 26, 264. 
Siegfried, IL 21. 

ii. 
Signpost, iL 111. 
Sil-j ii. 165. 
SlLBURY, IL 165. 
silfyf il 323, 
Silver, 154 ; is. 314. 
Simons Yat, ii. 8, 
Siwurch, ii. 101. 
Sin, 176, 201, 272* 209 ; il 309, 
SlNDBALO, 287. 
Sindkad/At Strifer, 76, 287, 

325, 
Si R E, 31 s, 
siref 315. 
Sisitr-wift, 170, |8l. 
Sislrum, 223, 535, 
H Sitter," The, il 77,78. 
Six, 3 jo, 
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skipper, jL 310. 
Slave of ignorance, 30. 
Slogan* ti. ?i. 

ll 31a 
Sing, IL &ft 7^ 
Staghorn* ii. 71. 
J-jUjdfA* ii. 310- 
SmaragduSp ii- 396. 

S MINTH EUS, ii. 46. 
Smith, ii 115. 
Smithp L. P., ii. 361. 
Smith, R-fc 283, 
Smith, W. B_* ii. 35a 
SnaiL* ii. 69* jo, 271. 

snake, ii. 2 id. 
Snake, iL 253. 
Snap* ii. 221. 
sne&ks, ii. 2t8. 
Snowdon, Mt.p ii. 97- 
Sole, ii. 36. 
SOLOMON* 151-166, US- 
Solomon's knnt, 83,9a 
Solomon's seal* 356, 267+ -91’ 
SOMA* iL 24-36. 
SOMMONACOdUM, 31 tSft l3f* 
Sottgvf 151-166, 167-18& 
Sophia* 175, 209, 2 so, 228* 35$; Li- 

229. 
SOPfttA,, 219, 
jw/, pa 

Sow* si+ 91* in. 
Spade* k 361. 

/>; 333 
Spear* ii. 122. 
speary ii. 14k 
Spectacles, 21,22; St. 2. 
Spf.ntserp iL 232. 
Sphere* 75n 238 ; ii. t61- 

Spheres, 206, 
Spider, 133. 
Spine, 354- 
Sprnnmu wheel, ii- >9+ 
spire, iL 146, 147. 
spirit, joo, 313 
spare„ Sl 146, 
Sprayp 361, 
J7>n/rtp iL 273. 
Spur* 362- 
-S>iw-t 362- 
Sduirrel* 364 £ ii- 7, 282. 
SS*93* 103* 114* lift 237, 34i 
S S S, 93, 290 ; ii. 34+ 
jA. ii. *77. 

VOL. IL 

St Grail* 52* 245-254. 
Sr Martin, Claude* 370, 
St Paul's Cathedral, it. 57- 
StatT* 2a 
Stag, 33,45. 48, 88, 373 ; il iJS. 18^ 
stake, is- 177* 
Standard, 64 ; iL 315. 
Star, lo3* I iO 
star, ii 96- 
Star flower*, iL 233 
stays, iL 314 
steeple, ii. 167. 
Stdlioo, ii. 69. 
Stefnkiy, ii. 346. 
Stepmother* cruel, 230, 
sticky ii. 177. 
stack, ii. 177, 
Stocks* i t. 167, 
Stone* IL 174-223. 
stone, ii. 177. 
Stone circles* ti 191-323 
Stone globes* iL iSi. 
STONE HEN OF* ^53 3 |L ISJ-22J. 
S'mNEIi&tfGP'r it. 202, 
Stork, 10, 6ft 
SuDOU&Vs i36p 187; iL 311-313^ 
Sufis* ii Jtj5h 337- 
summer, il. 171. 

Sun, 133-I47. *39. i il 2i^ 
sun, 289. 

Suntluwer, ii, 204. 
Sut* 272: iL i77 
SUTEKHt rL 177, 
Svastika* 81 ; ii I3i* 
Swallow, ii 50. 
Swan* ii* 5, 6a 7 3 LL 72. 
SWEDEN BORU* 76* 223, 2l6* 22ft Jj4 

ii. 37, 123* 214* 262. 
Sword* 18; il 73-77, S23. 
riis&rd, Ii. 74. 
Sycamore, ii. 270, 277> 

T, 292-294 i |i 137- 
Tabernacle, LL M7- 
Table, Round* 184; ii. 7% 194. 
Tables of stone, ii. 183. 
Tabor* 340, 
Tadby, 354, 

tMrMl 343 

Tatis, 103- 
Ta/t*354 
Tam-, 339. 
Taiiafa, 342. 
Tambourine, 339* 340, 

25 
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Tahuuz, ij6, 33S-542- 
TaO, ii, 14. 
TaOV, ii 33. 
Tassel, ii 6+ 
Tat, ii 339- 
fau cross., 292-294 

Taurus, Mt, 337. 
Taw, IL, ii. 17. 
tear, 334. 
Teazel, ii, 239. 
Techu, 69 ; ii. 11 j. 
Tehutip ii. 115. 
Te!C.nt IL, ii. 9. 
tfmcws, il 192, 
TempLiTSp \l 352* 

ii 59- 
Ttenpic of Solomon, 158. 
/*** it 15. 

tcndiry il So. 
Tennvson, 91, i3i j ii, 1P, 29, 126. 
TertuluaN', 145;. 
Tetragratnmaton, 
Teepi, ii. 132, 
TiiAHp ii, 116- 
TH AM | 203. 

339. 
THaH.VK, 342. 

Thames R., 341 ; il 193. 
Thau, ii. 116. 
TllAUTp ii, 115-120. 

Thebes, 345; ii- 215. 
Tktz and Thout 294. 
The Man in the Moon, 107, 148. 
Theseus, ii 65. 

14 Third Day, Resurrection/ ii, 71, 
Thiksk, iL 8, 
Thirty, ii. 1S9, 190; 205. 
thirty^ ii. 66. 
Thirty-three, 141 j ii. 205, 
Thistle, ii. 239. 
Thom-, 339. 
THOMi-spjf, F., ii. 72, no, 
Thor, i 12, 275,324; ii, 9^ 119-1*], 
Thorn-bush* 360. 
Thoth, 69, 107, 240, 270; ii, 115. 
th&Mght, ii. 115. 
Thread, ii. 65. 
ikrtty it. 341, 
Three circles, 771 tipassim. 
Three eyes, 275. 
Three feathers, ii. 20& 
Three legs, 362. 
Three maids, 355. 
Three pillars, 162. 

Three queens, 356 ; ii. 10, 
Three ways, ii. 112. 
Thunderbolt, ii. 77. 
TftVf!5Qw ii jt 3. 
Tiger, ii, 13^ 131- 
tikA II 115- 
timfor, il So, 
Timbrel, 339, 34a 
Time, 182, 214 216-218, 339; ii 2 

192-223+ 263-265. 
finder, ti. So. 
Ti ntacel, ie. 143. 

Tilt, 300. 
T.mu, 339. 
Tod, 334- 
Tongue thru si out, iL 12$. 
Tool-hilts, ii 166. 
/■7F- ii, 165. 
torch' ii 90. 
toriiy iL 185, 
Tor names, ii 172, 
Tower* ii. 84+ 142-!^ 287. 
“Traditive Lamp,* ii. 349. 
TRE‘y ii. 306. 
Tree, ii. 266-285* 
tree, ii. 306, 341. 
Trefoil, 78* ct passim. 
Trescaw, ji. 207. 
Triangle* 290 ; ti. 221. 
Trident, 366 ; ii. 123. 
Triple meaning of each symbol, 97. 
Tns#gi&tt, 29S. 
Trivia* ii. 135. 
triziai, ii 112. 
Trojan horse, ii. 38. 
Troubadours, ii 319-328, 352. 
true, ii 79, 306, 34t, 
41 True blue," i i. 79, 
Trumpet, 12^ 
Truncheon, siT 58,, 77. 
Truth, 167, 182, zi8t 242; ii. 305. 
ThYPHOSA, 149. 

294, 
Tuisco* 300. 
Tun, 3391 ii. 193. 
Tunis, 314. 
Turkey, arms of, to$. 
Tumdum, 86. 
Turquoise, 171, 212. 
Twelve, ii. 205. 
Twelve knights, 184. 
Twelve princesses* 186. 
Twin bulls, ii. 26. 
Twin children, 268 ; ii. 242. 
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Twin circles, 269*272 ; Li. 3, 4. 
Twin mountains, ii. ti. 
Twins, ii, t. 
Twist, 565, 
Two pillars, 159. 
Tvmos, tot. 
Tvpkon and Osiris, ii. 2$, 
Tynan, Catherine, s6j. 
TYR, I2J. 

LVLinVSHUNAVlIH, I 76, 
Ukko, tot. 
Ultramarine, 212. 
Ulysses, 279, 
Umbrella, ii. 142. 
Unbl’, 336, 
U NCUMSER, St, 52; ii. 142. 
Unicom, 13 ; ii. cJS-ioc. 
L'NNEFKti, 326. 

«A 3'54- 
Upsala, 334, 
Up-UAT, II. 10:, 
Ut;- (prefix), 199, 
UXSA.Y, 369. 

Urchin, 31S ; ii. 183. 
Ukn, 355. 
U#£f 301. 

vnal, 11, 139. 

UR-ME^ jzj. 
Ursula, St, ii, &i< 125, 
*ik, 283, J 
UsKAiiT 67, 283 ; ii. 32, 
usker^ 2^3. 
UsK* 36S. 
UTHEtC PendRaGGN* ii. 10, 304* 
Utokj, 353, 

v, am ; ii. 214, 317, 3J7, 
V = Wt !(. 81. 
Valkyr e, ji6, 
vanish ii, 30E. 
VARUHAs 3=5- 
Vase* 346-254 j ti. 17* 217n 26 rt ti 
Vaudois, 3, 24 ; ti. 351. 

Vaughan, H.> 106, 
VMLt6*; 
Vehicle, the Great, ii. 3. 

Veil, 205, 21$, 2t& 
\ EIJUS, 264 ; iL 6l, tll- 
KUfiftf, ii 308. 
wr, 321. 

ii. 271. 
Vesper, ii 31G. 

iL 316. 

Vesta* 225 ; ii. 325. 
Vine, ii. 93* 244. 
vtfu, =4? 
Vineyard, ii. 287* 288. 
vjfitr, ii. 220. 
Vishnu* 146, 178 ; ii. 81-96, 
Li Vision of Adonai" 155. 
vim! 299, 

Vocp 761 
Volcano, ii. 17a 
Volcano names* ii. 171- 
V0TANf ii, 79, 
v&u\ ii. 1S3- 
Vowd erosion, 300, 
Vowel s, negligibility of* 289, 

w, 3=' 
Vr.itk.ahANA* 1L. Ij. 
Vulcan, ii. x 19. 
Vulture, 369; ii. 290, 

w, ii- I?1 214, 238. 
W = V, iL Si. 
Wauek Hill, ii, 79. 

ii- 94- 
IL 94. 

Wagner, ii. 360. 
Wainamoinkh, ioi 
Wakes* ii, 95 
Waldcnses, set Vatuteis, 
Wall, 25St =66. 
Wallace^ ii. Si. 
Waltz, ii. 95. 
Warwickshire^ iL 4a 
Washing she feet! 227- 
Wat, ii, 113. 
Water* =4-n -4J S ii- 140* fi 
Water-bottle* ii. 14S- 
Water-mother* 196-266 ; is, 27S. 
Water of Life, 176^ 185* 188. 
Watlinc:, ti. 113, 
Wavlan'it Smith, ii. 119- 
Way, the* if. lit. 

ii, 95. 
row, ii. 8i. 
WfaJl/t, iL 116. 
Wedding S&ng &/ tVisdem, *74- 

wrewrV, il 307. 
Wdtt 20* 182, 240. 
t£f/4 ii. 81, 87. 
Wells, sacred* iL 8& 
Welsh and Mexican identities, J33- 
LVsx-t iL 36- 
wAvJnn^t ii. 59- 
xuAeatt ii. 38. 
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Wheatear, 356. 
Wheel, 4®, £ 209 308; \l £ 55, 

8is 159, 199-204* 3l6*3J7t3|G, 
wAttl, 340 ; it. 3*4 
wAeft iir 38, 
Whinbush, iL 50, 272, 
whin£t il+ 45* 
tvAlmty, ii. 4S« 
w&isfitFt iL 36, 
While, 214: ii. 3®, 96-100. 
ti/AiVr 58. 
White hor^c, ii, 34-100, 
White lady, iL 46, 47. 
wfo'fjvtti iL 94. 
Tt^/fs 329, 
vthvffinfr iL S9- 
M^CAV. IE. Vi. 
W'Ves ii. jl 
Wig, Ii. 51 - 

(L 59- 
wm+ ii, 3l 
Wfte*i4Mi ii. Si. 
WrttS&tRE* is. 40. 
Wind, 85. 
Window. 359, 567 
Wine* 186, 151 ; iL 9^ 93. 
Win & 50| 21,358. 
Ti riT^ ii 140. 
Winded circle, ii. 293. 
Winkle, ii. 
triiiMtru\ ii. 36. 
Window, 167-168,283 ; ii. 236, 241, 

=44, V7r 346. 
Ivi.idemn ii* 5 li 70, 
twJ*T li. 51. 
Wish, el Bo. 
wish ii. 80. 
wistful, ii. 36. 
wtf, iL 38, 94- 
Wimo* iL 306, 
Wood, iL 79. 
WOHEM, ii. 79. 
Wood, 229. 

ii. 80. 
Wool, H. 81, 
“ Word;- 275* 
44 Word/1 the, ii. 127. 
44 Work is Prayer/1 36. 
Workman, it. 115, 
Wordsworth, 190, 

TM/W, II 319, 
WOTAH, il l8l. 
W R, 150 J ii- 22. 
Wren, ii- 7°- 
X, 295 ; ii (5, *t passim 

Y, 131, 136 ; iL 147. 
Yabun*. 355- 
Yah, 348 
Yak, 308- 
Yaltt ii. 115-14.1. 
Yar1 R.s ii. 8. 
Yaxche, ii. 272. 

Yus, 333. 

Yellow, 211 ; ii. 86. 
V£Or ii. 17, 
Yesha, 135, 
Yew, il 54. 147, 272. 
Yf,zidi5, the, 363- 
Y H Sa 135, 
Yiha, ii. 231. 
y#d, iL 69. 
Yoke, it. 258. 

rty ii. 8. 
York, ii. 8. 
Yule, 340; ii. 96. 
Yltroen, 343- 
Z, 37,6 5,290,294,397, 309; ii 5, 4> 20. 
Zas, 128, 146; iL 21. 
Efolj it. 165, 323. 
Zebra, sL 131- 
Zebu, 359- 

2Q4- 
Zrkhor, ii. 18S. 
Zerah, ISO. 

Zerah, 284, 
-r/u, iL 269- 
Zttls, 202 ; ii 4, 72* 77, 96. 
tigpagi iL 21 
Zigzags, 109, 285 ; it. 78, 344 
Zimbabwe, 367. 
Zion, 37, 283. 
Zi 2 a, 192, 
Zizi, 28 r+ 
ZizOLAp 192. 
Zoroaster* Si. 72. 
ZTAKp ii. 177. 

Zut ii. 45, 96. 
Zvi.u, 367. 
ZZZ, 29a 

Pejismftt. - The author will feel grateful to the courtesy of correspondents 
for trad ngs of any paper marks or printer's marks that may be of interest. It is 
to be hoped that a systematic collection of these will eventually be undertaken. 

HUNTED IT HULL AND CA, LTCkp 4tUlNIUlt.il. 
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